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Introduction 

This thesis seeks to investigate animal exploitation in medieval Ireland by 

integrating the two proxies best suited to deal with it, the zooarchaeological record and 

the historical record. Three problems present themselves in such an endeavour. The first 

is a more general problem within the realm of historical archaeology, and that is the 

integration of the archaeological and historical records. As will be discussed in the 

second chapter, this is a process for which there can be little standardized methodology, 

as the natures of the two proxies can vary so widely. The Irish historical record consists 

of various traditions, each quite distinct in their origin, style, and content; the native Irish 

records focus more on narrative history, while the Anglo-Norman material tends to be 

much more bureaucratic in nature. Both must be treated differently when using their 

information in concert with the archaeological record. Throughout this work, slightly 

more emphasis will be placed upon the Anglo-Norman historical data. Two reasons 

suggest this. First, the information they convey is primarily economic in nature, a 

characteristic shared with zooarchaeological data. Second, and more importantly, a vast 

majority of the zooarchaeological evidence comes from Anglo-Norman or Anglo-Irish 

sites. 

The second problem has to do with current use of specialist fauna! reports. When 

specialist analyses are undertaken out, the reports produced generally end up in one of 

two places, the very back of an excavation report, or a filing cabinet where they remain 

unpublished. This makes widespread access to, and use of, the data problematic. A 

recently published remedy to this problem for the early Christian period, Knowth and the 

zooarchaeology of early Christian Ireland (McConnick and Murray 2007) is taken as a 

partial template for this thesis . Like McCormick and Murray's work, this thesis will 

integrate findings from the recently analysed assemblages, those of Carrickmines Castle, 

Co. Dublin, the infill of a souterrain from Ballybarrack, Co. Louth, and the 12th century 

ditch infill from Dunboyne Castle, Co. Meath, into a larger set of zooarchaeological data 

from medieval Irish sites, taken from various fauna! reports both published and 

unpublished . Every attempt has been made to ensure that all relevant fauna! data from 

the archaeological record has been included . Unfortunately, access to some fauna! 

material/information, particularly from medieval Cork, has been limited. 
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The third problem involves the present state of the medieval archaeological 

record. While, as mentioned, some of the geographical and chronological gaps in the 

fauna! record presented here have to do with limited access to materials, some of these 

reflect real gaps in the archaeological record. Two trends will be discussed in Chapter 7 

regarding this. The first is our lack of archaeological evidence for medieval rural sites. 

There is a major imbalance in the amount of archaeological evidence between urban and 

rural sites from the medieval period, and suggests that future work should be 

concentrated in this area. The second is our lack of archaeological evidence for medieval 

Gaelic Irish sites. This is related to the problem with the rural archaeological record, as 

native settlement was primarily rural. 

The first chapter of this work will be an overview of medieval Gaelic and Anglo

Nonnan Ireland. This is intended merely to set the context in which later chapters should 

be seen. Following this, an explanation of some of the methods of quantification used in 

zooarchaeology will be presented. In addressing the issues described above, it was 

decided that a substantial review of both Gaelic Irish and Anglo-Norman historical 

documents would be undertaken. An overview of the sources investigated appears in the 

fourth chapter, while the succeeding chapter relates the results. The zooarchaeological 

discussion has been divided into three chapters. First, as a matter of comparison and 

setting of context, the British medieval fauna! record will be reviewed. After this, results 

from the recently analysed assemblages mentioned above will be presented. This will be 

followed by an overall review of the medieval Irish fauna! record. The final chapter will 

seek to integrate the historical and zooarchaeological results. The large amount of data 

generated from these various strands of evidence are presented in the appendices which 

comprise volume two of this work. 

It is hoped that this structure will both convey our present state of knowledge 

regarding animal exploitation in medieval Ireland as well as contribute significantly to 

that knowledge. More importantly, it is hoped that this work will highlight areas in the 

zooarchaeology of medieval Ireland which need to be more fully addressed. 
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Chapter 1 
Medieval Ireland: An overview 

1.1: Introduction 

The present chapter seeks to provide an overview of medieval Ireland. The 

problem with trying to understand the correlation between economic practice and societal 

structure in medieval Ireland is the cultural diversity in existence during the period. The 

Anglo-Norman invasion was not complete in that it failed to subjugate and control the 

whole of the island either politically or socially. Large sections of the northwest, the 

northern midlands, and the west coast remained under the control of Gaelic lords. Thus 

one is presented with two separate social groups from the start, the pre-existing Gaelic 

Irish culture and the Anglo-Norman. Although the line can be easily drawn between 

these two at the very outset of the Anglo-Norman period, two things must be 

remembered: first, the homogeneity of the individual groups implied by such a divide is 

illusory; and second, the division did not last. To the former, pre-Norman Gaelic culture, 

in its traditions, Jaws, and social structures, may have been somewhat homogeneous but it 

was politically fractured; the Anglo-Norman settlers, while mainly subjects of the king 

and therefore members of the same polity and legal system, were of diverse ethnic and 

social backgrounds. To the latter, the king's control was centralised in Dublin, and over 

the course of time, the frontiers of the occupied territory began to adopt native customs. 

Thu we are presented with multiple groups, whose motivations and practices, it will be 

shown, varied over time. 

In discussing post-conquest Ireland, Down ( 1987, 450) describes four categories 

of land: 

1. Areas which remained under Gaelic control 
2. Lands belonging to the crown 
3. Lands granted to the tenants-in-chief 
4. Lands belonging to the Church 

The following discussion will primarily address the first three groups. The nature of the 

evidence limits the depth into which any of these can be discussed, particularly as regards 

the native Irish. The documentary sources which fall into this category tend to be more 

narrative histories. In this, generalities are more often described, with specifics on 
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economy ignored. This extends to most facets of Irish society, and thus one is, in 

attempting to understand Gaelic medieval Ireland, relying upon either documents relating 

to early medieval Ireland and assuming continuity or documents written at the very end 

of the medieval period and assuming that origins of the processes they describe lay 

centuries earlier. Anglo-Norman records are a bit more informative, and tend to be much 

more bureaucratic in nature. Thus one has an amount of economic and political 

information not present in the Irish records. When discussing Gaelic Ireland and Anglo

Norman Ireland, the categories will be divided in to relevant subjects: land tenureship, 

settlement, agriculture, power, trade, as well as some topics more specific to Gaelic 

Ireland. 

1.2: A note on the dating of the medieval period 

Although the previous section has alluded to the time frame covered by this 

the is, a brief definition of what is meant by the "medieval" period is appropriate. To a 

certain extent, this is a semantic issue dependent upon what one labels the preceding 

period . Edwards ( 1990, Preface) cites various terms used to describe this earlier phase, 

including "early Christian'', "early historic", and "early medieval'', preferring the last of 

the e her elf. This is al o favoured by 6 Cr6infn ( 1995) and O'Keeffe (2000, 11). Barry 

( 19 7, I), McCormick and Murray (2007, 35), and O'Conor ( 1998, xi) all prefer the term 

"early Chri tian". If one ee thi earlier phase a part of the medieval period (i .e. "early 

medieval"), then the ucceeding period must be described as "high medieval", "late 

medic al", or both . If one label the earlier phase "early Christian", then the use of 

"medieval" for the ucceeding phase i sufficiently descriptive. This work chooses the 

latter of the e two option . Occa ionally, in latter sections of this thesis, the terms "high 

medie al" and "late medieval" will be used, but this i generally due to their use by 

excavator and subsequent appearance in fauna! reports. 

That being e tabli hed, the year covered by the medieval period must be 

pecified. There i much more agreement on thi point. The arrival of the Anglo-

orman would certainly eem to have been the water hed moment; however, O'Conor 

(1h1d.) highlight that a wide range of event in the late-11 111 and early-12 111 centuries, such 

a "the reform of the Church, the related introduction of various Continental religious 
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orders and new architectural styles and concepts, the increase in trade with Britain and 

Europe, [and] the growth in urbanism", along with the arrival of the Anglo-Normans, 

heralded the onset of the medieval period. This is echoed, more or less, by the rest of the 

authors cited in the previous paragraph. The end of the medieval period is slightly more 

contentious. As O'Keeffe (2000, 14) states it: "the date at which the middle ages might 

be regarded as having 'ended' is arbitrary". Some place it in the year 1534, which saw 

the onset of the reconquest of Ireland (O'Conor 1998, xi), others suggest the arrival of 

Oliver Cromwell (O'Keeffe 2000, 14). For O'Keeffe (ibid.), the medieval period ends in 

the year 1600. This is based primarily upon his view that the available archaeological 

evidence suggests different "personalities" for the 16th and 17th centuries. O'Conor 

( 1998, xi), on the other hand, sees continuity of settlement type as evidence of the 

medieval period lasting into the second half of the l 7ili century. The present thesis 

chooses a date in between these two as the turning point. The early 1 ih century sees the 

completion of the Tudor reconquest of Ireland; it sees the end of the native annalistic 

tradition; and it sees the heavy intensification of plantation. These are all major political 

and social changes, somewhat akin to those O'Conor describes as heralding the onset of 

the medieval period. Thus, for the present thesis, the medieval period may be seen as 

lasting from the late 1111i century to the early l 7ili century. Occasionally, the evidence 

used , whether archaeological or historical, will stray outside these boundaries. Where 

this occurs, it will be highlighted and justified. 

1.3: Gaelic Ireland 

I 3.1: Introduction 

The difficulty in attempting to write an overview of Gaelic medieval Ireland is 

that the documentary evidence is limited. While at the outset of the Anglo-Norman 

period one might assume that the native systems carried on, the extent to which these 

older traditions were maintained is unclear. To believe that, in the face of conquest and 

settlement, the native Irish population retreated into the West to live in some form of 

"Gaelic purity", untouched and unaffected by the newcomers, only to reappear in the 1411i 

century, is to ignore large sections of the population. Certainly, in the most remote areas, 

thi may have been the case. But much of the native population, up until the Gaelic 



resurgence, Jived either under direct Anglo-Norman/Anglo-Irish control or under Gaelic 

lords who were, periodically, either subject to or in league with the colonial power 

structure. Some of these would have adopted the colonial systems for reasons of 

convenience or lack of choice; others, as Frame (1977, 7) states, "continued a restricted 

and modified version of their traditional pursuits". The English policy was to extend 

their political, legal, and economic structures across the island. The problem with this 

was that in vast areas, nominally under Anglo-Norman control, colonial authority was 

wielded by the Anglo-Irish aristocracy who had their own agendas and were perfectly 

willing to work with the native Irish in the right circumstances (ibid.). 

So, within the native population, we are presented with three non-static groups. 

6 

Those who lived wholly apart from the colonial system, those who were completely 

enveloped by it, and those who existed in concert with it, adopting and discarding 

different practices as best benefited themselves. The question is then what is Gaelic 

Ireland? It would seem sensible to describe the situation as it existed prior to, and in the 

early days of, the Norman settlement, as well as some of the adaptations the independent 

and pseudo-independent Gaelic lords made in order to function alongside the colonial 

system. 

1.3.2: Land tenure 

Watt (1987, 317) cites Orpen's argument that "Norman feudalism" and "Celtic 

tribalism" were incompatible systems that could not exist side by side. Watt goes on to 

how, however, that the two systems were in reality quite capable of doing so, stating that 

the root of both lay in "service to an overlord or overking in return for protection" (ibid., 

327). While this may be a slight simplification, its point is nonetheless valid. Both 

systems involve a contract between two parties in which one member "rents" the use of 

the other's property for the purpose of agricultural production in exchange for a fixed 

annual fee. This is iterated by Down ( 1987, 441 ), who emphasises that pre-Anglo-

orman Iri h society was not feudal, but was beginning to show signs of feudalism. 

Evidence for land tenureship in medieval Ireland comes primarily from pre-Norman 

documentary evidence. It is presumed that the native system continued in areas of the 

island not directly heavily affected by the Anglo-Norman conquest. In this early 
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medieval system of clientship, there were two types of tenurial contracts, one between the 

lord and base-clients, and one between the lord and free-clients. The fief a base-client 

was eligible to receive was directly proportional to the amount of land he held. The 

client's extended family could, however, choose to reject the fief. As they also bore 

responsibility for his debts, they had the right to intervene if he accepted a fief the annual 

renders for which vastly outweighed his production capability (Patterson 1981, 54). The 

b6aire, being the highest ranking base-client, and having a personal land-holding of at 

least ca. 500 statute acres, was eligible to receive anywhere from 3 heifers to 24 cows, 

although the sources vary in this respect (ibid., 55). The Cain Aicilline (ibid.) states that 

the annual renders for a base-clientship contract involving a fief of 24 cows consisted of 

I full grown cow, 1 salted pig, 8 sacks of malt, l dried sack of wheat, and 2 handfuls of 

candles. These payments continued until the end of the contract, generally 7 years in 

length. Early termination of the contract, on the part of the client, engendered large fines. 

Free-clients were members of the upper classes, whether by virtue of birth or personal 

wealth. The main difference between the base-clientship and free-clientship contract, 

apart from the social status of the client and the size of the fief, is the ability to terminate 

the contract at any time without risk of penalty, merely the return of the capital (ibid., 

59). Free-clients may, in a sense, be seen as middle men. They received fiefs from 

wealthier and higher status individuals, but they also granted fiefs to the base clients. 

They were able to do the latter because they did the former. In fact, it may have been 

possible, given the right management of contracts, to exist as a free-client engaging in 

little firsthand production. 

Gerriets ( 1981, 171) sees this form of tenure as being primarily symbolic in 

nature, that its goal was the establishment and maintenance of social and political ties. 

While this was a by-product of the clientship system, the motivations behind it may have 

been just as economic as social. Patterson ( 1981, 51) summarises the arguments of 

Gerriets and Edwards as the view that since there is something economically non-rational 

about the Irish clientship system, there must be some other explanation as to its purpose. 

Thi can be seen in Gerriets' ( 1981, 176) emphasis that "the Irishman was not 

encouraged to use his productive resources as efficiently as possible to produce the 

greatest material output". This, however, is a very one-sided view of the situation. It was 
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economically non-rational for a base-client to accept a contract of base clientship. 

Patterson ( 1981, 56) highlights the fact that the annual render due in the contract, as well 

as the price for pasturage, which was generally around 1 cow out of 7 grazed per year, 

effectively precluded the base-clients from upward social mobility. Such strict rents 

would have absorbed much of a farmer's surplus production, limiting his ability to 

accumulate personal wealth. In this sense it is a non-rational system. However, it may 

simply be that those accepting base clientship contracts had no choice. The system is 

completely rational on the other side. The lord granting the fief is ensuring himself a 

constant stream of consumable products without personally incurring the costs of 

maintaining large numbers of cattle. If a lord has granted 24 3-year old cows to a b6aire, 

he will receive annually not only those renders listed in the previous paragraph, but 3 

cows for rent of pasturage from the same client. More importantly, by lending out his 

stock in this manner, he is freezing the age of his stock. At the end of the 7 year contract, 

the lord in the above example is due back his 24 3-year old cows, or an equal number of 

similar age/quality stock. Had he kept these for his own direct use, they would be 10 

year olds and past their prime. If both parties wished to extend the contract, it could be 

done so with these same 3-year old animals. Thus the stock which the lord "owned'', or, 

in a more practical sense, had a legal right to expect from the client, never aged. That 

this arrangement was exceptionally beneficial to those granting the fiefs is underscored 

by the fact that it was forbidden to refuse a fief offered by a king descended from the 

ruling lineage of an area (ibid., 59). In terms of the overall power of the local king, the 

multiple layers of render payment involved in this system, and the high number of clients 

existing particularly at the lower levels, allowed for large amounts of wealth to work their 

way up the pyramid. 

1.3.3: Settlement 

One of the problems in understanding the economy of medieval Gaelic Ireland is 

that settlement patterns are not well understood. One of the main hindrances in this is 

poor state of the archaeological evidence, which may be ascribed to both lack of thorough 

investigation and destruction of sites (O'Conor 1998, 73). In debating the nature of 

settlement, the first step is to define whose settlement patterns one wishes to identify. 
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Unfortunately, as is generally the case, the archaeological and historical records detail the 

settlements of the upper classes much more than the lower classes. In pre-Norman 

Ireland, the dominant form of upper class habitation is the rath (Barry 1988, 347). It is 

presumed that this continues into the medieval period, as there is no evidence to the 

contrary and no reason to think that it might be otherwise (Glasscock 1987, 228). 

Evidence that the settlement type survived, at least partially, in the medieval period is 

described by Watt (1987, 333), who cites an example of a rath being constructed at 

Clonroad in the 1240's. In a more rigorous analysis of the topic, O'Conor (1998, 89-94) 

suggests that ringforts were used in the medieval period in Gaelic Ireland up to the 1 ih 
century; he argues that while the archaeological evidence is slight, there is credible 

historical, as well as some excavated, evidence to support this view. He goes on to 

describe a wide range of high status settlement types, based on location (ibid., 104). 

Crann6gs and island sites were used in the lake areas of northern and western Ireland. 

On the stonier southwest cashels were popular. Moated sites, copied from the Anglo-

ormans, were also constructed in some parts . Furthennore, Barry, (1988, 347) states 

that earlier enclosed settlements types, such as hillforts, were occupied, or reoccupied, in 

the medieval period, although he does not give any specific examples. O'Conor (I 998, 

85-6) describes medieval occupation levels in the stone castle within the hillfort of 

Rathgall , Co. Wicklow. This was probably not a widespread practice. The real shift 

occurred when the Gaelic aristocracy began to construct tower houses. Watt (1987, 334) 

suggests that this transition can be seen as early as the 14th century, while O'Conor (1998, 

105) suggests a date in the early 15th century, and Nicholls (1987, 406) states that their 

construction on a wider scale only really begins in the mid-15th century. Irrespective of 

the timing of the transition, there is little evidence that raths were constructed in the later 

medieval period (Glasscock 1987, 228), although this does not preclude continued 

occupation. As tower houses became the benchmark for wealth and status in Gaelic 

society, raths would have naturally declined in importance. No self-respecting Gaelic 

lord would have built a rath instead of a tower house. This is an important shift, as it 

hows the willingness of the Irish aristocracy to take ideas from the Anglo-Irish, and 

argues against the idea of nationalistic sentiment driving adherence to tradition. Given 

the willingness of the Gaelic Irish lords to copy Anglo-Norman housing types, it is 
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interesting to note the lack of large, masonry castles along the lines of those seen amongst 

the Anglo-Normans during the earlier phases of the colony. O'Conor (1998, 100) 

suggests that Gaelic military tactics made this sort of fortification unnecessary. As a side 

point, while tower houses became the most popular upper class dwelling in the later 

medieval period, crann6gs continued to be occupied into the 17th century (Nicholls 1987, 

405-406). 

The types of housing occupied by both the upper classes, prior to tower house 

construction, and the lower classes is unknown. Most writers describe them as small, 

insubstantial dwellings (ibid., 403). This is seen as being the societal norm regardless of 

the status of the individual involved. Medieval descriptions of the housing bear this out, 

although the authors, such as Stephen of Lexington, writing in the early l31
h century 

(ibid.), should be understood as having their own agendas. Such men were not 

necessarily disposed towards the native population, and may only have been viewing a 

certain segment of society. It seems that two main types of peasant dwelling existed in 

medieval Ireland. The simplest is known as the "creat" or "creaght", a tiny, single

roomed post-and-wattle hut, circular/oval in plan with a centrally located hearth and no 

windows (O'Conor 2002, 20 I). These are interpreted as both temporary dwellings used 

during seasonal transhumance, and more permanent occupation by the poorest members 

of society. The second house type is a more substantial, subrectangular structure, 

constructed in clay, sods, or post-and-wattle (ibid., 208). 

Simms (200 I, 249-257) uses the "house poem", a contemporary native source, to 

describe housing in medieval Ireland. These are praise poems composed to honour a 

specific patron, increasing his prestige by extolling the richness of his house. It must be 

remembered that such poems are no more or less biased than the writings of Stephen of 

Lexington and Captain Cuellar, described above. Some of the description is no doubt 

exaggerated, and imms suggests that some may be deliberate anachronisms intended to 

imply connection with heroic, legendary traditions. In spite of all this, the sense that is 

conveyed is of the permanence of the structures. The size, strength, and wealth of the 

houses are all described as important traits. It is likely that this is reflective of the upper 

classes in general, and that the "small, crudely built, and impermanent" (Glasscock 1987, 



227) structures so often described by historians are the housing of the poorer classes, as 

described above. 
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This specific issue of the permanence or impermanence of the housing structures 

themselves becomes a problem when looking at overall settlement patterns. There are 

two themes often repeated in discussions on this topic, the dispersed nature of Gaelic 

Irish settlement, and the mobility of Gaelic Irish populations. That settlement was 

dispersed seems to be borne out, but it may be seen as linked to status. Nicholls (1987, 

404) suggests that those families living in raths may have had a series of huts built in the 

surrounding area to house extended family or those working for them, but would 

otherwise have existed quite apart from anyone else. It might be even further suggested 

that these huts may not be located in the immediate vicinity of the rath but dispersed 

across the landscape. But accepting the former, it then becomes a matter of scale. That 

there were large agglomerated settlements is well attested to. Nicholls himself (ibid., 

404) cites historical evidence of 80 houses surrounding the O'Donnell castle in Lifford, 

Co. Donegal , and 400-500 houses on the island of Inch in Lough Swilly, both in 

existence in the late 16th/early 17th centuries. Going back to the 13/14th century house 

poems, Simms (200 I, 248-249) cites the chief seat of Magauran (called his "great 

house"), at Tullyhaw, Co. Cavan, and the palace of Aodh O'Connor, at Cloonfree, Co. 

Roscommon, both described as sitting amongst a cluster of houses. As with their 

physical descriptions of the houses themselves, irrespective of whether or not these are 

strictly accurate, the fact that references to clusters of houses surrounding high status sites 

appear in such praise poems may be taken as evidence that they are seen as signs of 

prestige. It may simply be that the wealthier and more powerful a person, the more 

people he will have under his direct employ or dependent upon him, leading to a higher 

number of houses required around his rath or tower house. Thus dispersed nature of 

settlement may be a factor of the wealth and status of the local lord. 

In discussing the mobility of the Gaelic Irish population, Barry (1988, 355) quotes 

Bishop Lyon of Cork and Cloyne: "the tenants continue not past three years in a place, 

but roving about the country like wild men fleeing from one place to another". This 

seems to be an exaggeration, and it is likely that the bishop is doing so in order to 

highlight the difficulty, or inability, of collecting tithes from these people. Nicholls 
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(1987, 403) seems deeply enamored with the idea of a highly transient native population, 

but in the same articles highlights permanent settlement types as well. The entire 

argument seems to rest on contemporary misinterpretations of seasonal transhumance 

(Watt 1987, 331) and the ephemeral nature of lower class habitation. While some 

members of society were engaged in transhumance, and this might appear to the outside 

observer as a constantly moving group of people, there is ample evidence for permanent 

settlements, as described above. Moreover the system of land tenureship described in the 

previous section makes much more sense in the context of fixed settlements. As to the 

lack of evidence for lower class housing, this need not imply a nomadic existence. It may 

simply mean that the locals did not have the resources to construct more permanent 

dwellings. 

At a broader scale, the orthodox view of Gaelic settlement may simply be due to 

our expectation of seeing villages and towns in a more modem sense. Agglomerated 

settlements, such as those described above did exist. These do not necessarily fit the 

various technical descriptions of "village" or "town", but this is only a matter of choice of 

definition. In this context, these are moderate sized groups of people all "working" for, 

or living off of, the same lord. The modem term "company town" might be a more 

accurate description. Beyond this, there were what would be more properly defined as 

towns in Gaelic Ireland . These tended to be concentrated around ecclesiastical sites. 

Barry (I 988, 348) describes "incipient urbanism" at larger monasteries such as Armagh 

and Kildare, in the Pre- orman period . Bradley ( 1998, 45) identifies five criteria 

necessary for recognising monastic towns: 

I. Settlement complexity- Settlement must be divided into sectors, with major 
church buildings occupying the core 

2. Domestic houses/workshops 
3. Streets rows of buildings 
4. Trades markets/ fairs 
5. Enclosures/defensive features 
6. Function as a political centre 

He goes on to suggest that both Armagh and Clonmacnoise fulfil these criteria in the 

centuries immediately preceding the Anglo-Norman conquest (ibid., 43-5, 50). Nicholls 

( 1987, 399) describes similar agglomerations at Rosscarbery and Clonard, but also cites a 
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real town at Cavan developing as a trading centre in the 16th century. Finally, Breen 

(2001, 418-436), in discussing the maritime landscape of Gaelic Ireland, describes what 

might also be seen as a "proto-urban" environment. In an attempt to capitalise on foreign 

fishing fleets, small settlements developed around areas of natural anchorage. It was at 

these points that levies for fishery rights were paid. The local lord, the granter of the 

rights, stamped his authority on a given area through construction of a tower house; 

Breen (ibid., 422) cites examples of O'Sullivan Beare towers in Bantry Bay, O'Driscoll 

towers in Castlehaven and Baltimore, Maccarthy towers in Kerry, and O'Malley towers 

in Mayo. Control of fisheries required an administrative infrastructure, and around these 

towers developed settlements accommodating the population needed by the lord to ensure 

proper management. While not necessarily large, such settlements may, in effect, be 

labelled "villages". 

1. 3.4: Agriculture 

The role of arable farming in Gaelic medieval Ireland is not clear; the economic 

and social importance of livestock, particularly cattle, at this time tends to overshadow it. 

There is also little historical reference to the practice, thus it receives little attention in the 

literature. The problem with arable farming is that it conflicts with the orthodox view of 

a highly mobile population. Glasscock (1987, 226) seems at pains to highlight this when 

he alludes to the importance of cultivation, but emphasises its temporary nature. 

Although a supporter of this mobile model of settlement, Nicholls (1987, 411; 2003, 131) 

stresse that arable farming has been underrepresented in analysis of the period and that 

the view of Gaelic medieval economy as almost exclusively pastoral is inaccurate. The 

first and most obvious evidence was described above when dealing with early medieval 

land tenure hip. A base-client with a fief of 24 cows owed his lord in annual render, 

among other things, 8 sacks of malt and l dried sack of wheat (Patterson 1981, 55); one 

must be cautious in using the 7th -8th century evidence, however, as the survival of this 

pre- orman system in the medieval period is conjecture. The cultivation of grains is also 

implied by the presence of watermills throughout Gaelic Ireland. Lucas (1960, 9), 

referring to evidence from both Anglo-Norman documents and "later" native literature 

(as compared to 7th and 8th century works) goes so far as to say that mills may have been 
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one of the most common features of the countryside. Oats seem to have been of 

exceptional importance (Watt 1987, 331; Nicholls 2003, 133), and it is suggested that oat 

cultivation occurred in tandem with transhumance. The driving of cattle to summer 

pastures would leave the well-manured winter pastures open for cultivation of spring 

sown oats. The house poems referred to above describe how Aodh O'Connor freshly 

brewed a supply of malt before his feasts (Simms 2001, 249), and Nicholls (2003, 133) 

suggests that medieval Irish ale would have been made from oat-malt rather than rye. 

Nothing is said of using barley-malt, but Nicholls does mention the cultivation of barley. 

This would have been a shift from the early Christian period. Kelly (1997, 334) suggests 

that most beer at that time would have been made form barley-malt, although he does cite 

an early law tract which refers to the use of wheat as well. It is probable that all of these 

were used. Nicholls also men the cultivation of wheat, beans, and flax. Flax must have 

been grown in large amounts in order to supply linen production. In terms of production 

cycles, Nicholls (1987, 411) suggests a long fallow system where fields were cultivated 

for 2-3 years and then left to pasture for a longer period. 

Much of the writing on pastoralism in Gaelic medieval Ireland focuses on cattle. 

This is understandable, given their significance in both the economic and social spheres. 

Patterson ( 1981, 58), in describing early medieval Ireland, emphasises that the 

importance of cows to the early medieval Irish economy lay in the large role played by 

dairy products in the native diet. This continues throughout the medieval period and is 

well attested to historically, there being records of a huge variety in the type of dairy 

products consumed (Lucas 1960, 19-24). One observer, writing in the late 17th century 

de cribes how the native Irish eat and drink milk in nearly twenty different varieties 

(ibid., 21 ). The 12th century Vision of Aislinge MacConglinne (Kuno Meyer 1892, 100), 

which also lists a number of popular varieties of milk, supports the antiquity of this 

practice, as do many Old Irish sources (Kelly 1997, 323). In spite of this seemingly 

universal consumption of nothing but dairy products, Patterson ( 1981, 57) highlights that 

medieval Irish pastoralism was part of a mixed farming economy, with "two parallel 

stock raising operations, whose products were not interchangeable". Thus the focus of 

the pastoralist was not only maintaining enough cows to provide a sufficient supply of 

milk, but also maintaining all, or part, of a plough team. Furthermore, both of these 
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operations require not only adult animals, the primary producers, but also younger 

animals being brought up as replacements. McCormick (2007, 96), quoting Lucas, 

emphasises that the shift from the use of oxen to the use of horses for ploughing in 

Ireland occurred in stages. The earliest evidence is seen in the late 13th century. In the 

14th century, mixed teams are used, and it is not until the 15th century that horse became 

the dominant plough animal. The slow transition is understandable given the soils being 

ploughed. Horses are not suitable for ploughing heavier soils (Langdon 1982, 31 ). The 

Anglo-Normans seized control of the highest quality land, leaving the native populations 

to farm on just such poorer quality soils. 

Physically, medieval Irish cattle were small, expected output being a mere 200 

lbs. of prime beef (Nicholls 1987, 415). Little is known about breed variation in 

medieval Ireland. The Kerry breed is seen as being the native breed, of great antiquity. 

Generally small, and black in colour, Wilson describes the breed as "one of the remnants 

of the ancient black cattle of Western Europe" (Wilson 1918, 102). Moyles (1956/7, 55) 

states that the Kerry is considered the modem breed most similar to this ancestral stock. 

While these statements must be viewed with some caution, particularly Moyles, whose 

description of the expansion of this breed is predicated on theories of mass population 

movement unpopular today, the antiquity of the breed seems acceptable. Wilson goes 

onto suggest that this was the dominant breed throughout the medieval period. Genetic 

analysis conducted on DNA samples from medieval Irish cattle, as well as several extant 

European breeds failed to show a significant link between medieval Irish and Norwegian 

breeds (MacHugh et al. 1999, l 05), suggesting that Norse settlers did not introduce a new 

breed of cattle to the island. 

Within the context of Gaelic Ireland, sheep are not frequently discussed. Nicholls 

suggests that sheep were of exceptional importance to the economy, particularly in the 

south of the country, although they remained subordinate to cattle in value (Nicholls 

2003, 138). For instance, he cites a 1581 complaint by the dean of Cloyne that he had 

been robbed of more than 20,000 head over the course of the previous three years 

(Nicholls 1987, 415); this may, however, represent a more anglicized agricultural 

practice, and overall evidence for sheep husbandry in Gaelic Ireland is slight. Sheep 

were both important sources of wool and meat. Medieval Irish sheep produced a coarse 
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fleece not suitable for making fine cloth, but good for the thick "friezes and rug mantles" 

which became an important export along with the wool itself (ibid.). Breen (2001, 425) 

alludes to trade between the native population and foreign fishery fleets of Irish wool for 

continental delicacies such as wine. Lucas (1960, 14) cites Fynes Morrison, writing in 

the early 16th century, who wrote that mutton was seldom eaten by the Irish. However, 

this seems not to be the case. Mutton was eaten and, as with beef and pork, there were 

strict rules regarding the allotment of the carcass. A Tudor observer writing at the end of 

the 16th century noted the following (Anon. 1855, 120): the head was reserved for the 

horse-boy, the neck for the garran-keeper, the liver for the carpenter, the shoulder for the 

astronomer, the bag pudding for the water bearer, the heart and feet for the shepherd, and 

the shin for the cook. 

The role of pigs in Gaelic medieval Ireland is unclear. In pre-Norman Ireland 

pigs played an important role in the diet (Kelly 1997, 79). Lucas (1960, 15) also states 

that pork/bacon was the most frequently eaten meat, while Nicholls (1987, 415-6) 

suggests that pigs were less important to the economy than one might expect. Nicholls is 

perhaps basing his statement on the infrequency of direct references to pigs in the annals. 

Judged by this standard, his statement is accurate. Lucas, however, also cites many 

historical references of the importance of oak mast, both in annals and in other works. 

For in tance, he notes that between the years 576 and 1385, the Annals of lnisfallen 

record fourteen separate instances of exceptionally high mast crops (Lucas 1960, 16). All 

three writers agree that oakmast would have been one of the main food sources for pigs, 

thu perhaps pigs were indeed an important food source. 

1.3.5: Power 

The most obviou difference between Gaelic Ireland and Anglo-Norman England 

wa the method of dynastic succession. In the native Gaelic system, the landed class of a 

given population, a tuath, assembled and elected their leadership from the "'eldest and 

worthiest"' among them (Nicholls 2003, 21 ). This elected leadership generally consisted 

of a chief and his succes or, called a tanist (ibid., 28); although, in practice, the tanist did 

not always succeed as chief. The king of the tuath was owed tribute by those who had 
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chosen him, but was also responsible to function on behalf of and towards the benefit of 

the tuath. 

As egalitarian as such a system seems, the candidates eligible for selection as king 

were all from the same lineage. Membership in the derbfine group (a common ancestor 

within the preceding four generations) of the previous chieftain was required (Nicholls 

2003, 22), ensuring that the ranks of the nobility remained relatively closed. However, 

this did not severely limit the number of candidates, a fact which led to two practices. 

First, and most importantly, the death of a leader, and the lack of a clear successor, 

generally resulted in violent quarrels amongst the candidates. Secondly, and tied with the 

first, the candidates worked to curry favour with noble and non-noble ranks in order to 

ensure support. In this context, Down ( 1987, 441) states "military, political, and 

administrative support had to be bought by superiors with cattle." Thus the exchange of 

property, i.e. cattle, occurred in both directions, up and down the social ladder. 

Primogeniture, although not an inherent feature of this method of succession, was not 

explicitly excluded either, and in practice seems to have been a relatively common 

occurrence. Nicholls (2003, 29) cites the example of the Mac Carthy's M6r, where this 

was the case for six generations between the mid-14th and early 16th centuries. Nicholls 

( 1987, 425) also states that it is these, and similar, situations where succession is limited 

if not to the previous lord's son then to a small, closely related group which engender the 

strongest polities, citing the O'Donnells and the O'Briens as examples. On the other end 

of the spectrum lay the Mac William Burkes in the early 16th century, the chieftancy over 

whom shifted amongst a less cohesive group. This had the effect of destabilising their 

government by constantly shifting the centre of power and preventing any sort of 

continuity of leadership. Such a process also Jed to the constant reshuffling of wealth. 

As one branch of the ruling class gained power and prospered, another was being pushed 

down the ocial/economic ladder. 

The Crown seems not to have minded if the Gaelic lords retained their positions 

of authority within their group, so long as they acknowledged their subservience to the 

king, swear not to molest his lands in Ireland, and paid him proper renders . This can be 

seen as early as October, 1175 when Henry II and Rory O'Connor of Connacht settled the 

Treaty of Windsor, by which the latter agreed to such terms, the annual tribute consisting 
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of one hide out of every ten animals killed (Duffy 1997, 88). For the sake of stability, it 

was in the king's interest to secure as smooth a transition of power as possible amongst 

the Gaelic aristocracy. As the above example of the Mac Carthy' s M6r illustrates 

primogeniture is more likely to allow for a peaceful succession than tanistry, hence the 

English insistence on it. At least some of the Gaelic Irish lords saw the sense in this, and 

were more than willing to adopt the practice. Cathal Crobderg, brother of Ruaidri Ua 

Conchobair, wanted his son Aed to succeed him, both as a means of preventing colonists 

from chipping away at his kingdom and ensuring the survival of his immediate line (ibid., 

118). Much later, in the mid-16th century, Brian MacGiollapadraig, happily adopted it 

when asked to do so by Henry VIII (although, admittedly, this was in exchange for a 

peerage) (Edwards 2001, 79). 

1.3.6: Hospitality 

Tanistry was not the only native Irish system the Anglo-Norman power structure 

wished to eliminate. The system of coyne and livery was one which the Anglo-Normans 

thought an abuse of power, so much so that the Irish parliament banned it in the 16th 

century. The term "coyne and livery" is a blanket term, covering ''the whole system of 

free entertainment for the lord, his troops, servants and hangers-on" (Nicholls 2003, 38). 

More generally, Pole ( 1999, 68) describes it as a "system of exactions- from the billeting 

and provisioning of troops to entertaining the lord". The advantageousness of this 

practice can be seen in its adoption by the Anglo-Irish. Nicholls (2003, 37) cites a treaty 

between the earl of Desmond and his cousin agreeing to a single night's entertainment 

per year for the earl and his retinue, with a specific provision limiting the size of the party 

to be entertained. Similarly, in 1575, MacGiollapadraig left orders with his brothers that 

were their territory attacked, they were to hire mercenaries as they saw fit and to 

"maintain" (i.e. feed and board) these by imposition of a levy on the people of Upper 

Ossory (Edwards 200 I, 93). This was ordered in spite of the fact that the Irish parliament 

had expre sly forbidden it a few years previously. The practice amongst the Anglo-Irish 

was particularly contentious. The Abbot of Odomey, in Kerry, complained to the Pope 

about this practice amongst the local lords in 1467 (Nicholls 2003, 39). In 1516, Sir 

William Darcy made a similar complaint to the king's council (Ellis 2003, 72). In spite 
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of such complaints, the practice continued. That the native population did not resist such 

impositions is perhaps a sign of how entrenched it was in the culture, in spite of the heavy 

burden it placed upon those least capable of bearing it (Simms 1978, 82). Simms 

suggests that the collection of taxes, which would normal! y have maintained the king's 

retinue, in medieval Ireland was impractical, and that this process was simply a way of 

resolving this difficulty. 

1.3. 7: Guesting/feasting 

The provision of hospitality features quite heavily in many early Irish stories, 

poetry, and histories, and was one of the cornerstones of the culture (Kelly 1997, 351). 

Although this system has its roots in pre-Norman Ireland, it survived throughout the 

medieval period, as suggested both by the Old Irish laws and 16th century state papers 

(Simms 1978, 68). In discussing hospitality in medieval Ireland, Simms (ibid., 67-8) 

identifies two separate practices: guesting and feasting. Guesting, in this sense, is the 

expectation of hospitality by a guest; it is a right which the host cannot deny. Feasting is 

the voluntary offering of hospitality by the host. Simms (ibid., 68) further divides 

guesting into three categories: "the right of traveler to food and lodging, the right of a 

lord to be entertained by his vassals, and the right of a king to billet his servants on the 

inhabitants of the kingdom." The last two of these are the "coyne and livery" discussed 

in the previous section. The entertainment of travelers was a social responsibility of the 

wealthiest commoners (ibid.). The key phrase is "social responsibility". While there was 

an expectation of hospitality, there was no legal requirement. This stands in contrast to 

Simms' second category of guesting, which was a legal requirement. This was a 

financial transaction between a lord and his client, and required both lodging and 

feasting. Thus, at certain points in the year, generally the winter, a client could expect his 

lord to demand hospitality for the prescribed amount of time. This was no small 

expectation, as a lord and his retinue would have been quite numerous, and such a visit 

would have occurred at a time of the year when food supplies were at their most 

vulnerable (Ibid., 80). Of course, this last is no accident. The lord made such visits 

during the wmter in order that his own larders might not suffer. It was a way of 

maintaming and increa mg his own wealth. If one's food supply is guaranteed to come 
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from an outside source for at least part of the winter, one does not need to keep back 

quite as much of one's produce for winter consumption. These resources can be directed 

towards trade/commerce for the lord's economic gain. Simms also makes the point that 

the Anglo-Irish became particularly demanding of their clients. 

In the lord's exaction of hospitality from his client, there were very strict rules 

regarding what he was entitled to (O'Sullivan 2003, 222-224). This varied based on the 

status of the individual involved; different grades of lords were entitled to different types 

of food. For instance, guests of all grades could expect to be given milk and cheese, 

while butter was reserved for the high-ranking guests (ibid.). Meat, being somewhat 

more valuable, was too reserved for higher ranking guests. While meats such as wether, 

lamb, veal, beef and oxen were available (ibid., 225), pork was undoubtedly the most 

popular, as can be seen in works such as Crith Gablach and Audacht Morainn (ibid., 224; 

Lucas 1960, 15). Why pork should be considered such a popular item, in spite of the fact 

that it is worth less than beef and therefore less of a luxury item, is unknown. It could be 

suggested that it developed from the importance of wild boar. Wild boar is a dangerous 

animal to hunt and kill, making it a luxury food item. The high status of this wild species 

of pig may have, over time been extended to domestic pigs as well. 

Food provisioning in guesting was primarily concerned with what the guest had 

the right to expect from his host, what the client owed his lord as part of his tribute/rent. 

Feasting involved an inversion of this dynamic. Feasts were given by a lord as a display 

of wealth. Although there was a basic standard of what was considered acceptable, the 

menu, rather than being dictated by the expectation or right of the guest, was dictated by 

the host's ability and desire to provide luxury food items. There were numerous reasons 

why a lord might choose to throw a feast. Holidays such as Christmas or Easter were 

major celebrations during which feasts were common. Some lords held feasts for 

prestigious guests (e.g. members of the learned classes), the lord's prestige coming not 

only from the lavishness of the feast but also from his reputation as a patron of the 

arts/learning (Simms 1978, 91 ). Feasts might be thrown to celebrate a military victory or 

simply because the lord felt like showing off. 

The location for such a feast would have been the lord's hall. Although there is 

little evidence, it seems that such halls were either rectangular or square in shape (Sayers 
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1990, 90). Internally they were arranged very specifically based on the status of the 

guests. Sayers (ibid., 91) in describing the seating organization at the Feast of Tara, as 

recorded in the 12th century Book of Leinster and the 14th century Yellow Book of Lecan 

(although both relating a much earlier tradition), emphasizes the strict hierarchical 

arrangement of the seating. Two parallel rows of booths flanked the hearth. Towards the 

hearth, there were two levels of seating. Status was indicated by both one's proximity to 

the hearth on either side as well as one's height above it, thus the highest grade guests 

occupied the upper tiers nearest the fire. Booths further away from the hearth or on the 

floor level were reserved for the lower grades. Another issue which arises is the 

accommodation of the guests. Simms ( 1978, 91) notes a particularly large feast thrown 

by William O'Kelly at his castle in Roscommon in 1351, which required the construction 

of a "temporary town" of huts in order to accommodate all of the guests. 

A wide range of foods were considered acceptable to serve at feasts. Milk and 

cheese were ubiquitous. O'Sullivan (2003, 227-8) quotes Anier MacConglinne, who 

describes the following items as being indicative of a good host: honey, lard, "stirabout'', 

pottage, clustering cream, buttermilk, curds, bacon, butter, full fat sausage, pure new 

milk, gravy, dripping, fat, kidney, rib, shoulder, well-filled gullet, leg, loin, hip, flitch, 

striped breastbone, bit, sup, back, paunch, slender tripe, cheese, fish, "biestings", flesh, 

tripe, pure sheep's milk, rough curds, and sprouty meat soup. Pork, again, was 

considered the highest status food item, being described by O'Sullivan (ibid., 224) as "the 

crowning glory of a carefully planned dinner table that marked the honour or goodness of 

the host". But, as with many food items, there was a strict hierarchical nature to its 

distribution. In Sayers' article ( 1990, 93-98) on the Feast of Tara, he details fourteen cuts 

from the pig, ranking them in order of descending value based on who receives them: 

Better cuts: 
I. L6nchn'wchait- loin roast, tenderloin end; goes to rf ruirech (supreme king), 
aireforgil! (lords of uperior testimony), nobles of first grade, suf litre (doctor of 
letters), ollam brithem (chief judge); in some descriptions a separate cut, the 
primchn'wchait or "prime cut", is reserved for the rf ruirech 

2. Leschn'wchait- loin roast, centre cut; goes to deogbairi (cupbearers) and 
scolaigi (scholars) 
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3. Loarg- haunch, leg roast; goes to a ire tuiseo (lords of precedence), nobles of 
second rank, aire ard (high lords), nobles of third grade, ollamfiled (chief poet), 
ollam senchae (chief historian), briugu (hospitallers/wealthy land and stock 
owners) 

4. Muc formuin- pork shoulder, blade roast; goes to aire echta (lords of blood 
vengeance), sair (masons), cruitiri (harpists), segonna (champions) 

5. Colpthae- shank; goes to druids/magicians, aire deso (lords of vassalry), nobles 
of fourth grade, cuislennaig (pipers/ flutists),jidcheallaig (expert players of board 
games) 

6. Cruachait medoin- loin roast, rib end; goes to cerda (goldsmiths), umaidi 
(coppersmiths) 

7. Cunn- rump, butt end roast; goes to araid (charioteers), maeir (stewards, royal 
agents) 

Lesser cuts 
8. Mae!- head (or shoulder blade); goes to gobaind (smiths), legi (physicians), 
rechtaire (chief steward), dailemain (spencers), rannairi (servers) 

9. Midimir- flank; goes to cornairi (horn players), cuthchairi (cooks), tuathait 
(shield makers) 

10. Milgatan- belly; goes to ailtiri (house builders), rathbuigi (fortress builders), 
luamairi (pilots-mariners) 

11 . Camchnaim- side ribs; go to sair charpait (chariot or cart builders), creccairi 
(storytellers) 

12. Colpthae muc- pork shank, hock, goes to clessamnaig Uugglers),fuirsiri 
Uesters) 

13. Remor n-imda- shoulder fat; goes to cairemain (leather workers), tornoiri 
(turners), cainti (satirists), braigtoiri (farters) 

14. Dronn- spine; goes to dorsoiri rig (king's doorkeepers), druith rig (king's 
fools) 

The Ulster Journal of Archaeology article cited above ( 1855, 119-120) describes similar 

distributions of beef and mutton recorded in a later source. The important point 

conveyed by both the seating arrangements and the division of food at such feasts is that 

all grades of people feasted together. Other sources detail how even lower grades of 
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individuals were given the internal organs to consume, thus for such a feast, a whole 

animal or animals would have to have been killed and cooked, rather than bringing in 

prepared portions. This process seems to have waned over the course of the medieval 

period, and McCormick (2002, 27) notes that in the later medieval period the slaughtered 

animal "may have been simply distributed amongst the retinue and servants of the lord to 

be consumed elsewhere". 

1.3.8: Trade and money 

As with most other aspects of Gaelic medieval Irish life, little is known about 

trade. During the later medieval period, amongst the secular population, there are some 

indications of both internal and overseas commerce. The native population's control of 

fishery rights along the west coast and their interaction with foreign merchants, as 

described by Breen (200 I, 425), has already been briefly discussed. Unfortunately, there 

are few records regarding this aspect of trade. That Gaelic families took to the Anglo-

orman market economy is evident. Two ways in which this can be seen are commercial 

interaction between the inhabitants of Anglo-Nonnan/ Anglo-Irish towns and the native 

populations, and the setting up Gaelic families within these towns for the purposes of 

commerce. To the former, Childs and O'Neill (1987, 501) use the examples of 15th 

century wills from Galway which suggest a high level of trade, particularly in hides, with 

the native populations. This trade was so valuable that rather than enact laws banning 

commerce with the native Irish, municipal governments in the 15th and 16th centuries 

merely sought to regulate the practice (O'Neill 1987, 80-81). Regarding the integration 

of Gaelic families within the Anglo-Irish market economy, there were a number of Gaelic 

families, such as the Dorsey's in Galway, and the MacBrady's in Dublin and Navan in 

the mid-16th century (Nicholls 1987, 419) who became quite wealthy operating in these 

markets. Nicholls goes on to suggest that some of these families had previously been 

trading "as rural merchants, or at some of the small ecclesiastical centres". This last 

point implies a certain level of organized trade within the native system. Watt (1987, 

333) uses the example of Felim O'Toole of Wicklow to illustrate the desire of the Gaelic 

Irish to obtain access to English markets. O'Toole was seeking permission from Richard 

II to trade in Anglo- orman fairs and towns, summarizing his plea with the statement 
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"for without buying and selling I just will not be able to carry on". A further piece of 

evidence for the popularity of urban commerce amongst the native Irish lies in the 

development of urbanized Gaelic trading centres, such as at Cavan, Longford, and 

Granard, in the 15th century (Nicholls 1987, 419). That the Irish parliament was worried 

about the effect these towns would have on the economy of the Pale suggests both that 

they were fairly successful commercial centres and that trade was occurring between the 

native populations and the Anglo-Noman/Anglo-Irish populations. In a similar case, the 

Anglo-Norman town of Aghaboer, Co. Laois, which had suffered greatly from attack at 

the hands of the MacGiollapadraigs, became a "moderately prosperous" town in the 14th 

century under the control of the same family that had previously sought to destroy it 

(Edwards 2001, 82). 

The issue of money amongst the Gaelic Irish is a difficult question as well. The 

view that "the essential coinlessness of the Irish economy was to persist until the 16th 

century" (Dolley 1987, 816) is a firmly entrenched belief. In a sense, this is accurate. A 

monetary system requires issuance from a singular authority who certifies the value of 

the currency. Gaelic Ireland never had the political cohesion to put such a system in 

place. But to say that Gaelic Ireland was coinless is not the same as calling it moneyless. 

In the first half of the quote listed above, Dolley states: "The finds [referring to early 

Christian Irish coin hoards) in no case suggest that the coins were thought of as anything 

more than a reserve of precious metal". At this period in history, however, no coinage 

was anything more than a reserve of precious metal. Dolley cites many examples of this 

in his article, but for present purposes a case in the 1460's will suffice. A reform at this 

time changed both the weight and fineness of the Anglo-Irish minting, resulting in coins 

which weighed 75% less than their equivalent English denominations . "A consequence, 

of course, was that English coins were worth more when brought in and spent in 

Ireland ... " (ibid, 823). Once it is accepted that coin/money, at this time, was only as 

valuable as the amount of precious metal they contained, the idea of a moneyless Irish 

society begins to weaken. 

In fact, coinage was not a foreign concept to the Pre-Norman Irish. In the mid-

12th century, according to Dolley (ibid., 818), two series of coins were issued which 

could be described as Irish (as opposed to Hibemo-Norse). The first series of these 
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bracteates seems to have been struck at Clonmacnoise, with a subsidiary minting, 

possibly, at Ferns. The second series was produced at Dublin. Dolley, however, does not 

cite any references to archaeological examples of these. As the medieval period 

progresses the integration of Gaelic merchants in the Anglo-Irish market system, as 

described above, increases; in cases to the point where the Gaelic families become the 

dominant force in the local economy. Similarly, the Gaelic aristocracy was comfortable 

dealing in coinage, at least in its dealings with the outside world. In 1215, Cathal 

Crodberg was granted Connacht from King John for an annual rent of 300 marks (Duffy 

1997, 118). In 1358, O'Kennedy entered into a deal with the earl of Ormond which 

required him to pay the earl a series of cash payments (Watt 1987, 329). In 1425, the 

King of Offaly was required to pay 1000 marks for his past transgressions against the 

crown (Cosgrove 1987, 571 ). Breen (2001, 423) cites the example of Macfineen Duff of 

Ardee, who in the mid-16th century was selling fishery rights to Spanish fleets for £300 

per year. There were also the ongoing problems, for the seat of power at Dublin, of 

forgery and clipping of coins by the Gaelic Irish, which seems to have been based in 

Cavan (Dolley 1987, 822). The native population clearly understood the value of the 

coinage and used it when appropriate (Simms 1978, 67). In fact, it would seem that the 

lower classes were the only ones who did not have access to, or use for, coinage. That it 

never became the day-to-day medium of valuation/exchange amongst the Gaelic Irish 

themselves, as far as we know, does not mean it did not have its place. 

1.4: Anglo- orman Ireland 

As with Gaelic medieval Ireland, Anglo-Norman Ireland can be divided into two 

group . On the one hand there are those existing in what may be called the ideal Anglo

Nonnan Ireland. These are settlers and aristocrats living at the centre of Anglo-Norman 

power, whose lifestyle most clearly reflects the colony functioning as intended by the 

colonial power structure. On the other hand there are those existing on the frontiers of 

the colony. These individuals had no choice but to live as peacefully as possible 

alongside their Gaelic Iri h neighbors . This required, as mentioned in the introduction to 

thi chapter, that these individuals adopt some characteristics of the native Irish. This 

was done Jess out of any admiration for the native Irish culture and more out of necessity. 
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This was, in part, the genesis of the Anglo-Irish identity. Their increased divergence 

from traditional English practice painted them as "Irish" in the eyes of the rest of English 

society. More importantly, though, their self-identity as Anglo-Irish was borne of their 

own experience. These people were born and raised in Ireland, in this frontier zone 

where cultural practices were so fluid. They had less in common with their English 

countrymen than with their Gaelic neighbors. Newcomers were heavily resented. It is a 

common mentality in immigrant societies that once one's own social/ethnic group has 

established itself in a new land, one wishes to see no more immigration into that land. 

The earliest settlers had moved to the colony in search of better prospects, more wealth, 

higher social status. The Anglo-Irish, their descendants, did not want those gains 

threatened by late comers, who sought quick profits and whose ancestors had not taken 

the same risks or made the same sacrifices. Thus, as much as the Anglo-Irish might have 

bemoaned being seen as second-class citizens amongst the English, they were quite 

happy to maintain the distinction when their personal wealth was at risk. 

1.4. 1: land tenures hip 

As mentioned in the introduction, Down (1987, 450) divides up possession of 

land in post-conquest Ireland into four categories. The land remaining in control of the 

Gaelic Irish has already been discussed. The present section focuses on possessions of 

the crown and the estates of the tenants-in-chief. From the outset, the newcomers sought 

to establish a feudal system over their lands in Ireland (Duffy 1997, 102). Conquest and 

settlement occurred fairly rapidly and the first move of the Crown was to establish 

military tenancies (Otway-Ruthven 1993, l 08). These were given primarily to the lords 

who had been among the earliest arrivals, such as Strongbow, Hugh de Lacy, and John de 

Courcy (Down 1987, 442) . However, one of the Crown's primary concerns was the 

checking of the power of these lords, and these grants were just as much a reflection of 

that goal as of any sort of gratitude on the part of the Crown. Another move intended to 

stamp the king's authority on the island was the reserving of the major trading ports of 

Dublin, Wexford, Waterford, and their neighboring lands as royal demesne lands (ibid., 

442). Although the king initially retained and operated these lands, by the mid-13th 

century all but 5 demesne manors had been infeudated (Otway-Ruthven 1993, 122). 
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By the late 13th century, two-thirds of the island was under colonial jurisdiction 

(Down 1987, 453). Most of this land, as has been mentioned, had been granted to various 

lords by the king, who, in tum, sub-infeudated their holdings. Such sub-infeudations 

tended to respect earlier Irish political boundaries (Frame 1977, 5-6). These tenants-in

chief were owed by their tenants, and owed to the king, homage, fealty, suit of court, and 

military service (ibid., 455). However, from early on cash payments, or scutage, became 

the normal way of fulfilling these obligations (Otway-Ruthven 1993, 103). The basis, 

then, of these smaller groupings would have been the manor. A manor was divided into 

two areas. The first, the lord's demesne land, was farmed directly by the lord. Otway

Ruthven (ibid., 117) suggests an average area of 300 acres, with only a small fraction of 

this under cultivation at any one time. Down (1987, 460) highlights the fact that the 

amount of land under direct cultivation by the lord varied. Lords were increasing the 

amount of land they directly cultivated over the course of the 13th century; interestingly, 

this is the same time that the king is decreasing the amount of land under direct 

cultivation. The contraction of the colony beginning in the 14th century reversed this 

process amongst the Anglo-Irish lords. Once direct operation became unsafe, 

absenteeism increased (ibid., 462) and the lands were let out again. Although it must be 

said the direct cultivation was not universal throughout the colony. In Ulster, direct 

cultivation seems not to have been widely practiced (O'Conor 1998, 45). The second, 

and much larger, area of the manor consisted of the land let out to tenants. Otway

Ruthven ( 1993, 109-113) identifies six types of tenants which existed in Anglo-Norman 

Ireland: 

I. Free tenants- There were two main types of free tenants, differing based on 
how they paid their rent. Military tenants, as the name implies, owed military 
service (or scutage, should service not be required). Those holding fee-farms 
simply owed cash rent. Tenure of these lands was inheritable, and depending 
on the amount of land enfeoffed to them, free tenants may have had tenants of 
their own (Down 1987, 455). Manorial extents from Duleek and Colp suggest 
that most of the free-tenants were either English or Welsh in origin (Simms 
1988, 299, 309); however, Down (1987, 456) states that towards the later 
middle ages more and more Gaelic Irish became free-tenants. 

2. Farmers- Lower in status than free tenants, farmers held their land for a fixed 
term at a fixed cash rent. They owed some labor services as well as suit at 



court, which required them to attend the lord of the manor's administrative 
court. 

3. Gavillers/tenants-at-will- Little is known about this class of individual. As 
with free-tenants, their land was inheritable, and the individuals themselves 
were personally free. They owed both cash rents and suit at court. 
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4. Cottiers- Although personally free, the only property these individuals held on 
their own were their cottages and crofts, for which they owed both cash rent 
and suit at court. They seem to have been a partial source of the manor's 
permanent labor, receiving payment in both cash and grain. 

5. Betaghs- This class of individuals was a holdover from Gaelic Ireland. They 
were primarily from the native Irish population, and essentially unfree, being 
tied to the land. Holdings averaged between seven and ten acres, rent initially 
being paid in the form of labor services, later in the form of cash rent. 
Widespread instability in the colony in the late 13th century allowed some 
betaghs to acquire large holdings; however, by the late 14th/15th century 
betaghry seems to have been disappearing (Down 1987, 458-459). This is 
suggested by the 1381 manorial extent from Duleek, and the 1408 extent from 
Colp, neither of which mentions any betaghs (Simms 1988, 300, 305-312). It 
is believed that betaghs worked their land communally, using the native 
infield-outfield system rather than 3-course rotation (O'Conor 1998, 44). 

6. Burgesses- Burgesses had a certain level of autonomy. They held their land at 
a fixed rent and occasionally owed labor services. Importantly, they owed suit 
to their own court, and were granted the basic elements on an urban 
constitution. Known as the custom of Breteuil, benefits included "and annual 
rent of twelve pence, a low amercement (fine) for all but the most serious 
offences, denial to the lord of rights of wardship and marriage, restrictions on 
imprisonment", as well as their own court, previously mentioned (Glasscock 
1987, 223). The granting of borough status, early on in the life of the colony, 
is seen as an enticement to English and Welsh settlers (Duffy 1997, 83). 
While burgages had the potential of becoming quite wealthy market centres, 
mo t were small, rural communities. 

A can be seen, labor for the lord's manor was provided in two ways, labor 

service and hired labor (Down 1987, 463). Of these, labor services were of less 

importance (ibid., 463-4; Otway-Ruthven 1993, 118). Of the six classes of individuals 

listed above, only farmers, betaghs, and burgesses actually owed any labor services; only 

the betaghs owed them in any great amount. As the amount of land under direct 

cultivation by the lord increases so does the importance of hired labor. However, as the 



stability of the colony weakens over the course of the 14th century, the amount of land 

under direct cultivation shrinks and labor of any description becomes less important. 

1. 4. 2: Settlement 
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The main question regarding Anglo-Norman rural settlement centres on the extent 

to which manorial villages of the English type were established in Ireland. The orthodox 

view is that this was the case, and sees tenants of various grades living "in a village or 

rural boroughs clustered around a church and the lord's manor-house" (O'Conor 1998, 

44). Simms' (2001, 313) analysis of Colp manor somewhat follows this model, the 

manor centering around the church and grange buildings, with some grades of tenants 

living in close proximity. The definition of Colp as a manorial village might be 

questioned based on the small number of tenants actually living in this centralized area ( 4 

tenants-at-will and 9 cottiers) (ibid., 309-310). Irrespective of this, it was a nucleated 

settlement and it was the focal point of the manor. The main difference between this and 

the typical English model, as Simms points out, is that free tenants are seen as existing in 

dispersed settlements, townlands which they held on their own. For instance, the 180 

acre townland of Stameen is described as being occupied by two free tenants; a single 

free tenant, Willelmus Hamlyn, is recorded as holding 200 acres, nearly all the land, 

between the townlands of Balymad and Pulleston (ibid., 308, 311-312). The size of these 

townlands seems to remain fairly constant, as suggested by both the 1408 manorial extent 

and the Civil Survey/Down Survey of 1654-6. Although betaghs are not specifically 

mentioned in reference to Duleek or Colp manors, Simms suggests that they occupied 

communally held lands in separate townlands, citing documentary evidence from 1260 

which refers to a terram Betagiorum de Diuelek ("land of the betaghs of Dul eek"). 

O'Conor (1998, 46) cites this as one of the main revisionist theories which has gained 

ground over the past twenty years, a mixture of both manorial centres, occupied by the 

lord of the manor, tenants-at-will , cottiers, and perhaps some free tenants, and scattered 

settlement, occupied by free tenants and perhaps betaghs. McNeill (1980, 84) illustrates 

an extreme example of this situation. In Ulster, lords did not directly cultivate their 

lands. Tenants, most of whom were from the native Irish population, lived in outlying 

townlands, and only traveled into the manorial centre to fulfill their obligations to their 
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lord, thus the settlement pattern is much sparser than the typical model would suggest. 

There is, then, very little form to the Anglo-Norman manor in Ulster. There are the 

geographical boundaries, the dwellings of the various tenants haphazardly spread out, and 

an administrative "centre". While the lord would have had a large estate house 

somewhere on the manor, McNeill stresses that the real focal points would have been the 

lord's mills (ibid., 88). However, this mill need not necessarily attract large settlement. 

It is not known to what this lack of centralized settlement can be attributed. It may be 

due to the absence of demesne farming, it may be due to the fact that, in Ulster, the 

manorial system was adapted to the native Irish agricultural system which saw tenants 

(clients) living scattered across the landscape (O'Conor 1998, 45). Any connection 

between lack of demesne farming and lack of manorial centres/villages in Ulster is purely 

speculative, but raises an interesting coincidence. Across the colony, direct cultivation 

by lords decreases in the 14th century, as will be discussed below; at the same time, one 

sees a waning of village life (ibid., 46). Once a lord ceases demesne farming, leasing out 

all or most of his lands, there ceases to be a need for any centralized settlement. 

The lord's fortified dwelling would have been the centre of his manor. While any 

fortified dwelling can be seen as having a defensive function, this is outweighed by its 

role as a symbol of authority. These are both political centres which had to convey the 

power and status of the lord , and, as described above, administrative centres which had to 

act as a focal point for the running of the manor. The form these dwellings took varied 

and changed over time. O'Conor (ibid., 17) describes the primary phase, lasting from the 

late 12th to the early 14th centuries, as being the period during which large masonry 

castles were constructed. Such castles are spread more or less evenly across the island. 

O'Conor goes on to stress, however, that during this time most castles would have been 

constructed of earth and timber, a construction type which he divides into two groups. 

Mottes, which are almost exclusively located in the eastern half of the island, are large, 

artificially constructed mounds of earth, upon which housing and defences would have 

been built. Occasionally these would have included a bailey, a lower defended platform 

for extra buildings. The second type is known as a ringwork, an earthen enclosure having 

essentially the same form as an Irish rath. The main distinguishing figure seems to be the 

size, Cathcart King and Alcock ( 1969, 97) suggesting that larger examples of Irish raths, 
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if located in England or Wales, would be labeled as ringworks. This similarity leads to 

exceptional difficulty in identifying these from amongst the thousands of raths within the 

landscape. O'Conor (1998, 22) cites Rathangan, Co. Kildare, as an example of a rath 

which had been modified to serve as a ringwork. 

At some point in the later medieval period, the colonial hall/enclosure castle, as 

O'Keefe (2000, 44) labels them, gave way to tower houses. The timing of this is unclear. 

It is accepted that this style of building is an Anglo-Norman import, copied later by 

Gaelic Irish nobles . Barry (1988, 353) suggests that the earliest Gaelic copies date to the 

14th century, although he does not specify when in this century. This would place the 

first Anglo-Norman examples somewhat earlier, although still within the 14th century, as 

the phasing described above by O'Conor suggests. Other work suggests that the 

popularity of tower houses takes root in the 15th century, with Gaelic copies also dating to 

this period (McNeill 1997, 226; O'Conor 1998, 25). McNeill 's ideas regarding this date 

are based on social and political history, and is necessarily so, as there exists no site type 

chronology (McNeill 1997, 173-4). Irrespective of chronology, this type of fortification 

became exceptionally popular, particularly in the south and west of the island, and 

estimates of the number constructed range from 3,000 to 7,000 (O'Conor 1998, 25). At 

the very end of the medieval period defensible/fortified houses developed from the tower 

house (O'Keefe 2000, 55). While, as the name implies, these houses had defensible 

aspects to their architecture, the overriding importance of their domestic function is 

obvious (O'Conor 1998, 25). As initially described, while castles are primarily 

mechanisms of social control, they are also defensible structures. Any reference to the 

changing nature of the defensibility of Anglo-Norman fortifications risks 

overemphasizing this aspect. However, even if one were to accept defense as their 

primary function in the earlier phases of the colony, the steady decrease in defensibility 

over the course of the medieval period is evidence of the decreased importance of this 

a pect. The Anglo-Irish lords have become established in their manors and the need for 

visual stamps of authority is less. This may also support one of the underlying themes 

seen throughout this chapter, which is the high level of integration between the Anglo

lrish and Gaelic lords. 
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Although the large port towns of the east and south-east were the economic hub of 

the colony, these were fed by a series of market towns in the hinterland closer to the 

points of production. Throughout the 13th and 14th centuries, such towns were being 

granted rights to markets and fairs at an immense rate (Down 1987, 483). These are 

primarily speculative grants, hoping to establish profitable training centres; most of them 

failed. While the towns granted such rights existed in a wide range of environments, 

those which developed any level of wealth and importance tended to be sited either on 

inland waterways connected to larger port towns, or the port towns themselves (Otway

Ruthven 1993, 123-124). Both of these were crucial to any large scale export trade. The 

inland waterways allowed access to commodities produced from a wide ranging area, 

while the port towns allowed for the accumulation of large amounts of these 

commodities. This illustrates how towns and cities may be seen as primarily economic in 

function. 

This emphasis on economy can be seen in the development of murage grants, 

which allowed individual towns the right to collect tolls and taxes for the construction 

and upkeep of town walls (Thomas 1986, 96). As discussed above in reference to Anglo

Norman fortified dwellings, walls/fortifications always have a defensive function at some 

level. While the need to enclose a town suggests a danger posed to it, it is just as much a 

method of controlling trade. By constructing a wall around the town one is not only 

creating a tangible barrier which allows for the levying of tolls more easily, one is also 

making a statement about the wealth of the town and hence its desirability as a 

marketplace. The benefits of this tax work in both directions. For the town, it was a 

source of income which could be put towards the defense of the town; for the crown, it 

relieved some of the economic pressure of defending these towns. As will be discussed 

in a later chapter, murage grants covered a large number of agricultural products. The 

number of grants active in Ireland at any one time was always less than in England or 

Wales; prior to the late 14th century there were never more than five active at any one 

time (Thomas 1992, 148). These increase over the later medieval period, and Thomas 

suggests that this indicates either an increased concern with the safety of towns or greater 

efficiency in the system of applying for such grants (ibid., 149). It is also possible that 

towns merely sought these as a rubber stamp for a policy they had no intention of ending. 
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In spite of the potential for scaring away traders, murage tolls were too valuable to lose. 

As the colony contracted in the late medieval period, cities/towns cut off from Dublin 

began to act with greater independence (Otway-Ruthven 1993, 124), and could very 

easily have kept levying murage taxes without the actual grant in place. The perpetual 

levying of such taxes could easily be justified in the face of the threat from Gaelic forces. 

That these grants were constantly sought after, in spite of being more or less a formality, 

suggests that town officials were concerned with at least keeping the appearance of 

deference to the decisions of the Crown. 

1.4.3: Agriculture 

Before discussing Anglo-Norman/Anglo-Irish agriculture, it must be noted that 

evidence for the practice is biased towards 13th and 14th century sources. In one sense 

this is helpful, as this time frame represents the height of the colony in the medieval 

period; in another sense it is inevitable, as the 14th century sees the onset of the 

contraction of the colony in the face of the Gaelic resurgence. It has been discussed how 

arable farming, in Pre-Norman and Gaelic medieval Ireland, was perhaps more 

widespread than once thought. To emphasize this, Down (1987, 480) highlights that the 

Anglo-Nonnans merely extended a pre-existing system, rather than caused any sort of 

agricultural revolution. The system they brought in, quite logically, was modeled on 

English practice, the basis of which was the open field system (Otway-Ruthven 1993, 

117; Simms 1988, 307). The main shift is the introduction of 3-crop rotation, whereby 

fields are alternately sown with winter corn, spring corn, and then left fallow. The main 

crops during this period were wheat and oats, grown in more or less equal amounts, with 

some barley, rye, beans, peas, and leeks (Down 1987, 470). This extension of a pre

existing system, as Down labels it, was abrupt and effective. The new method of crop 

rotation, along with the reclamation of land for arable farming, and the general stability 

of the 13th century led to large surpluses of com being produced which found their way to 

the international market. This was production on a scale unknown in Ireland until that 

time. As the colony begins to contract in the 14th century and the amount of land either 

under direct cultivation by, or even in the hands of, the landlord decreases, so does the 



amount of com being exported (ibid., 472). As exportation of com dries up so does the 

available evidence for cereal production. 
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Animal husbandry develops in importance over the medieval period. The two 

principal animals of the period are cattle and sheep. The primary importance of cattle 

rests in the use of oxen for traction. At this time, an 8 ox plough team is standard 

(Otway-Ruthven 1993, 117). This may have to do with both the unsuitability of horses to 

ploughing heavier soils such as would be encountered when open new land, and their 

requirement of more expensive fodder (Langdon 1982, 31 ). Large numbers of cows were 

kept as well, to supply the meat, hide, and dairy markets. Of these, hides were the only 

cattle product which had an impact on the export trade (Childs and O'Neill 1987, 503). 

As would be expected, few bulls were necessary, and none were kept at all on cattle 

rearing manors . The earl ofNorfolk's manor of Old Ross, 1289, held 56 oxen, 38 cows, 

4 steers, 11 yearlings, 33 calves, and just one bull (Down 1987, 478) . This practice is 

also common in England at the time, as can be seen in the records from the Peterborough 

Abbey estates, where bulls make up merely 1 % of the total herd (Biddick 1989, 83). 

There is little evidence discussing the physical aspects of the cattle in Anglo-Norman 

Ireland; however, as has been previously discussed, it is thought that the smaller, Kerry 

type cattle were the dominant breed throughout the medieval period. Cattle were kept by 

the urban inhabitants of Dublin, and grazed on common pastures around the city 

(Cantwell 2001, 76). The problem that this led to was the use of the common lands by 

those who were not "freemen" of Dublin. 

By far the most important livestock species in Anglo-Norman Ireland was the 

sheep, as can be seen on the manors of Richard de Tuit, in northern Leinster, in 1211-2, 

which held 96 oxen, 96 cows, 199 pigs, and 750 sheep (Down 1987, 478). This 

importance of sheep, and the move towards pastoral farming is indicative of the value of 

the wool trade at this time. In fact, the decline in the com trade over the medieval period, 

mentioned above, was balanced by the increase in the wool/hide trade. The importance 

of this trade is emphasized by the custom Edward I instituted in the late 13th century on 

the exportation of wool, wool fells, and hides (Otway-Ruthven 1993, 117). Although 

exports of raw wool decline over the 15th century, Down (1987, 487) suggests that this 

may be due to an increase in Irish cloth production, an idea supported by O'Neill (1987, 
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66). As discussed above, the wool produced by Irish sheep was of the coarser variety, ill

suited to making fine cloth, but the mantles, rugs, and faldings produced from this 

heavier cloth found a place on the international market (ibid., 68). Apart from being 

sources of wool, sheep were vital to the process of arable agriculture. Sheep dung was an 

important factor in restoring nutrients to previously cultivated fields. Towards these ends 

sheep would be folded on stubble after the harvest; over the course of time they would 

naturally stamp their own dung into the ground. This was such an important source of 

fertilizer that there existed the jus faldae, the right of fold, whereby tenants were obliged 

to fold their sheep on the lord's land rather than their own (Down 1987, 473). Within the 

urban environment there is evidence of goats being kept. These would have supplied 

both a localized dairy and meat market, and any horn working industry that existed. As 

with pigs, goats are potentially very destructive creatures, yet there appears to have been 

no regulations regarding their rearing within the urban environment (Cantwell 2001, 77). 

Pigs are very rarely mentioned in modem historical discussions. That they were 

important is obvious. At Duleek, in 1381, piglets, among other things, were owed as 

tithes by parishioners (Simms 1988, 305). Down (1987, 478) cites the earl ofNorfolk's 

manors at Fennagh and Forth which, at various times in the late 13th century, focused on 

pig breeding, this animal being the dominant species in the records. It is probable that 

pigs from these and similar manors made their way to Scotland, to support Edward I's 

wars there. Edward I was in the habit of exporting large amounts of commodities in 

order to supply his military endeavours, as can be seen in the entry for the year 1298 in 

the Calendar of Documents Relating to Ireland (CDiiv 1298, 242) which commands all 

available victuals to be procured for Scotland, as well as the entry for the year 1306 from 

Dublin in the Calendar of Judicial Rolls (CJRii 1306,), which required the procurement 

of 300 bacons to support the king's army in Scotland. Meat provision, however, was the 

only extent to which pig production affected Irish export. Pigs produce no secondary 

products and, as Childs and O'Neill ( 1987, 503) point out, products such as bacon and 

meat never affected exports very strongly. Pigs would have been fairly important in 

supplying the urban meat market, and the raising of pigs in the urban environment seems 

to have been prevalent. While this was a benefit in one sense, it had a major drawback. 

As mentioned, pigs can be very destructive. This was a particular problem in Dublin, 
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where continued damage caused by pigs reared in the city, the worst example of which 

was the eating of an infant, in 1601, drove constant attempts to ban the creatures from 

within the city walls (Cantwell 2001, 76). An owner who let his pigs roam loose in the 

city would be fined for the first two offenses; on the third offense the pig would be seized 

and killed. Officials charged with carrying this ultimate penalty who refused to do so 

were to be imprisoned for 40 days (Gilbert 1870, 238). The appearance of this problem 

over the course of time suggests the futility of the attempts. 

1.4.4: Power/Administration 

The Crown had little initial interest in Ireland, and Henry II's arrival and 

establishment of authority had less to do with subjugation of the native population and 

more to do with checking the growing power of his Anglo/Cambro-Norman lords who 

had been the first to arrive (Duffy 1997, 86). This was something never adequately 

achieved. It was ambition that drove these lords in the first place and ambition that made 

them source of such trouble to the Crown. Throughout the early days of the colony, the 

Crown seemed more intent on establishing a working relationship with the native Irish 

than on eradicating them (ibid., 86, 103). However, the Anglo/Cambro-Norman lords, 

focused on building up their own wealth and power, were more antagonistic. The Treaty 

of Windsor, for instance, was in their eyes seen as being too generous towards the native 

population, and severely limited what these lords could take; eventually they pushed 

Henry II into abandoning it. This fixation with expansionism can be seen in the fact that 

nearly all colonial expansion, post-1220, was undertaken by the Anglo-Irish lords, rather 

than new comers or the Crown specifically (ibid., 112). Thus one is presented a colony 

divided into two groups, the towns of the east-coast, under the relatively firm control of 

the king, and the Anglo-Irish population existing on the frontiers, more under control of 

their local lord (Frame 1977, 18, 7) . The overall instability of the colony, therefore, can 

be ascribed to both the apathy of the king, whose government had very little practical 

control over anywhere but the eastern coast, and the greed of the Anglo-Irish aristocracy, 

who were fighting each other as much as they were the Irish. 

This is not to say that colonial authority was completely absent. As mentioned 

above, the king did want a colony that functioned well and obeyed his commands, and by 
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the end of the 12th century local and central governmental structures, as well as civil law 

procedures, had been established (Duffy 1997, 95). The king's main representative in 

Ireland was the Justiciar, who served both executive and judicial functions. He was, in 

tum, advised by a group of counselors. Early on this was an itinerant office, the only way 

of effectively asserting authority being to travel where he was needed. Below the 

Justiciar was the Exchequer, led by the Treasurer. The treasurer had under him 

chamberlains, the Chancellor, the Barons of the Exchequer (accountants who did the 

actual auditing of the treasury), and remembrancers/record keepers (ibid., 96). This was 

the central government. 

The colony was divided up into counties, which were, in tum, divided up into 

cantreds. Each county was overseen by a sheriff, who effectively held all powers within 

that area. He collected taxes, made legal rulings, held prisoners, etc. At the municipal 

level, power lay with mayors and bailiffs; these positions generally remained amongst a 

relatively small group of individuals (MacNiocaill 1981, 8). This may be due to the 

smal 1 number of people eligible, but also seems to have been due to the lack of desire on 

the part of the population. Any private citizen taking a municipal post was expected to 

cease whatever business he was engaged in, within the city, for the length of his tenure 

(ibid., 12). This tended to focus power upon the wealthiest of citizens, as they were the 

only ones who could afford to lose such income. There was little enticement to undertake 

such a position, even for one who could afford it. Lack of willing candidates became 

such a problem that in the 15th century legislation was introduced requiring suitable 

candidates to stand for election (ibid., l 0). 

These structures were the ideal of the colony, rather than the reality. Outside of 

Dublin, authority rested with the local Anglo-Irish lords . Those living on the frontiers of 

the society had to deal with the practicalities of the colony. This meant dealing with both 

the native Irish population and their Anglo-Irish neighbours, neither of which could be 

relied upon to be either supportive or antagonistic. As Cosgrove (1987, 569) states: 

"Ruling groups, whether of English or Irish descent, opposed or allied with each other on 

the basis of immediate local advantage". On the colonial side, the advantage in question 

is that of the ruling family, rather than the colony or the Crown. The king's increasing 

disinterest with Irish affairs did him no favors. Edward I was particularly detrimental to 
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the stability of the colony. During this time, the king's subjects are receiving mixed 

signals, on the one hand being told that they were increasingly expected to look after their 

own defense, on the other being asked to make extraordinary contributions to the 

Crown's wars in Scotland (Smith 1993, 579). A series of attacks by the native Irish in 

Louth, the defense against which received no support from the king, led to a rebellion. 

This rebellion was started by Anglo-Irish lords, almost certainly out of greed rather than 

communal indignation (ibid., 576), but the fact that the people supported these lords is a 

sign of their discontent with the government. They saw no reason to support a monarch 

who would not support them. The real relevance of this rebellion is its location. Louth 

was not a far-flung outpost of the colony. It was close to the center of power, and could 

have been easily aided in its troubles with the native population, had the king been 

interested in doing so. It is probably no coincidence that the reign of Edward I, where the 

colony is being bled dry for the sake of wars in Scotland and receiving little support, 

marks both the greatest expansion of the colony and the onset of its contraction. 

1.4.5: Trade 

Some aspects of Anglo-Irish trade have already been mentioned, the importance 

of com in the 13th century, the importance of wool and hides after that, the importance of 

towns in centralizing supplies. Internal and external trade were complimentary 

processes. Internal trade, which was, according to Down (1987, 483), at least partially 

driven by the need for imported goods, allowed the products of the hinterlands to reach 

port towns. This raises an immediate problem with any level of export trade: the 

accumulation of a large enough stockpile to make the endeavor profitable. The role of 

market towns sited on waterways, as has been mentioned, was crucial. Multiple market 

towns located along any given waterway, assuming a certain amount of distance between 

them, would have exploited different hinterlands. Once accumulated, the goods can be 

shipped in bulk to the nearest port town. An alternative method is that of the mobile 

merchant, who was able to travel to various locales in order to purchase materials. 

Edwards (200 I, 82) cites the existence of "grey merchants", traders from the Pale who 

had received exclusive rights to conduct business within Gaelic lordships, undertaken to 

the detriment of Anglo-Irish towns. This last point in and of itself highlights the 
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dependence of the port towns on the native Irish population, who in the later medieval 

period increasingly controlled the hinterlands which supplied the export trade (Down 

1987, 490). The geographic extent of export trade was dependent upon politics. England 

was always medieval Ireland's largest trading partner (Childs and O'Neill 1987, 495). 

Anglo-French relations dictated the amount of trade with France, although some towns 

along the North coast remained open. Trade increased with the Flemish and the Hansards 

over the course of the 141
h century, but this peaked at the end of that century, after which 

trade with the Portuguese and Spanish increased (ibid., 494-5). The Mediterranean and 

Baltic areas were never a major factor in Irish international trade. According to Childs 

and O'Neill (ibid., 515), the Irish export trade dropped steeply in the wake of the Black 

Death; while it subsequently recovered by the early 16th century, it was not as prolific as 

it had been in the 13th century. 

Items being imported tended to be luxury items such as salt, metals, cloths, dyes 

and spices (Down 1987, 483). The most important import seems to have been wine, 

although it is impossible to know the extent of this (Childs and O'Neill 1987, 503). 

Exports were almost exclusively agricultural products. As has been discussed above, the 

products dominating the market varied over time. Over the course of the 13th century, 

com was the main product leaving Irish ports. Down ( 1987, 484) goes as far as saying 

that during the early years of Henry Ill's reign, Ireland was supplier of com to England. 

Com declines in importance, but continues to be exported until the early 15th century, 

when it nearly drops off completely (ibid., 472). In its place arose the trade in wool and 

hides. It is difficult to say whether the increase in pastoralism drove the increase in this 

trade, or the demands of the export market drove the increase in pastoralism. Irrespective 

of which one is more accurate, the trade in animal products became incredibly lucrative. 

The most obvious indication of the importance and value of the wool/hide exports was 

the establishment of a special tax on these items. This was not, however, done at the 

instigation of the king. The merchants themselves granted the king this custom, in 

exchange for the re-establishment of open trading with Flanders, one of Europe's main 

cloth producers (Power 1941, 43). Known as the "Great Custom", and first instituted by 

Edward I in 1275, this placed a tax of a half mark per sack of wool or wool fells, and one 

mark per 200 hides (O'Neill 1987, 58). This tax quickly became a crutch for the Crown, 
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as the king increasingly granted the proceeds directly to his creditors. The mechanisms 

of the collection of this tax were in the hands of Italian bankers. After the collapse of one 

of the banking families in the late 13th century, the desire for greater accountability led to 

the establishment of staples (ibid., 62), a fixed location through which all export trade 

occurred. Both Down (1987, 487) and O'Neill (1987, 65) agree that raw wool exports 

declined due to increase in the Irish cloth making industry, but disagree slightly over the 

timing, the former suggesting it having occurred over the 14th century, the latter in the 

15th. The development of the cloth making industry in Ireland is almost certainly due to 

the exceptionally low rate of taxation for cloth, less then 5%, as opposed to that of raw 

wool, around 33%. The problem with the quality of native Irish wool has already been 

discussed. This rougher wool could not find a large market for wool in England, which 

was renowned for its fine wool; although a specialized market did exist in Coventry 

(ibid., 60). Irish cloth increased in popularity in mainland Europe in spite of this. Linen 

was also produced and exported, although almost nothing is known about the industry 

(Childs and O'Neill 1987, 503). Apart from wool, fish were a huge export item. Childs 

and O' eill (ibid., 506) calculate that three to four million seafish and thousand of 

salmon were shipped just to Bristol in the late 15th century. Herring and hake were the 

principal seafish exploited, salmon the principal freshwater fish. Towards the later 

medieval period, certainly by the 16th century if not earlier, Ireland's export business fell 

off and the country ceased to be an entity in the international marketplace. Down (1987, 

491) credits this to efforts at re-establishing England's control over the colony, which had 

the effect of severely restricting trade. 

1.5: Church 

In terms of agricultural production and affect upon the economy, the church's 

practices did not vary greatly from the rest of Anglo-Norman Ireland. However, a brief 

description of the medieval church in Ireland is warranted. The main problem for the 

church at this time is that it spans two worlds. It has to deal with both the native Irish and 

the Anglo-Normans. More importantly, it is the church as expressed by members of 

these two groups, as opposed to objective individuals from Rome. The establishment of 

monastic houses was a policy designed to strengthen Anglo-Norman influence over 
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within the colony (Otway-Ruthven 1993, 121), bringing it into conflict with the native 

church. This is somewhat ironic, given that it was initially the church within Ireland who 

pushed for the Crown to exert control over Ireland. The reasoning for this was 

supposedly declining standards of morality within the Irish church, but in practical terms 

probably stemmed, at least in part, from the inability of the Church to collect tithes from 

the native population. This is suggested by one of the results of the Synod of Cashel, 

1171-2, which reiterated that tithes needed to be paid to parish churches (Otway-Ruthven 

1993, 118). However, the decisions deriving from this meeting only had effect, and then 

not great, within the colony (Duffy 1997, 104); thus this problem persisted, as is 

suggested both by Cosgrove' s ( 1987, 590) statement that there was a marked lack of 

respect for the church amongst the aristocracy in the 15th century, and by Bishop Lyon's 

quote, from the mid-16th century, discussed above. The division of the church in Ireland 

into ecclesia inter Hibernicos and ecclesia inter Anglicos, the "church among the Irish" 

and the "church among the English", seems to have been limited to the secular church, 

outside the monastic system. In many ways this seems to be more of a power struggle 

than an ideological conflict. The power structure of the native church was reflective of 

the kinship system of the Gaelic culture; thus, as with many other fields, there developed 

families of clergy, families whose members specialized in this one area (Watt 1987, 335-

6). This threatened not only the strength of the church but that of the colony. Whether or 

not this division was visible "on the ground" and affected everyday processes such as 

agricultural production (e.g. lands of the ecclesia inter Hibernicos being farmed 

according to the native system) is unknown. Were this established to be the case, a 

comparison of these two churches would perhaps be a worthwhile method of comparing 

native and colonial agricultural practices; there is not enough evidence to do so. 

The monastic houses, and probably the ecclesia inter Anglicos, in practice 

functioned like any other landlord. The archbishop of Dublin was, in fact, the largest 

landholder in Dublin (Duffy 1997, 105), making it an extremely wealthy position. As 

with any other landlord, the church and monastic houses rented out their lands to local 

individuals (Smith 1993, 568). Although most would have had to pay rent, in some 

situations, as at the Augustinian settlement at Duleek, the tithes paid by free tenants were 

all that was owed (Simms 1988, 309). Payment would have occurred both in cash and in 
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kind, with products such as lambs, geese, piglets, garlic, onion, dairy produce, wax, wool, 

flax, and hemp (ibid., 305). The benefit of receiving tithes in this form was that it 

allowed for greater self sufficiency at the local level. The monastic house was able to 

obtain many of its necessities without having to convert livestock into cash with which to 

purchase the items. 

1.6: Summary 

O'Conor ( 1998, 74) highlights the fact that both medieval writers and modem 

historians have tended to focus on the differences between Anglo-Norman Ireland and 

Gaelic Ireland. This chapter has shown, it is hoped, that there are, at base, some 

similarities between the two societies. In their forms of land tenureship, there were 

technical differences, such as what is being rented, how that rent is paid, and the length of 

the contract; but at base both systems effect the same end. An individual gives a portion 

of his property to another for the purpose of agricultural production, the owner taking a 

certain portion of that production either in cash or in produce. Anglo-Normans tended to 

live in towns much more than the native Irish. However, there are examples of towns, 

proto-towns, and nucleated settlement in Gaelic Ireland. Similarly, there is evidence that 

settlement on Anglo-Norman manors was much more spread out than originally 

imagined . Early in the life of the colony, differences of scale did exist in agricultural 

production. Gaelic Ireland produced less com and more livestock than Anglo-Norman 

Ireland. This changes by the 14th century when both groups are focussing on pastoralism. 

Much i made of the difference between tanistry and primogeniture. However, they are 

both designed to keep power within the same family, the admittedly not minor 

differences being who was eligible to succeed and how they were chosen. Finally, both 

worlds engaged in trade to varying degrees. Over the course of time this became more 

and more integrated, the native Irish quite happily engaging in trade with the Anglo-

Irislu Anglo- orman , supplying wool and hides for the export market. 

The problem perhaps exists in looking at medieval Ireland as a struggle of Gaelic 

Iri sh culture against English culture, with the Anglo-Irish caught in the middle. It might 

be more u eful to look at the motivations of the individuals involved as being class based 

rather than ethnically based. To reiterate Cosgrove's quote (1987, 569), mentioned 
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above: "ruling groups, whether of English or Irish descent, opposed or allied with each 

other on the basis of immediate local advantage". To broaden this statement out, the 

motivations of the upper classes, whether Irish or English, were the same: ameliorate 

one's status, wealth, and power. Any overriding sense of Irish nationalism, or of 

communal identity, was a political tool used when convenient rather than a driving force 

amongst the native aristocracy. Similarly, the Anglo-Irish were only as loyal to the king 

as their best interests dictated. Neither the Irish nor the Anglo-Irish had any qualms 

about dealing with each other, given advantageous circumstances. The merchant, or 

middle, classes of both groups were in similar situations as well; albeit primarily because 

the Gaelic merchant classes were generally functioning within either the Anglo-Irish 

marketplace, or a native marketplace modeled on it. It is difficult to discuss the 

motivations of the lower classes, as there is no evidence; but given the similarities among 

the upper and middle classes of both groups, it is not difficult to imagine this extending to 

the lower classes. Thus, looking at medieval Ireland vertically, as a series of 

class. economic divisions, rather than horizontally, as an East vs. West! Irish vs. English 

struggle, one gets a view of medieval Ireland free from the difficulty of identifying 

nationalist motivations in what are essentially localized power/economic struggles. 
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Historical zooarchaeology 
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Before proceeding with a presentation of the data, it is necessary to discuss some 

basic aspects of zooarchaeology. A brief overview of the concept of taphonomy will first 

be presented. Following this, the various methods of quantification used in this work will 

be explained. Finally, some of problems inherent to historical zooarchaeology will be 

discussed, followed by a description of the methodology for the present work. This is not 

intended to be an exhaustive review of the theoretical aspects of zooarchaeology, merely 

an overview to make the results clear. 

2.1: Taphonomy 

The first issue that arises when analysing a faunal assemblage is the taphonomy of 

the samples, or the process by which they entered the archaeological record. At the 

broadest level this can be divided into four categories: deposition, survival, recovery, and 

identification (Reitz and Wing 1999, 87). On any site, there is a finite number of both 

species and animals that have occupied that site over a given period of time which may 

be deposited. This will be based on either natural or active selection processes (perhaps 

both), depending on whether one is dealing with wild or domestic animals. Of this group 

a smaller number will actually survive within the archaeological record and be available 

to recovery. This is determined, again, by natural (such as degradation due to soil 

acidity) and active (such as later ploughing or construction) processes. While these first 

two are out of the control of the archaeologist, the final two are not (i.e. recovery and 

identification). The recovery aspect of taphonomy is completely based on the decisions 

of the excavator. The first selection is made when deciding where to dig. Subsequent 

decisions, such as effort put into sample recovery, and recovery technique (e.g. dry/wet 

ieving, sieve mesh size), will determine the amount of the surviving material which 

makes it to the final stage of the taphonomic process. Smaller mammals, fish, and bird 

bones are particularly delicate and may be easily lost if the right recovery decisions are 

not made. This can, obviously, radically alter the interpretation of a site's assemblage. 

Most zooarchaeological theorists choose to categorise taphonomy with respect to 
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above. Klein and Cruz-Uribe, as quoted in Ringrose (1993, 123) have suggested the 

following as an example of the assemblage based approach: 

1. The Living Community: the community of live animals 
2. The Death Assemblage: the whole carcasses, not necessarily at the site yet, 

available acting for the bone accumulation agent(s) acting to create the site 
3. The Deposited Assemblage: the carcasses, or parts thereof, that remain after 

the bone accumulation and modification agent(s) have ceased to operate on 
(that part of) the site 
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4. The Fossil Assemblage: that part of the Deposited Assemblage that survived 
until the time of recovery 

5. The Sample Assemblage: that part of the Fossil Assemblage that was actually 
recovered 

2.2: Quantification 

Any interpretation of a fauna! assemblage begins with quantification of the 

material. The basic information one is interested in is the number of each element of 

each species as well as the number of each species, the age at which they died, the sex, 

and size of the individuals. Assuming one is dealing with domestic animals, a knowledge 

of these factors will aid in understanding the choices the producers made when 

consuming animals and animal products. The following briefly describe the main 

methods used in this thesis: 

2. 2.1 : NISP-Number of Identified Specimens 

This is the most basic quantification method used in zooarchaeology. As the 

name implies, it is simply the number of bone fragments identified from each species and 

element. There is an inherent bias in the method towards larger individuals. This arises 

from the fact that bones from larger animals can break into a greater number of fragments 

while still retaining enough infonnation to be identifiable to element and species. 

2.2.2: MNl-Minimum Number of Individuals 

Although there are many different ways to calculate this (Ringrose 1993, 126), 

they all claim the same result, the calculation of the fewest individuals necessary to 

account for the bones in the assemblage. In general, in Irish zooarchaeology, the method 
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of calculating MNI involves estimating the number of left and right elements present for 

each paired element, and taking the largest single result (e.g. if one has seven left femora, 

3 right femora, and 5 left ulnae, then MNI=7, as seven individuals are needed to account 

for the seven left femora). 

2.2.3: Elementfrequency 

Element frequency relates the NISP of a specific element as a percentage of the 

total NISP for each species. It is used to show variation or bias in element distribution 

which may be attributable to human actions such as butchery. 

2. 2. 4: Age-at-death 

There are two methods to calculate age-at-death, tooth eruption/wear and 

epiphyseal fusion. Of the two, tooth eruption/wear is considered more reliable, but is 

generally less frequent. 

Age estimation according to dental evidence is based on the fact that in different 

species teeth erupt at a constant rate. Similarly, as the diets of domestic animals tend to 

vary little, their teeth will wear at a constant rate. Various studies have quantified this 

rate. Three standards have been used in this thesis, Higham (1967), Payne (1987) and 

Grant ( 1982). Of these three, only Higham provides actual ages for the various stages of 

dental eruption and wear. The other two methods are standards for measuring general 

wear/relative age. Data recorded according to Payne and Grant have been converted to 

Higham wear stages according to the standards displayed in Appendix 3. 

Age estimation according to epiphyseal fusion is based on the idea that as 

individuals grow, their bones fuse at constant rates. The problem with this method is that 

unless one is presented with an element that is in the process of fusing, then an unfused or 

fu sed element merely relates an age before or after which the individual must be. The 

standards presented by Silver ( 1969) have been used in this thesis. 

2.2. 5: Sex estimation 

The estimation of sex from skeletal remains is based on the idea of sexual 

dimorphism, that the skeletons of the two sexes have slightly different shapes/sizes . 
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Identification of these features in a skeleton will allow for an estimation of the sex of the 

individual. The primary example is the human pelvis, which in females is much broader 

and designed for supporting a baby in the womb. Methods for differentiating between 

the two sexes fall into two categories, osteometric and morphological. As the name 

implies, osteometric methods rely upon measurements of certain features of the bones. 

These are preferable as they tend to be less ambiguous. Morphological features rely upon 

shape features, as in the example of the pelvis, above. The various methods for sexing 

domestic animals will appear in the text as necessary. 

2.2.6: Size 

Estimating size of the individuals from skeletal remains is a way of relating 

"measurements of bones to some realistic measure of living animals" (O'Connor 2003, 

177). Various size estimates exist, all based on the idea that measurements of skeletal 

elements can be correlated to body size measurement. Which method is used depends 

greatly on the analyst. Some will use estimates of live meat weight, others of 

consumable meat weight. The method used in this thesis is shoulder height. In this, long 

bone lengths are multiplied by a conversion factor, developed from modern samples, to 

calculate shoulder height. Two main sources are used for these equations, von den 

Driesch and Boessneck ( 1974), who provide conversion factors for a wide range of 

animals taken from various studies, and Harcourt (1974) who developed a series of 

equations to estimate the shoulder height of dogs. 

2.3: Historical zooarchaeology 

The differences between the study of historians and historical zooarchaeologists 

mirror the divisions between historians and archaeologists in general. Historians wonder 

about the necessity of archaeology in covering a period for which ample documentary 

evidence exists, while archaeologists question the accuracy of the historical record and 

the reliance on one strand of evidence. Albarella ( 1999, 872-873) diplomatically divides 

the problem in two, pointing out the flaws in both proxies: the animals missing from the 

historical record, and the animals missing from the archaeological record. His point is 

that the assumption, by historians, that the historical record contains a definitive 



representation of animal exploitation for any given period is as fallacious as the 

analogous assumption made by zooarchaeologists . He goes on to suggest that it is only 

by combining these two proxies that an accurate interpretation can come about. 
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The problem with attempting to establish any rigorous methodology for 

combining these two proxies is the large variation in the amount and nature of the 

available evidence. While many articles have been published seeking to highlight 

methods for integrating the two types of evidence, they are all based on the specific 

example which they illustrate. No two studies will have the same amount and quality of 

both historical and archaeological data. Therefore, the methodologies adopted in any 

study which seeks to combine these two proxies will necessarily be relevant solely to that 

specific situation. 

2. 4: Present study 

2.4.1: Archaeological data 

One of the main goals of this project is to look at the statistical aspects of 

zooarchaeology, against the backdrop of the high and late medieval periods in Ireland. 

The main problem which arises, as was mentioned in the previous section, is the 

variability in the source material, both archaeological and historical. Regarding the 

former, a large percentage of the zooarchaeological data used in this project comes from 

previously analysed fauna! assemblages. Two problems arise from this. First, these 

reports were written and/or published over a span of fifty years, during which time the 

methods of recording and reporting data have changed. Second, these have been written 

by a number of analysts, each of whom record and present data in their own, 

idiosyncratic ways. This latter point is the case even for reports written within the last 

twenty years, a time during which standards for reporting have become more unified . 

Unfortunately, the only way around the first problem would be re-examining the 

assemblage, should it still exist. This is not feasible, as in many cases the material will 

have been disposed of. Therefore the general nature of older reports must be accepted. 

The second problem may be dealt with either by reviewing the original data, where 

available, or attempting to standardise the reported data as much as possible. 
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In terms of quantification, the two main types of evidence available are NISP and 

MNI calculations, although the latter is not always present. A second problem with this 

latter method, as has been discussed, is its sensitivity to method of calculation. It is not 

always explained which method has been used, although McCormick is consistent in 

either explaining his method or quoting a source (generally Chaplin, 1971 ). The only 

problem which arises with the presentation of NISP results occurs when calculating total 

and percentage representation. Should all elements be counted in the NISP total, from 

which the percentage representation will be calculated? It is common, although not 

universal, to exclude rib and vertebral fragments. This does vary and must be 

standardised if comparability between sites is desired. 

The other relevant area of quantification is osteometrics. For the purposes of this 

research, an attempt has been made to assemble all available osteometric evidence from 

high and late medieval Ireland. Three problems arise in this. First, the variable state of 

preservation makes it difficult to take a full range of measurements consistently. This 

decreases the amount of comparable data available. Second, time constraints generally 

force analysts to record only the measurements which they deem relevant. As there is no 

consensus as to which measurements are the most important, this also decreases the 

amount of data available. Finally, not all of this information is fully published. In many 

cases, especially very large assemblages, summaries of the osteometric data are given, 

which is valuable to a point, but may mask any patterns in the data and makes intersite 

comparison difficult. 

2.4.2: Historical data 

A later chapter will discuss, in more depth, the available historical data from the 

medieval period. It is enough to describe here the basic limitations in the data. There are 

two populations present in medieval Ireland, the Anglo-Normans/Anglo-Irish and the 

Gaelic Irish. While the barriers between these groups are by no means rigid or 

impermeable, they do display completely different traditions in the recording of 

information. The Anglo- onnan sources tend not to be narrative histories. They are 

generally bureaucratic in nature, recording information for contemporary purposes (e.g. 

accounting, auditing, litigation). These provide much more concrete evidence regarding 
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animal exploitation, especially the financial aspect thereof. The Gaelic Irish sources are 

much more narrative in nature. These are of less use in terms of quantifiable data. As 

will be discussed, the driving forces behind the compilation of the Irish sources are 

highly politicised, having more to do with the agenda of the patron funding the document 

than with any desire for an objective account of events. Therefore the quantified aspects 

of the data (e.g. number of individuals involved in a battle, number of cattle stolen) are 

suspect. Where they are useful is in the nature of the entries involving animals. These 

provide a slightly different view of animal exploitation, dealing with social as opposed to 

economic aspects . Given this polarisation in the source data, devising a strategy which 

will involve both traditions is problematic. This is compounded by the lack of fauna! 

material from Gaelic sites with which to integrate the data. The nature of the sources will 

be further explained in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 3 
An overview of the documentary sources 

3.1: Introduction 

The following chapter reviews the documentary sources used in this study, which 

are divided into three categories: Irish annals, documents relating to Anglo-Norman 

administration, and histories and observations. Two main reasons support such a 

division: the cultural identities of the individuals involved and the differing nature of the 

documents themselves. To the first point, the first two groups represent different cultures 

with different social and economic practices, thus their use of animals and animal 

products, their methods of trading them, and the social relevance of their animals often 

differ. Understanding that such a difference exists is of primary importance when 

attempting to review the historical data. This leads on to the second point: the purposes 

for which these three types of documents were written vary, thus the type of information 

provided by each will also vary. This creates a problem, as will be shown, when 

attempting to compare data from Anglo-Norman and Gaelic Irish societies. For instance, 

it is impossible to compare the price of cattle as listed in the Anglo-Norman 

documentation with information on cattle prices from the Irish sources as there is none; 

there is none because the extant Irish sources were not intended to convey such 

information. All documents consulted for this research are translated versions, as review 

of untranslated documents falls outside the scope of this thesis. The information gathered 

from the various sources will be dealt with in Chapter 4. 

Before proceeding, a brief discussion of the criteria directing the selection of 

historical sources is in order. The main aim was to assemble representative data sets 

from both the native Irish and Anglo-Norman historical traditions, representative in both 

chronological extent (i.e. unbroken, or nearly unbroken, records covering the entire 

medieval period) and volume (i.e. a usable amount of data for any given time frame). 

These criteria were somewhat mitigated by availability. This was not a problem for the 

lri h annals. All of the annals used in this thesis are available in electronic format from 

University College Cork's Corpus of Electronic Texts (http: //www.ucc.ie/celt/). One of 

the advantages of this format is the ease with which one may search the documents. The 
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bibliography in A New History of Ireland, Vol. 11 (Cosgrove 1987, 850-941) contains an 

exceptionally detailed listing of source documents dealing with medieval Ireland. This 

provided the main direction in selecting Anglo-Norman source documents. From this 

vast array of documents, a number of those available in the Queen's University Belfast 

library, in translated form, were selected for use in this thesis. The criteria outlined above 

were of less relevance to the narrative histories and observations used, as these works 

tend to be much narrower in their chronological scope and do not present their 

information in a straightforward, year-by-year format. Many of these were also available 

in University College Cork's Corpus of Electronic Texts. Two of the works cited in this 

thesis, the Inventory of Templars' goods and chattels 1307 and a fragment of the 

Vindiciae Hiberniae contra Giraldum Cambrensem et alias. vel Zoilomastigis fiber 

primus 2, 3, 4 et 5. et contra Stanihurstum, have never been published and are presented 

in their entirety in the appendices to this thesis. Their provenance is discussed below. 

3.2: Irish annals 

"No other aspect of medieval Irish life and society is more scantily served by the 

surviving evidence than the economic basis of society ... " (Nicholls 2003, 131). This 

quote, although meant to apply to all aspects of historical evidence from Gaelic Ireland, 

encapsulates the deficiencies in the surviving Irish annals which constitute the main 

source of evidence for Gaelic life in medieval times. The annals are essentially historical 

chronologies and any economic information that they provide appears only incidentally. 

These works were written under the patronage of the Irish nobility or the church and are 

unashamedly written from an Irish point of view as can be seen in the following two 

entries - [in all quotes from , and references to, the annals throughout this thesis, the first 

two letters abbreviate the title of the work (e.g. Annals of Ulster), the numbers before the 

decimal point indicate the year of the entry (e.g. 1213 AD), the numbers after the decimal 

point indicates the position of the entry within the year's entries (e.g. 2nd entry from 

1213)}: 

AU1213.2- A foray was made by Gilla Fiachlach Ua Baighill and by a party of the 
Cenel-Conaill upon the Cenel-Eogain, who were all under the protection of the 
Cenel-Conaill and of Ua Tairchert in particular. Howbeit, Ua Taircheirt overtook 
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them and his force gave battle to them. However, the Gilla Riabhach Ua 
Taircheirt, namely, royal chief of Clann-Sneidhghille and Clann-Finghin, is killed 
in defence of those under his protection. 

AU1371.12- A great muster by the Foreigners of Meath and by the Foreigners of Ulidia 
and by the Foreigners of Leinster against the hAnghaile and treacherous forays 
were made by them on O'Ferghail. Great retaliations were made by O'Ferghail on 
them by many preys and burnings. (Henessy and Maccarthy 1887, 225, 557) 

The chroniclers clearly wish to emphasize the difference between themselves and their 

patrons, as Irish, and the Anglo-Normans as foreigners. The annals are thus written for 

an Irish audience where it is assumed that their cultural and economic contexts are 

familiar to the reader. Their content is biased overwhelmingly towards political and 

military history rather economic and social concerns. Watt (1987, 315) noted of the 

annals that they "are to a considerable degree necrologies, and since the deaths they 

record are preponderantly the casualties of battle, they are preoccupied with apparently 

unending tribal war". This focus on military matters provides the main context in which 

livestock are mentioned in these sources. Cattle remained a principal, if not the principal, 

form of wealth, among the Gaelic Irish and their acquisition in cattle raiding was a central 

aspect of warfare at the time. This focus on cattle raiding affects the appearance of 

animal exploitation in the text. The following entries from Miscellaneous Irish Annals 

illustrate this (0 hlnnse 1947, 167-177): 

MIA1402.13- A treacherous foray by the son of the son of Eamann 6 Ceallaigh on the 
family of Hubert [Dalton] , and he took many cows. 

MIA1402.16- A great foray by Dalton and 6 Fearghail on Cineal Fiachach, and they 
took twenty score cows, or a few more, and eight score horses. 

MIA1402.22- A foray by 6 Maoil Sheachlainn on Ceall Choinne, and he carried off 
many cows into Machaire Cuircne. 

MIA1402.28- A great foray by 6 Ceallaigh, son of the son of Eamann 6 Ceallaigh, on 
Cineal Dobhtha, and they took many cows and killed people. 

MIA1403.4- An attack by the Galls on the family of Tomas [O Fearghail], and they took 
many cows. 



MIA1403.7- A great foray by the family of Tomas 6 Fearghail on Ui Mhaine and 
Seafraidh son of Conchobhar 6 Fearghail, and they took many cows. This 
preceded the incursions of the Galls which we have mentioned above. 
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MIA1403.13- An attack by Fearghal Ruadh Mac Eochagain on Dalton's cattle-fold, and 
he killed the daughter of Toirdhealbhach son of Conchobhar 6 Fearghail, and 
departed empty-handed. 

MIA1403.15- Attacks by the Daltons and 6 Maoil Sheachlainn on Cineal Fiachach. They 
took many cows and killed twelve men or four times as many of the Sionnaigh, 
including the only son of Muircheartach Sionnach, and the son of Maol M6rdha 
son of the son of Diarmaid. 

MIA1405.14- A raid by the Dillons and the Calraighe on 6 Maoil Sheachlainn, and they 
took many cows. 

MIA1405.25- A raid by Muiris son of Conchobhar 6 Fearghail on Calraighe, and he took 
cows and killed people. 

While cattle is the dominant species mentioned in the annals, the appearance of 

horse increases dramatically over the medieval period. The increase is particularly 

noticeable among references to military events, as will be seen in Chapter 4. This is also 

no doubt due to an increase in the use of horses for domestic/economic endeavours in 

Anglo-Norman times, as can be seen in both the development of extensive networks of 

trade and the widespread use of horse in ploughing (McCormick 2007, 96). The 

descriptions of the cattle raids too are often more detailed than in earlier times and seem 

to extend over much larger areas of the country than in the early medieval period. For 

instance, the 12th century Turlough O'Connor ranged as far as Co. Waterford, from his 

Roscommon base (Lucas 1989, 195). Over four hundred years later Red Hugh 

O'Donnell was cattle raiding as far south as Clare from his Donegal base (ibid.) 

The bald livestock figures produced in the Annalistic references do not give an 

indication of the effect that such raids must have had on the victims but it can be assumed 

to have been significant with numbers ranging from a few hundred up to several thousand 

(Lucas 1989, 151-152). The fact that sheep, goats or pigs are rarely mentioned in the 

annals suggests that the aim of the raiding was accumulation of wealth and status, rather 

than simply destroying the food resources of the victims; although the latter was a factor, 

as will be seen in the following chapter. This again emphasises the importance of cattle 
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as a unit of wealth among the Gaelic Irish (Dolley 1987, 816) something which was 

generally alien to the Anglo-Normans although they embrace the practice when 

necessary. For instance we see that in 1212-3 the Exchequer pays 320 cows as wages and 

food allowance for 70 soldiers guarding the district of Dromore for various periods of 

time (Davies and Quinn 1941, 61) 

Not all references to animals are military in nature. The loss of cattle due to 

various natural phenomena such as inclement weather and plague/disease is also 

sometimes mentioned in the annals as shown in the following examples: 

AI1095.2- Snow and heavy frost so that the rivers and principal lakes of Ireland were 
frozen, and a great loss of cattle in this year. 

AC1308.11- Easter in March this year; destruction of men and cattle; very stormy 
weather. 

AU1502.17- Very great inclemency in this year, so that it killed very much of the cattle 
ofireland and hindered the husbandry of the land in respect to cultivators. 

AC1286.3- The Spring of the cattle-plague was this year. 

AFM1464.6- Murtaugh, the son of Art O'Melaghlin, and his wife, daughter of O'Coffey, 
and three others besides, died in one day from having seen a horse that had 

perished of the same spasms. 

This overview of the annals has, perhaps, overemphasized cattle and horse, to a 

lesser extent. This is somewhat justified as they form such a large part of the data set; 

however, other animals are mentioned and these, as well as cattle and horse, will be 

elaborated upon in the following chapter. The main annals used are outlined below. 

3.2. 1: Annals of the Four Masters (O'Donovan 1848) 

This work is the largest and most comprehensive of all extant Irish annals. 

Entries begin with the year 2242 AM (Anno Mundi or Year of the World), and end with 

1616 AD. The work was compiled quickly between the years 1632 AD and 1636 AD, by 

the Four Masters themselves, Michael O'Clery, Peregrine O'Clery, Fergus O'Mulconry 

and Peregrine O'Duignan, Franciscans based in Donegal. This contains the largest 
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amount of raw data, but there is much repetition of entries from other texts (i.e. the same 

event is described in multiple sources). 

3.2.2: Chronicon Scotorum (Hennessey 1866) 

This work covers from year 353 AD to 1150 AD, albeit with some gaps. Hughes 

( 197, 105-6) points out that it is very closely related to the Annals of Ulster. The copy 

which has been consulted for this study dates to around 1640, and was copied by Duald 

Mac Firbis. The main issue with this document is that it provides only 150 years of 

information relevant to this thesis. That being said, it provides more information, in 

those years than some of the other annals do for much longer periods. 

3.2.3: Annals of Ulster (Hennessey and Maccarthy 1887; MacAirt and MacNiocaill 

1983) 

The Annals of Ulster cover the years from 431 AD to 1540 AD, and are the most 

comprehensive of the Irish annals after the Annals of the Four Masters (Hughes 1972, 

99). This being the case there is a large amount of raw data available from this work. 

MacAirt and MacNiocaill's (1983) work is used up to entry 1131 AD, at which point 

their translation ends. Hennessey and MacCarthy (1887) are followed from 1132 AD to 

1540 AD . 

3.2. 4: Miscellaneous Irish Annals (0 hlnnse 1947) 

This work was compiled in 1633 AD by Dermot O'Sullivan, with entries covering 

the period from 1114 AD to 1437 AD. The nature of these entries has already been 

illustrated above. Although it covers a much longer time span, the volume of relevant 

entries is much less than that in the Chronicon Scotorum. 

3.2. 5: Annals of Jnisfallen (MacAirt 1951) 

The Annals of Jnisfallen cover more or less the same period as the Annals of 

Ulster, beginning in 433 AD and concluding in 1450 AD. The actual compilation is 

believed to have occurred between the 12th and 15th centuries by monks at Inisfallen 

Abbey, near Killamey. The nature of the entries is similar to those of other annals here 
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reviewed, with the exception that the recording of death of livestock due to inclement 

weather is more frequent. Also, in 1105 AD, a camel is listed as having been brought to 

Ireland from the king of Scotland, possibly the earliest mention of this animal in Irish 

literature. 

3.2.6: Annals of Loch Ce (Hennessey 1871) 

This work spans the years 1014 AD to 1590 AD, although there is no specific date 

known for its compilation. It is attributed to members of the O'Duigenan family of 

historians. Apart from the document's opening entries, it generally deals with events 

taking place in Connacht and adjacent areas, Loch Ce being located in Roscommon. In 

terms of the present research, little relevant information appears until the mid-14th 

century. 

3.2. 7: Annals of Connaught (Freeman 1944) 

The Annals of Connaught were compiled in 16th centuries and are attributed to 

three scribes, one of whom was a member of the same clan credited with the Annals of 

Loch Ce (Henry and Marsh-Micheli 1987, 799). The years covered are 1244 AD to 1544 

AD, with one final entry jumping to the year 1562 AD. As with the Annals of Loch Ce, 

events in and around Connaught are the primary topics in the document. Entries 

involving animals appear throughout the annals. 

3.3: Anglo-Norman sources 

Three different types of Anglo-Norman sources are reviewed in this work: 

documents having to do with the administration by the Anglo-Norman aristocracy, 

account of religious houses, and statutes. The first two, by their very nature, do not suffer 

the same limitations as the Irish annals. They provide a wealth of knowledge on 

economic aspects of animal exploitation in medieval Ireland, albeit Anglo-Norman 

Ireland. These are bureaucratic documents, whose purpose was to track day to day 

business of those involved, not for posterity, as in the case of the Irish Annals, but for 

contemporary observers, in the same way that a modem organisation keeps records of 

financial transactions and administrative decisions. The relevant entries are quite broad 



and depend on the institution keeping the records. For instance, records of the king's 

business discuss tributes or gifts given or received, the granting of customs, and orders 

for expenditure by the Irish Exchequer; while the Account Rolls for the Priory of the 

Holy Trinity simply record the expenditures of that institution. The third type of 

document consists of statutes such as a specific set of laws passed in Kilkenny in 1367 

AD. 

Much of the data presented in these sources relates to the price of commodities. 
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The prices of animals or animal products can reflect different market conditions and in 

particular information concerning inflation or short term changes in market supply. 

However, while prices of items are recorded, the volumes of the purchases are frequently 

not. This creates a problem when looking for comparable material. Whether dealing 

with processed animal products such as prepared food, wool, and parchment, or the 

animals themselves, without the information on the volume of the purchase one cannot 

know whether the cost of a purchase is due to the amount of goods purchased or the value 

of the item. Another problem of volume is that of unequal measure. Where volumes of 

purchases are recorded, there are, occasionally, varying measures used. This is not only a 

problem for the modem researcher, but was a problem at the time, so much so that in 

1277 the king called for a standardization of the weights and measures used in Ireland 

(Sweetman 1875 vol. 2, 262). 

3. 3.1: Calendar of Documents relating to Ireland (Sweetman 1875) 

Along with the Annals of the Four Masters, this work is the most substantial 

which has been utilised in the thesis. It consists of five volumes, compiling many of the 

documents regarding the Crown's business in Ireland between 1170 AD and 1307 AD. It 

is a mixture of narrative and bureaucratic information, leaning heavily towards the latter, 

and providing a large amount of information about the price and value of different 

animals and animal products as well as information regarding the movement and trade of 

these products. 
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3.3.2: Calendar Justiciary Rolls (Mills 1905; Mills 1914; Wood and Langman 1952) 

This series of volumes chronicles the "proceedings of the court of the justiciar", 

the justiciar being the king's chief representative in Ireland. One of his main functions 

was deciding on judicial matters, and this document recounts these decisions from the 

year 1295 to 1314. Most of the situations involve either disputes over private property or 

theft. These frequently involve animals/animal products, and the records give a wide 

account of the value of these items in various parts of the country. 

3.3.3: Calendar of Ormonde Deeds (Curtis 1932) 

While the Calendar of Documents Relating to Ireland deals with the affairs of the 

king as regards Ireland, the Calendar of the Deeds of Ormonde deals specifically with the 

affairs of the Earl of Ormonde in his earldom. One significance of the work is that it 

provides a continuation of the Calendar of Documents Relating to Ireland. Entries in the 

present document begin in 1353 AD, forty-six years after the end of the CD!. The 

information contained in this document is broadly similar to that in the CD!; however, the 

area dealt with is much smaller (the Ormonde estates were comprised, at various times, of 

sections of modem Tipperary, Offaly, Laois, and Kilkenny) thus the document is smaller 

in scale. The document also describes much more localised issues such as instances of 

theft, which are generally not seen in the CD!. 

3.3.4: Irish Exchequer Payments (Connolly 1998) 

Entries in this document range from the late 13th century to the late 15th century, 

and are generally divided up by time of the year (the year being made up of four cycles), 

as opposed to the two previously discussed works, which divide entries up by specific 

date. As mentioned above, many of the entries in the Calendar of Documents Relating to 

Ireland deal with orders by the king for expenditures by the Exchequer, so there will be 

some overlap in the earlier part of the document. Apart from such orders, the document 

is primarily an account of the administrative budget of the exchequer. 
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3. 3. 5: Pipe Roll of 14 John (Davies and Quinn 1941) 

As with Irish Exchequer Payments, this document is a very detailed record of the 

Irish Exchequer. It is the earliest such document known, covering a very specific, narrow 

time period, 1212-1213 AD. There will be, as with Irish Exchequer Payments, some 

overlap with the Calendar of Documents Relating to Ireland. The present document is 

taken from a 17th century copy. Two important points are the breadth and volume of 

entries regarding animals as compared to the above work; much wider and larger over a 

much shorter period of time. 

3. 3. 6: The Red Book of the Earl of Kildare (MacNiocaill 1964) 

This is a work of minor relevance to this study. Its compilation began in 1503 

AD. The book is divided into three parts, of which only the first part provides any 

information of relevance, as this is that this is the only section which has been translated 

from the original Latin. The only information of value which appears has to do with the 

granting of rabbit warrens, which is listed on the first page. 

3.3. 7: The Sidney state Papers 1565-1570 (0 Laidhin 1962) 

This is another minor work. It consists of seventy-nine letters from Elizabeth I 

touching on affairs in Ireland and contains a small number of relevant entries. 

3.3.8: Inventory of Templars' goods and chattels 1307 (unpubl.) 

This document is made up of fragments of a larger work which was published, 

untranslated, in Analecta Hibernica (MacNiocaill 1967). The copy consulted for this 

research is an unpublished translation which appeared in the information packet 

supporting an event given by the Agricultural History Society of Ireland in 2006. Listed 

is the recorded property of a Templar church in Templetown. The purpose behind its 

compilation was the widespread suppression of the Templar order in 1307, one of the 

main features of which was the seizure of property. The account provides good 

information regarding the amount and value of the property of a rural house of the 

military orders at this time. 
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3.3.9: Account Roll of the Priory of the Holy Trinity, Dublin, 1337-1346 (Mills 1996) 

This document is an account of the expenditures of the Priory of the Holy Trinity 

in Dublin, for the listed period. It is analogous to the Irish Exchequer payments. 

Fortunately, for the purposes of the present research, the primary expenditure of the 

church was food, thus we have a fairly detailed description of the type and cost of 

animals and animal products. 

3.3.10: A Statute enacted in Kilkenny, A.D. 1367 (Hardiman 1843) 

This work, a series of thirty-five statutes, aimed at "re-anglicising" the Anglo

Irish aristocracy, is actually a subset of the State Rolls of the Parliament of Ireland and is 

mentioned separately to highlight their importance. After the arrival of the Anglo

Normans, there developed two main social groups, the native, Gaelic peoples and the 

Anglo-Normans. Very quickly, however, there developed an in-between class, the 

Anglo-Irish (a.k.a. Hibemo-Norman) (Lydon 1984). As members of this class generally 

lived in the frontier areas between these two cultures, closer to the native Irish than to the 

centre of Anglo-Norman power, they tended to favor the native traditions. This became 

such a problem for the Anglo-Norman power structure that the present statues were 

enacted. 

3.4 Histories and observations 

This category of documents is somewhat of a mixed group, and the list considered 

is by no means definitive in its scope. It consists of works by Irish, English, and 

occasional European writers. These are narrative histories and observations, which, like 

the Irish annals, do not convey explicit economic evidence. Their importance is in the 

infonnation the writers incidentally record regarding animal exploitation. With the 

exception of Geraldus Cambrensis' work, most date from the end of the medieval or early 

modem period . 

3. 4.1 : The histo1y and Topography of Ireland (O'Meara 1982) 

The usefulness of this work, written by Gerald of Wales in the late 12th century, is 

somewhat limited, as it contains little information regarding animal exploitation. In 
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general, the reliability of the work is suspect due to Gerald's condescending treatment of 

his topic and the fantastical nature of much of the information. It is, in spite of this, a 

very important source of information on wild animals present in medieval Ireland. 

3. 4. 2: Fragments of two medieval treatises on horses (6 Cuiv 1952) 

These medieval Irish texts, published in the journal Celtica in 1952, are 

essentially the same, barring some slight variations. They deal primarily with horse 

diseases and cures, dividing them up based on area of affliction. The final sections, 

however, discuss the quality and desirability of various aspects of physical appearance, 

particularly coat colour. Their date of composition is questionable. One text bears a date 

of 1420, while the other seems to bear the signature of a scribe who died in 1532, 

suggesting an early 16th century date. 6 Cuiv suggests that were both these dates 

accurate, one would have evidence of "interest. . .in veterinary lore in Ireland in the early 

fifteenth century" (0 Cuiv 1952, 30). They seem to be fragments of a larger, lost work. 

3. 4. 3: Captain Cuellar 's Adventure in Connacht and Ulster (Crawford 1897) 

This work was written by Francisco de Cuellar and recounts the events after his 

shipwreck on the coast of Sligo in 1588 AD. The relevant parts of the narrative describe 

his trek across Ireland to find safety from the Queen's men. In this he is frequently aided 

by both the aristocracy and peasants. His observations of the lower classes are of 

particular importance and give one of the few descriptions of the life of a commoner at 

that time. He recounts many anecdotes involving animals and animal products, which 

give us an idea of the importance of these creatures in the lower strata of medieval Irish 

ociety. 

3. 4. 4: Chapters tov1:ards a History of Ireland in the reign of Elizabeth (Byrne 1903) 

This work wa written by Phillip O'Sullivan Beare, nephew of the Lord of 

Dunboy. He was ent to pain for education in 1602, which allowed him to avoid the 

destruction of his family' wealth and power by the forces of Queen Elizabeth I following 

the iege of Dunboy. This event no doubt affected him greatly, and this is reflected in 

the work, which is patently biased in its description of events. Most of the events related, 



are military in nature. Although this somewhat limits their usefulness, they also give a 

good description of the use and importance of horses in later medieval Irish warfare. 
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3.4.5: Vindiciae Hiberniae contra Giraldum Cambrensem et alias. vel Zoilomastigis fiber 

primus 2, 3, 4 et 5. et contra Stanihurstum (O'Sullivan-Beare unpubl.) 

Prior to the location of a surviving copy of this document in the University 

Library of Uppsala, Sweden, its existence had only been known via a reference in the 

prefix to one of Philip O'Sullivan Beare's other writings (O'Donnell 1960, iii). Written 

in Latin, and dating to the early 1 i 11 century, the work comprises three books and is a 

general defense of Ireland and Irish culture against '"the gross lies of Gerald 

(Cambrensis)"' and "those (lies) which the foolish Stanihurst contains", as the prefix 

referred to above describes them (ibid.). While the whole document seems to remain 

unpublished, O'Donnell (ibid.) has published, untranslated, selected chapters from the 

three books; he also provides translations of all the chapter headings from the entire 

work. Chapters 11-52 of the first book deal with the flora, fauna, and geology of Ireland. 

Of these chapters, a translation of what appears to be the entire text of chapter 11, 

"Terrestrial animals of Ireland", has been consulted, which provides descriptions of the 

major domestic and wild animals of Ireland. The version used was a photocopy of a 

translation located at Queen's University Belfast. The translator is unknown. 

3.4. 6: History of Ireland (Dineen 1902) 

This work, by Geoffrey Keating, a clergyman from Tipperary, was completed in 

1634. Like the Annals of the Four Masters, it recounts Irish history from biblical times 

up to the arrival of the Anglo-Normans. Given the span of events, the amount of usable 

infonnation is limited to the end of the text. The main deficiency in this work is 

difficulty of dating entries, as years are only occasionally given. The few relevant entries 

do provide some information about the relevance of animals in Irish society in the years 

just prior to the Anglo-Norman invasion. 
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3. 4. 7: Ire/ands Natural! History (Boate 1652) 

The title of this work is somewhat incorrect as the main text deals more with the 

contemporary (mid- l 7ili century) state of the Irish environment, rather than its history. 

Although most of the work deals with the physical aspects of Irish natural and political 

geography (rivers, lakes, towns), some of Chapters 10 and 11 deal with the potential of 

the land for agriculture and speak about some aspects of animal husbandry. This is one 

of the few works consulted for this research which does discuss such practices. 

3.5: Literary/artistic sources 

Two types of source which are noticeably absent from this work are literary 

references and artistic depictions of animals and animal exploitation. While these may be 

a useful avenue for future research, they have deficiencies which render them 

inappropriate for the present thesis. Primary amongst these, as will be discussed below, 

is the historicity of the information they contain. These sources seem better suited to 

support studies of the historical record. As the focus of this thesis is to look at the 

zooarchaeological evidence from medieval Ireland, historical sources seem to be the best 

option. 

3. 5. I: Literary sources 

In Chapter 1 of this thesis, two separate literary sources were referred to. The 

Gaelic Irish tradition of the "house poem" was mentioned in connection with the nature 

of native housing types in the medieval period, and was used to suggest a more 

permanent structure than the standard model of a highly mobile population would 

indicate. At another point in the same chapter, the Vision of Aislinge MacConglinne 

(Kuno Meyer 1892) was used to support the antiquity of the Irish reliance upon dairy 

products. These are typical of literary sources, which contain much information 

regarding animals and exploitation. In The Wooing of Etaine, which appears in the 11 ili 

or 12ili century Lebor na hUidre, the stakes of a wager over a chess match was on the one 

hand, "fifty dark grey steeds with dappled blood-red heads, pointed-ears, broad-chested, 

with distended nostrils, slender limbs, mighty, keen ... huge, swift, steady, easily yoked, 

with their fifty enameled reins'', and on the other "fifty young boars, curly-mottled, grey-
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bellied, blue-backed, with horses hooves to them ... fifty red-eared cows with white red

eared calves and a bronze spancel on each calf. . . fifty grey wethers with red heads, three

headed, three-homed" (Bergin and Best 1938, 175-177). This is interesting for a number 

of reasons. First, the number of animals, a standard fifty, gives an impression of what 

was considered a large amount of stock. The description of the various animals suggests 

that their value lay as much in their appearance as their ability/productivity, a point which 

will be expanded upon, for horses specifically, in the following chapter. The description 

of polycerate sheep is interesting. The requirement that the sheep be wethers is equally 

interesting. Wethers, as will be discussed in later chapters, produce higher quality meat 

and fleece. This is the only reason to keep them, thus their appearance in this passage 

suggests specialized production of one or the other. A similar reference can be seen in 

the 13th century Njal 's Saga, where a wealthy land owner, noticing his autumn sheep 

muster to be poor, finds that many of his wethers are missing (Magnusson and Palsson 

1975, 69) 

The mid to late-16th century bardic poems of Tadhg Dall O'Huiginn (Knott 1922) 

likewise contain a wide range of information regarding animal exploitation. The Irish 

taste for dairy products is echoed in both The Butter (ibid., 1720), where the author 

decries the quality of the butter he receives from a host, and A Satire (ibid., 185), where a 

host decries her lack of milk after having had to slake the thirst of six guests. The latter 

being a satire, a certain amount of sarcasm may be inferred. Enniskillen (ibid., 49) 

contains the following fragment describing a hunting scene, "the baying of their lively 

hounds and their hunting-dogs driving deer from the wood for them", something which 

will be mentioned below in reference to wall paintings. The preference for pig amongst 

the medieval Gaelic Irish, a topic of debate, as described in Chapter 1, is highlighted in 

Hugh Maguire (ibid., 54-55): 

"The man of the house asked which of the undistinguished, bashful 
company should be set down to the beef, and which to the long, fat, 
substantial pig/Unanimously they make for the pork ... only one man got 
for the beef. . ./Of the seventeen men- keen the liking- none selected 

the clear, succulent beef. .. " 
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These few examples highlight the type of evidence available from literary 

sources. The issue is that one does not know whether the references describe the reality 

or the ideal of animal exploitation. Both of these are important in their own right; 

however, the goal of this work is to integrate documentary sources and the 

zooarchaeological data, a record which is focussed on the practical, lived experience of 

animal husbandry. This being the case, it is perhaps more appropriate to look at the 

historical, rather than the literary, record for explanations of the trends seen in the fauna! 

data. There is room for compromise. It may be that the literary sources, with their 

presentation of the ideals of animal consumption, suggest models which may be tested 

using the fauna! data. Thus, one can envisage a study in which one first looks at literary 

sources in order to establish what is expected of the fauna! record, followed by an 

analysis of the fauna! record, comparing the expectation to the reality, finishing with a 

review of the historical sources to attempt to identify why and how variation from the 

expected occurred. However, this thesis is primarily concerned with the zooarchaeology 

of medieval Ireland, not the historicity of literary sources. It is therefore more 

appropriate to leave this category of source for future works 

3. 5. 2: Artistic depictions 

Artistic depictions of animals have long been a source of evidence for 

zooarchaeologists. McCormick (2007, 97) uses a painting of a meeting between the King 

of Leinster and the Duke of Gloucester, in 1399, to illustrate the Irish habit of riding 

horses without saddles. Serjeantson (1989, 132, 138) uses various images to posit the 

idea that limb extremities such as phalanges and metapodials were left attached to animal 

skins in the early stages of tanning. These two examples highlight different uses for 

artistic depictions. The former sees a painting used to substantiate a practice attested to 

in historical records, such as A Statute enacted in Kilkenny, A.D. 1367. The latter 

involves various illustrations and woodcuts used to explain a feature of the fauna! record, 

the exceptionally high frequency of limb extremities in various contexts. While these 

examples are fairly straightforward, it is easy to imagine situations where this is not the 

case. As with literary references, there is a large question of how much a given work 

reflects reality and how much it reflects artistic license. 
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One area which has only recently begun to see scholarly interest, and may well 

prove a fruitful source of information on animal exploitation, is that of medieval Irish 

wall paintings. Morton (2004, 346) indicates that wall paintings have been identified 

from over sixty-five sites across Ireland, ranging from simple decorations to heavily 

illustrated scenes. Hunting scenes seem to be of particular interest, and have been 

divided into three groups (ibid., 340): stags pursued by hounds, stags being bitten by 

hounds, men with hounds on leads, separated from the stag by a bush or tree. These 

images echo the hunting scene described above in the bardic poem Enniskillen. At one 

level, these may be seen as simple illustrations of high status pastimes, a pasttime 

undertaken not only by nobles but by high ranking clergymen such as Conor 

MacConnolly, bishop of Armagh, remembered in his eulogy as "the wild deer hunter" 

(AU 1175 .5). Morton (2004, 346) makes the more interesting suggestion that these are 

Christian allegories; the stag, a symbol of "purity and solitude" in the medieval mind, as 

a representation of the Christian soul, the hounds/huntsmen representing the evils and 

temptations of the world, hanying the righteous. This more abstract representation can 

be seen in the chapel vault of the Clare Island abbey, where various mythological 

creatures can be appear (Morton 2005, 73-5). Various representations of animals can be 

seen on this site: the use of tridents to catch fish (ibid., 85), a hunting cat (Morton 2004, 

342), and various birds both wild and domestic (Morton 2005, 84). The depiction of a 

horseman galloping with a spear on the south wall of the chapel is of great interest, both 

in the depiction of the armour and weaponry, and in the depiction of the horse itself 

(ibid., 65-66). If one accepts the proportions between horse and rider as being accurate, 

then the horse is pony-sized . There is no evidence, in the Irish zooarchaeological record, 

for large war horses (see Chapters 7 and 8). This may be an illustration of a hobelar; 

more intriguingly, it may suggest that the idea of the "Great Medieval Warhorse" is 

flawed. One of the more important scenes from Clare Island has been interpreted as a 

cattle raid (ibid., 75). There are a number of interesting features of this image, if indeed 

it is a cattle raid. There are depictions of goat and pig in (or near) the scene, two species 

which the annalistic sources do not frequently mention being taken in raids (see Chapter 

4). either the raiders, one presumes those approaching the animals to be the raiders, nor 

their horses bear any form of armour. On the other hand, the man defending the herd 
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appears to be heavily armoured and armed Thus one has a scene where a lesser armed, 

but numerically superior, force is attempting to steal a range of animals (as opposed to 

merely cattle). This would seem to fly in the face of the typical image of cattle raiding as 

lightning attacks by, superior forces on a weak group of people. Of course, this is all one 

individual's interpretation of the scene. 

Wall paintings, and artistic depictions in general, provide a wealth of information 

regarding animal exploitation. As with literary sources, care must be taken in their use. 

How well do the images reflect reality? To what can we attribute any departure from 

reality (e.g. skill of the artistic, desire to for symbolism)? How can we tell the 

difference? One of the great advantages of artistic depictions, as with literary references, 

as opposed to historical references or the zooarchaeological record, is ability to convey 

symbolic meaning. This allows us to see past the practicalities of animal exploitation, to 

how the animals were perceived. While artistic depictions and literary references are 

similar both in their advantages and limitations, the two should perhaps be used in 

different manners. While literary references, as described above, may provide us with 

models of animal exploitation which may be tested using the historical and 

zooarchaeological record, artistic depictions should more rightly be used, as described at 

the beginning of this section, to further illuminate trends seen in the historic or faunal 

record . Overall this is an area which would benefit from increased study, particularly 

wall paintings which are already in deteriorated/fragmentary states of preservation 

(Morton 2004, 314) and thus at risk. 
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Chapter 4 
Results from documentary sources 

4.1: Introduction 

The following chapter will present the results generated from a review of the 

documentary sources discussed in the previous chapter. Each type of source, Irish annals, 

Anglo-Norman sources, and historical/observational works, will be dealt with separately. 

Within each of these groups the data has been divided up in as straightforward a manner 

as possible. Generally this means discussion on an animal by animal basis, but in some 

cases the nature of the reference is considered rather than the animal discussed. The 

introductions to each section will further explain how each group was categorised. 

Where practical, and appropriate, the information from these sources has been included in 

the appendices. Citations, particularly for references dealing with the Irish annals and 

Anglo- orman sources, will refer to these appendices, although such citations will also 

be sufficient to locate such referenced passages in their original works. 

4.2 Irish Annals 

Appendix 5 contains all the information on animals taken from the various Irish 

annals described in Chapter 3. The document containing the entry, the year of the entry, 

the number of animals/animal products referred to, and a brief description entry are all 

reported. Where entries recounting the same event occur in multiple sources, this has 

been noted. Along with these, the various entries have been assigned two separate 

categories. The first category is a more generalised description of the species involved. 

For in tance, cows, cattle, kine, oxen, etc. are all categorised as "cattle". The second 

category is a summary of the entry. For instance, entries involving raids and battles are 

all categori ed as "military". Not all of the entries recorded refer to animal exploitation. 

Some are observation of natural phenomena (e.g. the devouring of dead soldiers by 

birds), while other references are more poetic in nature (e.g. a noble referred as a "hawk 

of valour"). The following discussion will proceed species by species, the exception 

being a separate description of those entries involving weather and plague. 
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Before proceeding with a discussion of cattle, some basic observations should be 

made. Figure 4.1 illustrates the total number of entries for each category of animal. The 

most obvious feature is the huge significance of cattle. This should be expected, given 

the traditional importance of this animal to Gaelic Irish society and economy. Horse is 

also frequently mentioned. The rest of the species are present in negligible numbers, the 

miscellaneous category being comprised of wild animals, vague descriptions which could 

not be assigned to other categories (e.g. beasts, domestic beasts, live-stock, dead-stock, 

etc.), and animal products (i.e. meat). Figure 4.2 shows the total number of entries of 

cattle and horse per century; the remaining species were excluded from this as they 

appear in too few numbers to be of any significance. Apart from two peaks in the 12th 

and 16th centuries, cattle remain relatively constant. The number of references to horses, 

on the other hand, vastly and steadily increases over the course of the medieval period. 

Two explanations immediately suggest themselves, the increase in the use of horses in 

warfare, or the increased use of hor e for traction; this will be expanded upon below. 
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Figure 4.3 illustrates the total number of entries per category. Once again there is a 

heavily skewed distribution, nearly all the entries being military in nature. This may have 

to do with the all encompassing nature of the category. Everything from smaller cattle 

raids and thefts to large battles were assigned to this category, a practice which avoided 

the difficulty of creating arbitrary standards by which to judge large or small 

engagements. The mi cellaneous category was, as previously described, used for a 

number of entries which could not be readily classified. Examples of such entries are the 

12 foot almon caught at Limerick in 1113 (CS 1113), laws forbidding the keeping of 

horses and cattle indoor from 1068 (AI 1068.4), and the burning of Dublin 's "Street of 

heep" in 1492 (AFM 1492.25). Praise entries are generally eulogies extolling the 

wealth of a dead noble, while tribute entries record animals either pledged or owed in 

tribute to an individual. Weather entries tend to deal with the death or suffering of 

animals due to the element . There are a few instances of overlap between entries 

involving weather and entrie involving plague, so a separate category was created; these 

did not, however, amount to many. Death entries involved the death of an individual 

omehow involved with an animal (e.g. falling from a horse) . 

As with cattle and horse in the discussion of species frequency, the incredibly 

high numbers of military cntrie requires a separate mention. Figure 4.4 illustrates both 
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the total number of overall entries per century and the total number of mi litary entries per 

century. In spite of a light dip in the 14th century, the number of military entries 

mcrea e in the medieval period overall. Two interesting features can be seen when 

comparing Figures 4.2 and 4.4. Firstly, the distribution of the total number of entries per 
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century looks remarkably similar to the total number of cattle entries per century, 

suggesting that the former is heavily affected by the latter. This is not terribly surprising, 

as cattle is the most frequently mentioned species overall. Secondly, the distribution of 

the number of military entries per century looks remarkably like the distribution of horse 

entries per century, suggesting, again, that the former is heavily affected by the latter. 

That the increase in military entries over the course of the medieval period is primarily 

due to an increase in the number of references to horses involved in military engagements 

is perhaps better illustrated by Table 4.5, which calculates the number of military entries 

per century as a percentage of the total number of entries per century. Throughout the 

entire medieval period, a high percentage of the entries referring to cattle, in any given 

century, are military in nature. While the percentage fluctuates from 67.2% to 85.8%, it 

averages around 77%. The results for horse tell a different story. The percentage of total 

horse entries which are military in nature is low for the first two centuries under review, 

averaging around 45.6%. In the post-conquest period this percentage jumps to over 80% 

and remains there, averaging around 84.3%. The inference is that the increase in military 

themed entries over the medieval period is due to the increased involvement of horses in 

military engagements, an increase in the frequency of such events which do not strictly 

involve cattle raiding. 

Cattle Horse 

Total# of #of military Total# of # of military 

entries entnes % entries entries % 

11th c 78 60 76 .9 7 3 42.9 

12th c. 108 78 72.2 29 14 48.2 

13th c 74 62 83.8 42 35 83.3 

14th C . 58 39 67.2 42 36 85.7 

15th c 75 57 76 92 75 81.5 

16th C . 113 97 85.8 158 137 86.7 

Table 4.5. Relative frequency of military entnes per century for cattle and horse references 

in the Insh annals, I 000 AD-1608 AD. 

4.2.1: Cattle 

The introduction to this section on references to animals in the Irish annals made 

some basic observation regarding the frequency of entries involving cattle. It has been 

hown that while cattle are the most frequent animal referred to in the annals, for the time 

frame under review, at the very end of the medieval period horse supersedes cattle in 
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frequency. Figure 4.6 illustrates the total number of entries referring to cattle in each 

category. As has been described above, records involving military engagements of one 

sort or another dominate the distribution. Most of these references involve cattle taken, 

destroyed, or driven off for protection in advance of a raid. Numbers of cattle involved 

are rarely mentioned. When numbers appear, they range from 20 cows gained by 

O'Rourke for the taking of castle of Lough Oughter, Co. Cavan, in 1327 (AFM 1327.7), 

to 6000 cows taken (along with 1000 people) by Ardgar MacLoughlin during his raid on 

Connaught in 1062 (AU 1062.4). As mentioned in Chapter 3, one should be wary of 

taking exceedingly high numbers at face value. It is interesting to note, however, nine of 

the eighteen entries involving 1000 head of cattle or more, if 1000 is taken as a 

benchmark indicating a number of great significance, appear within a 40 year period in 

thesecondhalfofthe 16thcentury(ALC 1549.7, 1565.2, 1569.1, 1571.3, 1586.17, 

1588.31, 1589.38, 1590.15). All of these, barring one example, are conflicts amongst the 

native Irish aristocracy. Despoiling the natives of cattle does not seem to have been a 

Crown policy at this late stage. That said, a 1235 entry from the Annals of Connaught 

describes the Galls (English) as having left the people of Connaught without any cattle 

(AC 1235.18). Although this is, no doubt, an exaggeration, it does show that either the 

Anglo- ormans or the Anglo-Irish engaged in the practice at one time. A force of Galls, 

after having attacked the son of the king of Iveagh, were located by following the tracks 

of the cattle they had with them (it is unclear whether or not these had been taken in their 

attack) and killed/captured by the native Irish (AC 1514.12). There are also references to 

cattle being u ed as wages. In 1185 an Irish nobleman paid an Anglo-Norman force 3000 

cows in wages for aid in sacking Thomond (AFM 1185.9), while in 1315 gallowglasses 

were paid in cattle and com seized from the church at Moylurg (AC 1315.13). Finally, in 

1564, during an internal war amongst the O'Brien, soldiers in Thomond seized cattle as 

payment for their services (AC 1564.3). While cattle were taken in battles and raids, they 

were occa ionally returned afterwards (AFM 1155. 11 , AC 1225.15, AC 1236.12, AI 

1283.3, MIA 1392.5, AC 1417 .18). This was done for a number of reasons, such as in 

exchange for ubmission, in order to show the generosity of the victor, or, in one case, 

due to a genuine mistake. While seizure of cattle was one of the main objects of raiding 

in medieval Ireland, the consumable products of those cattle seem to have been of 
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I 000 AD-1608 AD (Percentage after data label refers to percentage of total which are cattle). 

secondary importance. Apart from being used as wages, they seem to have been both a 

method of increa ing one's prestige, and, more importantly, for forcing the hand of one's 

enemies. One wa not gaining more milk or beef supplies as much as one was depriving 

one's enemies of them. 

Although paling in comparison to military references, references to tributes 

appear somewhat frequently, relative to all other categories (again, weather and plague 

entries will be di cus ed later). Most of these entries date to the 11th and 12th centuries, 

and have to do with animal pledged or given to the church, although not exclusively so. 

In 1106, Cellach, who had been named the Archbishop of Armagh the previous year, 

made a tour of Ireland and wa pledged vast numbers of cattle. In Ulster he was pledged 

I cow for every ix people, or 1 in-calf heifer for every 3; while in Munster he received 7 

cows and 7 heep from every cantred (AFM 1106.16. 1106.17). Similarly, in 1150, "the 

succe or of Colum-Cille" was pledged 1 cow each from every 2 biatach (betaghs), every 

3 free-holders, and every 4 villain as well as 20 cows from the king (AFM 1150.8). 

Much later, in 1599, Donough O'Conor was re-established as chieftain of his territory in 

recognition of his acceptance of O'Donnell supremacy, and was given "countless deals of 
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cows" in order to aid in the re-peopling of his land, which had lain in waste for some time 

(AFM 1599.53). 

Weather and plague entries, as has been mentioned, will be dealt with separately. 

Praise entries are generally eulogies, extolling not only the wealth but the generosity of 

the deceased, remembering him as a "great bestower of cattle" (AC 1338.3). The 1307 

funeral of Donal Mac Teague, tanist of Connaught, was noted for the incredible number 

cattle brought as a sign of honour (AC 1307 .10). Note was also made of the "countless" 

offerings of cows made to the Church at the funeral of Tadhg O'Connor, half-king of 

Connaught, in 1464 (AC 1464.40). This was a self-sustaining process. The more 

eulogies and praise poems extolling the generosity of a lord who liberally bestowed cattle 

are composed, the more other lords, eager to enhance their reputation, are likely to 

emulate the practice. It becomes the standard rather than the exception. The 

miscellaneous category, as the name implies, is less cohesive in its contents, and 

therefore difficult to describe generally. One of the more interesting entries records a law 

that, apart from banning work on Sundays, forbids keeping cattle indoors (Al 1040.6). It 

is unclear whether this refers to housing specifically or enclosures in general. This was 

repeated in l 068, with the specification that they be allowed to wander at will at night; it 

was further de cribed that "no better law was enacted in Mumu for a long time" (Al 

1068.4). Finally, as an anecdote, there was a massive earthquake recorded at Sliarnh 

Gamh, in Sligo, in 1490, where a number of cows, and I 00 people, were killed (AFM 

1490.3). Such was the force of the event that a new lake is described as having been 

created. 

Overall, cattle are the most important animal referred to in the annals, and most of 

the references involving cattle deal with military matters in one form or another. As 

described above, the seizure of an enemy's cattle, depriving him of the products of cattle 

ownership (milk, breeding potential, meat), seems to have been the main goal, rather than 

simply the acquisition of these re ources for oneself. In this they became bargain tools 

through which to compel an enemy's submission. Beyond this, cattle were a sign of 

statu and wealth, as can be seen in the numerous eulogies praising wealthy cattle 

owner . Finally, they were a way of paying tribute or taxes to individuals. 



Unfortunately, these are rather general observations, but the nature of the evidence 

hinders more detailed analysis. 

4.2.2: Sheep 
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In spite of being the source of one of the most important agricultural products of 

the medieval period, sheep are infrequently mentioned in the annals. Of the 35 entries 

referring to sheep, only 6 of these appear prior to the arrival of the Anglo-Normans. 

Three of these are references to climatic events or plagues, to be discussed in a later 

section; the other three were tributes pledged to the churchmen mentioned above. 

Cellach, the Archbishop of Armagh, was promised 7 sheep from every cantred in 

Munster, while Flaherty O'Brallaghan, the "successor of Colum-Cille" was to receive a 

sheep from every hearth (AFM 1106.17, 1150.6, 1153.4). There is one entry dating to 

the time of the Anglo-Norman conquest, although it is unrelated to that event. In 1170 a 

monastery was sacked by the king of Ulidia in league with a rogue monk, who evicted 

the monks of the monastery and seized their possessions, a number of sheep being among 

these (AFM 1170.30) . Apart from this entry, all references to military engagements, 

which are half of the total number of entries involving sheep, appear well after the arrival 

of the Anglo-Normans. The nature of these entries does not differ greatly from those 

involving cattle. There are a handful of praise references, again, not substantively 

different from those involving cattle. Goats are mentioned only twice. In 1355, goats, 

among other animal , are described as having been driven off during a raid by O'Neill 

into Tyrconnel (AU 1355.11 ). In Fermanagh, 1431 and 1432, it is recorded that a goat 

gave birth, in both years, to a white lamb (AU 1432.1 ), an event understandably 

described as a "great marvel". Earlier, in 1355, another "marvel" was recorded when one 

sheep gave birth to 10 lambs at once (ALC 1355.17). A mass death of sheep is recorded 

in 1489, when the heep between Drogheda and Dublin all ran, inexplicably, into the sea 

and drowned (AFM 14 9.42). These last few examples are clearly exaggerations but 

highlight one of the two points which can be seen in the annalistic references to sheep 

overall. heep, irre pective of any economic importance, were not frequently thought of 

by medieval chroniclers; only the extreme events being worthy of note. The second, and 

very important, point is that references to military engagements in which sheep are 
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somehow affected are wholly absent from the annals in the century and a half leading up 

to the Anglo-Norman conquest, and do not appear until well after this event. Raids were 

occurring in that 150 years, battles were occurring, and sheep were being kept by Irish 

farmers . Were cattle being selectively targeted to the complete exclusion of all other 

animals? Or, perhaps, were losses of sheep not considered important enough to merit 

recording? 

4.2.3: Pig 

As with sheep, in spite of how popular and important pork seems to have been in 

medieval Irish society, pigs are infrequently mentioned in the annals. Only 16 references 

to pigs were identified. With such a small number, there is little merit in discussing any 

change in the type of entry over time. As with cattle, sheep, and horse, a large portion of 

the entries may be labelled military in nature. These are not particularly unique, mostly 

referring to animals taken in raids or skirmishes, although one instance recounts pigs 

being taken in revenge for plundered animals (rather biblically described as "a pig for 

each pig") (AC 1414.16). Between 1050 and 1200 AD, there are fourteen references to 

plentiful crops of oakmast. Interestingly, only one reference appears after 1200, in 131 O; 

implying either that no more large crops of oak mast were seen in Ireland for the rest of 

the medieval period, or that these were no longer important. While both of these are 

possible, a movement towards sty husbandry would explain the latter. 

The Annal of Loch Ce reca ts the tale related above of the goat that gave birth to 

white lambs two years in a row, claiming it to have been a pig giving birth to a single 

white lamb in 1432 (ALC 1432.3). Rather than being referred to as a "great marvel", the 

pig was labelled a "great prodigy". The premature death of the king of Meath at the age 

of 30, in 1155, was greatly lamented as being "like swine-fattening by hot-fruit, like a 

branch cut down before its blossoming" (AFM 1155.6). Finally, in spite of the esteem in 

which pigs may have been held, being called one was an insult. In 1342, as the king of 

Connaught, fleeing attacker , was entering church to seek sanctuary, one of his pursuers 

hit him with a stick and is recorded as shouting "To your sty, hog!!" (AC 1342.11). 

Unfortunately, the annals shed little light on pig exploitation in the medieval period. 



Many of the entries are either anecdotal or metaphorical, and those that are not contain 

little information of any use. 

4.2. 4: Horse 
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As both Table 4.5 and Figure 4.7 show, most of the references to horses appear in 

military entries. While there are some references to horses taken in a raid or battle, these 

are generally different from entries referring to the seizure of cattle. In many instances, 

horses are tools/weapons of battle, thus their seizure by an enemy is the by-product of an 

engagement, not the purpose of the engagement itself (although there are some instances 

of this). Seized horses will often be those whose riders have either been unseated or 

killed. The vanquished, fleeing an engagement, would not have the means of collecting 

comrades' horses, thus one sees numerous examples throughout the annals of horses 

being left behind in the wake of battle. For instance, in 1270, a group of Anglo-Irish 

lords, fleeing a force from Connaught, left behind l 00 horses "with their saddles and 

poitrels" (AC 1270. 7). This entry also highlights the side point that in losing a horse 

under such circumstances, one lost not only the horse, but expensive horse-gear as well. 

These type of military entries appear throughout the annals and show no variation in 

their nature over time. While horses were valuable weapons in a conflict, intimidating 

one's enemies and allowing for swifter movement and physical advantage, they were 

also quite a u eful means of escape. There are many entries recounting how the swiftness 

of a horse allowed for its rider to escape an attack or a losing battle (AFM 1570.4, 

1573.10, 1592.9, 1595 .16). This seems to have been a problem of sorts, as a 1522 entry 

in the Annals of Ulster (AU 1522.3) recounts. Armed men of Cenel-Conaill, during a 

war with the 0 eill , decided to attack their enemy's fortified position at night. As 

O' eill' forces, in this situation, were numerically superior they decided to leave their 

horse behind in order to discourage retreat or flight. As it turned out, this strategy 

backfired, as the men of Cenel-Conaill were so successful that they put O'Neill to flight, 

but were unable to pur ue him due to their lack of horses. In a variation of this, in 1599, 

O'Donnell kept members of his cavalry mounted throughout the night so that his enemy 

(O'Conor) could not escape, being blockaded in his castle at Culmaoile (AFM 1599.33), 

modem day Collooey, Co. Sligo. 
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Another problem of using horses for battle is illustrated in the annals: horses 

present a large target. There are numerous accounts of horses being either startled, 

wounded, or killed in battle resulting in the rider being thrown from the animal and 

subsequently either captured or killed. During a skirmish in 1398, Aed O'Duimin fell 

from his horse after it had received a wound, and was quickly surrounded and killed (AC 

1398.5). In 1508, Redmond junior, son of Redmond MacMahon, was thrown from his 

horse during battle and killed (AU 1508.1). Finally, in 1583, John Carragh, an Anglo

Irish noble, was unseated during a raid, captured, and subsequently hanged (AFM 

1583.13). To be thrown from one's horse during battle was not an automatic death 

sentence, however. The Annals of the Four Masters records an incident where Brian 

O'Conor was thrown from his horse amidst a skirmish, yet was able to survive (AFM 

1526.7). 

There is evidence of the carrying off of horses for protection in advance of an 

attack. In 1308, the sons of Donnell brought their stud-horses to Slieve Daen, south of 

Sligo town, in the face of a series of raids by the Clan Murtagh (AC 1308.4). Stud horses 

were of obvious value, and some are recorded as having been seized in a raid in 1558 

(ALC 1558 .1). Various types of horses were valued differently, as is suggested by a 

I 029 reference from the Chronicon Scotorum, which describes a portion of the ransom 

for Olaf, son ofSitric, as being 120 Welsh horses (CS 1029), although the Annals of the 

Four Master describe it as 140 British horses (AFM 1029.6). The significance lies not 

only in the distinction of where the horses came from, but in the fact that such a large 

number of foreign bred hor e were available. Although eating of horseflesh was not a 

common practice, and likely looked down upon, there is slight evidence for the practice. 

In 1415, Lord Fumival, lieutenant of the king of England, brought all the slaughtered 

cow , hor e , and cattle from the land of Oriel (in the border area of modem day 

Monaghan, Annagh, and Louth), presumably for consumption (AC 1415.2). In 1602, 

during their march northward in search of sanctuary, O'Sullivan ordered his people to kill 

their horse for con umption (AFM 1602.14). The skins of these horses were used to 

con truct curraghs with which the group crossed the Shannon. 

Prai e and tribute entries referring to horses tend to be similar to those involving 

cattle. In ome ituations, references to the two species appear in the same entry, such as 
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the pledges to the Archbishop of Armagh mentioned above, and the presence of animals 

at the burials of certain noblemen, such as at the burials of Donal and Tadhg O'Conor 

(AC 1307. I 0, 1464.40). In some eulogies, the deceased, rather than being remembered 

as a "great bestower" of horses, is remembered for his horsemanship (AU 1170.7, 

1197.6; AFM 1559.5, 1560.4). Horses were given as a gift from O'Donnell to a French 

knight who went on pilgrimage to the Purgatory of Patrick in 1516 (AU 1516.4). 

Death entries involve the death of the rider in one of two ways. In the first 

instance, the rider falls from the horse and is killed (AU 1104.5; ALC 1490.1; AFM 

1532.6) . William O'Duffy, the Bishop of Clonmacnoise, died from a concussion 

received a a re ult of a fall, although the annals are at odds as to whether or not this 

occurred in the 1293 or 1297 (AU 1293.4; AC 1297.5; AFM 1297.3). In one exceptional 

example, during an attack, both a nobleman listed a O'Teague and his horse fell off a 

cliff and perished (MIA 1397.11). The second type of death entry involves some sort of 

simple accident with the hor e. The chieftain of Cenel-Luachain was killed by his own 

knife while hoeing a hor e (AC 1384.13). Generally, an individual was killed by his 

hor e while it wa being hod (AFM 1434.12), presumably by receiving a kick. In 1426 

and 1495, two individuals are listed as having died after receiving kicks from their horses 

(AFM 1426.13; A 1495.37). The single execution entry refers to the drawing of an 

Iri hrnan between two hor e by an Anglo-Irish lord in 1277 (AC 1277.2). 

The mi cellaneou entrie are varied and difficult to generalize. In 1030, the 

" taff of Jc u '', pre umably a holy relic, wa violated, pre umably broken, in a dispute 

over three horse (C 10 0). The 106 law mentioned above, forbidding the stalling of 

cattle md or , applied to horse a well (Al I 06 .4 ). Why the e two species should be 

ordered to be kept outd or i an intere ting que tion, but unanswerable. Horses were 

al o killed m the ame earthquake that killed so many people and cattle in Sligo in 1490 

(AFM 1490.39). Fmally there are two reference to exceptionally large gatherings of 

hor e· and horsemen. In 1167, Rory O'Conor convened a meeting whereat 13,000 

horsemen \i.ere attendance (AFM 1167.10). The horsemen came from all areas of 

Ireland, mcludmg 1,000 from the or e ettlement at Dublin. The following year, 

'Con r attended the fair of Tailltinn, and his entourage of cavalry and horses spread 



from Mullach-Aiti (the Hill of Lloyd, near Kells) to Mullach-Taiten (Telltown, Co. 

Meath) (AFM 1168.13), a distance of six miles. 
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Horses were clearly of great significance. Their role differs from that of cattle in 

that horses are more "active" tools. One rides them to battle, or escapes from battle on 

them. A large force of horsemen is perceived as a stronger, more intimidating, and thus 

more desirable. Cattle can be seen as "passive" tools. They are used to apply pressure to 

one's enemies, but it is the threat of the lack of cattle which drives submission, not the 

threat of the use of cattle. Conversely, it is the threat of horses/horsemen, and what they 

are able to achieve, that applies pressure to one's enemies. 
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4.2.5: Dog 

There are very few references to dogs in any of the annals. A 1311 entry in the 

Annals of lnis(allen, and a 1495 entry from the Annals of the Four Masters both refer to 

dogs/hound taken in raids (AI 1311.7; AFM 1495 .19). While the 1311 entry is more 

general, the 1495 reference relates how Con, son of Hugh Roe O'Donnell , seized the 

hound, among other things, of Mac Eoin of the GI ins. Dogs are referred to as devouring 

the dead left on the field after a particularly bloody battle between the FitzGeralds and 
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the Butlers, in 1462 (AC 1462.8). In a reversal of this, the Chronicon Scotorum records a 

famine in 1116 so severe that dogs were consumed (CS 1116). A more anecdotal story 

refers to a greyhound having been picked up by a group of blackbirds who subsequently 

dropped it to its death (AFM 1054.10). Another greyhound entry tells how one such dog 

ran full speed into Richard Burke; Burke broke his leg in this accident and died of the 

injury (AFM 1409. 7). Finally, Dermot MacMurrough was left in possession of Dublin 

1169, in order that he might avenge both the slaying of his father by the residents of that 

town, and the further offense they committed when they placed a dead dog in his father's 

grave as a sign of hatred (MIA 1169.4). This is the extent of the entries referring to dogs 

in the annals for the relevant time period. Dogs are honoured to a certain extent; 

greyhounds seem to have been very popular, given the two specific references to them. 

However, that it is considered an insult to bury a man with a dog suggests that dogs, or 

certain dog breeds, were not universally revered. 

4.2.6: Misc. animals 

Several animals and animal products have been categorised as miscellaneous. In 

some situations this was due to the vagueness of the description (i.e. it was not clear what 

animal was involved); in other situations the species involved are of minor importance 

and only merit a short mention. There are a few references to meat or flesh-meat. The 

earliest of these, from 1088, describes flesh-meat as part of the ransom for an Irish noble 

(AFM 1088.10). In other situations it is referred to having been plundered or used to 

provision a fort (ALC 1561 .9; AFM 1598.21 ). One exceptional entry described the son 

of the Earl of Desmond, Jiving the life of a "true plunderer" on Slieve Bloom, using "long 

twigs of the forest" to cook the flesh-meat stolen from his enemies (AFM 1580.28). 

Other semi-ambiguous terms such as "beasts'', "live-stock'', and "dead-stock'', are 

generally de cribed as having been taken or destroyed in raids. 

Both wild animals and wolves are described as devouring the dead left after 

battles (AC 1462. ; AFM 1573 .10). Wolves are also referred to metaphorically, when 

the town of Killmallock, Co. Limerick, which had been completely destroyed by James 

Mac Maurice in 1572, was described as having become "the receptacle and abode of 

wolves" (AFM 1572.12). The Chronicon Scotorum records a "plague of rats among the 
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foreigners and the Lai gin" in 1015 (CS 1015). This is the only reference to rats in any of 

the annals and may be of immense importance, as rats are believed to have been an 

Anglo-Norman introduction. In the original Irish the word used to describe the pest is 

lochadh, the plural form of luch which seemingly can be translated as both "rat" and 

"mouse". Kelly (1997, 244) states that the distinction between luch "mouse" and luch 

frangcach "French mouse" (rat) is a post-conquest phenomenon, and implies that rats 

may have been present prior to the Anglo-Norman conquest. Wild deer are referred to in 

a praise entry from 1175, where MacConnell, the father of the Archbishop of Armagh, is 

described as "the wild deer hunter" (AU 1175.9). Bees are referred to twice, both times 

metaphorically. In one instance, the expulsion of one tribe by another is described ')ust 

as the young swarm of bees expels the old" (AFM 1548.4); in the other instance, O'Neill, 

unprepared for an attack from the Lord Justice of Ireland, orders an immediate defence, 

causing the soldiers to pour forth from their tents and the camp in general "like unto 

swarms of bees issuing from the hollows of bee-hives" (AFM 1600.64). Finally, there 

are two references to camels . In 1105 a camel was brought to an Irish noble from the 

king of Scotland (AI 1105.8). The Annals of the Four Masters contains the following 

entry for the year 1472, which can only have been referring to a camel (AFM 1472.13): 

"A wonderful animal was sent to Ireland by the King of England. She resembled a mare, 

and was of a yellow colour, with the hooves of a cow, a long neck, a very large head, [and] a 

large tail, which was ugly and scant of hair. he had a saddle of her own. Wbeat and salt were 

her usual food . he used to draw the largest sled-burden by her tail. She used to kneel when 

passing under any doorway, however high, and also to Jet her rider mount." 

One intere ting point i the description of the sled-burden being attached to the tail. Such 

a method for hame ing horses was typical of the native Irish, rather than the English, 

who abhorred the practice icholls 2003, 134). It seems strange, then, that it should be 

harne ed in uch a manner. But perhap the exotic nature of the creature meant that 

different standards applied . 

4.2 7: Birds 

There are very few references to birds in the annals, half of those present involve 

either weather or plague and will be discussed elsewhere. Birds of prey, ravens, carrion

crows, and ravenous birds are all described as devouring the bodies of dead soldiers left 
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behind after battle (AFM 1462.8, 1573 .10). A 1532 reference mentions a type of cannon 

called "falcon", some of which were seized in a raid (AFM 1532.2). This refers to a type 

of cannon called a "falconet" which itself was named after young falcons. In 1584, the 

"birds and fowls of the air" were allowed to consume the body of a Donaugh Beg 

MacTeague who, after severe torture, had been hung up half dead as an example to other 

potential evildoers (AFM 1584. 7). The phrase "hawk of valour" is used in the eulogy of 

another Irishman who died in 1365 (AU 1365.7). Finally, birds are obviously referred to 

in the anecdote involving a greyhound, mentioned above. In addition to lifting up the 

greyhound and dropping it to its death, the blackbirds were seen flying in and out of a 

burning church steeple (AFM 1054.10). In this rather fanciful description, the blackbirds 

more than likely represent smoke from the fire burning the church. 

4.2.8: Fish 

Like sheep, fish were incredibly important to the medieval economy of Ireland 

(Breen 2001, 425; Childs and O' eill 1987, 506), yet they are mentioned infrequently. 

The references which do appear emphasize the importance of both inland and coastal 

fisheries. The "salmon-full Drowes" and the "salmon-full Moy" are mentioned in the 

Annals of the Four Masters (AFM 1562.1, 1586.4). A 1608 lament of all that was lost to 

the English in Ulster refers to its "fishful bays" (AFM 1608.2). There is only one direct 

reference to fishermen. Hugh O'Donnell, in attempting to avoid Drogheda, rode along 

the bank of the Boyne until he found a fisherman who would ferry him across (AFM 

1592.9). A reference to fishing weirs in 1225, is exceptionally graphic. The fishing 

weirs along an unnamed river, across which the inhabitants of Collcamey (Killamey?) 

had fled during an attack by Hugh O'Conor and a force of Englishmen, were described as 

being full of drowned children (AFM 1225.10). Two 12th century entries refer to 

exceptionally large fish being caught. The first, caught at Limerick, was 15 feet long and 

2 ingots in weight; the second also caught in Limerick, was 12 feet long and 12 fists thick 

(AI 1105.8; CS 1113). While these entries may be exaggerated, even more fantastic 

reference appear in 111 , describing the catching of two separate mermaids in Ossory 

and Waterford (A 111 . 7). Finally, there are two references to large scale destruction 

of fish, and as with the above entries, one is believable and one is not. The first deals 
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with the earthquake at Sliabh Gamh, mentioned above (AFM 1490.39). In the wake of 

the earthquake "much putrid fish" washed up, although it does not describe whether this 

refers to a lake, river, or bay. Such an event is possible. Somewhat more questionable, 

the entry goes on to relate how this earthquake led to the opening up of a new Jake, from 

which fish were still being taken at the time of the writing of the annals, in the early 17th 

century (AFM 1490.39). In a more fanciful anecdote, the wide-scale destruction of "sea

product", was attributed to the murder of the Archbishop of Dublin (AU 1534.7). 

Although the type of "sea-product" is not specified, the reference echoes a 1331 entry in 

the Annals of Dublin, which refer to a mass beaching of "Turlehydes" (Warburton et al. 

1818, 170), alternately identified as either pilot whales or porpoises. 

4.2.9: Weather/plague 

The topics of plague and weather are being treated separately, as they form a 

significant subset of the data. Entries involving cattle tend to dominate. Occasionally, an 

entry has been labelled "weather/plague"; an example of such an entry appears in the 

Annals of the Four Masters from the year 1085 (AFM 1085.7): 

"There was destruction of men and cattle in this year to such an extent that certain rich 

people were made husbandmen in it." 

It is unclear what exactly this refers to. It may very well have been referring to neither a 

plague nor a meteorological phenomenon, but a military action of some sort; although, 

were this the case one would expect a more in depth description. It is clear, however, that 

the loss of cattle Jed to impoverishment 

Mo t weather entries refer to snow and frost. These can further be broken down 

into two main categories, entries recording the death of animals due to frost and snow, 

and entries recounting lakes and rivers so solidly frozen that laden animals could walk on 

the ice. There are nine separate cold events between the mid-11th and mid 15th centuries. 

In these, cattle, sheep, pig, wild animals and birds are all mentioned are having been 

destroyed by the low temperatures (AU 1047.1, 1095 .1, 1107.1, 1111.1, 1336.6; AI 

1105.5; CS 1115: AFM 1156.25; AC 1335 .6) . Birds are mentioned as having succumbed 

to the cold on seven separate occasions . The seasonality of these events is somewhat 

difficult to identify. In most cases, these freak cold events broadly occur in winter, 



although it is impossible to tell which month. In some cases, no information is given at 

all. There are three years when such cold snaps are recorded as having occurred in 
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Spring (being variously described as Spring, Lent, and March). The earliest entry 

regarding an aberrant cold snap (although not involving the death of any animals) occurs 

in 1028 and records how a heavy snow in Spring forced cattle to be kept indoors (AI 

1028.3). Interestingly, this is just 12 years before O'Brian's law, mentioned above, 

which forbade the stalling of cattle indoors. It is seven years after this law is enacted that 

the first entries involving the death of cattle (and other animals) due to cold is recorded 

(AFM 1047 .12). This clearly may have been a coincidence; however, a brief review of 

entries from the Annals of the Four Masters, dating from the beginning of the 9th century 

to the early 11th century, identified four incidents of excessive cold/frost/snow, none of 

which led to the death of livestock. One final interesting point to note is that horses, 

which are able to use their hooves to dig through snow to the underlying grass, as 

opposed to cattle which can only use their muzzle, are never described as having died due 

to excessive cold . 

There are seven separate cold events which are described as causing a freezing of 

lakes and rivers such that animals could walk on them. It is invariably cattle and horses 

which are described as walking on the ice (AFM 1092.12; AI 1095.2; AU 1434.6). Only 

two of these event arc definitely described as having occurred during winter, the rest are 

not specific. There is one cold weather entry which does not fit into either of the above 

listed divi ion . In 1339 (AC 1339.4), cattle and "winter grass", fields set aside for 

winter grazing (Kelly 1997, 46), are described as having suffered heavily from extreme 

fro t and now; thi situation evidently lasted throughout the winter. More generally, 

there seem to be few time related trends. The very late 10th and early 11th century seems 

to have been particularly cold . Of the 15 entries involving extreme cold weather, 6 

(40%) of them occur between 1092 and 1115. These are both animals dying due to the 

cold and larger animal able to walk on lakes and rivers. The mid-l 330's and the mid-

1430's both have two year periods where events of extreme cold are mentioned. 

Unfortunately, no climatic reconstruction work has been done on these particular phases 

to verify this (M. Baillie, pers. comm.); work on the Greenland ice core have shown 



evidence for the opposite trend, an overall increase in temperature across the north 

Atlantic at this time (Dawson et al. 2007, 428). 
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The rest of the weather entries cover a wide range of areas. A number of entries, 

primarily involving cattle, are non-specific and simply state that the animals died due to 

the inclemency of the weather (AFM 1050.16; CS 1115; AU 1496.23). Two of these 

events are recorded as having happened in the winter/early spring. Slightly more specific 

are the entries from 1308, 14 78, and 1524 which refer to terrible storms and tempests as 

causing the destruction of cattle (AC 1308.11, 1478.2, 1524.2). A strange storm occurred 

in the summer of 1224 (AC 1224.2). Cows, after having eaten grass upon which rain 

from this storm had fallen, developed a disease, although it is not described in specifics; 

this disease was, in tum, passed on to the humans who had consumed the milk of these 

animals. Horse, cattle, and sheep are all recorded as having been killed by lightning, both 

in summer and in winter (AFM 1107.10; CS 1144; AC 1251.10). Hail caused the death 

of certain animals as well. In the summer of 1022 cattle were destroyed by great showers 

of hail (AFM 1022.17), while in 1134 hailstones "such that horses could swim in the 

marketplace of Cashel" are recorded (CS 1134). Finally, in the Spring of 1471, a dog is 

listed as having been killed by abnormally large hailstones (AC 14 71.15). At the other 

end of the spectrum are the few entries recounting exceptionally fine weather such as "the 

best year that was, for. ... cattle ... " (AC 1253.14) and those relating to a fine oakmast crop 

discussed above (AFM 1038.14). Two final entries, recounting large amounts of fish 

taken occur in 1178 and 1566. The former involves the drying up of the River Corrib 

over the cour e of a ingle day, allowing for people to simply pick fish up off the river 

bed (AFM 117 .9); the latter simply refers to "a shower of fish in Tirconnell" (AFM 

1566.9) . 

The difficulty in looking at references to animal disease/plague in the annals is 

that the de criptions generally do not give any information regarding the malady. Cattle, 

sheep, and horses are all Ii ted as having succumbed to various diseases, although a vast 

majority of these, unlike weather entries, involve cattle. The occurrence of these entries 

varie over the medieval period, and there are no time based trends to be seen in the data. 

The language descnbing the diseases, both in the original Irish and in the English 

tran lations, is varied and often non-specific. Terms used include the more general 
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"destruction" and "mortality'', as well as the slightly more specific "plague" or "murrain" 

(AU 1318.7; AC 1473.3 ; CS 1133; AC 1302.7). The original Irish terms are translated 

variously as one or all of these. The word ar or ar is translated as "destruction", 

"mortality'', and "murrain" (AI 1101.5; CS 1113; AFM 1154.20). The word dith, a 

general word for "destruction", appears only twice on its own. In a 1207 entry in the 

Annals of Ulster (AU 1207 .3) it is used to describe a destruction of cattle and men, 

although it is not specifically linked with disease/plague. In an 1154 entry from the 

Chronicon Scotorum (CS 1154), the phrase dith cedna or "same disease/murrain" is used 

to describe the continuance of a plague that had been active the previous year. Dith leads 

to the term bodithlbaditha (bo=cow, dith=destruction) as a general term, frequently used 

to refer to plagues amongst cattle. Maeldomnaigh and maelgarbh are two more specific 

terms used to describe animal diseases; the former is only used in reference to cattle (AU 

1321.2, 1322.5), while the latter is used to describe diseases in both cattle and pigs (CS 

1133). Kelly suggests that rnaelgarbh may perhaps equate to either mange or foot-and

mouth disease (Kelly 1997, 196, 198). The word teid, in its various spellings, is also 

used to describe murrain amongst cattle and pigs (AI 1057.6). In the form tam, it is used 

to describe a divine plague which killed cattle, booleys, and shepherds after the sacking 

of Clonmacnoise (AFM 1044. 12). The word galar was used to describe the disease 

which was contracted by cattle and subsequently passed on to humans through milk when 

the cows had eaten grass poisoned by an "awful shower", referred to above (AFM 

1224.7). This same word also appears in galar na placodi, a cough which affected 

humans and horses in either 1259 or 1260 (there is a discrepancy between the original 

and the translation) (Al 1260.3). There are a few entries which discuss destruction of 

both animals and men. In 1464, 5 or 6 people died after seeing a horse which had itself 

died from cnapaibh, variously translated as "swellings" and "spasms" (AC 1464.13; 

AFM 1464.6). The modem Irish cnap translates into English as "lump", thus "swellings" 

is perhaps more accurate; Kelly suggests that this may have been an outbreak of glanders 

(Kelly 1997, 210). A similar disease is described in a 1077 entry from the Annals of 

lnisfallen, which mentions sinech, translated as "lumps", affecting both humans and 

cattle (Al I 077.6). This may perhaps have been cow-pox (Kelly 1997, 203). It must be 

stated, that not all of the entries discussing the "destruction of men and cattle" necessarily 



relate to diseases affecting both species. A high mortality amongst the cattle could lead 

to starvation amongst the humans, as is described in a 1321 entry from the Annals of 

Ulster (AU 1321.2), which recounts both a murrain of cows and a great famine. 

4.3: Anglo-Norman sources 
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In selecting Anglo-Norman source documents to review for this work, one of the 

goals was to obtain a data set which covers the entire medieval period with no, or few, 

gaps. Figure 4.9 presents the time spans covered by the various documents included in 

this study, and it can be seen that this goal has been achieved. The earliest entries appear 

in the Calendar of Documents Relating to Ireland and date to 1170 AD, while the latest 

appear in the Calendar of Ormonde Deeds and date to 1583. Three of the documents 

studied cover exceptionally long time spans, with varying periods of overlap between 

them. These longer records are supplemented by works which cover shorter times spans 

but still impart valuable levels of information. Three of the source documents discussed 

in Chapter 3, in spite of having been consulted and used for this thesis, have been omitted 

from Figure 4.8 as both the time span covered and amount of data taken from them is 

minor. These are A Statute enacted in Kilkenny, A.D. 1367 (Hardiman 1843), The Sidney 

state papers J 565-1570 (0 Laidhin 1962), and The Red Book of Kildare (MacNiocaill 

1964). 

The data set as embled from these works contains slightly less than 3700 

individual reference to animals and is roughly four times larger than the data set 

produced from the Irish annals . Figure 4.9 shows the number of references per century. 

Reference in mu rage grants have been omitted from this particular figure. Any one 

murage grant may contain I 0-40 references to individual animals and animal products, 

potentially increa ing the bias towards the 13th and 14th centuries. As it is, references 

dating to the e centuries dominate the data set. This is to be expected, as most of the 

source either date to or include this time frame. This period also represents the colony 

at its tronge t, thu one would expect the highest amount of relevant information to 

appear. Of the e documents, A Statute enacted in Kilkenny, A.D. 1367 is somewhat 

unique, in that it is not an accounting document, as the rest are. It does not record 

specific events involving animals or animal products (e.g. sale, theft, etc.); rather, it seeks 
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to address a series of practices amongst the colonists, some of which involve animals. 

Therefore this document was not quantified in the same way as the other works. 
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The data from these sources were organized slightly differently than those from 

the Irish annals. Whereas the Irish data was categorized both by the animal involved and 

the nature of the entry, the Anglo-Norman data was categorized by either one or the 

other. The variability in the types of entries made it illogical to categorize them both 

ways. Figure 4.10 displays the various categories as well as the number of entries per 

category. Many of these categories, such as Cattle or Dog, are self explanatory. The 

Dairy category primarily deals with references to cheese. The Food category, which 

could encompass dairy products as well, is reserved for either non-specific references to 

food (e.g. "victuals", "meat", "flesh"), or specific references to prepared food (e.g. "roast 

hens", "cooked rabbit", "baked fowl pasty") . As with the Irish data, the Miscellaneous 

category has been for those references which are not easily classified. This figure 

appears vaguely similar to Figure 4.1, which dealt with the analogous Irish data, in that 

both horse and cattle are the most frequent animal species mentioned. The obvious 

difference is that references to horses are significantly more frequent than cattle. In terms 

of specific animal species, sheep/goat and pig fall well behind cattle and horse, also 

similar to the Iri h results. Animal references in murage grants are also exceptionally 

high; the reason behind this has already been mentioned . Reference to wool and hides 

are the fourth mo t frequent category, emphasizing the importance of this class of 

product. 

4.3.1 : Cattle 

The fir t and most striking aspect of the references to cattle is that they do not 

appear until 1212, over 40 years into the records (PR 141 3 7). Within the first decade of 

the colony, there are frequent references to various animals and animal products being 

brought into Ireland to support the army, none of which involve cattle. When they 

appear, however, they do so in large numbers. The Pipe Roll 14 John, dealing with the 

years 1212 and 1213, record over 1927 cows and 843 oxen; in the same accounts, only 

two bulls are mentioned. Following on from this, the references in the Cattle category 

can be subdivided into a number of smaller groups. The most obvious divisions are 
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cows, bull , and oxen; however, some entries are either not specific enough or mention 

multiple types of cattle (e.g. cows and oxen in the same reference) and therefore must 

simply be labelled "cattle". By far the highest number of entries refers to cows, fo llowed 

by oxen. It should be tated that although this pipe roll is very detailed on a very specific 

time period, it i not neces arily unique. Earlier pipe rolls would be expected to contain 

similar reference . 

A mentioned above, the earliest references to cows involve large numbers. The 

Pipe Roll 14 John Ii t the e a coming in from various sources. The rent from Ororich 

(O'Ruadhraic, O'Rourke) brought in 95 cow (PR14J 37). MacMahon, in attempting to 

broker a hort term peace with the king, handed over 200 cows (ibid.). Fines from 

O' etll and 'Conor yielded a total of 636 cow , while Walter de Lacey sold 99 cows to 

the Crown (1h1d.). At the ame time as these are being received, they are being 

d1 tnbuted to variou location . Manors such a Clonard, Galtrim, Granard, and l(jJmore, 

all m \1eath, recc1 ed 7, 26, , and 6 cows respectively (ibid.). O'Conor, after having 

previou ly rendered 343 cow earlier in the year, received 13 cows from King John 

(ibid.). The Crown cems to have been at lea t omewhat compassionate, giving the 
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people of Ballymaghan, Co. Down, 11 cows in restitution for destroyed corn (PR14J 63). 

Similarly the betaghs of Kells who had been plundered by MacMahon, were given 32 

cows to make up for the loss (PR 14J 39). These cows were also put towards stocking 

military garrisons . The larder at Antrim was allocated 30 cows for 2 years, that of 

Moycove 26 (PR14J 63). At Dromore, Co. Down, the garrison was stocked with 56 cows 

for the same amount of time (ibid.) . The Annals of the Four Masters records that in 1213 

Hugh O'Neill "burned Carlongphort (Carlingford) both people and cattle" (AFM 1213.7), 

which, according to the Pipe Roll 14 John (PR 14J 67), had been stocked with 31 cows 

over the previous year. Cows also made up the wages and food allowance of soldiers. 

There are quite a few references listing the numbers of cattle supplied as either wages or 

food allowances for varying lengths of time. Most soldiers seem to have been allocated 

8-9 cows, or the equivalent thereof, per year. Wages and food allowances for 40 foot

soldiers guarding the district of Dromore, for ~ of a year, were recorded as 80 cows, 

working out at 8 cows per soldier per year (PR14J 61). A further 30 soldiers, also 

guarding the district of Dromore, were allocated 240 cows (ibid.). While it is safe to 

assume that different grades of people were allocated different amounts of cattle, it is 

difficult to estimate these differences . For instance, the wages of 1 knight, 1 chaplain, 5 

men-at-arm , and 6 unarmed men at Moycove totaled 152 cows, but it is unknown how 

these were divided up (ibid.). Similarly, at Dromore, wages for knights and both armed 

and unarmed servants totaled 352 cows, but this says nothing about the number of 

individuals involved or how much of that total went to each man (ibid.). 

The value of cows over the period is difficult to assess, as it varies greatly from 

entry to entry. In the 1307 inventory ofTemplar possessions in Templeston, Wexford, a 

heifer wa valued at 60 pence; heifers held by the Templars at the Grange of Kilcloggan, 

according to the same inventory, were valued at 80 pence per animal (ITGC 1307). The 

Calendar of Justicia1y Rolls records, in that same year, 18 heifers valued at a total of£ 1 

16s., or 24 pence for heifer (CJRii 1307, 328). A 1295 entry from the Calendar of 

Justiciary Rolls records a price dispute in Dublin where a seller claimed that the sale 

price for a cow had been agreed at 60 pence, while the buyer argued that it had been 

settled at 42 pence (CJRi 1295, 31 ). The court ruled in favour of the buyer, finding the 

seller to have been lying but letting her off unpunished due to her poverty. The potential 
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for variable sale prices can be seen in a 1302 court case from Dublin, where a fine was 

imposed upon various cattle valuers for giving false valuations of cows being sold (CJRi 

1302, 431). Presumably the Templars, the owners of the cows, thought the price much 

less than it should have been. The Templars seem to have been particularly difficult to 

deal with in the realm of commerce. In the same year, the Master of the Templars 

complained about being required to pay customs, from which religious organizations 

were exempt; in response to this complaint the Templar property was seized and sold off 

at a value of 48 pence per cow, which seems to have been the lower end of the spectrum 

(CJRi 1302, 409). It must be said, however, that most of the information regarding 

values of cows comes from the 14th century. The few references from the early 13th 

century indicate prices of 36-40 pence per cow. From the late 13th to the mid-14th century 

prices vary greatly. The most common, and average, value was 60 pence. The few 15th 

century references suggest a slightly higher value, 80 pence being the most common price 

indicated. Finally, prices in the mid-16th century seem to be slightly higher still, 

averaging around 160 pence. There is, therefore, some evidence for an increase in price 

over time, although the paucity of data from anytime other than the 14th century weakens 

this argument. Finally, it should be mentioned that in many of these situations, one is 

dealing with e ti mated values of stolen property, the accuracy of which is questionable, 

and which may explain some of the larger values. 

Many of the is ues involving cows are also relevant to oxen. In the early 13th 

century, large numbers of oxen are being received by the Crown from both Irish nobles 

and Anglo-Iri h lord . These are being sent out to stock various manors around Dublin, 

and are pecifically listed as being sent in order to supply plough teams. The standard 

plough team appears to have consisted of 8 oxen (PR14J 41). The number of plough 

teams per manor varie from 2 teams at manors such as Fennor and Kells, to 8-9 plough 

teams at Duneel and Trim (ibid.). In the year 1212, the Crown distributed 900 oxen to 

stock various plough teams throughout Meath (ibid.). Oxen were clearly the dominant 

draught animal, although references to cart-horses indicate that horse traction was also 

used (PR 141 43 ). or were oxen the only cattle used for traction. In the 1307 Inventory 

ofTemplar Goods and Chattels, two plough teams at Templeston, Co. Wexford, are 

described as con isting of a total of 12 oxen and 4 heifers; the same document also 
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describes 24 oxen and 8 heifers used for ploughing at Kilcloggan, Co. Wexford (ITGC 

1307). Direct references to use of oxen for traction become less and less frequent over 

the 13th and 14th centuries, with the last one appearing in a 133 8 entry from the Account 

Roll of the Priory of the Holy Trinity, Dublin (APHT 1338, 22). However, a 1565 

reference in the Calendar of Ormonde Deeds mentions the rental value of a "good fed 

ox" as being 1 Os. (presumably per year), implying that at least in some places, oxen were 

still used for traction in the mid-16th century (CODv 1565, 151 ). 

As with cows, the value of oxen at any given time is a subjective measurement. 

The values/prices listed vary greatly, ranging anywhere from 4d. per ox, as in 1293 

(CDiiv 1293, 66), to 240 d. per ox, as in 1308 (CJRiii 1308, 63); however, one can see a 

general increase in the value of oxen over time. In the early 13th century, the price is 

around 50d. per ox . The average price increases to 60d. per ox by the late 13th century, 

and by the early 15th century the price averages around l OOd. per animal. One might 

expect the value to decrease over time, as horse becomes the dominant source of traction, 

but this seems to not be the case. 

Bulls are referred to infrequently. In the entire data set bulls are only mentioned 

JO times . Unlike references to cows or oxen, in nearly every instance a specific number 

of bulls is given. The simplest reason for the infrequent references to bulls is that they 

are infrequent in reality, as few bulls are needed within any stock system to maintain herd 

size. It has been mentioned in a previous chapter how, in some medieval villages, a sex 

ratio of I 0. 12 female -to- I male was common (Albarella and Davis 1994, 11 ). This 

seems to be borne out by the available evidence here. In the haggard at Kilcloggan, in 

1307, the Templars are recorded as having I bull, 12 cows (ITGC 1307); 8 heifers are 

also recorded, but these were used for ploughing. In the grange of Kilcloggan, they held 

2 bulls, 20 cows (ibid.). A similar ratio can be seen in an example from Cork, related in a 

1310 entry in the Calendar of Justiciary Rolls, where at issues was the value of 12 cows 

and 1 bull (CJRiii 1310, 160). There are only five examples where values of bulls are 

either Ii ted or may be inferred. The Templar inventory from Kilcloggan, Co. Wexford, 

pre ent wildly varying values. In the haggard, a bull is listed as being worth 5s., while 

in the grange a bull is worth 3s. The value listed for the haggard, in 1307, is similar to 

the 1310 situation at Cork. In the former, 12 cows and I bull are valued at 5s. each, or a 
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total of £3 5s.; in the latter, the 12 cows and 1 bull are valued at 5 marks, or £3 6s. 8d., a 

difference of only 20 pence. This suggests a certain level of consistency, a value of 

around 5-6s. per bull. However, a 1338 reference in the Account Roll of the Priory of the 

Holy Trinity, Dublin, suggests a price of around 30 pence (2s. 6d.), closer to the value 

from the grange at Kilcloggan (APHT 1338, 23). It would seem likely that the level of 

variation in value is no different from those of cows or oxen, and that were the sample 

size larger, this would be more obvious. 

Few references to calves appear in these documents. One particular entry from 

1305 indicates a value of 4 pence per calf (CJRii 1305, 485). An earlier reference, from 

1284-5, describes a custom being placed on the sale of calves older than one year (CDliii 

1284-5, 9). References to beef and beef carcasses are slightly more frequent. 

Unfortunately, few of these relate specific values of beef carcasses. In 1282, cow 

carcasses are valued at just under 45 pence per carcass (CDlii 1282, 459). The Templar 

inventory from 1307 recorded 2.5 beef carcasses worth a total of 1 Os., or 48 pence per 

carcass (ITGC 1307). Much later, in 1571, the Earl of Ormonde granted a l 3s. 4d. 

reduction in rent for every beef carcass supplied to him while he was in Arklow, Co. 

Wicklow, uggesting a value of 160 pence per carcass (CODv 1571, 213). Two entries 

record large numbers of carcasses being sent to Scotland to support the Crown's military 

campaigns there. Jn 129 , 500 salted beef carcasses were sent (CDiiv 1298, 271); and in 

1306, 200 beef carca e were sent (CD Iv 1306, 151 ). An interesting point in this is that 

only beef carcru;se arc sent, not live cattle. As will be seen, in the same situation pigs 

are sent a both live animal and carcasses. Finally, as opposed to the Irish annals, only 

two instances of cattle death due to murrain are recorded in the Anglo-Norman sources. 

ln 1212-1213, the Pipe Roll 14 John refers to 25 cows having been killed by murrain on 

the land of the bi hop of orwich (PR 141 63) . The Calendar of Documents Relating to 

Ireland relate the los, in 1307, of the yearly profit (16 pence) from Y2 carucate of 

pasture for which no renter could be found ; this was attributed to heavy losses of cattle 

from murrain (CD Iv 1307, 1 ). either of these murrains is recorded in the Irish annals, 

ugge ting that they were localized. 
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4.3.2: Sheep/goat 

References to sheep, as with those of cattle, have been divided up into sub

categories for analysis; however, a majority of the entries do not specify what type of 

sheep or goat one is dealing with and thus fall under a more general heading. Entries 

involving sheep/goat do not appear until the Pipe Roll of 14 John, in 1212 (PR14J 43). 

The situation is the same as that with cows; while the Calendar of Documents Relating to 

Ireland has many references to animals in the 40 years between the arrival of the Anglo

Normans and the recording of the Pipe Roll 14 John, none of these involve sheep or goat. 

The nature of these references is similar as well, dealing with the distribution of sheep to 

various manors. These totaled 930 sheep, although a later entry relates the number of 

sheep held in perquisites which still remained in various manors as being uncertain, at 

least 500 but possibly 600 or more (ibid.). These more general references to sheep are 

diverse in their nature. There are frequent references to theft of sheep, a crime which, in 

a least one instance, was punished by hanging (CJRi 1295, 4). Another frequent 

occurrence sees sheep seized or levied in order to pay off the owner's debts. The sheep 

seem to have been seized immediately, pending the outcome of a suit over debts. This 

was fairly common practice with cattle as well. In one interesting situation, while the 

original owner was granted his sheep back, in the time between when the sheep were 

seized and when they were returned, the quality of the animals had significantly 

deteriorated. The original owner complained and was granted 2 pence from the 

custodian , and 4 pence from the valuers (presumably per sheep) (CJRi 1302, 409). 

These sheep had been falsely valued and sold at 8d. per head, when they were actually 

worth 14d. per head; the 6d . in fines just described made up the difference 

It is the e references that provide what little information there is regarding the 

value of sheep. Most of the data comes from the late 13th and early 14th century, although 

the earliest reference appears in the Pipe Roll 14 John, and indicates a value of around 19 

pence per animal (PR14J 57). While the values from the late 13th and early 14th century 

vary greatly, a majority of the values fall between 6 and 12 pence per animal. A 

reference from 1302 involving the seizure and sale of Templar cattle was previously 

mentioned. In this situation, a seized sheep was sold off for 8 pence, when it was worth 

18d. (CJRi 1302, 409) . In the 1307 inventory ofTemplar property in Wexford, sheep are 
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also valued at 8 pence pre animal (ITGC 1307). Information from the 15th and 16th 

centuries is slight. Prices in the early-mid 16th century range from 12 to 21 pence per 

sheep. In the Earl of Ormonde' s 1571 trip to Arklow, mentioned above, the Earl offered 

a 16 pence reduction in rent for every sheep provided him (CODv 1571, 213). Four years 

previously, in 1567, the Earl of Desmond seized a huge amount of stock from the Earl of 

Ormonde, including 9841 sheep and goats valued at 24 pence per head (CODv 1567, 

171 ). These two prices should perhaps be seen as the opposite ends of the price spectrum 

for sheep in this period. In the first instance, it was in the best interest of the Earl of 

Ormonde to underestimate the value of sheep, thus supplying himself with the sheep 

while reducing rent as little as possible. In the second instance, it was in his interest to 

overestimate the sheep, thus maximizing the amount he might receive in any possible 

restitution. If this argument is accepted, then one can assume a price of aroud 20 pence 

per animal at this time. As with cattle, this is tentative evidence for an increase in the 

value of the animal over time. 

There are few references to ewes, all appearing in the late 13th and early 14th 

century. The natures of these are no different from the more general references to sheep 

discussed in the previous paragraphs. The listed values average around 8 pence per ewe, 

although it mu t be said that this average is heavily affected by a single transaction where 

the value is l penny per ewe (CJRii 1306, 509). Rams are never mentioned. References 

to wethers are slightly more frequent than those of ewes. These only appear between the 

years 1306 and 1314, and all but one deal with the theft of wethers. The values of 

wethers eem to have been slightly higher than ewes, averaging around I 0 pence per 

animal. It ha been noted in previous chapters that wethers tend to produce both higher 

quality fleeces and higher quality meat, a fact perhaps indicated by the higher average 

price; thi is a tentative argument, however. References to lambs appear slightly more 

frequently than those of wethers, appearing in the same time span and for roughly the 

same reason . Most entries involve either the seizure or theft of Jambs. Values of the 

animals generally vary between 2 and 4 pence per lamb. A few entries refer to hoggets, 

unshorn heep around I year of age. These are valued at 4 pence per animal (CJRii 1306, 

205 ; CJRiii 1313, 299) . 
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Carcasses of mutton appear occasionally in the records. Interestingly, mutton is 

never specifically mentioned as being used to provision the English army. This is 

particularly noticeable during the mid 13th and early 14th centuries, when large amounts 

of food stuffs are being procured from Ireland for this purpose. Only in a handful of 

situations are the uses or values of the mutton carcasses described. In 1295 and 1297 the 

Calendar of Justiciary Rolls records the theft of mutton carcasses worth 9 and 12 pence 

per carcass respectively (CJRi 1295, 5; 1297, 181). Finally, there are 3 references to 

sheep-folds. Two of these, from 1295, describe the breaking into and destruction of 

sheep-folds for which the perpetrator was hung (CJRi 1295, 4). The third reference, from 

1307, describes the loss of rent from sheep-folds which have become derelict (CD Iv 

1307, 189). This is related to the reference, described above, regarding the loss of rent 

for pasture due to massive death of cattle from murrain, suggesting that whatever the 

disease was, it affected both cattle and sheep. 

References to goats are infrequent, and appear in two time blocks, in the late 13th_ 

early 14th century and the mid-16th century. All of the earlier entries deal with either the 

theft or seizure of goats and kids . Sheriffs seem to have been a law unto their own when 

it came to seizing property. In one instance, in 1295, a sheriff is recorded as having 

seized 18 goats, with some question as to the legality of the seizure (CJRi 1295, 48). 

Similarly, in that same year, the Sheriff of Tipperary was accused of stealing 150 goats 

and 80 kids (CJRi 1295, 7) . The sheriff defended his actions claiming the animals were 

already tolen property that he was recovering. The punishments for theft/crime in 

general eem to have varied somewhat according to the perpetrator. It was described 

above how a woman found guilty of lying about the agreed sale price of cows was let go 

without puni hment due to her extreme poverty. Similarly, a 1295 situation described in 

the Calendar of Ju ticiary Rolls involves an individual who, having been found guilty of 

the theft of 2 goat , was acquitted because he/she had a reputation as a good person and 

had only stolen the goats out of extreme poverty and hunger (CJRi 1295, 5). On the other 

side of the coin, in that ame year, an individual found guilty of stealing 24 goats was 

hung (CJRi 1295, 3). The listed values of goats in this earlier time period vary between 6 

and 8 pence per animal. A specific reference to a male goat lists its value as 8 pence, 

while another reference to female goats lists their values as 6 pence (CJRi 1295, 53; 
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CJRii 1306, 489). Kids are valued at 2 pence per individual. The information from the 

mid-16th century is less informative. Both goats and kids are mentioned. Some are listed 

as having been stolen, some used as compensation. Only one value is listed, indicating a 

value of 20 pence per goat in 154 7 (CODv 154 7, 19). 

4.3.3: Pig 

Unlike cattle or sheep/goat, pigs appear in the Anglo-Norman sources from the 

very beginning. The Calendar of Documents Relating to Ireland records 3400 pigs sent 

to supply the Anglo-Norman army in Ireland in the years 1170 and 1171 (CDii 1170-1, 1-

6). Pigs seem to have been the ideal animal to bring along on a military campaign, as 

they require no special care or diet. It has been mentioned previously how cattle, the 

other main food animal recorded as having been used to supply military campaigns, were 

only ever purchased as carcasses. Pigs were obtained both live and as carcasses. This 

was continuing in the early 13th century, and in the year 1210 to 1211 1853 pigs were 

shipped to Ireland to support the army (CDli, 1210-1, 68-9). The use of pigs to stock the 

military can also be seen in the supplying of the larders of Antrim and Dundrum for 2 

years in 1212-1213; the former received 80 pigs, while the latter received 160 (PR 14J 

65). In this same provisioning, these two locations each received 30 and 56 cows 

respectively (PR14J 63). While in the late 12th and early 13th centuries, pigs were being 

imported into Ireland to supply the army, by the mid-13th century pig stocks are flowing 

in the other direction. In the 1240's, thousands of pigs are being sent to England for the 

king's use. imilar number were being sent to France to support the king in the 1250's, 

and to Scotland in the late 13th and early 14th century. Some of these orders for the 

purchase of upplie have a note of desperation contained within them, such as an entry 

from 1253-1254, appearing in the Calendar of Documents Relating to Ireland, which 

ordered the Ju ticiar of Ireland to send "all available animals" for the king's use (CDlii 

1253-4, 53 ). 

As with cattle and sheep, many references to pigs involve the theft or seizure of 

the animals. They al o appear as yearly rents. In these documents, pigs are described 

with varying levels of pecificity. This leads to problems when trying to track the values 

of pigs over time, as it is unknown whether the words used to describe the animals are 
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due to the individual recording the incident or whether they represent different grades of 

pig. For instance, the phrases pig, fat pig, good pig, large pig, small pig, sow, old sow, 

boar, swine, hog, poundage pig/swine/hog, and 2 year old hog are all used to describe the 

animals. The vast number of hogs sent to supply the king's army in Ireland in the early 

l l 70's and the early 13th century were valued between 15 and 20 pence per animal, but 

this was the sale price in England. These entries give an interesting insight into the 

fluctuations of sale prices. Hogs were purchased from various locations in the years 

1170-1171 and 1171-1172 (CDii 1170-2, 1-6). In the first year, 1800 pigs are recorded 

as having been purchased from six locations. The two western sites with decent maritime 

access, Gloucester and Wigan, have the lowest price per animal, averaging around 15.3 

pence per animal. Hereford in Wales, which is on a river, but slightly further inland, has 

a price of 15.9 pence per animal. At the midland sites of Warwick and Leicester, pigs 

were purchased for 16 pence per animal; as one moves further east, to 

Essex/Hertfordshire, and London/Middlesex the price climbs to 16.44 and 20 pence per 

animal respectively. In the second year, prices increased substantially. Hereford prices 

climbed 9% to 17 .5 pence per hog; at Wigan, the price went up 20% to 18 pence per 

animal; finally, at Warwick and Leicester, the price shot up 25% to 20 pence per animal. 

The implication is that the high numbers of pigs purchased the previous year caused an 

inflation of prices. This may, however, be a natural fluctuation in price rather than a 

reaction to the previous year's purchases, as pigs purchased in Shropshire, Staffordshire, 

York, and Carl isle in that second year ranged in price from 16 to 19 pence per animal. 

Hogs purcha ed in York and sent to Ireland in 1211-1212 cost 30 pence per animal. 

Much of the information regarding Irish pig values appears in entries from the late 

13th and early 14th centurie . These generally range between 6 and 20 pence per animal, 

with no visible trend . The Templar inventory of 1307 lists 53 pigs worth 9 pence each, 

while in the very next entry Ji ting 2 "pigs in the stye" as worth 24 pence each (ITGC 

1307). On the other ide of the coin, the Calendar of Justiciary Rolls refers, in 1310, to 

"pigs" and " mall pigs" both being worth 8 pence (CJRiii 1310, 153). A few entries from 

the mid-14th century uggest an average price of 25-26 pence per animal; two entries 

relate the prices of I hog and I smaller hog, in 1344, as being 24 and 20 pence per animal 

(APHT 1344, 56). The Calendar of Ormonde Deeds lists lower prices, averaging around 
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14 pence per animal, in the later 14th -early 15th century. Entries from 1565 suggest a 

qualitative difference between "pigs" and "hogs". Pigs/good pigs are assigned a value of 

4 pence per animal , while hogs are valued at 60 pence per animal, the average price being 

32 pence per animal (CODv 1565, 151-2). The situation involving the seizure of the Earl 

of Ormonde' s stock by the Earl of Desmond in 1567, mentioned previously, is relevant 

here. The Earl of Desmond also made off with 4458 of the Earl of Ormond e's "swine", 

valued at 40 pence per animal (CODv 1567, 171 ). It is unknown whether the term 

"swine" is a generic term for pigs and hogs or whether it refers to another aspect of size, 

age, or sex . However, if we assume this 40 pence to be at the upper end of the spectrum 

of values for generic pigs, as with sheep above, then the average price of 32 pence makes 

sense. Thus, as with the other domesticates, there is slight evidence for an overall 

increase in price over time. Boars and sows are referred to, but in only one case is a 

value listed, that of a group of old sows, presumably breeding stock kept past their prime, 

which were valued at 2 pence per animal (APHT 1343, 28). At the other end of the age 

scale, a serie of entries referring to young pigs list values ranging from 2.5 to 8 pence 

(APHT 1346, 122). 

In looking at values of the pig carcass, one is presented with a similar problem. 

Three different term are used to refer to divisions of the pig carcass: pork, ham, and 

bacon. All of thee references appear in the late 13th and early 14th century, making 

comparison of values slightly ca ier. Porks range in value from 6 to 16 pence per item. 

Only one reference to a ham, a cured hind quarter, appears, listing a value of 12 pence per 

item (CJRiii 1311, 193). Finally, bacons range in price from 20 to 48 pence per item, 

averaging around 30 pence. It is likely, therefore, that bacons represent the entire 

carcass, while porks represent a portion closer in size to a ham. The price of a pig carcass 

(bacon) at thi time is 1gnificantly higher than the price of a live pig. Some of this 

mcrea e ma y be attnbuted to the added value of the butchering and preservation. This 

pnce vanancc may al o explain why the Crown cho e to purchase live pigs, when 

possible. to uppl]' military campaigns. 

ome of the more general ref crences to pigs give some insight into human pig 

interaction. In 1305, the Calendar of Justiciary Rolls records a dispute which arose of 

the k11lmg of 2 ow. (CJR11 1305, 116-7). The individual having killed the animals was 
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left unpunished due to the legality of killing any pig that had been found in one's own 

com. In 1344, the Priory of the Holy Trinity, Dublin, was required to post 2 pecks of 

wheat as a bond just in case any of its pigs caused damage (APHT 1344, 79). A 

somewhat more sensational situation had occurred in 1295, also at Dublin, when a man 

was accused of having allowed a pig to consume a child, supposedly the man's son (CJRi 

1295, 23-4). A similar incident of a pig consuming an infant in 1601 was mentioned in a 

previous chapter. The leniency of the courts with respect to individuals of extreme 

poverty has been mentioned previously, and is seen again in an incident involving the 

theft of 4 hams in 1311. The individual involved was found guilty but let go with a fine 

of 20s., as it was determined that he had only stolen them due to "excessive want and 

poverty" (CJRiii 1311, 193). 

4.3.4: Horse 

Like references to pigs, those of horses appear from the very beginning of the 

Anglo- orrnan period, and for similar reasons. The Calendar of Documents Relating to 

Ireland records, in the year 11 71-1172, there are individual references to a total of 126 

horses being sent to Ireland from England to support the army (CDli 1171-2, 3-6). 

Transport costs, listed in one of these entries average out to 6 pence per horse (CD Ii 

1171-2, 4-5). The need for horses to support the military continues, and in the mid-

l l 80's two references describing both men and horses sent to Ireland to support the army 

appear (CD Ii 1184-5, 11; 1185-6, 12). Not all of the references indicate the numbers of 

both men and horses involved, but a ratio of I man to 2-5 horses seems to be standard; 

this suggest that in this period, 30 men and 141 horses were sent to Ireland to support the 

anny. If one takes the number of horses as an indicator of the overall strength of the 

force, then it is at least as strong, if not stronger, than the force sent in 1171. This could 

suggest ongoing problems with keeping order in the colony; however, a reference from 

1184-11 5, which discusses the transport of sportsmen with horses and dogs to Ireland, 

suggest that thing were not so unsettled (CDli 1184-5, 12). It possible that the force 

mentioned was ent to either pave the way for, or accompany, John, the king's son, on his 

first tour of Ireland. This event is referred in a subsequent entry which describes horses 

and arms being purchased for the king's son in London and Middlesex, at a price of 16 
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marks (2560 pence) (CDii 1184-5, 12). The importation of large numbers of horses for 

military purposes drops off in the 13th century, although much earlier than that of pigs. 

By the early 13th century, domestic references to horses, such as palfreys, cart horses, 

fodder, and horse shoes become much more prevalent. This is not to say that mentions of 

war horses completely cease, but these have less to do with immediate military needs and 

more to do with tributes and ransoms due to the king. There is one aberrant entry from 

1233, which records the seizure by the king of all ships in Kent capable of carrying 16 

horses for service in Ireland (CDli 1233, 305). However, by the 1240's the flow of 

horses changes directions; this is slightly earlier than is seen with pigs. The Calendar of 

Documents Relating to Ireland records, in 1241-1242, an order to the Justiciar of Ireland 

to send 200 horse soldiers to Poitou (CDli 1241-2, 382); in the same year, an unspecified 

number of horse and arms are sent to Bordeaux (CD Ii 1241-2, 382). In 1242, a second 

order is issued to the Justiciar to seek out 200 horses/horse soldiers for the military 

campaign in France (CD Ii 1242, 385). In a reversal of a similar entry from 20 years 

previous, in 1253 the king orders the seizure of all ships in Ireland capable of carrying 16 

horses for the transport of knights, horses, and arms to France (CDiii 1253, 46). The 

desperation noted in the king's request for all available pigs to be sent to France, 

mentioned above, is echoed in the request for ships in its demand of all ships irrespective 

of ownership or nationality. 

It is after the e orders for horses and arms to be sent to France that a new type of 

reference is een, detailing repayments by the Crown for horses lost in the king's service. 

The e appear consistently over the course of the latter 13th century and 14th century, 

although they tend to appear in groups rather than spread out evenly. Not all of these 

refer to animals lost in the king's service in France, Scotland, or Wales, but in Ireland as 

well. These entries reflect not only the nature of the agreement between the king and 

those who served him on military expeditions, but also the financial strains warfare put 

on the treasury. Entrie beginning in 1275 and continuing for the succeeding 5 years 

account for partial payments of debts accrued from the loss of horses described above. 

For in tance, references in 1275-1276 describe payments of £6 l 3S 4d. and £9 I Os. each 

applied to eparate £20 debts for horses lost in the king's service (PIE 12). The 

appearance of the e partial payments accompanies the advent of the "New Custom" on 
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Very frequently, values listed for horses include multiple types of horses, horse 

trappings, or riders, making it difficult to estimate the value of the actual animal. The 

horses initially sent to aid the army in 1171 ranged in value from 300 pence per animal to 

480 pence per animal , although most were worth the latter price (CDii 1171-2, 3-6). 

These should be presumed to have been war-horses of some description. There is one 

aberrant account of 2 horses, purchased in Sussex and sent to Ireland, which are listed as 

being worth 36 pence per animal (CDli 1171-2, 6) . In 1240, 25 marks ( 4000 pence) was 

spent on a horse for the Justiciar of Ireland (CD Ii 1240, 3 72). If one assumes this to have 

been an animal of the highest quality, then this price should be seen as the upper end of 

the price spectrum. This is borne out by the values listed for the repayments of horses 

lost in the king's service, which range anywhere from 180 pence per animal to 4800 

pence per animal , few actually nearing this upper price. These prices remain fairly 

consistent over time. The average price paid for horses lost in the king's service between 

the years 1275 and 1290 was around 1470 pence per animal, while from the mid-1330's 

to the mid l 370's, the price averaged around 1576 pence per animal. Given the range of 

prices, such an increase can hardly be seen as significant. It must be remembered that 

these horses were the most valuable horses available in the medieval world, as is 

underscored by the values of the humbler horses listed as having been stolen in Ireland. 

Between 1310 and 1313, this averages around 140 pence per animal. Similarly, the 

Account Roll of the Priory of the Holy Trinity, Dublin, lists values of various work horses 

between 80d . and l 20d . per animal. The range of values of horses lost in the king's 

service, dipping as low as l 80d. per animal , suggests that not all horses lost were the 

more valuable riding hor es. This is supported by references from 1276 which note 

repayment by the king for both cart horses and rounceys, an all-purpose horse, lost in 

military campaign (PIE 10-13; CDlii 1276, 235). 

A number of more specific terms are used to describe horses, the most frequent of 

the e being "a fer", a plough-horse. Use of this particular term is limited to entries from 

the year 1295-1314; outside of these years, there are very few specific references to 

plough horse anywhere in the Anglo-Norman sources, although more general terms such 
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as "draughthorse" and "farm beast" imply the same. As with other domesticates, most of 

the references to plough-horses deal with either the theft or seizure of animals. Values 

generally run between 40 and 80 pence per animal, averaging around 60 pence, although 

there are a handful of values above and below this range. As with all animals, value is a 

relative measurement, determined by a grade of professional valuers. A number of 

entries in the Calendar of Justiciary Rolfs from 1302 recount a series of fines, ranging 

from 60 to 84 pence, placed upon various valuers who knowingly gave false valuations to 

plough-horses belonging to the Temp Jars (CJRii 1302, 431 ). Undervaluation of horses 

seems to have been a common problem. In 1289, a petition was put to the king regarding 

the undervaluation of horses by as much as 80% (CD Ii ii 1289, 256); while in Limerick, 

in 1295, a dispute is recorded over whether or not a horse was properly worth 10 s. or 

20s. (CJRi 1295, 50). Another grade of horse mentioned is the palfrey, a high-quality 

riding horse not intended for military use; references begin appearing in the 13th century. 

These entries are unique in that palfreys seem to have been bargaining tools, or bribes. 

They are generally listed as being given to the king for certain favours, such as the 

granting of land, patent protection, or for license to go to Ireland (CDii 1213, 78; 1201, 

26; 1204, 38). Unfortunately, only a few values are listed; these range from 800 to 3280 

pence per palfrey, averaging around 1232. 

A small number of entries mentioning horses of a specific age or sex are recorded. 

References to colts appear in the late 13th and early 14th century. The natures of these 

vary, as do the value listed. The most interesting of these references mentions two 

instances of heavily abused animals, one which was on the verge of death from 

mistreatment at the time of the sale, another which was killed through mistreatment 

(CJRii 1306, 184; CJRii 1307, 437) . Value ranged from 24 to 1200 pence per animal. 

Single ent1ies each refer to fillies and foals, the former worth 160 pence, the latter 24 

pence (ITGC 1307; CJRi 1295, 53). Specific references to mares appear much 

occasionally. Most of the e refer to either the theft or seizure of mares, although one 

interesting entry records an Engli hman being prosecuted for buying and being in 

posse sion of 30 mare tolen by the Irish (CJRii 1302, 394). What evidence there is lists 

value ranging from 36 to 240 pence per animal. There are also a few references to stud 

mare . Of the four references to stud mares in which values are listed, three, dating to the 
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late 12th and early 14th century give values ranging from 64 to 240 pence per animal 

(CJRi 1295, 7; CJRi 1302, 367; CJRii 1306 221). The fourth, dating to 1567, relates a 

value of 400 pence per animal (CODv 1567, 171 ). This value should be seen as slightly 

higher than average for the time, as the mares described are part of the large amount of 

stock taken from the Earl of Ormonde by the Earl of Desmond, as has been previously 

mentioned. 

A number of entries mention both the values of horses and their physical 

appearance. These have been assembled in Table 4.11. As can be seen, the specific 

colour has little to do with the overall value of the animal. Values of both white and 

black horses range from just under 100 pence per animal to over 4000 pence per animal, 

suggesting that colour and quality are not correlated. Certain distinctive features, such as 

one or more white feet or variations in the colour of the mane and tail, were desirable 

traits. These seem to have been purely cosmetic, value added for appearance rather than 

quality of the animal. The important point, which will be expanded upon later, is that the 

quality of the horse, in the Anglo-Norman mind, was generally separated from the 

physical appearance of the horse. 

One particular horse mentioned in Table 4.12 which bears discussion is the 

hobelar. First recorded in 1296 (Lydon 1954, 13), the hobelar was an Irish development, 

a small, swift, horse, ridden by a soldier without saddle, stirrups, or bridle. The light 

weight of the rider, who wore little armour, as well as the ease from the burden of the 

saddle, allowed these horses to be extremely manoeuvrable in battle situations, although 

they were un uited for front line charges. More importantly, these were suited towards a 

wider range of environments than the larger war horses, meaning they could flee/chase 

where larger hor es could not (e.g. hills, bogs, etc.). The effectiveness of these were 

quickly reali ed and copied by Anglo-Nonnan forces. The uniqueness of the animal and 

riding style required to ride them Jed to a trend towards Irish hobelar soldiers hired out as 

mercenaries in Britain and on continental Europe. 

Finally, there are a number of references to horses which can only be categorized 

as miscellaneous. Most of the e have to do with various types of horse equipment, shoes, 

saddle , hame se , etc. Horse shoes are listed as costing between .5 and 1 d., while the 

price of shoeing eems to have varied quite a bit. The Account Roll of the Priory of the 
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Distinguishing Value 
Year Size/type Color feature (d.) 

1315 - Bav w/small star Black mane and tail 1920 
1338 - Black - 90 
1350 - Black - 480 
1315 - Black - 1200 
1350 - Black - 1200 
1350 - Black Sinale white foot 1920 
1315 - Black - 2400 
1350 - Black - 4320 
1320 Hobelar Black/dappled arev - 800 
1315 - Black/dappled arev - 2720 
1320 Hobelar Brownish black - 1640 
1350 - Chestnut - 320 

1350 - Daooled - 3120 
1315 Middle-sized Dappled Grev - 720 
1315 Middle-sized Dappled Grev - 880 
1320 Hobelar Daooled Grev - 1600 
1350 - Daooled Grev - 2400 

1350 - Dappled Grev - 3200 

1350 - Dun - 320 
Dun w/black strip in the 

1315 - middle Black mane and tail 1600 

1320 Hobelar Ferraunt piole (iron qrev) - 1876 

1320 Hobelar Grev Rear white foot 1440 

1315 - Mixed tawnv Grev mane and tail 1040 

1350 - Sorrel - 1880 

1350 - Sorrel - 1920 

1350 - Sorrel - 2400 

1350 - Sorrel - 3200 

1350 - Sorrel Sinqle white foot 3840 

1320 Hobelar Sorrel w/black stripe Rear white feet 2040 

1297 Drauahthorse White - 96 

1350 - White - 320 

1350 - White - 400 

1350 - White - 4800 

1315 Small White/daooled w/arev - 960 

1315 Larae White/dappled w/qrev - 2160 
Table 4.11 Phy 1cal charactenst1c and value of certain horse listed in the Anglo-Nonnan documents. 

Holy Trinity, Duh/in, Ii ts various values for the shoeing of different types of horses. 

Shoeing cart hor es cost 1.33 pence per animal, while saddles horses cost 12 pence per 

animal (APHT 1344, 59). The price of shoeing a hackney horse is not given directly. 

However, the price for keeping the animal shod for a period of nine months is listed as 

5s. 9.25d. (69.25 pence) (APHT 1344, 90). This is slightly over the price listed to keep 



three "horses of the cellar" shod for the same period (ibid.), suggesting that more 

valuable horses required higher quality shoeing. Saddles were another necessary 
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expense. These can range from the very simple to the exceptionally ornate, and the range 

of values listed, from 36 to 320 pence per saddle, bears this out. Various other pieces of 

equipment are listed, girths, surcingles, stirrups, spurs, but none of these amount to any 

great expense; although, in one instance, a pair of gilt spurs is listed as having been given 

to the king "for the land of Balimodan" (CD Ii 1227, 231 ). Most of the other 

miscellaneous horse references deal with expenses involved in keeping or transporting 

horses. Wheat, hay, and oats are all listed as horse fodder. A horse mill with harnesses 

but no horses is listed in an inventory at Dublin Castle in 1224 (CDii 1224, 187). Finally, 

in 1344, the price of purchasing and tanning a horse skin, Dublin, is listed as 13 pence 

(APHT 1344, 98) . 

4.3.5: Dog 

There are few references to dogs in any of these sources. No reliable information 

about the values of the animals is given. The entry regarding the sportsmen traveling to 

Ireland with their dogs in 1184 has already been mentioned. Similarly, in 1201, Henry 

Fitzwarren is ordered to find "all the necessaries" for twenty-four dogs and five 

greyhounds (CDii 1201, 25). Dogs were primarily hunting animals. In 1214, a hunting 

dog was part of the ransom for an Irish noble taken by the king at Carrickfergus (CD Ii 

12 I 4, 82) . In I 275 and 1276 the king not only authorizes money for the acquisition of 

stag hounds and their transport to England, but also pays for some of the dogs already in 

his posse ion to be ent to Ireland (CD Ji 1275, 202; 1276, 238). Finally, an entry in 

1335 relate a hunt man's expenses for shipping nineteen of his dogs to Ireland; the food 

for the e dog i priced at .5 pence per day (PIE 380). Hunting was a highly regulated 

activity, however, and the Calendar of Ormonde Deeds relates a law, in 1514, making it 

illegal to own or exerci e greyhound bitches, harriers, or scenting hounds (CODiv 1514, 

18-9). There are some interesting anecdotal references to dogs as well. In 1297 the 

pre ence of both crows and dogs are used to identify the location of a dead body in a field 

(CJRi 1297, 176). A man was charged with using his mastiffs and greyhounds to 

terrorize hi neighbours in I 311 (CJRiii 1311, 180). One final use of dogs seems to have 
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been as state gifts. In 1210, the Earl of Alberiz sent 10 dogs to Ireland, while in 1568, 

Queen Elizabeth ordered that four Irish greyhounds and two goshawks be sent yearly as a 

tribute to the Marques of Saria, a Spanish nobleman (CDli 1210-1, 64; SPP 1568, 98). 

4.3.6: Wild animals 

What are here described as wild species might more accurately be described as 

managed. The earliest reference to deer, for instance, deals with a grant to build a deer 

park as well as a deer leap (CDii 1206-7, 47) . The value of the rights to these animals 

can be seen in royal grants of lands which specifically exclude the deer thereupon (CODv 

1572, 218) . Gifts of deer and venison were easy ways of currying favour. In 1213, the 

king gave the Archbishop of Dublin 30 fallow deer (CD Ii 1213, 77). In 1225, the 

Archbishop of Dublin gave the king a present of2 does (CD Ii 1225, 201). Between 1240 

and 1251, the king grants the Justiciar of Ireland 46 deer, 6 stags, and 6 fallow deer (CD Ii 

1240-51, 370-403). Given the high status nature of the animal, and the limited access to 

it, it is not surprising that poaching was a problem. In 1219-1220 an issue of poaching 

arose between the king and the Archbishop of Dublin, when a dispute developed over 

who had the rights to take deer in one of the king's forests (CDii 1219-1220, 138). A 

1305 entry from the Calendar of Justiciary Rolls records a dispute over deer illegally 

taken on a private deer park (CJRii 1305, 133). In another entry from that same year, a 

dispute arose over a pit that had been dug on a noble's land, questioning whether or not 

that pit had been dug to catch foxes or cook deer (ibid.). 

Rabbit wa a partially managed species. In the early 14th century, the Calendar of 

Documents Relating to Ireland records a series of licenses issued allowing the hunting of 

fox and rabbit or hare in the king's forests in Ireland . Such a license could be quite 

expensive, one being li ted as costing 20 marks (3200 pence) (CDii 1200, 24). Another 

license, strictly for rabbit and not necessarily in the king's forest, cost 42s. 7d. (511 

pence) (PR l 4J 59) . The practice of granting rights to custom/rent free rabbit warrens 

became a much more common and successful method of controlling rabbit exploitation. 

Such a system not only kept rabbit as a high status food item, but gave the king a simple 

token to grant to his noble , which cost him little and was valuable to the recipient. The 

yearly value varied, but entries in the 14th and 15th century suggest that it could have been 
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as high as 80 p. The practice is recorded well into the 16th century. Rabbit warrens 

themselves were extremely profitable. Fairley ( 1983, 77) cites the example of a warren at 

the mouth of the River Boyne, Co. Meath, in the early 19th century, where the rent for the 

land itself was worth £300 per year. The warren at Magilligan, Co. Derry, in 1776, was 

producing an average of 36,000 rabbit skins per year. (ibid.). Thus the granting of a 

rabbit warren was quite a gift. 

The final managed species, the number of direct and indirect references to which 

far outweighs those to deer or rabbit, is the bee. References to bees appear in two forms, 

direct references to hives and swarms, and indirect references to bee products such as 

honey and wax . References to honey, aside from those contained in murage grants, 

which will be discussed separately, are few. In 1308, 5 tuns of honey are recorded as 

having been sent to Scotland to supply the army (PIE 1308), while in 1523, the Earl of 

Ormonde received a tribute in the form of wax and honey (CO Div 1523, 80). As for the 

bees themselves, both hives and swarms are referred to. Both are listed as having been 

stolen at variou times in the 14th and 16th centuries. In the early 14th century, a hive of 

bees is listed being worth between 11 and 80 pence, presumably per year (CJRiii 1311, 

195; CJRiii 1312, 258; CJRiii 1313, 266). The estray of two separate bee swarms in the 

lands of Ormonde, in 1432, engendered fines amounting to a fraction of 20 pence and a 

fraction of 16 pence (both fines covered the estray of sheep as well) (CODiii 1432, 78). 

Wax was an incredibly important commodity and bee hives were valuable. Two types of 

wax are de cribed, a cheaper, more generic wax for making candles, and a green wax, 

pre umably for ealing official documents. Green wax does not appear in these sources 

until the 14th century. Prior to this, the more standard candle wax is referred to; one 

event, in 129 5 ees a much as 1500 pounds of this wax sent from Ireland to Wales 

(CDiiv 1295, 119). Entrie recording prices for candles and the cheaper candle wax are 

not numerou . The Templar inventory of 1307 records 6 pounds of candle wax worth 1.5 

pence per pound, and an unknown number of candles valued at 18 pence (ITGC 1307). 

ln the later 14th century, entrie sugge ta candle price of around 1.5 pence per pound, 

while the pre umably much larger wax torches are worth 24 pence (CODii 1383-1405, 

347- ). Data from Irish exchequer payments I 270-1446 (Connolly 1998), indicates that 

the price of green wax generally fluctuates between 10 and 15 pence per pound, although 
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in two aberrant entries, .63 and 37.5 pence per pound are recorded. Over the 14th century 

massive amounts of green wax are purchased by the government, around 1550 pounds of 

it. Although purchases occur constantly throughout the first half of the century, between 

1355 and 13 75 the purchases become larger, but more sporadic. This suggests either that 

supplies were somehow strained, requiring periodic stockpiling, or simply that the 

Exchequer chose to purchase in bulk and record one large payment rather than many 

small payments . It is right in the middle of this period, 1365, that the Exchequer records 

an order to purify green wax (PIE 521 ), suggesting that there is a problem with the 

supply. 

4.3. 7: Fish 

Like the granting of free rabbit warrens, the granting of fishery rights was a 

powerful tool with which both the king and individual landowners could repay debts, 

curry favour, or simply make a profit from the rental. The earliest reference to these 

appears in 1204, when the Convent of Bath granted 1110th of the yearly product of its 

fisheries for maintenance of the infirm in Waterford (CDli 1204, 33). In 1215 the king is 

recorded a having paid the Bishop of Limerick an annuity of 10 lbs. of silver for the site 

of a mill and fi hery right at Limerick (CD Ii 1215, 92). Fishery rights were valuable and 

dispute over the right and access to certain fisheries were not uncommon. At Dublin, in 

1220, the Friar of Kilmainham built a fish pool and water mill off the Liffey which, 

according to a complaint by the citizens of Dublin, both prevented fish from ascending to 

the fi herie and hindered water traffic (CD Ii 1220, 149). The solution decided upon was 

to enlarge the river. A little over twenty years later, a similar problem erupted, when the 

abbot and monk of t. Mary' , Dublin, complained to the king that they were unable to 

fi h the Liffey due to mole tation by the citizen of Dublin (COii 1243-4, 391 ). Entries 

regarding fi hery right generally have to do with either a transfer of the right or the value 

of the fi hery. The right were granted in various ways. Transfer of grants from one 

party to another are recorded, as are extensions of rights, and surrender of rights . One of 

the more intere ting example i een in 1353, when the rights to fish the River Nore and 

the King' River in Co. Kilkenny, were granted, with the landowner stipulating his right 

to buy back the rights at any time, no que tions asked (CODii 1353 , 9). The values of 
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these vary heavily, due to the difference in productivity levels of various fisheries. Eel 

weirs and fisheries , in the early 14th century, were estimated at a yearly value of 12 pence 

(CDiv 1306-7, 177), while fish pools in the late 13th century Limerick were valued over 

1900pence(CDiiv 1296, 154; 1297, 191). 

In 1249, 107 large lasts (200) of herring were purchased in Ireland for the king's 

use, valued at a total of £224 l 4s. (CD Ii 1249, 446) . It is not specifically listed that these 

were used to feed the army, but this purchase occurs around the time that large numbers 

of pigs and horses are being sent to support the military. Feeding the army during the 

Scottish wars of the late 13th and early 14th century required the purchase of huge 

amounts of fish in Ireland . In the decade between 1298 and 1308 the purchase of 80,000 

herring and dried fish is recorded . The Account Roll of the Priory of the Holy Trinity, 

Dublin , recount large numbers fish purchased in the years 1337, 1338, and 1344, 

generally during Lent of those years . These include, white fish, herring, gurnard, plaice, 

trout, eel , salted eel , "tublynges" (dolphin), and oysters. Salmon, cooked salmon, and 

salmon pa tie were also purchased. 

4.3. 8: Bird 

Reference to birds can broadly be divided into two categories, those dealing with 

dome tic bird and tho e dealing with sport. The earliest references to domestic birds in 

these ources appear in 1210-1211 , and record the importation of 260 hens to Ireland 

(CDii 1210-1 6 ), although the purpose is not given. However, this is around the same 

time that large number of pig are being sent to Ireland to supply the military. Most of 

the entrie involving hen and gee e refer to either the birds as rent or the theft of birds . 

The Calendar of Justiciary Rolls from 1307 records that, on top of yearly rents, the 

betagh from Balydermot, Co. Kildare, whose work was worth 4s . 2d. per year, also 

owed their lord 19 hen at Chri tma ; similarly, burgesses in Carlow owed 10 geese 

every year at Michaelma (CJRii 1307, 348). Listed values for domestic fowl range from 

.33 to 1.5 pence per bird ; gee e were lightly more valuable, ranging from 2.5 to 4.25 

pence per bird. Capon were worth even more, valued between 4 and 9 pence per bird. 

Dovecote are imilar to fi hery right and rabbit warrens, in that the rental or grant of 

right are a ource of income referred to throughout the medieval period. Doves are 
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listed as being worth around .5 pence per bird. The values of dovecotes themselves vary, 

but this is obviously based on the size. In 1305, the yearly rent of a land, including a 

dovecote, in Louth, was 60 pence (CJRii 1305, 82). In 1311, the total value of birds 

killed when a dovecote in Waterford was broken into was also placed at 60 pence (CJRiii 

1311, 183). These values pale in comparison, however, to the £4 (960 pence) yearly 

profit from a dovecote on the lands of the Earl of Ormonde (CODii 1368, 343). Pigeon

houses are theoretically similar to dovecotes; however, only two references to these 

appear (CODiv 154 7, 302-3 ). 

Falconry was an exceptionally popular pastime of the upper classes (Kelly 1997, 

302-3). The earliest reference appears in 1171-1172 when 5 gerfalcons, worth £1 each, 

were sent to the army in Ireland (CDii 1171-2, 5) . Hawks and falcons are high status 

items and frequently listed as land rents or gifts/tributes. Goshawks and sparrowhawks 

are the most frequently mentioned birds of prey. In nearly every reference to 

sparrowhawk , the birds are used as a form of payment (CJRi 1297, 164; CD Iv 1307, 

193). Goshawks overall eem to be the most popular. In 1239 multiple goshawk were 

sent a a gift to the king from the Justiciar of Ireland and the Archbishop of Dublin (CD Ii 

1239, 370). In 1375, the king ordered the Justiciar to purchase all goshawks and tercels 

in Ireland and end them to the king's falconer (PIE 538). Sparrowhawks were valued 

between 12 and 30 pence per bird, while go hawks were worth much more. In 1542 the 

Earl of Ormonde wa granted a nest of go hawks for 21 years, at a price of 4 marks ( 640 

pence) per bird, per year (CO Div 1542, 230). A reference from 1303 lists a value of 80 

pence for a tercel (CJRi 1303, 463). 

Avian reference dealing with port includes game birds as well. A series of 

entrie from the late 16th century, in the Calendar of Ormonde Deeds, deals with both 

partridge and phea ant . The e are grants of land which exclude any pheasants or 

partridge found thereon; one uch land grant included the whole of Co. Tipperary 

(CODv 1572, 21 ). An earlier reference to the e game birds is seen in 1514. This relates 

the citation of md1v1dual not only for owning harrier , greyhound bitches, or scenting 

hound , counter to the law de cribed above, but al o possession 24 rabbits, 12 hares, 4 

pheasant , and 40 partridge (CODiv 1514, I -9). An early 14th century describes nobles, 

pre umably legally, u ing hawks to hunt partridges (CJRiii 1311, 225). 
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4.3.9: Food 

This category is comprised of more specific references to food items. Thus, for 

instance, a reference to the purchase of capons by the Priory of the Holy Trinity, Dublin 

is not covered, but the purchase of roasted capon is. Many of these entries are of little 

interest, simply recounting food allowances or wages for individuals. The Account Roll 

of the Priory of the Holy Trinity, Dublin gives a good view of upper class diet in 14th 

century Dublin. The Prior was quite used to dining on fancy fare, such as roast lamb and 

beef, baked salmon, cooked capon, roast goose, and baked fowl pasties. A series of more 

general entries, referring to meat, victuals, etc., give an interesting view of the 

provisioning of the king's army. In 1233, a ban on the export of victuals from Ireland to 

Wales was enacted (CDii 1233, 308). It is not until 1278 that that permission for exports 

is given again (CD Iii 1278, 277). The king, in provisioning his military campaign in 

France in the 1245, ought to purchase "flesh, fish, and other victuals" in Ireland, 

ensuring that all item taken by the Justiciar of Ireland for the king's use in France would 

be replaced/re tored (CDiii 1245, 410). It was described above how a few years after 

this, reference to repayments for horses lost in the king's service appear and become 

frequent. A erie of entrie in the year 1298 and 1299 describe the provisioning of the 

army for war in cotland, accounting the amount spent on meat, fish, and victuals in 

colonial port town uch a Cork, Youghal, Waterford, Dublin, and Drogheda (CDiiv 

129 , 236-42, 269· 129 -9, 2 3; 1300, 349). Thi amounted to £6314 over the two years. 

Thi doe not include the large numbers of live pigs purchased as well. 

A econd category of food item which appear with some regularity is dairy 

product . Along with horse and hog , large amounts of cheese were sent to support the 

army in the year 1170-1 172 .. In the fir t year, 1170-1171, 80 weighs of cheese totaling 

£25 10 . were ent (CDii 1170-1, 2-3); in the econd year, 500 cheeses totaling £9 13s. 

4d. (COii 1171-2, 4 ). The difference in ize between a weigh of cheese and an individual 

chee e i not clear; however, a weigh of chee e average around 62 pence per weigh, 

while an individual chee e average around 5 pence per cheese. This suggests that a 

weigh i roughly 12 time larger than an individual cheese; thus that second year about 

half a much chee e wa ent than in the previous year. This stands in opposition to the 

number of pig cnt, which wa roughly equal in both years. Butter is also mentioned a 
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few times. An entry from 1343 recounts 21 d. worth of butter purchased to anoint the 

necks of oxen and cure farm horses (APHT 1343, 29). There is little indication as to the 

proportional value of butter. One entry from 1551, contained in the Calendar of 

Ormonde Deeds, indicates a value of 32 pence per gallon (CODv 1551, 11). However, it 

has been shown earlier in this work that prices of cattle had risen by the 16th century, so 

this price should not be taken as indicative of the entire period. 

4.3.10: Wool/hides/skins 

The incredible importance of wool , hides, and skins to the economy of medieval 

Ireland make it necessary to treat them separately. Unfortunately, wool is sold in various 

volumes, the relationship amongst which is unclear (e.g. 42-stone sacks, large sacks, 

small sacks, Bristol weight sacks) . This seems to have been a general problem 

throughout the medieval period, although a call was made by the king in 1277 for a 

standardization of weights and measure used in Ireland (CDlii 1277, 262). The earliest 

reference to wool appears in 1205, when the Justiciar of Ireland grants the Abbey of 

Connall one-tenth of all the wool he receives in rents (CDii 1205, 41). In 1217, 100 

Bristol weight acks of wool , 800 pence each, were used to pay off a small portion of a 

6000 mark debt which the king owed to an Italian businessman (CDli 1217, 119). A 42 

stone sack, in 1284-5, was worth 960 pence (CDIW 1284-5, 17). Ten years later, two 

volumes are recorded , large acks and small sacks worth 560 and 373 pence respectively 

(CDiiv 1295, 110). The difficulty in estimating the price of a sack of wool is exemplified 

by two eparate entries from 1309, one of which values a sack at 800 pence, the other at 

1600 pence (CJRiii 1309, 135). Wool prices listed by the stone are easier to deal with as 

it is a known weight. In the late 13th and early 14th centuries, prices range between 24 

and 40 pence, averaging around 30 pence (this calculation excludes an anomalously large 

value of 120 pence per tone) ; in the mid-14th century, the average price has risen to 4 7 

pence; finally, in the 16th century, the average price has dropped slightly to 44 pence. It 

must be said, however, that these last two average prices are based on small sample sizes. 

A reference from 131 l describes a 40s. fine placed upon an individual for having stolen 

the wool of 20 heep , ripping it from the animals by hand rather than using shears (CJRiii 
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J 311, J 80). This indicates a value or 480 pence per sheep, although a percentage of this 

was no doubt a fine for the action rather than the value of the actual wool. 

Two types of measurements are used for hides. The "last'', as in a last of hides, is 

the equivalent of 200 hides, while a dicker is simply 10 hides. In the early 13th century 

hides average around 12 pence per hide (CDii 1217, 119). In various references the hides 

are specified as cattle hides, in others they are simply labeled as "Irish hides". By the end 

of the 13th century, hides are worth around 8 pence per hide, although the entry that 

relates this does not specify the type of hide (CDliv 1295, 109-10). The Templar 

inventory of 1307 lists both prepared hides worth 20 pence each and leather jackets worth 

80 pence each (ITGC 1307). A few years later, cow and ox hides are valued between 24 

and 29 pence per hide (CJRiii 1309, 123; CJRiii 1311,177; CJRiii 1314, 322). The 

Account Roll of the Priory of the Holy Trinity, Dublin, recount, in the mid-14th century, 

hides received from 2 afers, one horse, and one cow, all of which had died from murrain 

(APHT 1344, 57) . These were valued at 3, 4, 5, and 14 pence respectively. The price 

was obviously affected by the murrain, but whether this is due to some stigma attached to 

animals which have died from a disease or to some physical effect the disease had on the 

skins is unknown. Two entries, from the year 1551, suggest that prices had increased 

substantially by that time (CODv 1551, 11, 13 ). These recount cow-hides and bull-hides 

sold for 58 and 160 pence per hide respectively. One final entry relates to the relative 

scale of the hide industry in the 13th century. In the previous paragraph, a situation was 

mentioned in which the king used sacks of wool (500 marks worth) to pay off a portion 

of a 6000 mark debt owed an Italian businessman. He also used 1500 marks worth of 

Irish hides, uggesting that he had much greater access to hides than to wool. 

One of the important u es of hides was in the fabrication of parchment. As with 

sealing wax, the account of the Irish Exchequer contain very detailed records of the 

amount and price paid for parchment. A number of different types of parchment are 

listed, di tinguished variou ly by their origin, size, and quality. Thus on top of the more 

general category of parchment, into which a majority of the references fall, there are 

record of English, Irish, Norman, wider, lesser, and small types of parchment (PIE 262, 

246, 27 , 259, 304). References to the more standard parchment appear in the early 13th 

century, when it's worth between 3.5 and 9 pence per dozen. From 1295 until 1314-5, 
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the price steadily and consistently rises from 12 pence per dozen to 18 pence per dozen. 

After this point, prices begin to vary. Although the average price for the remainder of the 

14th century is just over 19 pence per dozen, they range from 10.5 to 69 pence per dozen. 

The scant evidence from the 15th century suggests a slight decline in value. English 

parchments are recorded from 1308 to 1331. Although the price fluctuates, it is higher, 

on average, than standard parchment from the same time period by about 2 pence per 

dozen. Irish parchment is only referred to in 1319-1320, and averages in value in 

between English parchment and standard parchment. Norman parchment is actually 

cheaper than the standard parchment. Lesser parchment and small parchment, as the 

names imply, is worth a good deal less than the standard, by about 8 pence per dozen. 

References to skin appear among the earliest entries from these sources. In 

1171-1172, 2 mountain cat skins, each worth 174 pence, as well as 5 otter skins and 12 

pieces of silk clothe, worth a total of£ 13 l 9s. 2d., were sent to the army in Ireland (CD Ii 

1171-2, 5). Otter kins eem to have been popular. In 1206, The Prior of the Hospital of 

St. John the Baptist, located outside the gates of Dublin, gave an otter skin to the king in 

exchange for hi protection (CD Ii 1206, 46) . The following year, 2 otter skins were 

gifted to the king (CDii 1207, 53). Skins occasionally appear as either rent or sale items. 

In 1212, 2000 rabbit skin were old for £10, or 1.2 pence per skin (PR14J 55). The 

large t tran action involving kins is a £24 13s. 4d. debt from 1277-8, although the type 

of skin are not pecified (CDiii 1277-8, 286). While the appearance of skins in the New 

Cu tom and the large variety enumerated in the murage grants, both of which will be 

di cu ed below, give the impre sion of a high level of trade, the infrequent direct 

reference ugge t that kin played a relatively minor roll in the economy. The Account 

Roll of the Priory of the Holy Trinity, Dublin, records a series of skins and "skins with 

fur" belonging to the Prior in 1344, one of which was worth the 24 pence. These were 

part of the Prior' wardrobe and, a with references to food from the same document, 

hould be een a the upper end of the economic scale. There are many references, also, 

to furred glove being due a rent (CDiii 1284, 549; CDiiv 1295, 116). 

The ew u tom, or Great Cu tom, in tituted in 1275 was briefly referred to in 

Chapter I (p. ). riginally intended a short term financial relief for the Crown, it 

became a lucrative ource of income which the king used to pay off the debts incurred in 
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his near constant warfare over the succeeding three decades. The Calendar of Documents 

Relating to Ireland record that the king requested of merchants that these customs be 

enacted, and that the merchants granted them (CDiii 1275, 194, 195); although the 

voluntary nature implied by these entries is somewhat suspect. These were essentially 

export duties, amounting to 0.5 marks per sack of wool, 0.5 marks per sack of skins (300 

skins per sack), 1 mark per last of leather, and 1 mark per last of hides (ibid.). 

Comparison with the values discussed above for wool and hides suggest that these 

customs amounted to around 10% of the items total value. Immediately after the granting 

of this custom, an order was issued that two men per port be appointed to oversee the 

collection of this custom (CDlii 1275, 212). The honesty of these individuals was 

evidently an issue and in 1279-80, a general overseer was appointed to manage the 

selection proce for the position (CDiii 1279-80, 328). This did not last long, and in 

1282 a group of Florentine merchants were hired to oversee collection of the custom 

(CDlii 1282, 449). On top of this custom, in 1294, the king placed another export duty to 

fund hi attempts to regain Gascony, amounting to 5 marks per sack of dressed wool, 3 

marks per ack of woo!Jwoolfells, and 5 marks per last of hides (CDiiv 1294, 79-80). 

The king specifically wished to show favour to Irish merchants and thus lowered the duty 

on the la t two items by 1 mark. Fortunately for Irish merchants, this tax was repealed by 

1297 (CDiiv 1297, 218). In 1299, the king requested that citizens of Bayonne, who were 

to receive all proceeds until the king's debt to them was satisfied, appoint men to oversee 

the collection of the original custom (CDliv 1299, 301). This gets extended in 1301-

1302, and in the following year the debt is paid off (CD Iv 1301-2, 1; 1302-3, 68) . At this 

point, the proceed are funneled to an Italian company to which the king owes £10000 

(ibid.), although the proceeds briefly revert back to Bayonne when questions arise over 

the accuracy of the bo kkeeping (CD Iv 1303, 74, 88). It is estimated, in 1305, that the 

£10000 wilJ be repaid by a ter 1307, after which the money will be used to pay off other 

debt (CD Iv 1 05, 141 ). However, repayment is again suspended in 1306 and the money 

i u ed to fund the war in cotland (CD Iv 1306, 153). The proceeds eventually revert to 

the Italian , and the la t reference to the cu tom seen in these sources, appearing in 

1307, de cribe confu ion over the late of the king's debt to the Italians (CDiv 1307, 199, 

201 ). Thi rather torturou tory highlights just how lucrative the export trade in wool, 
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hides, and skins really was, and how dependant upon it the crown became in a very short 

time. Given the level of confusion in the collection and accounting of the custom, full 

records are not available. However, Figure 4.12 illustrates the amounts accounted for in 

the Calendar of Documents Relating to Ireland, which are related in Appendix 6. These 

cover the years 1275 to 1280, in some cases 1281 and 1282. As can be seen, the values 

were quite high. The total amount collected for this custom, in all ports for the time 

period reviewed, amounted to £8511 6s. 52. 25d., the equivalent of just under 13000 

sacks of wool. 

Total collected on the 'New Custom' from various ports, 1275-1280 
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Figure 4.12 Total collected on the" ew Custom" from various ports, 1275-1280. 

4.3.11 : Murage grants 

-

The infonnation contained in the Calendar of Documents Relating to Ireland 

regarding murage grant i presented separately in Appendix 7. It should be emphasized 

that the cu tom cited are only tho e relevant to animals and animal products, and that 

many other item were covered by these cu toms. A murage grant allowed the town in 

que tion to collect taxe olely for the construction and upkeep of town walls. The 

earlie t uch grant in Ireland wa instituted in Dublin and appears in 1221(CDli1221, 

154). Initially, few product are covered by the murage grants. In 1221 and 1223, at 

Dublin and Waterford, the only animal products taxed were hides, wool, and honey 
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(ibid.; CD Ii 1223, 177). Very quickly, however, the number of products referred to 

increases. This is due to both an increase in the number of products actually being taxed 

and the more specific enumeration of items already being taxed. The increase in the 

types of products being taxed may simply have been a factor of opportunity. Once it 

became clear that merchants could be compelled to pay murage taxes, the city 

government, whose goal was to make as much as possible, imposed more and more 

heavily upon them. 

The second point can be divided into two areas. The first has to do with the 

increased specificity in types of animals and animal products mentioned. This is 

primarily due to the trade in skin and hides. The 1221 and 1223 murage grants to Dublin 

and Waterford did not mention, for instance, anything more specific than the amount to 

be taken for one last and one dicker of hides respectively. In their second murage grants, 

roughly I 0 years later, hides are classified by either animal or method of preparation 

(CDii 1233, 308; 1234, 316). By the 1270's, both methods are used. The most logical 

explanation for this is that it was a fairer method of taxation. Cattle hides should be more 

valuable than sheep hides, and it is unfair to tax them at the same rate. This, however, 

seems not to be the case. In the l 230's, for instance, a dicker of goat hides and a dicker of 

horse hides are taxed at an even rate, even though these are not equal in value (ibid., CDli 

1234, 316-7). It could be suggested that the reason for this increase in animals mentioned 

had to do with the unwillingness of merchants to pay taxes on anything that was not 

specifically enumerated in the grant. The second area involves the variety of amounts 

involved. Multiple measurements are used for the same product both within the same 

grant and between grants. Quite frequently within the same grant, for instance, both 

cartloads and horse-loads of sea fish are taxed (CDiiv 1295, 250). On the other hand, salt 

is alternately taxed by the cartload, celdre/chalder, crannock, horse-load, hundred, 

quarter, and weigh (CDiii 1278, 297; 1282, 430; 1283, 494; 1284, 505; CDliii 1286, 

107). Some of thi may be due to the error or whim of the copyist, some may reflect 

actual differences (i.e. that various volumes were standard in different places at different 

time ). 

The various animal skins described in these murage grants give a much better 

picture of wild animal exploitation than do other Anglo-Norman source material. That it 
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was deemed necessary to specify customs on certain animals suggests their exploitation 

at a substantial level. Thus while, badger, fox, squirrel, marten, and wolf are rarely, if 

ever, mentioned in the sources, these grants attest to their exploitation (CDliii 1291, 454). 

Deer are frequently mentioned, categorised as bucks, does, and stags; in one situation, 

fallow deer are mentioned separately from these (CDW 1284, 520; CDiiii 1286, 107; 

1289, 277). Rabbit and hare appear frequently as well. Amongst the domestic animals, 

the only unique animal to appear is cat, skins of which were taxed at a rate of 0.5d. per 

hundred (ibid.). Wool is also, of course, frequently mentioned, and the various entries 

give insight into the volumes and forms in which it was sold. Customs covered wool sold 

by the half-sack, sack, piece, weigh, woolfell, and fleece (CDlii 1278, 297; 1284, 494, 

505). The standard was method was by the sack, customs for which appear in all but two 

of the twenty-two murage grants enacted between 1221and1295. 

Apart from wool and skins, there are a few other frequently mentioned items. A 

tax amounting to either J d. or .5d., depending on the grant, on every horse, mare, ox, and 

cow appears in nearly all grants, as does a .25d. tax on their hides whether fresh, salted, 

or tanned (CD Ii 1250, 455; CDiii 1275, 199). Fish are another frequently mentioned 

item. These appear in a variety of forms, from the generic "sea fish" to hake and ling. 

Salmon and herring seem to have been the most important fish in this respect, being sold 

in a variety of form . The customs taken on salmon in the 1296 grant to Drogheda/Meath 

are interesting in what they imply about the marketplace. In this grant, a custom of .25d. 

was taken for each salmon sold before Easter, while after Easter this changes to .25d. for 

every four almon sold (CDliv 1296, 311 ). During Lent, fish sales will be higher, 

particularly for better quality fish such as salmon. This custom takes advantage of the 

requirement to consume fi h during this period. On the other hand, this could simply be 

seen a a reaction to market prices. Higher demand for the fish will lead to higher prices, 

and higher priced items can rightly be taxed at an elevated rate. However, it has been 

shown above that how the value of the item seems to have nothing to do with the amount 

taken in cu tom. Three final animal products which appear frequently are butter, cheese, 

and honey (CD Ii 1234, 316). Butter and cheese are sold by a standard weight, known as 

a "weigh", and are taxed at the ame rate. Honey is generally sold by the hogshead. 
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There is little to be gained from an in depth review of taxation levels, as one 

cannot be sure whether variation is due to actual fluctuations or human error. For 

instance, the grants to Youghal and Drogheda in 1275 and 1278 tax the sale of both hogs 

and sheep at a rate of 1 d. per 200 animals (CDlii 1275, 199; 1278, 297), while the grants 

to Kilkenny in 1282 and 1283 increase this rate to ld. per 10 animals (CDlii 1282, 430; 

1283, 494). A 20-fold increase seems a bit excessive; customs frequently fluctuate by a 

factor of 2 (i.e. doubling or halving) amongst the various grants; larger scale changes are 

infrequent. The tax on honey ranges between 2 and 5d. per hogshead until the mid-

1280' s, when it stabilizes at 3d. (CDii 1223, 177; CDiii 1275, 199; CDiiii 1286, 107), 

while the tax on sacks of wool fluctuates between 2d. and 4d. throughout the 13th century 

(CDii 1223, 177; CDiiv 1295, l 06). Other prices are remarkably stable. The taxes on 

many different types of animal skins and hides remain constant, as do those on sea fish. 

It is likely that a combination of actual fluctuations and human error have led to the 

variances seen, but the extent to which either is a factor will have to remain an 

unanswered question. One final, interesting experiment in taxation can be seen in 

Waterford in 1223, 1234, and 1243 (CDii 1223, 177; 1234, 316; 1243, 389). In these 

grants, taxes on horses, cows, oxen, honey, and pigs were to be paid by the purchaser, for 

the value acquired in the purchase, rather than by the seller. The implication is that 

Waterford wa trying to attract more merchants by relieving them of having to pay 

murage taxes . The fact that this practice is not seen past 1243 suggests that it did not 

work. 

4.4: Hi torie and ob er ation 

The narrative nature of these sources makes quantification along the lines of the 

Iri h annal and the Anglo- orman sources impractical. In general, however, horse is the 

mo t frequent animal referred to. This has, perhaps, to do with the goal of the sources. 

The Zoilomastix, by O' ullivan Beara, Ireland's Natural History, by Boate, and The 

Histo1y and Topography of Ireland, by Gerald of Wales, were all intended to be 

overvie-ws of the Irish landscape and people, thus extensive descriptions of any one 

animal are limited. Keating's and O'Sullivan Beare's histories deal to a great extent with 

political and military events. In these, horses quite understandably figure prominently. 
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Of the sources referred to in this section, only O'Sullivan Beare's discussion of the 

animals of Ireland, from his Zagomastix, is presented in appendices (Appendix 8). This 

has been done primarily because this work has yet to be published, thus the source 

documentation is not available for review. 

4.4.1: Cattle 

As alluded to above, cattle appear less frequently in these sources. O'Sullivan 

Beara (Beara n.d ., 14), generally describes the presence of "dense herds'', in Ireland. 

According to his account, the bulls are homed, with shaggy foreheads and silken ears, the 

cows provide good supplies of milk, butter, and cheese, and bullocks are used for both 

food and agriculture . His specific description of bullocks states that "some bullocks are 

used for food , others for agriculture". This is interesting in that it implies that at some 

level, these are two separate groups of bullocks. While both those raised specifically for 

beef and those used for traction would have been eaten after slaughter, the rearing of 

some individuals specifically for beef suggests a specialised beef market. Boate (1652, 

76) describes the high quality pasturage available in Ireland as well as the incredible 

numbers of cattle throughout the landscape, and quotes both Stanyhurst and Gerald of 

Wales to upport hi claim. The quality of pasturage is of great concern to Boate, who 

makes the point that the smaller stature of the native Irish breed is in no way due to lower 

quality gras (ibid., 77). He backs up this statement by emphasising that larger, English 

breed brought over to Ireland continue to grow as large as their English counterparts. 

He al o tate that the high quality of pastures in Ireland produces cattle which supply 

much higher quality beef than English cattle (which in itself he rates above nearly all 

other beef in the world) . Finally, in discussing the use of dung in agriculture, he 

mention that cow-dung i only useable as a fertilizer after it has grown old and lay 

soaking in straw for a while (ibid., 80). Gerald of Wales, whose work is generally only 

informative on the topic of wild animals in Ireland, does cite the export of animal hides in 

exchange for French wine (O'Meara J 982, 35). The rest of his information regarding 

cattle i fanta y, de cribing an ox which is half man, a cow which is part stag, and how 

the milk of a cow wa u ed to top a heavy rainfall. 
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Cattle are not completely absent from the historical accounts. Keating's account 

of the ransom for Sitric's son, described above, also states that 1200 cows were part of 

the sum paid (Dineen 1902, 291 ). He also cites two sackings of Clonmacnoise. The first, 

which he states occurred in the year 1073, was undertaken by the native Irish; in the 

aftermath of this many people and cattle died (ibid.). This is the same attack which the 

Annals of the Four Masters describes as having occurred in 1044, and which caused a 

divine plague to kill cattle, booleys, and shepherds amongst the people of the attackers 

(AFM 1044.12). The year of the second sacking is not related, but it is described as 

having been undertaken by the Anglo-Normans, who carried off cattle and food (Dineen 

1902, 365). Cuellar, in recounting his trials in northwest Ireland in 1588, supports the 

image of cattle seen in the annals. He cites two instances of people hiding their cattle for 

protection. In one situation, he describes an old woman hiding 5-6 cattle in a wood 

(Crawford 1897, 23). It is not clear who she was hiding them from, although he goes on 

to describe cattle raiding, stating that people of neighbouring villages, upon finding out 

that there are cattle in the next town over, will attack and seize them (ibid., 32). He goes 

on to state that local Engh h garrisons, in learning of such an attack, will locate the 

perpetrator and seize the stolen property, although they will not return it to the rightful 

owner. Either way, one mu t look after one's cattle. Cuellar also supports Boate's 

de cription of prodigiou dairy production and consumption, when he talks of butter and 

sour milk b ing exceedingly popular amongst the Irish (ibid.). Meat is rarely consumed, 

according to him (ibid.). O' ullivan Beara, in his historical writings on Ireland during 

the reign of Elizabeth, rarely mention cattle. In one instance he recounts a bribe of 700 

cow being offered to the viceroy of Ireland over a matter of succession amongst the Irish 

(Byrne 1903, 41 ). Later he refer to a corched earth policy on the part of Protestant 

force in a tho lie land , pecifically referring to the destruction of their com and cattle 

(ibid., 56). 

4.4.2: Sheep 

heep are almo t entirely ab ent from these sources. O'Sullivan Beare, in his 

di cu ion of the natural hi tory of Ireland, describes three colours of sheep, white, black, 

and pale yellow (Beare n.d., 14). They are used for both milk and cheese and are sheared 
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twice yearly. He also refers to goats of various colours used for dairy products (ibid.). 

Gerald of Wales is silent on the matter of sheep, and only mentions the absence of wild

goat from the island, and to recount the story of a woman who had intercourse with a goat 

(O'Meara 1982, 49, 75). Boate applies his comments regarding the large number, small 

size, and high quality of meat of cattle produced in Ireland to sheep as well (Boate 1652, 

77). He goes on to state the sheep dung could be made a valuable fertilizer if sheep were 

housed or stalled together, and suggests that this is a way in which a man can improve the 

value of his field. This seems to indicate both that sheep are not generally housed, and 

that sheep-dung is not a widely used fertilizer. The latter flies in the face of available 

evidence such as the jus faldae, mentioned in Chapter 1, which required a tenant to fold 

his sheep on his lord's land. Cuellar describes the natives of Ireland as wearing "tight 

trousers and short loose coats of very coarse goats hair" (Crawford 1897, 32). This may 

simply be a misunderstanding on the part of Cuellar, who might not have been aware of 

the coarser wool produced by the native Irish sheep. Sheep are not mentioned directly in 

O'Sullivan Beare's history, but in Appendix 1 of Byrne's edition the translator quote's a 

mid- l 711i century description of a siege engine called a "sow" which is described as being 

covered by 2 rows of hides and 2 rows of sheep skins (Byrne 1903, 186). While this 

reference i slightly later than the time frame dealt with here, there are references to such 

siege engine in the early l 611i century. 

4.4.3: Pig 

As with heep, pigs are rarely mentioned in these sources. O'Sullivan Beare has 

little to say about pigs. His phrasing "there are very fat pigs especially in the woods" 

sugge ts both the keeping of pigs in the open forest and sty husbandry (Beare n.d., 14). 

Gerald of Wale ay nothing of domesticated pigs, but does mention a huge supply of 

boars and wild pig in Ireland (O'Meara 1982, 47). He goes on to state, however, that 

these are small, badly formed, and "inclined to run away". Neither Boate nor Keating 

discuss pigs. Cuellar alludes to pigs when he describes an abandoned monastery as 

having become the "drinking place of swine" (Crawford 1897, 23). O'Sullivan Beare, in 

his history, only u es the words pig, sow, and boar as descriptions of other things. He 

refers to a particular individual as Boar's son, or Sow's son, due to his physical 
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when supplies had run low, as "like a ravenous pig labouring under the pangs of an 

empty stomach" (Byrne 1903, 73, 79). 

4.4.4: Horse 
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Horse is by far the most frequently discussed species in these sources, although 

this stems primarily from O'Sullivan Beare's history. In his writings on the land animals 

of Ireland, he describes horses as the most faithful of all the domestic four-footed 

animals, aside from the dog, and divides them into three categories (Beare n.d., 14). The 

highest quality horses are used for battle. The second class of horses are reserved for 

carrying nobles. The lowliest horses, which he describes as poor in pace and spirit, are 

"given over to carrying loads and to other servile workers". Boate says little about 

horses, merely commenting that, as with cattle and sheep, Irish horses are smaller than 

English examples (Boate 1652, 77). Gerald of Wales merely relates the tale of two 

horses who died after eating oats stolen from the same mill (O'Meara 1982, 91). Cuellar 

recounts various instances with large number of horsemen. Immediately after his 

shipwreck he sees more over 200 horsemen plundering the ships (Crawford 1897, 23). 

Later he is warned by natives who had taken him into their care of a further 150 English 

soldiers coming to do the same (ibid., 27). 

To attempt to give a detailed description of references to horses in O'Sullivan 

Beare's hi tory would be to almost reproduce the entire work, horses appearing so 

frequently. They are of great importance to the events recounted, often being a 

determining factor in events. For instance an Englishman by the name of MacFort, saw 

no trouble in engaging in a parley alone with two Irishmen, believing that as he was on 

horseback and his enemie were on foot, he could easily escape should it be necessary 

(Byrne 1903, -9) . This turned out not to be the case when one of the Irishmen, jumped 

at the horse from a higher point and unseated the Englishman. The number of horses 

involved in many of the kirmishes and battles recounted is difficult to assess, as numbers 

are u ually reported as "horse and foot" . These numbers, however, range from a few 

hundred to many thousands, I 0,000 being the highest recorded number (ibid., 95). Two 

points, a ide from the sheer number of horse/horsemen involved in these events, are the 
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tactics described, and the armour of the horses. For instance, a marching Royalist force 

was divided up in the following manner: "pikemen were divided into three columns 

which were preceded and followed by wings of horse and musketeers" (ibid., 108). In a 

pre-dawn, surprise attack on Catholic forces, General Norris sent out his cavalry and 700 

musketeers (ibid., 119). In another example, Roderick O'Donnell specifically chose to 

move his cavalry and musketeers to Roscommon in advance of an attack (ibid., 149). 

These two groups are frequently described together, and certainly seem to have been the 

decisive factor in most engagements. An O'Neill victory over Norris, for instance, is 

credited to "the skill and valour of O'Neill 's gunmen and of Maguire, his master of the 

horse" (ibid., 94). Horses were trained to remain controlled in battle situations, and when 

this discipline broke, it could be disastrous. Cormac O'Neill and Maguire routed a force 

of royalists to such an extent that "even the horses fell back without any order or 

discipline", leading to the loss of I 00 soldiers (ibid., 81 ). In another instance O'Neill dug 

a series of pits and trenches in a field and camouflaged them. The chaos which ensued 

when the English cavalry attempted to cross the field led to numerous casualties amongst 

the horsemen (ibid., I 09). As has been mentioned elsewhere, horses make very large 

targets on the battlefield, and 0' Sullivan Beare describes numerous incidents of horses 

being attacked in order to unseat the rider. To combat this stratagem, many horses were 

covered in various types of armour, from breastworks, to chain mail, to "light armour". 

Two final documents, medieval Irish treatises on horses, should be discussed. 

These are lri h text , dating to either the 15th or early-16th century, and dealing with both 

horse di ea e and suitability of physical traits (6 Cu iv 1952). Although many diseases 

and condition are di cussed, none eem to relate to those mentioned above in the 

discu ion of the Iri h annal . The various physical attributes of horses, such as colour 

and size, are rated based on their ability and desirability. Table 4.13 presents the data 

from these two works. They are consistent, for the most part. The only two 

di crepancie involve black horses, which Text I rates higher than Text II, and yellow 

horses with white top , which Text I rates lower than Text II . Dark grey horses, in spite 

of being een as ugly and ill-natured, are described as being high quality animals (i.e. fast 

and strong) . The worst animals seem to have been grey-dun in colour, described as being 

both fat and cowardly. There is a certain contradiction in these texts. On the one hand, 
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estimating the quality/value of a horse based on its colour or physical appearance 

suggests that these two things were correlated in the medieval Irish mind. However, the 

treatises also state that "The breeding of horses makes them good in spite of their colour, 

and their lack of breeding makes them bad" (6 Cuiv 1952, 45, 55). This suggests that the 

writers understood, at least at some level, that quality was not determined by physical 

appearance. They go on to state that a well-bred mother is preferred to a well-bred sire, 

and that overall size is inherited from the father. The full import of this seems not to 

have been clear to the writers, however, as the words "in spite of their colour" indicate 

that they still saw this as relevant to quality. 

4.4.5: Dog 

O'Sullivan Beare has lavish praise for dogs, and divides the types present in 

Ireland into three groups (Beare n.d., 13). The first are simple guard dogs, which he 

describes as being considered the least important sort of dog. The second group he 

mentions are lap dogs, which noble ladies seem to treat as toys. While he personally 

rates both of thee as being of equal status (i.e. of little use), he states that dogs of these 

two type which are also able to hunt are of much greater value. The third group, the 

most valuable type of dog in world, according to O'Sullivan Beare, is called the "cunna", 

and are de ired for their speed and ferocity. Such dogs were highly prized and esteemed 

by their ma ters, and he relates the story of Daniel MacCarthy, son of The Maccarthy, 

who, a puni hrnent for having killed his dog, hung the man who committed the deed 

(Byrne 1903, 39). In pile of such reverence, some dogs were simply things to be used, 

as can be een in O'Sullivan Beare's statement on the skins of dogs being used in glove 

making (Beare n.d., 13). That dogs were not universally popular is seen also in Keating's 

de cription of the burial of Mac Murchada' s father, discussed above, where the inclusion 

of a dead dog in the decea ed's burial is "an insult to him" (Dineen 1902, 337). Gerald of 

Wale ' only reference to dogs comes in the form of an anecdote about an island on a lake 

in Mun ter upon which no female animal can set foot, proven numerous times by both 

dog and cats (O'Meara 19 2, 60). 
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Characteristic Text I Text II 
Biq barrel - Good 
Biq chest Good/fast -
Biq eye Good/fast Good 

Biq nostril Good/fast -
Black Thickset, handsome -
Black Fast and stronq Fat and slow 

Black dun/dark dun Bad -
Black w/whitefaced - Good 

Black-qrev Thickset and handsome Fast, stronq, handsome, fat 
Broad mane Strenqth -

Broad shoulder Good/fast -
Brown - Good 

Brown w/wh ite face Good Good 
Brown-red Bad Bad 

Dappled dun Stronq Stronq 
Dappled qrev - Good 

Dark qrey Uqly and bad-tempered -
Dark qrey Fast and stronq -

Dark-brown Good -
Grey w/yellow back - Good 

Grey-brown/iron grey Bad Bad 
Grev-dun Cowardly Fat 

Grev-yellow/liver chestnut Stronq and unqainlv Stronq and unqainlv 
Hiqh back Strenqth -

If horse flattens ears - Horse is refractory to spurs 
Jet-black Good but uqly Good but ugly 
Light dun Good -
Liqht qrey Good Good 

Liqht quarters Good/fast Good 
Lonq front - Bad 

Narrow front - Bad 
Narrow mane Good/fast -

Red/roan Cowardly -
Not good , brown-red the 

Red/roan - best of them 
Short/narrow back Strength -

Small forelock Good/fast -
Small forelock - Small brain/good strength 

Small ta il - Fast 
Good-natured, strong, Good, but followed by 

Speckled horses popular misfortunes 
Stnoed white-topped - Good 

Stnoed-grey Good Bad 
Good-natured, usually not 

Tan/chestnut fast Not fast 

White Good Good 
Table 4.13. ualit of horse Q y based on h s1cal a p y pp earance after() Cui v 1952, 43-45, 55-57). 
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White backed, with grey and 
white Good -

White faces and manes - Good 
White topped stripe Good -

White topped w/white head Good -
White w/vellow back - Good 

Wide mane - Stronq 
Yellow/qolden bav - Thin and bad 

Yellow white-toooed Bad Good 
Yellow/golden bay w/white 

leqs and face Good Thin and qood 
Table 4.13 cont'd. Quality of horses based on physical appearance (after 0 Cuiv 1952, 43-45, 55-57). 

4.4.6: Birds 

Only Boate and Gerald of Wales discuss birds. Boate's only comments regard the 

superiority of pigeon above all other types of dung as a fertilizer; the main drawback, he 

says, is the inability to gather it in sufficient quantities to make it a worthwhile endeavour 

(Boate 1652, 77). Gerald's comments are much more useful in terms of describing the 

types of bird present in Ireland in the 12th century. He states that the island has large 

number of hawk , falcon , and sparrow-hawks, used for the entertainment of the 

nobility; and goe on to ay the "Ireland has none but the best breed of falcons" (O'Meara 

19 2, 3 -9) . Eagle , crane , wild peacocks, quail ospreys, and kingfishers are all present. 

There are no black crows. Storks are rarely seen, and there are no lanners, gerfalcons, 

partridge , phea ant , magpies, or nightingale . The lack of gerfalcons may be attested to 

in the Calendar of Documents Relating to Ireland, where an 1171 entry records the 

ending of 5 gerfalcon to Ireland from England (CDii 1171-2, 30). Finally, he mentions 

raven and owl a hatching their young around Christmas. Domestic geese/fowl are not 

mentioned. 

4 4. 7: Fish 

Gerald of Wale i the only writer to mention fish (O'Meara 1982, 37-8). He 

late that lake in Ireland are t eked with large fish , and cites the exceptional bounty of 

Lough eagh. aim n, trout, and mud-eel are common, pike, perch, roach, gardon, and 

gudge n le · , and minn w, loach, bullhead , and verones absent. He describes three 

type of fi h unique to Ireland, which only appear during the summer. The first is longer 

and r under than a trout, with firm, white fle h and a good taste. The second is similar to 
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a sea-herring in appearance and taste but, presumably, is a freshwater fish. The third is 

very similar to trout, apart from a lack of spots. 

4.4.8: Wild animals 

Both O'Sullivan Beare and Gerald of Wales relate a sizable amount of 

information regarding wild animals. Enormous numbers of fat deer can be seen 

throughout the island, according to the O'Sullivan Beare (n.d., 15). Gerald supports part 

of this description with a story of a stag which was so fat that it could not escape its 

pursuer; however, he disagrees with the idea of enormous herds of deer running about the 

island, and cites a general absence of the species (O'Meara 1982, 47, 49). It must be 

reiterated, though, that over four hundred years separate these writers, and the intervening 

period, which saw an explosion in managed deer parks in Ireland, may account for the 

disparity. The nature of deer is such that they are easily hunted by craftier individuals; 

they are immensely curious and will stand still in amazement if it sees a horse or a cow, 

allowing a human to draw near for the kill. While this point, made by O'Sullivan Beare 

(n.d., 15), is no doubt an exaggeration, he does make the point that deer can be dangerous 

when using their antlers for defense. He refers to fallow deer, and suggests that they are 

a different type of deer than the larger stags he mentioned, although he does not specify 

which type of deer these larger individuals are (ibid.). Cuellar mentions roe-deer 

metaphorically, when he de cribes native-Irishmen as being "active as roe-deer" 

(Crawford I 97, 32). In a tale describing an English attempt to capture an Irish noble, 

O'Sullivan Beare mentions a hunt man who wishes to catch the nobleman, in "this net 

which I u ually lay for deer" (Byrne 1903, 7). He also mentions, in his discussion of 

animal , that deer hides are popular materials for shields (Beare n.d., 15). 

Gerald of Wale , in di cus ing hares, states that while they are present, they are 

mall, clo er in ize to rabbits (O'Meara 1982, 48). O'Sullivan Beare states that hares are 

pre ent in abundance, that they are desirable for both their skin and flesh, and that they 

breed rapidly (Beare n.d., 15). He says much the same about rabbits, although not 

mentioning the desirability of their pelts. Various other wild species are mentioned. 

There are two types of weasel in medieval Ireland, a yellowish type which stays in the 

field and woods, and a chestnut coloured type which is bolder and will enter houses 
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(ibid., 16). Ferrets are popular for hunting rabbits (ibid.). Martens are common, but are 

only used for their pelts (ibid.). Gerald states that badgers tend to occupy 

rocky/mountainous areas, and O'Sullivan Beare emphasises their ferocity (O'Meara 

1982, 48; Beare n.d ., 15). Squirrels and otters are briefly mentioned, both prized for their 

slcins. Gerald notes the absence of reptiles, stating that poisonous reptiles brought to the 

island die immediately (O'Meara 1982, 50-1). He also relates the story of how the 

ownership of the Isle of Man was decided after it was realized that it contained reptiles, 

suggesting more in common with England than with Ireland. 

O'Sullivan Beare discusses four "harmful" animals present in Ireland, harmful in 

the sense that they interfere with humans and human endeavours (Beare n.d., 17). The 

first, wild cats, he does not elaborate upon. The second, wolves, are a problem for 

farmers who lose cattle and sheep to the predators . Gerald mentions wolves bearing their 

young in December. More fantastically, he tells the tale of a talking wolf, a man who 

was obliged to take animal form once every seven years. Fear of wolves obviously 

existed, and O'Sullivan Beare, in his historical writing, relates the story of a wolf which 

spewed sparks and fire from its mouth, coming out of a wood and setting alight a store of 

gunpowder. In a later section, he tells of a wolf gnawing on the discarded bandages of a 

severely injured oldier while leaving the soldier himself alone. The fox is the third 

hannful animal pre ent in Ireland. They are valued for their skins. The final harmful 

animals are rat , the introduction of which to Ireland O'Sullivan Beare blames on French 

trading vessels. 

4.5: ummary 

4. 5.1 : Cattle 

The major question when looking at the Anglo-Norman sources is why cattle are 

mi sing from the first 40 years of the records? It has been shown that from the earliest 

entrie , hor e, pigs, and even domestic fowl are sent from England to supply the army, 

but not cattle, or beef carcas e . The easiest answer is simply that Ireland was so well 

tocked with cattle that it was unnecessary. The Irish sources do record military 

excursions by the Anglo- ormans in which they seized large numbers of cattle; although, 

interesting) y, in most ca e they are accompanied by large numbers oflrish forces. If this 
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is to be seen as the main source of cattle available to the Anglo-Norman forces, at least 

initially, then one can see a substantive difference between the Irish and the Anglo

Normans in the reasons behind cattle raiding. For the Anglo-Normans, the goal seems to 

have been to acquire resources; the consumable products of the cattle being the important 

feature. For the Irish, these seem to have been secondary. The main goals behind seizing 

cattle were both the status gained and the deprivation of one's enemies of the consumable 

products of the cattle, through which they could be manipulated. Not provisioning the 

English army with live cattle seems to have been a standing policy. In the mid to late-

131h century, when supplies are being sent to support military campaigns in France and 

Scotland, live cattle are never sent, merely beef carcasses, in spite of the fact that large 

numbers of live horses and pigs are being shipped. 

Cattle raiding continues throughout the medieval period, the largest numbers of 

cattle seized being towards the end of the 16th century. More often than not it is the Irish 

raiding the Irish. In the late 16th century, Cuellar in describing local cattle raiding, also 

describes how the Anglo-Irish authorities would seize the stolen property for themselves. 

This can also be een in the Anglo-Norman sources much earlier. In 1295, the Sheriff of 

Tipperary was accu ed of tealing 4 71 cows and 48 oxen, as well as other stock. His 

only defence in the matter was that the items were stolen property which he was legally 

seizing. The fact that the Calendar of Justiciary Rolls classified this as theft highlights an 

important point, that a di tinction must be made between actual Crown policy and the 

action of the Anglo-Iri h. Anglo-Irish adherence to English law was opportunistic. 

When it uited them to ignore it, they did so. Thus cattle raiding by the Anglo-Irish in the 

medieval period hould perhaps be een more as a part of the native tradition of cattle 

raiding than a governmental policy. 

In general O' ullivan Beare's de cription oflreland stocked with large numbers 

of cattle eem to have been accurate. He goes on to describe both cows and oxen as 

being u ed for multiple purpo e . While one of the prime uses of cows was that of dairy 

production, the Anglo- orman ources al o describe heifers as being used for traction 

along ide oxen . An eight head plough-team seems to have been standard. Use of cattle 

for traction seem to le en over the period, although as late as the 16th century references 

to it appear. The Anglo- onnan ources also suggest a male-to-female ratio of 1: 10-12 
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females, exactly that referred to by Albarella and Davis (1994, 11 ). Although there is 

great variation in the listed values of cattle over the course of the medieval period, there 

seems to have been a steady increase in values of cattle. There is no discernible 

difference in value amongst cows, oxen, and bulls. Physically, Irish cattle are reported as 

having been smaller than English cattle. Boate's comment that this was due to the nature 

of the breed rather than the nature of the pasturage in Ireland is important for two 

reasons. First, the smaller stature of Irish cattle in the mid-17th century, when Boate was 

writing, suggests that the agricultural improvements of the later medieval period in 

England, which allowed for the breeding of larger cattle, had not yet taken hold in 

Ireland. Second, his defence of the quality of Irish pasturage suggests a certain level of 

importation of cattle into Ireland from England. This perhaps reflects as attempt to jump 

start the breed improvements already seen in England. 

4.5.2: Sheep/ Goat 

References to living sheep are infrequent. Amongst the Anglo-Norman sources 

this i understandable, as these are primarily accounting documents and thus, in the realm 

of sheep, almost completely given over to the wool market. Like cattle, sheep do not 

appear in the Anglo-Norman sources until the early 13th century. While sheep are 

occa ionally referred to in the Iri h annals, references to them being killed or taken in 

raid do not appear until well after the arrival of the Anglo-Normans. That the Gaelic 

population had begun to ee the value of sheep, enough to record such an incident, 

sugge t the realization that the wool trade was a lucrative business. References in the 

Anglo- orrnan ource ugge t an increase in the price over the course of the medieval 

period, and there is tentative evidence that wethers were worth more than ewes, being 

able to upply higher quality meat and fleeces. Mutton is referenced occasionally. One 

intere ting point to note i that heep, whether live or as mutton, are never specifically 

mentioned a being u ed to upply the English army. Like cattle, Irish sheep are smaller 

than Engli h heep, and for the same reasons, according to Boate. O'Sullivan Beare 

de cribes three specific colour of sheep in Ireland, and states that they are used both for 

dairy product and wo 1, being heared twice yearly. Goats are infrequently mentioned 

in any of the source . 
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4.5.3: Pig 

In spite of the fact that pork was considered one of the most desirable meats in 

Gaelic Ireland, references to pigs are infrequent in the Irish annals. Occasionally they are 

listed as having been stolen, but not to the extent one would expect, given their supposed 

importance. On the other hand, pigs appear vital to the provisioning of the English army 

from the earliest times of the colony. Large numbers were shipped from England in 1171 

to support the military in Ireland. Similarly, in the next century, they are shipped from 

Ireland to both France and Scotland. Pigs, unlike cattle, were shipped both as prepared 

carcasses and live animals. Live pigs, requiring no special diet, seem to have been the 

most practical animals for an army to keep. O'Sullivan Beare describes Ireland as being 

full of fat pigs "e pecially in the woods", implying both free range and sty husbandry, as 

well as wild populations. Sty husbandry would have been necessary in the urban 

environment, a i shown by the increasing levels of legislation intended to curb the 

de truction cau ed by free roaming pigs in urban settings. As with cattle and sheep, 

prices of pig seem tori e over time. There are some technical issues with estimating 

this, however primarily due to the various terms used to describe the animals and 

whether the e are imply due to the individual recording the information or to some 

actual qualitati e difference. In 1565, the Calendar of Ormonde Deeds makes a 

di tinction between pig /good pig , which are worth 4d. each, and hogs, which are worth 

60d. each. Two year later, the same document records "swine" worth 40d. each. There 

is one reference to the price of pg in the Irish annals, dating to 1598, which records "best 

pig "being old for Id . each in the camp of the Irish army, rightly described as being a 

good bargain. 

4.5.4: Hor e 

It ha been de cribed how the number references to horses in the Irish annals 

increa e over the medieval period, and how within these the relative frequency of military 

reference al mcrea e . The implication is that over the medieval period, use of horses 

in warfare m Ireland become more popular. Horses become an important tool of war. 

Although they are ometime Ii ted a being taken in military actions, these are almost 

exclu i ely the by-product, rather than the goal, of the action, as opposed to cattle, the 
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seizure of which was the goal. This is exemplified in O'Sullivan Beare's historical 

writings, where cattle are barely mentioned with respect to the military campaigns 

described, while horse is omnipresent. In the Anglo-Norman sources, horses are 

mentioned in the very earliest entries. There are large numbers sent both in the l l 70's 

and 1l80's to support the army. Horses are frequently mentioned alongside soldiers and 

arms, highlighting this use. Like pigs, the flow of horses into Ireland ebbs and by the 

mid-13th century, they are being sent to France and eventually to Scotland to aid the army 

there. Records involving horses emphasize a unique feature of military provisioning at 

this time. Throughout the latter 13th and early 14th century, records are kept of 

repayment for horses lost in the king's service. This is of significance in its implication 

that the king was not able to compel, or require, a large enough force to follow him into 

the field , and that one of the conditions under which he could martial a force was his 

promi e to repay all private losses . The fact that the king's call for horses to aid his 

military campaign appears a few years earlier than his call for pigs, suggests that, at least 

initially Engli h pig upplie were sufficient, while the supply of horses fit for a military 

campaign were not. 

Plough hor e , afer , are referred to frequently in the Anglo-Norman sources. 

Palfrey al o appear, but primarily a a medium of exchange. Values of horses are 

difficult to e timatc, a tho e reported vary so widely. This is due to the great variability 

in quality. The different ource di cuss quality in different ways. The Irish annals 

simply refer to Wei h/Briti h horse , implying that these were of higher quality than the 

native breed. ullivan Beare divide the types of horses present in Ireland into three 

categoric , ba ed upon their u e. The be t of these was the war-horse, the second was the 

palfrey, and the third, which he thought to be very poor, was the workhorse. Tables 4.12 

and 4.14 d1 play re ·ult fr m both the Anglo- orman ources and the two medieval Irish 

document dealing with hor ·e · pub Ii hed by ' Cuiv ( 1952). The former records values 

paid for h r ·e of ari u colours over time, while the latter describes the quality of 

horse with certam c I urs and characteri tic . Comparable material from both of these 

table has been comb med into Table 4.14. Unfortunately, only a few of the entries are 

comparable, due to the ubjective nature of the colour descriptions. However, some 

mtere ting com pan on can be een. In ome ituation , the two sets of results agree. 
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White horses are considered good and command the highest price listed. Tan/chestnut 

horses are deemed as being not fast and are valued much less. On the other hand, iron 

grey horses are considered bad but are still worth a decent price. The important point is 

what these two sources tell us about how the different groups looked at horses. That 

colours were mentioned in the Anglo-Norman sources suggests that some value was 

placed upon the animal's appearance. But the wide range of values suggests that 

ultimately the value the animal was based on its physical qualities, its ability to work; 

physical appearance and physical qualities are thus separate. This stands in opposition to 

the Irish text, in which the two are intertwined. Physical ability/quality is directly 

correlated to appearance, in spite of the acknowledgement, within the texts, that this 

could be overcome through breeding. It must be said that some of the entries in the Irish 

text rate physical characteristics which may affect overall quality, such as breadth of 

chest and length of front, but these are in the minority. 

Characteristic Text I Text II 
Value range 

(d.) 

Black Thickset, handsome - 90-4320 

Black-grey Thickset and handsome 
Fast, strong, handsome, 

800-2720 
fat 

Dappled grey - Good 720-3200 

Grey-brown/iron grey Bad Bad 1876 

Tan/chestnut 
Good-natured, usually not Not fast 320 

fast 

White Good Good 96-4800 

White backed, with grey Good - 960-2160 
and white 

Table 4.14 . Qualttat1ve and quantitative value of horses from 0 Cu1v's ( 1952) two medieval Insh texts and 

the Anglo- orman ources de cnbed in Chapter 3. 

4.5.5: Dog 

one of the ource reviewed mention dogs with any frequency. References to 

dogs in the Anglo- orman sources tend to focus on their high status. They are sporting 

creature , to be u ed in the upper class pastime of hunting. Irish greyhounds seem to 

have been the highly valued dogs. The Sidney State Papers records Queen Elizabeth 

seeking out uch dog to end as a tribute to Spain. Apart from greyhounds, two other 

types of dog are mentioned in the Anglo-Norman sources, mastiffs and harriers. 

Looking, then, at these three types of dogs, two sizes can be seen. Harriers, modem 
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examples of which average between 48 and 53 cm in height, represent the smaller group. 

Mastiffs and greyhounds, modem examples of which average between 71 and 79 cm in 

height, represent the larger group. The Irish annals do refer to dogs as high status items, 

in recording that some animals were taken in raids . On the other hand, the annals record 

dogs being eaten during a famine in 1116. The few references to dogs in the annals range 

between praise and disdain. O'Sullivan Beare describes three types of dogs in Ireland, 

guard dogs, lap dogs, and "cunna", large, quick, ferocious hounds, some of which were of 

no account, others of which were highly valued. The Irish attitude towards dogs is 

difficult to judge. While some were no doubt high status items, revered by their owners, 

others were eaten during famines, had their skins turned into gloves, or were buried with 

the dead as an insult to the deceased. It seems that to the Irish, while dogs were 

appreciated, even highly valued, they were still just work animals. 

4.5.6: Misc./Wild animals 

Wild and managed species appear with varying frequency. Deer appear primarily 

in the Anglo- orman sources and the historical/observational writing. In the Irish annals, 

the only mention of deer appears in the eulogy of the man remembered as a great hunter 

of wild deer. To the Anglo-Normans, deer were a species to be managed. Towards these 

ends, the granting/creation of deer parks was a common occurrence. Deer/venison also 

played an important social role, in that they were often used as gifts or tributes. The 

hunting of deer wa a popular pastime, but restricted to the upper classes. Gerald of 

Wales, in the late 13th century, cites a general lack of deer, while O'Sullivan Beare, 

writing in the 17th century, describes Ireland as being full of fat deer. O'Sullivan Beare 

also make a distinction between fallow deer and more general deer, some of which he 

uses the word " tag" to de cribe. A similar distinction is made in the 1286 murage grant 

to Tra!ee, Mallow, and Ard, where skins of fallow deer are mentioned separately from 

skins of hinds, although they are taxed at the same rate ( 1d./ l00) . The only other type of 

deer mentioned pecifically is roe deer, which Cuellar refers to metaphorically. In one 

interesting anecdote, the Anglo-Norman sources also mention a potentialfulachtfiadh in 

1305. 
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Rabbits do not appear in the Irish annals. In the Anglo-Norman sources however 
' ' 

they are frequently referred to. Rabbit warrens were a decent source of income and the 

granting of custom/rent free warrens was a common practice. At the level of the 

individual landlord, warrens could be granted, rented out, or proceeds pledged to a 

religious house . The numbers of rabbits involved need not have been great to make the 

endeavour profitable. In 1212-1213, 2000 rabbit skins were sold, in Ulster, at a price of 

l.2d. per skin. While this is a large amount, in the later 13th century, the yearly values of 

rabbit warrens ranged from 12 to 80 pence; given the price per skin, such profits are 

easily attainable with only 100-200 animals . Rabbits were also hunted, as a series of 

hunting licences from the early 13th century suggest. Hares are mentioned in such 

licenses as well. Gerald of Wales describes Irish hares as being smaller in size, closer to 

rabbits; while O 'Sullivan Beare praises Irish hares for both their skin and their flesh. 

Various other animals are mentioned in these sources which do not merit great 

attention. Bees stand out in the Anglo-Norman sources. This primarily has to do with 

prices of sealing wax purchased by the Irish Exchequer throughout the 14th century, 

although thefts of swarms and hives are also mentioned. Honey is, for the most part, 

referred to in murage grants, where it is not only one of the most frequently taxed items, 

but one whose tax fluctuates with regularity. Both Gerald of Wales and O'Sullivan Beare 

discuss pecie such as weasels, hedgehogs, squirrels, etc. O'Sullivan Beare also cites 

four types of "harmful" animals present in Ireland, wild cats, wolves, foxes, and rats. Of 

these, the lri h annal only refer to wolves and rats. The Annals of the Four Master 

mentions wolve devouring the bodies of dead soldiers in 1573. In 1015 a "plague of 

rats" is de cribed among t the Norse. This stands somewhat in opposition of O'Sullivan 

Beare, who blames French ships for the introduction of rats into Ireland. The most exotic 

species referred to are camels. These reference appear in 1105 and 1472, and describe 

camels over from the kings of Scotland and England respectively. This is an extreme 

example of the extent to which animals were being transported at this time. 

4.5. 7: Birds 

References to birds are for the most part limited to the Anglo-Norman sources, 

where they can be di vided into domestic birds and sporting birds. Amongst the domestic 
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birds, a variety of types appear. The more typical domestic fowl/chicken first appears in 

the early 13th century, when 260 of them are sent to supply the army in Ireland. 

However, use of domestic fowl to supply the army is not seen in the mid-late 13th century 

during campaigns in France and Scotland. Generally, references to domestic birds either 

deal with land rents or thefts. In terms of value, hens are the least valuable bird, followed 

by geese, and then capons. Dovecotes and pigeon cotes serve a similar function to rabbit 

warrens. Falconry, on the other hand, was a very popular pastime for the upper classes 

and there are frequent references to various types of sporting birds. Chief among these 

was the goshawk, which were quite valuable, although gerfalcons, sparrowhawks, and 

tercels are also mentioned. As with other trappings of higher status, these birds were 

quite frequently used as gifts or tributes. Pheasant and partridge were frequently hunted 

game birds. 

4.5.8: Fish 

The Irish annals give little useful information about fish, except to emphasize the 

importance of salmon and the overall large numbers of fish in Irish waters. Gerald of 

Wales, apart from listing types of fish both present in and absent from Irish waters, 

echoes thi . The Anglo-Norman sources tend to focus on fishery rights, which were 

treated in much the ame manner as rabbit warrens and dovecotes. Fishery rights were, 

however, much more valuable and disputes over the right to take fish from different 

waters are frequently recorded . The actual value of the fisheries varied based on location 

and productivity, but amounts ranged from l 2d. per eel pool to 2880d. for the king's 

pool in Limerick. Much of the medieval Irish fish industry focussed on two types of 

fish, almon and herring. Both of these are taxed by various volumes in the murage 

grant ; where thi i een, large scale trade may be inferred. Dried fish became an 

important food source for the army, and massive numbers were sent from Ireland to 

Scotland in the early 14th century. Shellfish are only mentioned in the Account Roll of the 

Priory of the Holy Trinity, Dublin , which purchased oysters for the Prier's consumption. 
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4.5.9: Animal products/Customs 

This section summarises a number of categories peculiar to the Anglo-Norman 

documents, those on food, wool/skins/hides, and murage grants. There are a number of 

both general and very specific references to meat products. The diet of the head of the 

Priory of the Holy Trinity, mentioned above, is a particularly good example of upper 

class diet in medieval Dublin. These include delicacies such as roast lamb, baked 

salmon, and cooked capon. More general descriptions, appearing in other Anglo-Norman 

sources, simply describe "meat" and "victuals". Prepared meat products became of vital 

importance to the provisioning of the army in the 13th and early 14th centuries, and large 

volumes were exported from various port cities. Dairy products also appear with a 

certain frequency, cheese being one of the items used to provision the army in the early 

l l 70's. Butter appears with less frequency. The Prior's diet, discussed previously, also 

included both butter and cheese. 

The easiest way to summarise the trade in wools, hides, and skins is to put it in 

the context of the ew Custom and murage grants. These commodities were hugely 

important to the economy, and such a lucrative business that it withstood two, and in the 

1290 three, cu tom placed on the goods for sale. The two main customs, as have been 

mentioned, were the New Custom and murage customs; the former covering wools, 

hide , and kin , the latter covering these along with a much wider range of products. 

The ew Cu tom tarted a a hort tenn solution to a financial crisis which became 

extremely lucrative and continued for over three decades. It eventually evolved into a 

fund with which the king could directly pay off his debts, and the proceeds go between 

the town of Bayonne and Italian merchants for about 10 years. There were many 

technical pr blem with collecting and accounting for the customs, but values from a 5 

year period in Ireland, 1275 to 12 0, amounted to just over £8500. The amounts 

collected by thi cu tom were much greater than those collected by the murage customs, 

the former collecting 0-160 pence per tandard volume (e.g. sack or last), the latter 

collecting le the JO pence per tandard volume. Murage customs, taken in order to fund 

the con truction of town wall , started off small. The first such grant, to Dublin in 1221 

took custom on hide , wool, and honey. The number of items covered by these grants 

grew rapidly to include not only wool, hides, and honey, but a wide range of both 
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agricultural and industrial product. Wool, in these grants, is taxed by various volumes, 

with the sack being the most common volume mentioned. Skins and hides are listed in 

great numbers primarily because they enumerate each type of animal skin included in the 

custom. In a broader sense, these murage customs are reflective of the products flowing 

through Irish market towns at this time, live animals, prepared and preserved meat, fish 

of every description, wool, skins, hides, honey, wax, clothe, butter, cheese, etc. These are 

all taxed at various rates, which seem to be unconnected with the actual value of the item. 
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Chapter 5 

The zooarchaeology of medieval Britain 

5.1: Introduction 

In trying to understand animal exploitation in medieval Ireland, it seems logical 

that knowledge of the situation in medieval Britain would be necessary. The fo llowing 

chapter will provide an overview of the zooarchaeology of medieval Britain. It is not 

intended that this be an exhaustive study of the topic, merely that the most salient points 

be reviewed . The first point to be discussed will be the frequencies of cattle, sheep, and 

pig. These animals provide the basis for the pastoral economy and their relative 

frequencies need to be discussed apart from species of lesser importance. After this, 

discussion of these three species will be divided, in tum, into ageing, sexing, size, and 

element distribution/butchery evidence. The third area to be covered will be the lesser 

domesticated species, horse, dog, and cat, followed by a discussion of wild species 

exploitation. Bird and fish will be omitted, as these topics are not main constituents of 

this overall work . Finally, evidence for the industrial use of animal by-products will be 

reviewed . 

5.2 : Age-at-death , ex, ize: an overview 

Although the technical aspects of estimating age-at-death, sex, and shoulder 

height have been di cu sed in a previous chapter, the implications of those results have 

not. Before di cu ing the zooarchaeology of medieval Britain, an overview of the 

economic trategie implied by such results should be given. The primary work 

addressing thi i Payne's 1973 article on sheep and goat mandibles from A~van Kale, 

Turkey. He pre ent three models, based on exploitation of three different strategies 

(ibid. , 281 -2 2), and in these both the age and the sex of the individual are of relevance. 

The first, meat production, applies to all three main domesticates. If meat production is 

the primary aim, then the goal is to achieve the highest possible ratio of meat produced

to-feed consumed, that is, the highest possible output for the least possible input. In 

general this means killing off most young males as they are reaching their prime meat 

age. Payne uggests that, in sheep and goats, this is between the ages of two and three 
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years; this occurs at a similar age in cattle and slightly earlier in pigs. However, amount 

of available pasture and herd size may affect the kill-off age. The killing of younger 

females will depend upon whether or not the producer wishes to maintain or increase 

herd size. The second strategy, milk production, affects only sheep and cattle. In this, 

younger individuals not required for breeding are "killed as soon as the yield of milk is 

not endangered" (ibid., 281 ). In this strategy, as with meat production, most males will 

be killed off at a young age. In deciding whether or not to keep or kill females, a balance 

must be struck between the amount of available pasture and milk production. Higher 

numbers of females will not necessarily lead to higher milk production, if they are 

underfed due to lack of pasture. Thus while many females will be kept to adulthood, 

some will be killed at younger ages. The third strategy, wool production, obviously only 

applies to sheep. In this, as many individuals as resources will allow will be kept to 

adulthood. Most males will be castrated, both to regulate breeding and for the higher 

quality fleece produced by wethers (Grant 1988, 153). Two important points must be 

remembered in this di cu sion. First, cattle and sheep, in the medieval period, were never 

kept for one ingle u e (ibid., 150; Payne 1973, 282). Second, no matter what the 

strategy, a certain number of younger individuals will always be kept as replacement 

stock (ibid., 2 1 ). 

The implication of estimated shoulder height are not particularly relevant to the 

visibility of the economic strategies discussed above. Size is more applicable to 

que tion involving breed variation/improvement, whether on a regional basis or over 

time. A will be di cu ed below, both of these can be seen in medieval England. 

Locali ed area of larger animal suggest either active improvement of the breeds by 

producers or beneficial local environmental factors; in either case what is visible in the 

archaeological record i a regional variant/breed. Fluctuations in size over time may also 

be due to either the breeding trategie (or ignorance thereof) of the producer, or 

environmental factor . In general, a will be discussed, there is a significant size increase 

in the po t-medieval period, indicative of specialised breeding programs. 
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5.3: Species frequency: cattle, sheep, and pig 

There are few medieval sites, irrespective of location or date, where cattle do not 

dominate the fauna! assemblage, whether judged by NISP, or MNI. In the rare situations 

where this is not the case, such as Great Linford Village (Burnett 1991, 232), Mitcham 

Vicarage (Hamilton-Dyer 2004, 102), or Christchurch, Dorset (Coy 1983, 92), body 

weight calculations reiterate that beef was by far the most abundant meat available to 

medieval populations. Grant ( 1988, 155) summarises that relative proportions of cattle 

tend to be higher at, and consistent between, urban and high status sites, while remaining 

low at rural sites . There may be various reasons for this phenomenon. In the case of 

urban sites, this may simply reflect the fact that cattle provide the most useable meat per 

animal and are therefore more profitable. Grant (ibid., 156) disagrees with this idea, 

suggesting that the cost of raising cattle for beef offsets their profitability. 

On high status sites, the high frequency of cattle may be explained either by 

production primarily for home consumption or by specialised production. In support of 

the former, documentary evidence from the early 14th century at Eye, a breeding manor 

on the Peterborough Estate (Biddick 1989, 85), shows that of 58 cows, 20 were butchered 

(presumably for local consumption) while only 15 were sold (2 were lost and the rest, 

presumably, kept alive). In support of specialised production, Ryder (1961, 106-107) 

interprets the exceptionally high frequency of cattle at Kirkstall Abbey in the 15th -16th 

century (90% of the identified assemblage) as being indicative of specialised production 

of beef and dairy cattle, citing Fountain Abbey (where the nearly 2-to-1 ratio of cattle-to

sheep led Trow-Smith to see it as a specialised production site) as an analogy. 

Unfortunately, looking at species frequency in isolation provides relatively little 

information. Vi ibility of the various husbandry strategies requires more detail, such as 

will be di cu ed later in the chapter. At this stage it is worthwhile to note Grant's (1988, 

150) point that specialization (i.e. a single animal species bred to produce a single 

product) i a recent development. One of the primary functions of cattle, and a reason for 

keeping high number of oxen, was traction. Although the change from the use of cattle 

to the u e of horse begin in the 12th century (ibid., 160), Albarella and Davis (1996, 24) 

suggest that oxen were still being used for ploughing as late as the 16th century at 

Launceston Ca tie. A the population of England grew over the 12th and 13th centuries, 
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so did the demand on food supplies, requiring increased productivity. One of the 

methods of achieving this was the opening up of new land, quite often more marginal, 

less suitable land, for cultivation. Walter of Henley (Langdon 1982, 31) suggested that 

the horses were unsuitable for ploughing anything but lighter soils, thus large numbers of 

cattle would have been required for this expansion onto poorer soils. However, keeping 

cattle for traction would not have precluded them from ultimately finding their way to the 

meat market. 

When looking at the number of sheep in an assemblage versus the number of 

cattle, the bias of NISP towards larger animals becomes an important factor. In situations 

where the relative frequency of sheep (according to NISP) is similar to that of cattle, it is 

not illogical to assume that sheep played a greater role in the economy of the site. 

Unfortunately, there are no strict rules regulating this interpretation. In spite of this 

subjectivity, such methods (MNI and NISP) avoid the trap into which the method of meat 

weight calculations fall, that of ignoring any other use for domesticated animals other 

than meat. That the remains of the three main domesticates represent consumed meat is 

not debated, but to as ume that this is directly related to the number of animals being 

reared on the site and therefore an indicator of economic importance is to assume that 

animals were only raised for home consumption. Countering this idea, Biddick (1989, 

85) note that during the annual cycle from 1300-130 I on the Longthorpe manor of the 

Peterborough estate, of 164 wethers, 133 were sold after shearing and I before shearing. 

Only 4 were sent to the butcher (presumably for local consumption), and 25 died. Thus 

while only 29 of the 164 wethers (18%) may be represented in the fauna! record, 133 

(81°/o) provided non-meat value. 

Grant ( 19 , 151) emphasises that "historical evidence tends to put more 

empha 1 on wool production than the archaeological evidence." The importance and 

extent of the medieval wool trade would lead one to expect to see vast numbers of sheep 

turning up in the archaeological record. That this is not the case is somewhat puzzling, 

but perhap explainable by Grant's further statement that according to documentary 

evidence, "more sheep were raised by peasants than were kept on estates". As a rule, 

lower clas rural site tend to be underrepresented in the archaeological record due to 

the1r lack of v1S1b1hty in the landscape. But where we do see rural sites, sheep are, 
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occasionally, the dominant species, as at Great Linford Village (Burnett 1991, 232), West 

Cotton (Albarella and Davis 1994, 13), and Upton (Grant 1988, 151 ). It is not only rural 

contexts where we see this trend. Norton Priory (according to MNI from the Pre

Dissolution phase; Greene 1989, 51 ), Launceston Castle (Albarella and Davis 1996, 11 ), 

Exeter (Maltby 1979, 22), and Dragon Hall, Norwich (Murray and Albarella 2005, 159) 

all have medieval contexts where sheep are the dominant species. 

Sheep need not dominate the assemblage numerically in order to illustrate the 

importance of the wool trade. Of more significance is an increase in the relative 

importance of sheep. Steady increases in the frequency of sheep can be seen at rural sites 

such as Whitham (McCormick and Murphy 1997, 606), and urban sites such as 

Flaxengate, Lincoln (O'Connor and Wilkinson 1982, 11 ), and various Hereford sites 

(Shoesmith and Noddle 1985, 90). McCormick and Murphy (1997, 607), citing the work 

of Lynch on the economy of Scottish medieval towns, describe a downturn in the wool 

trade after 1400 AD, and this may be linked to a series of epidemics that decimated sheep 

populations in the late 13th and early 14th centuries (Grant 1988, 154). However, Grant 

goes on to note the overall increase in sheep in urban, high status, and village 

environment in the 14th_ 15th centuries, suggesting a recovery in the wool trade. 

Of the three main domesticates, pigs seem to be given the least amount of 

di cus ion in the Briti h zooarchaeological literature. This may be because pigs produce 

no secondary product , and thus are only reared for their meat. Fluctuations in the 

number of pig are een as driven by changes in dietary preference or availability rather 

than by change in the demand for animal by-products (e.g. skins/hides, dairy). 

O'Connor ( 19 2, 11; 19 6, 2) has uggested that, at least in the urban environment, the 

pig market functioned independently of the sheep and cattle market. That is, the method 

and strategie for upplying pig to the urban marketplace differed from those of sheep 

and cattle, and tern primarily from the urban rearing of pigs. This may be seen at 

Coppergate, York, Flaxengate, Lincoln, and Fishergate, York, the sites which he was 

evaluating, but 1t is not applicable to all other urban contexts. Coy ( 1981, 98) states that 

ma semblage from Hamp hire (both medieval and non-medieval contexts) cattle 

dominate, with pig and heep alternating in importance. Similarly, some sites in 

Hereford how an increa e in sheep over the medieval period accompanied by a decrease 
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in pig (Shoesmith and Noddle 1985, 90). Such a decline in the frequency of pigs over the 

later medieval period is also seen at the high status rural site of Launceston Castle 

(Albarella and Davis 1996, 9). Shoesmith and Noddle (1985, 90) suggest that these 

decreases may be due to deforestation. The opening up of new agricultural land in the 

medieval period, discussed above in terms of cattle frequencies, led to the deforestation 

of large areas of land, destroying much of the foraging environment which pigs required. 

This turned them from animals able to feed themselves into animals that needed to be fed. 

While this is tempered by the fact that pigs are omnivorous, it still would have increased 

their production cost and may have made them a less desirable stock item. 

Grant ( 1988, 158) states that pigs are more common in rural rather than urban 

contexts, and that they are of exceptional importance in castle and monastic 

environments. Furthermore, Albarella and Davis ( 1994, 8) state that pigs are more 

common on high statu ites, and show that at West Cotton, as the site goes from being a 

manor to being a hamlet, the relative proportion of pig decreases. In the medieval 

assemblage from the manorial complex at Hall Farm, Lincolnshire, pig was the most 

frequent specie (Dobney 2003, 370). However, at other rural village sites such as 

Shrew bury (Noddle 19 3, 35) or Great Linford (Burnett 1991, 232) pig is present, but 

alway the lea t important of the three main domesticates . While in general the relative 

frequency of pig in urban environments is low, there are some instances where it is of 

greater importance. At Dragon Hall , Norwich (Murray and Albarella 2005, 159), pig is 

the mo t frequent pecie in the mid 9lh _ J l lh century assemblage, admittedly, though, this 

i ba ed on a mall ample size. Medieval contexts from Oxford produced almost 

exclu ively pig remain (Ingram 2001, 205), although the Jack of bones from any other 

pecie ugge t a certain level of recovery bias. Finally, according to meat weight, at 

Barnyard' Ca tie, London (Armitage 1982, 96), Coppergate, York (O'Connor 1986, 3), 

and Flaxengate, Lincoln (O'Connor 1982, 12), pig provided the second most abundant 

amount of meat, after cattle. 

ne final point to make about pigs i their consistency within the urban 

environment. etting a ide the decline in pig mentioned at some sites in Hereford, many 

multi-pha e urban medieval ite how little fluctuation in the relative frequency of pigs 

in the a emblages. Example include ite in Lincoln (O'Connor 1982, 11; Dobney, et 
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al. 1996, 69), York (O 'Connor 1986, 2; 1999, 339) and Christchurch, Dorset (excepting 

the Priory; Coy l 983b, 92). This is the feature that leads to the conclusion that the pig 

market may be functioning independently of the sheep and cattle markets. The easiest 

explanation for this may be the rearing of pigs in the urban environment. Unlike cattle or 

sheep, pigs are quite easily raised within an urban environment and could provide a non

fluctuating source of pork, such as is represented in the assemblages mentioned above. 

Another indicator of on site pig rearing is the presence of neo-nates in the assemblage. 

While there is abundant evidence for younger pigs from urban sites, which might suggest 

urban rearing, evidence for neonates as such is limited. In the assemblage from 

Coppergate, York, there is some evidence of neonates (O'Connor 1999, 348). At the 

Aldwark site, in York, O'Connor noted that while the ageing evidence for pig was slight, 

what was present indicated the consumption of piglet/suckling pig (ibid., 3 72). The 

easiest explanation for a lack of younger pig bones, assuming on site pig rearing, is the 

fragility of such remains. Finally, urban pig rearing is attested to by medieval laws 

regulating the urban rearing of pigs. Pig can be exceptionally destructive when rooting 

for food, and were known to cause massive amount of damage to private and public 

property. The problem arose from pig-owners letting their animals run free throughout 

the urban environment. The common punishment given to the owner of such a pig found 

roaming free wa either a fine, forfeiture of the animal, or both. A standard example of 

uch regulation can be ecn in York in 13 77 (Sellers 1911, 18): 

"If any pig i found wandering in the city, by day or by night, its owner is to pay 4d. or 

the ergeant or other officer who catche it - whether in the high street [or other streets} 

· hall detain the pig and may, if he wishes, kill the pig and keep the four trotters until he 

is paid the 4d . If pi g or other animals are found wandering beside the city wall~, whether 

m 1de or out 1dc, their owner are to pay 4d . per pig or other animal to the sergeant or 

other officer." 

5.4: attle 

5.4. J: Ageing evidence 

O'Connor ( 1999, 415), writing about York, highlights that cattle would have been 

"progre ively culled out of herd in small numbers from a few months old onwards". 

He goes on to uggest that while a few calves, heifers, and bullocks would have reached 
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the urban meat market, most young individuals culled would have been consumed in the 

rural marketplace, adults generally being sent to the urban market. This last point is 

accurate, in most medieval urban contexts, individuals tend to be adult/old at their time of 

death; however, the rest is questionable. If one looks at medieval rural sites, such as 

West Cotton (Albarella and Davis 1994, 9) or Great Linford village (Burnett 1991, 234, 

235), one sees that most individuals tend to be adult to old at death. The rural site of 

Wharram Percy (Ryder 1961 , 107) showed significant numbers of individuals under two 

years of age, but Grant ( 1988, 161-162) suggests that this site is the exception rather than 

the rule, and goes on to state that on rural sites most individuals tend to be mature at 

death. Religious houses such as Norton Priory (Greene 1989, 52) and Greyfriar's, 

London (Armitage and West 1987, 112) show a similar pattern. As stated, in most 

medieval urban contexts, the individuals represented are adult at death, but there are 

some exceptions. The urban Bewell House site in Hereford (Noddle 1985b, M8.F6) 

showed equal numbers of immature and mature individuals. At Skeldergate, York 

(O'Connor 1984, 19) the 10th century assemblages tended to contain sub-adult 

individuals, while in the early post-conquest phases most individuals were under one year 

of age. Most cattle identified in the assemblage from Lincoln College, Oxford, dating to 

12th-15th centurie , were at or over 24-30 months of age when killed (Charles 2002, 254). 

Finally, at the Bedem ite in York (O'Connor 1999, 364), individuals were either very 

young or very old at death . This may not be a typical urban assemblage, as it was a high 

statu ite, and O'Connor has suggested that the college to which the Bedern site was 

attached had its own, independent, beef supply. It would seem that the culled younger 

individual were ent primarily to the urban market. These younger individuals were 

O'Connor' "progre ively culled" individuals, representing both the need to limit herd 

size and the need to supply the meat market. On urban sites, there is ample evidence for 

both adult and elderly animals. This supports the idea that cattle were not specifically 

kept for meat. While some individuals would have been killed at their prime meat age, 

many would have been kept on for the secondary products they provided. Grant (1988, 

161) emphasi e that animals raised for secondary products would have been fattened up 

and marketed at the end of their usable lives. 
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While there is evidence for a decrease in the age at which cattle are slaughtered 

towards the later medieval period, seen at rural sites such as Great Linford village 

(Burnett 1991, 234-237) and Launceston Castle (Albarella and Davis 1996, 12), and at 

urban sites such as Exeter (Maltby 1979, 31 ), the reasoning behind it debated. Albarella 

and Davis choose to see the lower proportions of young individuals during the high 

medieval period as indicative of a dairying economy, with the increase in young 

individuals in the late medieval period illustrating a shift in focus towards meat 

production. Maltby chooses to see the opposite, that the lower proportions of juveniles in 

the early and high medieval phases are indicative of a meat based economy; he sees the 

increase in young individuals in the later medieval period as evidence of dairying. Both 

arguments are possible, and neither is proven. It may simply be that at this particular 

time, veal became more popular. Irrespective of the reasoning behind it, killing high 

numbers of younger individuals is an ill advised strategy, and Grant (1988, 153) cites that 

in the 16th century this led to a real threat to future meat supplies. 

5.4.2: Sexing evidence 

Sex ratios from British medieval sites are little discussed in fauna! reports. This is 

due both to the Jack of reliable methods for accurately sexing skeletons and the large 

amount of information required to apply those that do exist. McCormick's (1992, 203-

206) standards for distal metacarpal widths, have been used on Scottish sites such as 

Whithom (a rnona tic town; McCormick and Murphy 1997, 609) and Mills Mount (a site 

within Edinburgh Castle; McCormick 1997b, 206), both of which showed a 

predominance of females . Albarella and Davis (1994, 11) report that at West Cotton 

there are no major o teornetric differences which might indicate the sex ratio, and go on 

to suggest that mo t of the individuals in the assemblage were female. They also cite 

records indicating that in some villages the female to male ratio was as high as 10112: 1. 

This would support their idea, di cussed in the previous section, of a primarily dairying 

economy, but ignore the large number of individuals kept for traction. While few bulls 

would have been needed castrates would have been essential. Thus there is an argument 
' 

for the idea that large numbers of both sexes were available to the urban market. Early 

14th century documentary evidence from the Peterborough estates support this, showing 
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roughly equal numbers of oxen and cows (Biddick 1999, 83). The problem arises, as 

mentioned above, in the visibility of these within the record. In general, viewing sex 

based osteometric variation requires a large number of intact long bones. Unfortunately, 

these are very rarely present due to both methods of butchery and post-depositional 

destruction. 

5.4.3: Size 

Much of the discussion of size variation takes place within the context of the 

search for either chronological or regional variation. The former involves changes within 

a population over time, while that latter involves differences between contemporary 

populations. Evidence for size variation between periods is slight. A few sites, such as 

Christchurch, Dorset (Coy 1983, 44), and Whithom (McCormick and Murphy 1997, 609) 

show potential decreases in size between Saxon and medieval contexts. Other sites, such 

as Flaxengate, Lincoln (O'Connor 1982, 21-22) and Coppergate, York (O'Connor 1986, 

8) show no difference. Within the medieval period, there is little within site variation of 

size. Grant (1988, 176) summarises that the ranges of shoulder heights in the 12th/ 13th 

centurie and the 14th/ 15th centuries are the same, with a slight increase in the average, 

from 110 cm to 113 cm. There is a size increase towards the later medieval/post

medieval at Launce ton Castle (Albarella and Davis 1996, 33, 42). There is slight 

evidence for a ize increase between the high and late medieval periods at Lincoln 

(Dobney et al. 1996, 143), but this is identical to that mentioned by Grant, and not of 

great significance. 

There i ome evidence for regional size variation. Albarella and Davis ( 1994, 

I 0-11) report a imilarity in ize of medieval cattle from Northamptonshire and 

Yorkshire. They go on to report a difference between cattle from these areas, which are 

larger, and cattle from Launceston Castle, Cornwall, which in tum are similar in size to 

tho e from Exeter, and Prudhoe Castle, Northumberland. They suggest that this larger 

group repre ent a regional, improved variant. On the local level, Murray and Albarella 

(2005, I I) note a ignificant difference in size between different sites in Norwich, and 

sugge t the po ibility of multiple distinct populations being exploited in the same 

geographic area. This i al o seen in homcores at Coppergate, York (O'Connor 1986, 7). 
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O'Connor identified two separate homcore size groups, 110-150 mm and 185-230 mm. 

Both groups showed the same levels of robusticity, eliminating sexual dimorphism as 

cause for the variation. It was suggested that these groups represent different populations 

of animals. Similarly, Chaplin (1967, 133) identified four different homcore types in 

layers from 14th century Coventry. He assigned intra-group size variation to sex 

dimorphism, and suggested that these four groups represented four distinct populations of 

cattle. London, however, highlights the difficulties in viewing regional variation. 

Estimated shoulder heights from 15th century deposits at Greyfriar's, London (Armitage 

and West 1987, 112) ranged from 114.9 cm to 156.3 cm, averaging at 132.9 cm, much 

larger than the average for the period. Armitage ( 1982, 96-98) also cites metacarpals 

from Barnyard's Castle, London, which are much larger than normally seen in the 

medieval period. It is tempting to imagine that this is due to some regional variation. 

However, Armitage cites the long range driving of cattle, from as far afield as Scotland 

and Wales, to supply the urban meat market, and suggests that such wide ranging transfer 

of stock would dilute the population and make regional variation invisible. It is more 

likely that London's wealth and prestige allowed it to bring in and purchase larger 

animals. 

5.4.4: Element distribution/butchery 

Looking at variations in the distribution of certain skeletal elements is one method 

through which site function is inferred. Different activities, involving different segments 

of the skeleton, will generate different distributions of elements. For instance, if animals 

are being laughtered on a ite, one would expect to see a prevalence of both cranial 

elements and limb extremities (phalanges, metapodials), while domestic refuse/home 

consumption will be indicated by a higher proportion of meat bearing elements. 

Industrial usage may be suggested by large numbers of a limited range of elements. 

Throughout the medieval period at West Cotton, there is little variation in cattle 

element di tribution. Albarella and Davis ( 1994, 12) suggest that both slaughter and 

butchery were taking place on the site, all elements being used. This is a common feature 

on both rural medieval site such as West Cotton and Launceston Castle (for the late 13th 

and 15th centuries; Albarella and Davis 1996, 14), and urban medieval sites, such as 
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various sites at York (O'Connor, 1991 a,b, 246; 1999, 380). There is little mentioned 

about method of slaughter, although Chaplin (1967, 13 7) notes at a 14th -15th century site 

from Well Street, Coventry, a number of animals killed with a long-armed hammer rather 

than a poleaxe. This is indicated by fracture lines on the skull which radiate from central 

point over the brain case. Chaplin suggests that these fractures are too extensive to have 

been produced by a poleaxe, which generally leaves only a small hole. An alternative 

may be that a blow with such a hammer was designed to stun the animal rather than kill 

it, allowing for the cutting of the animal's throat. An important change seems to have 

been the development of more regular butchery patterns and the halving/hanging of 

carcasses, although this is primarily based on evidence from Flaxengate, Lincoln 

(O'Connor 1982, 16). O'Connor suggests that the regular halving of carcasses is not seen 

until after 1050, although he also admits that this was done in earlier periods with less 

frequency. This is also seen at Skeldergate, York (O'Connor 1984, 17), where evidence 

of halving is not seen in the 10th century levels, but was identified in the early post

conquest levels. O'Connor goes on to suggest that new building techniques promoted 

halving of carcas e by creating structures sturdy enough to support the weight of a 

hanging beef carcass. The Wigford site at Lincoln (Dabney et al. 1996, 24) shows a 

higher proportion of meat bearing elements, suggesting off site butchery. In the late/post

med1eval phase at Launceston Castle (Albarella and Davis 1996, 31) cranial elements 

disappear from the a emblage, al o suggesting offsite butchery. Although O'Connor 

( 1991 a, 246) state that at Fishergate, York there is little evidence for differences in 

element distribution, he does indicate that in the 16th century horncores disappear, which 

may show a imilar overall lack of cranial elements towards the later medieval phase seen 

at Launce ton Ca tie. In general, however, there seem to be little variation in element 

distribution between rural and urban context . 

5 4 5 Summwy 

In d1 ·cu ing differences between rural and urban ageing patterns, O'Connor 

sugge ted that )Ounger md1viduals, progressively culled from the herd, would be 

con urned m the rural marketplace, with older cattle making their way to the urban 

market either at their prime meat age or after their peak as providers of secondary 
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products. However, the evidence suggests that most individuals in both the urban and 

rural markets were adults at death. There is evidence for younger individuals in some 

urban assemblages, thus there does not seem to be any real urban/rural difference in age 

distribution. Young individuals were killed off both to supply the meat market and 

control population levels as needed. There seems to be a decrease in the age at death 

towards the later medieval/post-medieval period. The difficulty of identifying sex ratios 

in cattle is due to both age-slaughter patterns and butchery. To the former, few accurate 

methods of sexing the cattle skeleton exist, and those that do are only applicable to 

skeletally mature individuals. Younger individuals cannot be sexed. To the latter, sexing 

techniques in general require intact long bones, which are generally destroyed to some 

extent during the butchery process. The evidence that does exist suggests that most 

individuals were female. Given the two limitations in sexing methods mentioned, the 

implication is that adult females, kept for breeding and dairying, are being consumed in 

higher numbers. Skeletally immature individuals would be both males and females. This 

model, however, doe not take into account castrates kept for traction. Some sites show a 

slight decrease in size between the Saxon and medieval periods. Although there is a 

slight size increase over the medieval period, significant size increases are not seen until 

the post-medieval period. There is some evidence for regional size variation, shown by 

Albarella and Davis, between NorthamptonshireN orkshire sites and sites in Cornwall, 

Exeter, and Northumberland. Both rural and urban contexts show evidence of onsite 

slaughter and butchery. Towards the later-medieval/post-medieval period there is 

increasing evidence of off site slaughter, at least at high status and urban sites. The major 

development of the medieval period seems to have been the regular halving of carcasses. 

In tenn of method of killing animals, there is little evidence; however, Chaplin notes the 

use of a long-armed hammer instead of the poleaxe, suggesting that the latter is the 

standard. 

5.5: heep/goat 

5. 5.1: Ageing evidence 

The main que ti on discussed with relation to age at death of sheep is whether or 

not they are being raised primarily for meat or for wool with meat as a by-product. Grant 
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(1988, 151-2) presents the summary that in general mature sheep tend to dominate rural 

assemblages, then goes on to state that the predominance of juveniles in 12th and 13th 

century urban contexts implies a large number of adults left in the rural environment (i.e. 

superfluous young animals are feeding the urban meat market, while certain numbers are 

maintained in the rural environment to supply the wool industry). She also states that in 

the 14th and 15th centuries, as the numbers of sheep bones increased overall, the 

frequency of older individuals on urban sites increases (ibid., 152-154). While one would 

expect the presence of older individuals across the board, given the importance of the 

wool industry and the particular popularity of British wool, this is not always the case. 

The rural site of Wharram Percy (Ryder 1961, 107) again seems to be an 

exception, with individuals under two years of age being killed throughout the medieval 

phase. The 13th century phase at Whithorn produced a high percentage of individuals 

under the age of two years (McCormick and Murphy 1997, 610). 14th century 

Shrewsbury (Noddle 1983, 35) bore evidence of younger individuals, with stronger 

evidence for older individuals in the 16th century. It must be stated, however, that both 

Whitham and Shrewsbury are very small sample sizes. West Cotton (Albarella and 

Davis 1994, 13-14) hows a pattern similar to that of Shrewsbury, though the timing does 

not line up exactly. Here, during the early medieval period, most sheep are killed off 

between the age of 6 months and 2 years. By the mid-to-late medieval phase the age at 

death shifts to 3-4 years . Proctor's Yard, Bicester (Charles 2002, 252-254) shows the 

oppo ite; in the mid-late 11th century most individuals were 3-4 years at death, decreasing 

to 1-2 years in the 12th-15th century. The early medieval site at Shepperton bore evidence 

of sheep being killed off at all ages (Ayres 2005, 70). The peak kill-off age at 

Launce ton Ca tie (Albarella and Davis 1996, 12-13) was between 2 and 6 years, with 

low number of very young or very old individuals. A similar pattern is seen at 

Greyfriar' , London (Armitage and West 1987, 112), where the peak age was between 

2.5 and 5 year . The religiou hou e of orton Priory (Greene 1989, 51) showed a 

lightly narrower kill-off range, between 2 and 3 years . Overall, in rural environments 

and religiou hou es, one see a high level of variation, but with most sites producing 

adult , md1cative of wool production. 
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Urban sites show varied results as well. Assemblages from Mills Mount, 

Edinburgh (McCormick 1997b, 208) and the Bewell House site at Hereford (Noddle 

J985b, M8.F6-F7) show a predominance of younger individuals. Other sites in Hereford 

(Noddle 1985a, M8.E2-E3) show primarily mature animals. Most sites in York 

(O'Connor 1986, 4; 1999, 384) tend to produce adults/mature individuals; although at 

Coppergate O'Connor notes a high number of lambs under 1 year of age and suggests 

that they are surplus males killed during a summer cull. Skeldergate, York (O'Connor 

1984, 19) shows a pattern similar to that from Launceston Castle, mentioned above, with 

the emphasis on younger animals. In the earliest phases, most individuals are young/sub

adult, but in the early post-conquest and later medieval phases the individuals are adults 

when killed. Flaxengate, Lincoln (O'Connor 1982, 23) shows a vaguely similar pattern; 

while in most phases individuals are old at death, in the earlier mid-I I th century phase 

there are two peak slaughter ages, one of which is 1-2 years. Fishergate, York (O'Connor 

1991 3
, 254) and sites in Lincoln (Dobney et al. 1996, 40) produced age ranges from 2 to 5 

years and 2 to 4 years respectively. Finally, Dragon Hall, Norwich (Murray and 

Albarella 2005, 164-5) shows a tendency towards older individuals. 

Two trends can be noticed in these descriptions. The first is the increase in age

at-death with the passage of time, as seen at West Cotton, Shrewsbury, Skeldergate and 

potentially Flaxengate. The second is a prime kill-off age, at many sites, ranging from 2 

yrs to 5/6 yr . However, within these broad trends, there is much variation. The debate 

over wool versu meat production may be less relevant than it is supposed, as these two 

strategies were not mutually exclusive. In attempting to explain the kill-off strategy at 

mid-I I th century Flaxen gate, O'Connor ( 1982, 23-24) makes the point that this is a mixed 

economy. Wool is of primary importance, but high quality meat is still a valuable item, 

therefore ome animal will be killed off for meat. Albarella and Davis (1994, I3-14) 

sugge t that killing off in the fourth year would have provided both a decent supply of 

wool over the life of the animal, and high quality meat at the end of its life. 

5.5.2: Sexing evidence 

As with cattle, there is relatively little discussion of the sex of sheep from English 

medieval site . Any attempt that have been made have involved either homcore or 
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metacarpal measurements. At West Cotton, Albarella and Davis (ibid., 15) used these to 

suggest a higher number of potential females than potential males, although they admit 

that it is far from definite . At Flaxengate, O'Connor (1982, 29) used an index of the 

distal metacarpal to evaluate sex ratios and found that between the 10th and 13th centuries 

the female to male ratio fluctuated from 1.2: 1 to 2: 1. He also identified size variation in 

homcores which, although potentially attributable to sexual dimorphism, was interpreted 

as a result of breed variation. This last point is in conflict with Harcourt ( 1985, M8.D4) 

who chose to see sexual dimorphism as the cause of size variation in a series of sheep 

skulls (with homcores either broken off or removed) from Victoria Street, Hereford. 

Albarella and Davis ( 1994, 15) make the point that a female to male ratio of 40: 1 is 

adequate for maintenance of stock levels, a much higher ratio than reported by O'Connor. 

The reason behind thi i probably that the higher number of males seen at Flaxengate are 

wethers. A wethers produce the finest fleeces (Grant 1988, 153), it is economically 

advantageous to ca trate most males and keep them for wool production, rather than 

simple ending mo t of the young "superfluous" males to the meat market. Thus there is 

a perfectly logical mechani m which would explain similar numbers of adult females and 

male . Unfortunately, there is relatively little evidence one way or the other. 

5.5.3: Si:::e evidence 

O'Connor ( 19 2, 25) tate that "wool production assumes nothing about body 

ize." Therefore variation in size over time need not necessarily be linked to a shift 

between meat and wool production. He cites the temporary spike in the numbers of 

younger heep being killed in mid- I I th century Flaxengate, Lincoln, and interprets the 

lack of i.le variation a indicating that in spite of a short term high demand for mutton, 

there wa no attempt to breed larger heep. Although, as O'Connor also states, larger 

heep will pr duce heavy fleece , this might be at the expense of quality. In general there 

i a decrease in the ize in heep from the Saxon period to the medieval period (Grant 

19 , 176), illu trated at ite uch a Chri tchurch, Dorset (Coy 1983, 98) and Lincoln 

(Dabney et al. 1996, 40). Evidence from Victoria Street, Hereford (Harcourt 1985, 

M .D4) ugge t that the e heep were slim, similar to Soay sheep. Grant states that 

early medieval heep average between 50 and 60 cm and do not change in size over the 
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period. Sites such as Exeter (Maltby 1979, 51 ), Bewell House, Hereford (Noddle l 985b, 

M8.Fl3), and Dragon Hall, Norwich (Murray and Albarella 2005, 165) bear this out. 

Albarella and Davis ( 1994, 15) report that, as with cattle, there seems to be a localized 

area, consisting of sites from West Cotton, York, and Leicester, with sheep which are 

generally larger than examples from Launceston Castle and the West Country. It is only 

towards the 16th century that size increases start to be reported. Launceston Castle 

(Albarella and Davis 1996, 4 7), Exeter (Maltby 1979, 51 ), and Lincoln (Dobney et al., 

1996, 40) all show this 16th century size increase which is generally interpreted as early 

evidence of the agricultural improvements which will increase in the post-medieval 

period. 

5.5.4: Element distribution/butchery 

There is little discussion of the method of slaughter. However, O'Connor (1982, 

24) reports that at Flaxengate, Lincoln, there is a trend towards decapitation by a blow 

very near the base of the skull. At the same site, he states that the issue regarding halving 

of the carcass, discussed in reference to cattle, is also applicable to sheep. It does not 

become a feature until after the mid-I I th century. However, at Exeter (Maltby 1979, 54) 

this process is not seen until the 16th century. Lincoln (Dobney et al., 28) shows evidence 

for the hanging, in the form of pierced scapulae and halving of carcasses. Albarella and 

Davis, at West Cotton ( 1994, 13), believe that in spite of the element distribution on the 

site, all element were originally evenly represented, suggesting on site sheep 

slaughter/butchery. However, at the high status rural site of Launceston Castle (Albarella 

and Davi 1996, 32) they interpret the high number of humeri and tibiae as representing 

the acqui ition of dre ed carcasses rather than onsite slaughter. Evidence from urban 

sites is more varied. At Lincoln, both O'Connor (1982, 25) and Dobney et al. (1996, 24) 

noted a high frequency of meat bearing elements along with a high frequency of 

mandible . It i uggc ted that this frequency of mandibles, along with main meat 

element , is evidence of a dietary preference for brain and tongue, rather than onsite 

butchery. A kull split for brain extraction, from the earlier, l 0th century site of 

Skeldergate, York (O'Connor 1984, 17), indicates that this was not an unknown practice. 

At Exeter, Maltby ( 1979, 53-54) reported that most of the butchery evidence appeared on 
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long bones. At Fishergate, York (O'Connor 1991a, 246) whole carcasses were used 

throughout the medieval period, and it is not until the late 16th century that metapodials, 

phalanges, and cranial elements disappear from the assemblage. O'Connor suggests that 

the Jack of cranial elements and limb extremities indicates that either dressed carcasses 

are being used on the site, or that the head and phalanges are being removed with the 

skin. Overall , there seem to be various practices occurring. This should be expected, 

given that sheep were used for various purposes at any one time. 

5.5.5: Sheep Horn 

It is unclear when polled sheep first appeared in Britain. Archaeological evidence 

shows from sites at London and Bristol show that they were present at least from the 11th 

century, although they may have arrived much earlier (Armitage and Gooddall 1977). 

The trend on medieval English sites seems to be that both homed and polled sheep are 

present. A I 0th century depiction of a polled sheep suggests the presence of this variation 

from the onset of the medieval period (Ryder 1983, 798). Ryder (l 961, l 08) noted the 

presence of both at York (11th_ 14th centuries), in equal numbers, and at Kirkstall Abbey 

(mid 15th-mid 16th centuries), with slightly more homed. He suggests that the presence 

of both types at Kirkstall is evidence that the Cistercians raised both short and long

haired breed . He contrasts the evidence from Kirkstall with that from the Cluniac 

monastery of Pontefract Priory, where no hornless sheep were identified. Noddle ( l 985a, 

M8.E 11) report that at the Berrington site, Hereford, homed sheep are present from the 

earlie t pha e , polled not appearing until the post-medieval period. McCormick (l 997b, 

208) report that polled sheep only appear at Mills Mount, Edinburgh later, in the 15th 

century, and cite a similar result reported by Armitage at High Street, Edinburgh. Both 

type are een at t. Peter treet, Northampton (Harman 1979, 328) and at York 

(O'Connor 1999, 409). Ryder ( 1983, 467) suggests three types of horn inheritance: 

"homed m both exe , homed in the rams only, and polled in both sexes", but states that 

the e variation are independent of breed. Alternatively, O'Connor sees variations in 

levels of homed ver u polled as indicating different populations of sheep. Overall, the 

language used to de cnbe polled sheep, for instance "present" (O'Connor 1986, 5), 

uggest that they are the exception rather than the rule. Even more exceptionally, 



O'Connor (1982, 30) reported the presence, at Flaxengate, Lincoln, of homed, polled, 

and polycerate sheep. 

5.5.6: Goat 
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Goat is a rare species on English medieval sites. Grant (1988, 155) states that 

they are more frequent on urban sites rather than rural sites, and that their exploitation is 

mainly as a source of raw materials. That they are infrequent on rural sites is beyond 

doubt. Ryder ( 1961, 105) reports very few from rural sites it medieval Yorkshire, while 

Albarella and Davis ( 1994, 13) state that none were identified from the West Cotton 

assemblage. At Launceston Castle (Albarella and Davis 1996, 13) the only goat remains 

were from immature individuals, leading to the interpretation that while kid meat was 

popular on the site, no actual goats were kept there. Within the urban context, goats are 

almost exclusively represented by homcores. Some urban sites such as Mills Mount, 

Edinburgh (McCormick l 997b, 208), Blake Street, York (O'Connor 1999, 377), and 

Coppergate, York (ibid., 353), show little to no evidence of goat. Aldwark, York (ibid., 

370), al o had low level of goat except in the 12th-mid 13th century when levels of goat 

leap to 28.4°/o of the ovicaprid population. Goat is represented primarily by cranial 

elements with evidence for the removal of their homcores. At Exeter (Maltby 1979, 41 ), 

27.5°10 of the ovicaprid homcores were from goat. At Flaxengate, Lincoln (O'Connor 

1982, 40), low level of goat are noted with no specific element more frequent than any 

other. 

ize variation in goat homcores is attributed to various causes. Ryder ( 1961, 108) 

sugge t that two ize groups from York represent the two sexes, females ranging from 

130-190 mm, male from 1 0-250 mm. Goat horns show very distinct size differences 

between the exe . Writing later, also about York, O'Connor (1999, 410) uses this to 

sugge t different population of goats being supplied to different sites in the city, by 

illu tratmg ize variation between sites which cannot be attributable to sexual 

dimorphi m. At the Aldwark site, according to O'Connor, most goats were killed off in 

their third to fourth year. The e may represent females kept on for breeding and milk. 

He al o ee th1 m the homcore evidence from the early post-conquest levels at 

keldergate, York (O'Connor 19 4, 22) . Noddle (1985b, M8.Fl3) reports that at the 
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Bewell House site, in Hereford, 35 horncores were identified, 16 from females, 19 from 

males, and suggests that the females were kept for breeding and milk while the males 

were killed around the age of two years for meat, horn, and hide. In terms of supplying a 

local, urban dairy market, goat are the best resource. Like pigs, they can be easily kept 

within the urban environment and can eat a wide range of food. They are also very good 

milk producers (Grant 1988, 155). 

Overrepresentation of goat horncores, relative to post-cranial elements, is a major 

problem when attempting to identify goat rearing. If goats were being kept in the 

country, their horns being brought in to the towns as a raw material, one would expect to 

see higher numbers of goat post-cranial elements at rural sites, where almost none are 

seen. In his discussion of the assemblage from Coslany Street, Norwich, where only two 

post-cranial elements showed up amongst a number ofhorncores, Albarella (1997a, 5) 

suggested that rather than domestic production, goat horn is being imported from 

overseas. Long distance trade of horn/antler is not unheard of, and has been suggested by 

McCormick ( 19973
, 836-83 7) as the means by which roe deer antler arrived at the mid-

! 2th century Irish site of Bakehouse Lane, Waterford. 

5.5. 7: Summary 

In terms of age-slaughter pattern, whether in rural or urban contexts, there is 

much variation. Overall, however, two features may be noted. First, over the medieval 

period, the age at death increases. Second, the prime kill-off age ranges between 2 and 

5 6 years. Thi ugge ts an increase in the exploitation of wool; however, as Albarella 

and Davi and Grant have pointed out, raising sheep for meat and raising sheep for wool 

are not mutually exclu ive practices. Evidence for younger individuals may indicate 

either superfluous individuals culled out of the herd, or simply a dietary preference for 

lamb. As with cattle, there is little sexing evidence available for sheep. Albarella and 

Davis sugge t a female-to-male ratio of 40: 1 is adequate for maintenance of population 

levels. O'Connor reported a much lower ratio at Flaxengate, Lincoln during the medieval 

period, fluctuating from 1.2: 1 to 2: 1. The simplest explanation for this is that many 

male would have been castrated and kept for wool production, wethers producing high 

quality fleece . This raises another similarity to cattle. In the traditional model of 
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secondary product exploitation, one would expect that a majority of the younger 

individuals killed off would be males. However, in both cattle and sheep, there is logic to 

keeping castrated males, thus not all immature skeletal remains should be automatically 

assumed to be male. The question of size raises yet another similarity with cattle. After 

a general decrease from the Saxon to the medieval period, size remains relatively 

constant throughout the medieval period. It is not until the post-medieval period that one 

sees a major size increase. Regional variation can be seen in the same populations as 

those mentioned when discussing cattle. Whole carcasses seem to have been used on 

rural sites (i.e. onsite slaughter and butchery) . Urban sites and high status sites show a 

mixture of both whole and dressed carcasses. Although in come urban contexts cranial 

elements, which would otherwise be considered butchery, are present, they are explained 

as indicative of a dietary reference for brain and tongue. The practice of halving of 

sheep/goat carcasses occurs in concert with that of cattle. As for method of slaughter, 

there is a move towards decapitation reported by O'Connor. Most sheep are horned, 

although there is evidence for polled and polycerate sheep as well. Finally, goats are not 

very common on British medieval sites, but tend to be slightly more frequent on urban 

sites. The implication is that these support a local urban dairy/meat market. 

5.6: Pig 

5.6.1 : Ageing evidence 

The age at which pigs are slaughtered tends to vary little. They provide no 

secondary product , thus keeping males beyond their prime meat age is of no value (save 

a very few for breeding). Similarly, litters tend to be large, reducing the number of adult 

female required to be kept for breeding. At medieval rural sites in York (Ryder 1961, 

I 07) mo t individuals were killed around the age of 18 months ; similarly, at Great 

Linford Village (Burnett 1991, 234, 236), the prime kill of age seems to have been 17-22 

month . This uh-adult kill-off can be seen at West Cotton and Launceston Castle 

(Albarella and Davis 1994, 16; 1996, 13) as well; however, there are also a number of 

immature individual . At the Norton Priory (Greene 1989, 52-53), an Augustinian 

religious hou e, most individuals were between one and two years of age, while at the 

monastic town of Whithorn, in the 13th century, most individuals were under one year of 
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age (McCormick and Murphy 1997, 611 ). Due to the relative ease with which large 

numbers of pigs can be bred, most will be killed at the sub-adult stage (18-24 months), as 

they are reaching their prime meat weight. This is certainly reflected in the rural 

assemblages. However, the presence of immature individuals in some contexts is 

important as well . Having access to a decent supply of pigs made it possible, perhaps 

even desirable, to consume immature pigs. This is indicative of a producer site, a fact 

which will become important when looking at urban contexts. 

Within the urban environment, the debate tends to revolve around whether or not 

pigs were reared onsite or brought in from country producers. Evidence for the former, 

as mentioned in the previous paragraph, is generally seen as high numbers of immature 

individuals found in urban assemblages. Noddle ( 1975, 255) noted the predominance of 

immature pigs from various southern British urban sites. This can also be seen at 

Skeldergate, York (O'Connor 1984, 19), Exeter (Maltby 1979, 55) and the Berrington 

Street sites at Hereford (Shoesmith and Noddle 1985, M8.E12). Neo-nate remains are 

rarely mentioned specifically, although McCormick does note the presence of four neo

nate bones from Mills Mount, Edinburgh (McCormick 1997b, 209). Although high 

numbers of immature individuals are the basis for recognising urban pig rearing, this 

need not mean that all or even a majority of individuals from the assemblage be this age. 

A wide range of kill -off ages may also represent onsite pig rearing; there being immature 

individual con urned to control stock populations and fill market demand, sub-

adul mature individual consumed at their prime meat age, and older individuals kept for 

breeding. Thi can be een at Mills Mount, Edinburgh (ibid.) and St. Peter Street, 

orthampton (Harman 1979, 33 I). Both at Flaxengate, Lincoln (O'Connor 1982, 33), 

and Dragon Hall, orwich (Murray and Albarella 2005, 165), show a shift from an older 

to a younger kill-off, although the timing is different at the two sites. In the former, the 

shift can be een between the pre- and post-conquest phases, while in the latter it can be 

seen between the medieval and post-medieval periods. This may suggest a shift towards 

urban pig reanng; however, the evidence is not strong. Noddle (1975, 257) also suggests 

that a h1ft towards sty hu bandry between the pre- and post-conquest phases at North 

Elmham, East Anglia explains the change towards lower age kill-offs. Sty husbandry 

would have become increa ingly important in the rural environment over the medieval 
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period, as the expansion of agricultural lands led to deforestation, destroying the natural 

environment for raising pigs. From a practical standpoint, sty rearing would have been 

necessary in the urban environment. That this was not initially the case is attested to by 

the development of legislation regarding pigs allowed to run loose in towns, mentioned 

above. It is odd that such legislation was necessary. Roaming pigs were just as likely to 

cause damage to the owner's property as to anyone else's, thus why an owner would 

allow them to roam free is perplexing. One suggestion is that allowing pigs to "fend for 

themselves" saved the owner from the expense of feeding the animal. Finally, in 

opposition to the development of sty rearing, it has also been suggested that this shift 

towards younger kill-off ages is evidence of the development of earlier maturing pig 

populations (O'Connor 1982, 33). 

5.6.2: Sex 

As discussed in the previous section, there are limited uses for pigs. They are 

kept as a meat source and for breeding purposes. First and foremost this means that 

fewer male than females are needed. Albarella and Davis (1994, 17) cite documentary 

evidence for a ratio of l boar to every 3 sows. But here the issue arises of a consumer 

site versu a producer site. On a consumer site, large proportions of males may be 

expected; while on a producer site one might expect a higher proportion of females, these 

being breeding sows past their prime. However, this presumes that these breeding sows 

would not be brought to market as well. At Great Linford village (Burnett 1991, 233, 

235), the female-to-male ratio fluctuates over time, 5: l during the earliest phase (10th-late 

13th century), 1.6: l during the middle phase (early 14th-late 15th/early 16th century), and 

2: I in the final pha e (early I 6th-18th century). The drop in the ratio over the medieval 

period is not explained by the analyst. This is countered by Launceston Castle (Albarella 

and Davis 1996, 13) where the ratio of males to females remains relatively constant 

except for a spike in the 15th century. During the late 13th century the male-to-female 

ratio i 2.3: 1, 5: I in the 15th century, 3 .3 in the 16th -mid 17th centuries, and 2.1 from the 

mid 17th century to modem times. The analysts suggest that this 15th century spike in 

male may be linked to a relative increase in immature individuals during this period, 

there being a tendency to select males when culling younger animals (ibid., 38). There is 
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no change in age-at-death from Great Linford Village which might support this idea. 

Albarella and Davis (1994, 17, Table 25) also present a paradox at West Cotton. When 

looking at both loose canines and those still in mandibles, the male to female ratio is 2: 1. 

However, they suggest that there is a recovery bias towards loose male canines, which are 

larger and more likely to be recovered. When looking at only canines still in mandibles, 

the ratio reverses . They interpret West Cotton as a consumer site and highlight the 

uniqueness of having a higher number of females than males in such a context. At the 

urban site of Dragon Hall, Norwich (Murray and Albarella 2005, 165), there were slightly 

more males than females; however, they attribute this to recovery bias and dismiss its 

significance, interpreting that males and females were present in equal numbers. Wilson 

(1994, 111) reported a similar result from Oxford. Overall, given the little evidence 

available, no specific pattern seems to be emerging. 

5.6.3: Size 

Maltby (1979, 57), in discussing Exeter, stated that pig size is difficult to assess, 

since most of the individuals were immature at death (i.e. the bones were not fused). 

Unfortunately, this problem is not limited to sites with immature individuals. Many 

assemblage show a predominance of individuals killed off at the sub-adult phase; not all 

elements are fu ed at this stage, leading to the same problem. Medieval pigs are 

generally thin and long-legged (Grant 1988, 177). As with cattle and sheep, there seems 

to have been a ize decrea e between the Saxon and medieval phases (Noddle 1975, 256; 

Shoe mith and oddle 1985, 90). There is little evidence for size variation over the 

course of the medieval period, although Albarella and Davis (1996, 18) report a slight 

decrease in size between the 15th and 16th centuries, followed by a large increase in the 

post-medieval period . Evidence for regional variation is equivocal. O'Connor (1982, 36) 

reports that pig from Flaxengate, Lincoln are smaller than those from Exeter, however 

this is interpreted a a factor of the younger slaughter age. Albarella and Davis (1994, 17) 

state that there i no ize variation between West Cotton and Launceston Castle. This is a 

trong argument against regional size variation for pig, as both cattle and sheep from 

West Cotton were con istently larger than those from Launceston Castle, and used as 

evidence for regionality. The presence of wild boar on medieval sites is difficult to 
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identify. Identifications of wild boar remains in archaeological assemblages are rare. 

This can be ascribed to two reasons: first, it is difficult to differentiate between wild and 

domestic pigs using anything other than size; second, they were probably not a widely 

consumed species. In explaining this second point, Grant (1988, 167) emphasises the fact 

that the increased deforestation over the course of the medieval phase restricted their 

natural habitat thus limiting their availability. One should really only expect to see them 

at high status sites. Although from a Saxon phase assemblage, slightly earlier than this 

chapter is concerned with, high status deposits from Hampshire have produced a pig 

femur that is similar in size to wild boar (Coy 1981, 98). The analyst stops short of 

labelling it as such. Noddle (1985b, M8.G l) also reported one specimen from the Bewell 

House site at Hereford which was large enough to have come from wild boar, but does 

not definitely identify it as that. 

5.6.4: Butchery/Element distribution 

Maltby (1979, 58) reports high amounts of butchery as well as a high level of 

fragmentation not attributable to post-depositional factors, while O'Connor (1982, 34) 

describes the pig butchery at Flaxengate, Lincoln as less "systematic", than that of cattle. 

More erratic butchery patterns suggest that non-professionals were engaging in the 

practice. Documentary evidence suggests that, in the rural environment, pigs were 

primarily farmed for home consumption (Grant 1988, 158), an observation which would 

seem to apply to the urban environment as well, given the space limitations inherent in 

town/city habitation. This may be supported by the butchery evidence described. There 

is little variation in element distributions. That is, there is little bias towards either prime 

meat-bearing elements or what would be considered, in cattle and sheep, butchery waste. 

This may be attributed to the fact that, compared to cattle or sheep, a higher percentage of 

the carca sis traditionally considered edible, thus fewer elements would be discarded 

before reaching the kitchen. At West Cotton and Launceston Castle (Albarella and 

Davi , 1994, 16; 1996, 12) high proportions of teeth were identified. The contrast is 

somewhat more extreme at We t Cotton, where there are few post-cranial elements or 

skull fragments. Albarella and Davis suggest that the high number of teeth is indicative 

of the greasy nature of the bones, which would have made them attractive to scavenging 
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carnivores. The high number of teeth within kitchen/domestic refuse, as West Cotton has 

been interpreted, again highlights the fact that nearly the entire pig carcass was 

considered consumable, and the bones consequently more susceptible to destruction. 

5. 6. 5: Summary 

Age-slaughter patterns for pigs tend to vary little. As pigs provide no secondary 

products, they are killed off when it is economic to do so. Generally this is between the 

ages of 18 and 24 months, as they are reaching full size. Rural assemblages tend to 

reflect this . However, the fecundity of pigs eases the pressure of strict adherence to kill

off strategies, thus one sees a certain amount of immature individuals in rural 

assemblages. Urban assemblages tend to show a wide range of kill-off ages, and this is 

taken as evidence for onsite pig rearing. It is suggested that there is a shift towards sty 

rearing in the post-conquest period. This would have been essential to urban pig rearing. 

Pigs can be very destructive, and over the medieval period many towns and cities enacted 

legislation prohibiting the free roaming of pigs within the urban environment. Female-to

male ratios fluctuate from site to site and over time, ranging from 1.6: 1 to 5: 1. There is 

assumed to be a tendency for selecting males when killing off immature individuals. No 

real patterns emerge from the data. The tendency to kill-off immature and sub-adult 

individuals makes it difficult to estimate pig size, as many elements will not be fully 

fused. Medieval pig are generally thin and long legged. As with cattle and sheep, there 

seem to be a ize decrea e between the Saxon and medieval periods. There is no 

substantive ize increa e until the post-medieval period. There is no evidence for 

regional variation either. Butchery evidence suggests that the individuals engaging in the 

practice were not nece arily professional butchers . This supports Grant's assertion that, 

at least in the rural context, most pigs were bred for home consumption. Pig rearing in 

the urban environment which would have been small in scale, would have been for local 
' 

consumption a well, re ulting in similar butchery patterns. Element distributions are less 

u eful when looking at pigs, as a much higher percentage of the pig carcass is 

traditionally con idered con umable. 
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5.7: Horse 

Horses tend to be a minor species in medieval assemblages. However, in some 

rural contexts they appear to have a higher representation, such as at the rural village site 

ofThrislington (Rackham 1989, 153), where it made up 13% of the NISP, and the 

manorial complex at Hall Farm, Lincolnshire (Dobney 2003, 370) where, next to cattle, it 

was the second most important species, comprising 15-16% of the NISP. Individuals 

from domesticated species which are generally not eaten may appear in the 

archaeological record as either complete, or partially complete skeletons, increasing the 

fragment count for that species and giving an artificially inflated proportional 

representation. This is the case at Thrislington, where one individual accounts for a high 

percentage of the ISP. Horse remains tend to be less frequent on urban sites, as can be 

seen at Flaxengate, Lincoln, Coppergate, York and Fishergate, York (O'Connor 1982, 40; 

1999, 353; 1991 3
, 255) and Exeter(Maltby 1979, 61). This is perhaps a factor of their 

limited utility in the urban environment. Grant ( 1988) stresses the relationship between 

man and horse, stating that while high status individuals had the luxury of keeping 

animals uch as horses for leisure, those owned by the vast majority of the population 

were work animals which had to earn their keep. 

Ageing evidence tends to show that the majority were adult/older individuals. 

This stresses the importance of the horse as a work animal. There is no benefit to killing 

a younger hor e. If hor e are being consumed, it is most likely during a time of acute 

famin hard hip, when the age of the animal being eaten would not have been a factor. 

Whithom (McCormick and Murphy 1997, 611), Thrislington (Rackham 1989, 153), 

Flaxengate (0 'Connor 19 2, 40), and Exeter (Maltby 1979, 62) all show evidence of 

older individual . At We t Cotton, Albarella and Davis (l 994, 18-19) suggest an increase 

in age of hor es on the ite over the medieval period based on an increasing ratio of 

permanent teeth to milk teeth. They suggest two mechanisms which might result in this. 

First, it might be due to better horse management. Second, it may be evidence of horses 

being bred on another site and purchased by the inhabitants at West Cotton. This latter 

explanation i an intere ting one, when seen in the context of Grant's (l 988, 160) 

sugge tion that the increase in the use of horses for traction implies a method by which 
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young horses are trained for this work. The sites which are providing these adult horses 

to West Cotton may be specialist horse breeding/training sites. 

Grant (ibid., 170) summarises that horses from medieval sites range in size from 

the size of donkeys to ca. 160 cm at the shoulder, averaging around 140 cm; she goes on 

to highlight the lack of archaeological evidence for the "Great Medieval Warhorse". The 

single individual at Thrislington (Rackham 1989, 154) was pony sized, with three other 

larger individuals having shoulder heights of 122, 140, and 142 cm. Pony sized 

individuals were also identified at Petergate, York (Ryder 1961, 108), and West Cotton 

(Albarella and Davis 1994, 19). It is also suggested, at this last site that horses decreased 

in size over the course of the medieval period, although this is tentative, and not 

explained. At the high status site of Launceston Castle (Albarella and Davis 1996, 20), 

where one might expect large riding animals, shoulder heights ranged from 127 to 142 

cm, which the analysts describe as the upper size limit for ponies. Estimated shoulder 

heights from the Victoria Street site in Hereford (Harcourt 1985, M8.D6) ranged from 

122 to 132 cm, while those from Flaxengate, Lincoln (O'Connor 1982, 40) averaged 

around 136.6 cm, both similar to Launceston Castle. Maltby (1979, 62) refers to two 

sizes of hor es from Exeter, although not reporting specific shoulder heights: smaller, 

pony sized animal , and larger, more robust beasts . A horse burial ground at 

Westminster, dating to the early 15th century, contained the remains of primarily 

adult/elderly horses, work animals, whose estimated shoulder heights ranged from 120 to 

155 cm (Cowie and Pipe 1999, 243). It seems that larger ponies would have been used as 

riding animal . Rackham ( 1989, 154) assumes that the animals from Thrislington to have 

been riding animal . while their ize range fell within Albarella and Davis' ''upper limit" 

for ponie . The ponie from We t Cotton were not considered to be riding animals; 

Maltby (1979, 62) interpreted the horses from Exeter as being pack/transport animals 

rather than as plough animals. Similarly, at Norton Priory (Greene 1989, 53) the small 

number of hor e are seen a work animals, in spite of historical evidence of riding horses 

for the local aristocracy having been stabled there. 

Gregory III, in 732 AD, issued a total ban on the eating of horse flesh (Grant 

19 , 174). While it is likely that this was not strictly adhered to at all times in all places, 

it doe make evidence of butchery difficult to interpret. There is no distinct pattern of 
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butchery between rural and urban sites. No evidence of butchery is mentioned at 

Thrislington, Exeter, or Coppergate, York, while there is evidence from Dragon Hall, 

Norwich, Launceston Castle, Tower St., York, and Manor Farm, Drayton (Charles 2003, 

302). Whether or not butchery evidence is indicative of skinning, defleshing, or both is 

difficult to show definitively. At both Skeldergate, York and West Cotton, butchery on 

horses is described as being "similar to cattle". In the case of West Cotton this refers to 

the frequency rather than the nature of the cuts. These need not be defleshing cuts and 

may simply have to do with skinning. The remains from the horse burial ground at 

Westminster appear to have been dismembered carefully, and bore some evidence for 

skinning (Cowie and Pipe 1999, 244). The analysts report that there is no evidence for 

defleshing. However, skinning an animal does not require dismemberment of the 

carcass, such as i described. This dismemberment may reflect the division of the carcass 

into consumable portions. Alternatively, and more likely, it is possible that this 

phenomenon, and cut marks on horse bones in general, is due to dismemberment for 

easier dispo al. Burying horse carcasses which have been dismembered is less work than 

burying an whole hor e carcass. Slightly stronger evidence for consumption of horses is 

seen at Whithom, where the bones seem to been deliberately cracked for marrow 

extraction. 

5.8: Dog 

As with hor c , dog tend to be a minor species, although there is variation in 

their repre entation . At We t Cotton (Albarella and Davis 1994, 21) dogs are common, 

while at the urban ite of Exeter (Maltby 1979, 62), Blake Street, York (O'Connor 1999, 

377), and Lincoln (Dobney et al. 1996, 46) they are infrequent or absent. At Flaxengate, 

Lincoln (O'Connor 19 2, 37) dog tended to be recovered either as whole or partial 

keleton , ugge ting that they were not skinned or butchered in any way but simply 

depo 1ted at death . 'Connor al o reports evidence of both fracture and disease from this 

1te, the latter of which may partially explain the intact nature of some of the dog 

remam D1 ea e may al -o explain the presence of some immature dogs at Exeter, which 

Maltby how no evidence of having been deliberately killed. Dog skeletons at 

orton Pnory al o tended to be complete upon recovery, and Greene (1989, 53-54) goes 



on to cite documentary evidence showing that greyhounds were kept at the Priory. 

Greyhounds kept for the use of the local patron would, presumably, not have been 

skinned or eaten at death, but disposed of whole. 
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While a wide range of ages is seen in the archaeological record, most of the 

individuals from these sites were adults at death. Throughout the high and late medieval 

periods, at the rural monastic town of Whithom (McCormick and Murphy 1997, 612), 

most of the individuals were mature. A similar situation is seen in a late medieval 

assemblage from the urban religious establishment of Greyfriar's, London (Armitage and 

West 1987, 112), although a few younger individuals were identified. At the Victoria St. 

site in Hereford (Harcourt 1985, M8.D7), four adults and one pup were identified. 

O'Connor ( 1982, 38) emphasises that at Flaxengate, Lincoln, few immature individuals 

were identified. Alternatively, at Exeter, Maltby ( 1979, 63) describes that "a number of 

immature dogs" were present in the assemblage. 

There seems to be a wide range of size represented, although there is little 

evidence for either very small or very large individuals. This is the case at West Cotton 

(Albarella and Davis 1994, 21 ), with two specimens from the 12th-mid 13th century phase 

returning estimated houlder heights of 45.3 and 50.1 cm, although two skulls from fairly 

large animals dating to the late-Saxon and early medieval phases are mentioned. 

Shoulder heights of individuals from late medieval Greyfriar's, London, mid 13th-mid 

14th century Dragon Hall, orwich, and late medieval Aldwark, York were calculated at 

45.1 cm, 44 cm, and 56.7 cm respectively. The 11th-mid 14th century Bewell House site, 

Hereford ( oddle 19 5b, M8.G3) again seems to be an exception, in showing two sizes 

of dog, one the size of a fox terrier, averaging 38.7 cm, the other much larger, at 66.5 cm. 

Harcourt ( 19 5, M .D7) reported that at the Victoria Street site, Hereford, the dogs 

represented were medium to large in size, ranging from 43-65 cm. A similar statement 

was made by 0 'Connor ( 1982, 3 7) in reference to the individuals from Flaxengate, 

Lincoln, with the added sugge tion that these dogs would have been of a size suitable for 

use in hunting. He goes on, however, to state that a full range of sizes were represented 

from house pet to guard dogs (ca. 22-ca. 70 cm), and that most of the dogs were long

legged and long-snouted. Maltby ( 1979, 63), at Exeter, also reports that a range of 

shoulder heights were present, but that there was no evidence of exceedingly large 
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individuals. Finally, the consistency of wide ranges in shoulder heights over time is 

illustrated by the site at Aldergate, London. In the Saxo-Norman phase, estimated 

shoulder heights for dogs ranged from 30.7 to 64.3 cm (Armitage 2001, 81-82); while in 

the 15th-mid 16th century phase, shoulder heights ranged from 29.6 to 53.5 cm (ibid., 85-

86). 

Although never banned by papal edict, the consumption of dog meat, as with 

horse meat, would only have been practiced in times of acute need. In general, where 

analysts have identified butchery on dog bones, they have chosen to interpret it as 

evidence of skinning rather than consumption. There is no evidence of butchery from 

either Flaxengate, Lincoln or Exeter. Dobney et al. ( 1996, 46-4 7) report evidence for 

skinning in the late medieval/post-medieval phase at Lincoln. At Dragon Hall, Norwich 

(Murray and Albarella 2005, 166) cut marks on a tibia from the 11th -12th century contexts 

are taken as evidence of skinning. As with horse, the question of whether or not a cut 

mark is indicative of skinning or consumption is a difficult one. It is easy to imagine how 

the skinning of a dog might not leave marks on meatier bones such as the tibia, but this 

depends upon how careful the process was or was not. Skinning can be a less destructive 

process than dismemberment for consumption. This general idea can be seen at West 

Cotton, where Albarella and Davis ( 1994, 21, 32) identify cut marks, but suggest that it is 

not frequent enough to indicate defleshing, merely skinning. 

5.9: Cat 

In general, cats are a minor species, however there are some exceptions. Maltby 

(1979, 64) reported that at Exeter, cat was the most frequent species after cattle, sheep, 

and pig. In di cu ing Whithom, McCormick and Murphy (1997, 612) state that 

although large number of cat remains are not typical on rural sites, at this particular site, 

from the 1 I th_ 14th century, they make up a large percentage of both the MNI and NISP 

calculation when compared to horse and dog, 12% and 5.6% respectively; at West 

Cotton (Albarella and Davis 1994, 21 ), in the early medieval phase, they are described as 

common, and are pre ent in all phases. More typical are the sites of Flaxengate, Lincoln 

(O'Connor 19 2, 3 ) and orton Priory (Greene 1989, 54) where cats are very rare 

throughout. Interestingly at the Bedem Foundry site in York (O'Connor 1999, 368) a 



whole/partial cat skeleton was identified in what may be a potential foundation trench 

from the late 15th-early 16th century. While finding complete, or semi-complete, cat 

skeletons is not uncommon, finding one in the foundation trench of a building is. 
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Howard (1951, 149), in an article on dried/mummified cats in structural foundations and 

wall cavities, suggests three methods by which they may have been deposited. The most 

intriguing suggestion is that these were sacrifices or good luck charms; Howard cites a 

litany of superstitions surrounding cats to support this idea. A second idea is that these 

were a form of scarecrow, intended to deter vermin. Finally, they may simply have been 

accidents. 

Most individuals tend to be younger, irrespective of site type. This can be seen at 

Whitham, West Cotton, Southampton (Noddle 1975, 253), Flaxengate, Lincoln, and 

Exeter. At later medieval Skeldergate (O'Connor 1984, 24) two partial adults were 

identified as well as several younger individuals. Size is difficult to judge, given that 

most individuals are young at death. But there seems to be a range of sizes present. The 

cats from Whithom are described as small, while those from Well Street, Coventry 

(Chaplin 1967, 137) are described as smaller than modem cats. Cats from West Cotton 

are reported as having been "mostly small and gracile". At the Victoria Street site, 

Hereford (Harcourt 1985, M8.08) cats are similar in size to modem farm cats. Finally, at 

York (O 'Connor 1999, 412), there is an interesting difference. While the post-cranial 

elements are mailer than modem examples, mandibles are of similar size. O'Connor 

( 1982, 38) uggest that at Flaxengate, Lincoln, both the high proportion of younger 

individual and the di persion of remains around the site indicate that cats were less well 

cared for than dog . It may be that cats were allowed to roam the urban environment at 

will for pe t control, which could lead to high juvenile mortality. Such an interpretation 

1s supported by O'Connor' observation that there was evidence of both disease and 

fracture from these cat remains . 

Albarella and Davis (1994, 22) suggest that while interpretations of harvesting of 

cat skin are frequent, direct evidence is not. Butchery evidence is not always present 

when uch interpretation are made. Although they make this point, they go on to 

suggest that skinning wa taking place at West Cotton. In general, all that is required to 

suggest this proce s is a high number of smaller, younger individuals, butchery evidence 
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clinches the argument. For instance, McCormick and Murphy ( 1997, 612) highlight that 

the age and size distribution seen at Whithorn, young, small individuals, is more common 

on urban sites, and indicative of the raising of cats for skins. However, Maltby ( 1979, 

64) suggests that in spite of the high numbers of immature individuals at Exeter, cats 

were not being raised for their skins. This is supported by an overall lack of butchery 

evidence. Cat remains from some sites, such as West Cotton (Albarella and Davis 1994, 

22), Launceston Castle (Albarella and Davis 1996, 30), and Coppergate (O'Connor 1986, 

4) do bear butchery marks. Where butchery marks do occur, it is difficult to argue for 

anything but harvesting skins. 

5.10: Wild pecies 

Grant ( 1988, 64) makes a distinction between managed species and wild species. 

Managed specie , such as deer, rabbit, and certain bird species, are those which, while 

not properly dome ticated in the sense that man has control over their reproduction, are 

controlled in ome measure by humans. In the medieval period, this generally took the 

form of control of habitat. Deer parks, rabbit warrens, and dovecotes are all examples of 

this. Such endeavour were strictly regulated, and it was only high status individuals or 

organization that were granted the right to engage in these practices. This has led to the 

use of these pecie a indicator of high status. Wild species are understood in the 

traditional sen e of the word, those species over which man has no control whatsoever. 

While ome, uch a rat , are considered pests or intrusive in the archaeological record, 

others may have been hunted for pecific economic purposes. In general, the numbers of 

either managed or wild pecie represented in medieval assemblages are low. 

Po t-cranial deer remain are a stronger indicator of high status activity on a site 

than antler. The latter i generally taken as evidence of craft working. They may have 

been collected after having been shed, or they may have been removed and sold on by an 

md1v1dual who had the right to kill the anjmal. AJtematively, lower status individuals 

may have, from time to time, ignored the law and taken deer. AJl of these interpretations 

may be ugge ted at We t Cotton (Albarella and Davis 1994, 20-21 ), where shed and 

chopped antler , as well a ome po t-cranial elements with butchery evidence are seen. 

In the urban environment, one might expect more deer antler and less post crarual 
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elements. This can be seen at the Coppergate, Fishergate, and Bedem foundry sites in 

York (O'Connor 1986, 2; 1999, 369, 374) as well as St. Peter's Street, Northampton 

(Harman 1979, 328) and Flaxengate, Lincoln (O'Connor 1982, 40). Interestingly, at all 

these urban sites the deer antler is almost exclusively from red deer. Given this model, it 

would be logical to expect to see higher proportions of post-cranial elements on high 

status sites. This can be seen at Mills Mount, Edinburgh (McCormick 1997b, 211) and 

Launceston Castle (Albarella and Davis 1996, 32). At this last site, it was primarily hind

limb elements in the assemblage, suggesting both that the deer were butchered where 

they were killed and that it was mostly just haunches which were being brought to the 

castle. Albarella and Davis go on to suggest that, at Launceston Castle, the few complete 

skeletons represent deer killed in the local deerpark, with the haunches coming from 

more distant sources. Being a high status food item, the distribution of venison should 

not necessarily follow the same patterns as cattle, sheep, or pig. In an extreme example, 

McCormick describes the long-distance transport of venison, preserved in casks, brought 

by Edward I from England to Scotland in 1299. The frequency of post-cranial elements 

at Launceston Castle seems to be indicative of a countrywide trend, the "preference for 

hind-quarters of large deer" at high status sites (ibid., 34). Dragon Hall, Norwich 

(Murray and Albarella 2005, 166), is an exception, in that it is a high status site where 

deer are primarily represented by antler which bore evidence of both chopping and 

working. Finally at Norton Priory, low levels of deer were identified, and Greene (1989, 

53) cite documentary evidence that the canons were granted two deer per year from the 

deer park of their patron. 

pecie repre entation is also a point of interest. Only red and roe deer are 

definitely pre ent in Britain before the medieval phase. The timing of the introduction of 

fallow deer into Britain i questionable. In a review of the zooarchaeological evidence, 

Syke di credit identifications of fallow deer in pre-Norman British assemblages, citing 

misidentification and poor/insecure dating (Sykes 2004, 79-81). She goes on to suggest 

that the few secure identifications, rather than evidence of an established breeding 

population, are more indicative of trade in certain elements such as antler and 

metapodials (which may have remained attached to the skins). Grant ( 1988, 165) states 

that red deer dominate the early medieval period but that by the later medieval period 
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fallow had become the most frequent. This last point is also suggested by Coy ( 1981, 

99), who stated that fallow deer became an important part of the diet of certain classes in 

later medieval Hampshire. Launceston Castle also shows such a trend. Although the 

number of deer remains is lower from the mid-11th-mid 13th century, red and roe deer are 

more frequent than fallow; from the late 13th century to the post-medieval period fallow 

vastly outnumber red and roe (Albarella and Davis 1996, 65). Given the dynamics of 

deer exploitation it is not surprising that fallow deer, which seems to have been 

introduced for the purpose of management in deerparks, should become so frequent so 

soon after its introduction. Grant also indicates that overall, deer decline by the 15th-16th 

centuries. In many cases, all three species are present, to varying degrees. 

Rabbits are also believed to be a Norman introduction. Initially they were 

introduced to the islands of Britain and then brought to the mainland (Grant 1988, 166); 

the earliest documentary evidence of rabbit in Britain places them on the Isles of Scilly in 

1176. Hare was exploited opportunistically. At Exeter, Maltby ( 1979, 61) notes that 

hares are more common than rabbit until the 16th century. He goes on to stress that 

rabbits were never a major food source, and probably were only eaten by the upper 

classes. This is supported by the fact that, in general, hare are more frequent than rabbit. 

At the Coppergate and Bedem Foundry sites from York (O'Connor 1999, 353, 368), and 

West Cotton (Albarella and Davis 1994, 23) hare was either the only one of the two 

pre ent or the more frequent. Of the sites reviewed for this work, only one site bore 

evidence of rabbit and no hare, Tintem Abbey (Jones 1989, 140); this occurs in the mid 

15th-early 16th century context , when rabbits are in general, are becoming more popular. 

Finally, at orton Priory (Greene 1989, 54), in spite of having been granted a rabbit 

warren, there wa little evidence of either rabbit or hare. 

5.11: Indu trial u age 

In discu sing boneworking in the later Anglo-Saxon period, MacGregor (1989, 

110) sugge t that the quality of craftsmanship was very low and did not require a great 

level of skill or craft specialization. Grant ( 1988, 182) states that this is also a factor in 

the medieval period, writing that the "simplistic nature of boneworking" is indicative of a 

home indu try. If boneworking was undertaken on such an ad hoc basis, evidence should 
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be seen in both rural and urban contexts. The overall predominance of urban 

assemblages skews the visibility towards the urban industry. West Cotton (Albarella and 

Davis 1994, 18) does, however, bear evidence of bones working on pig bones. Pig 

metapodials are often found with holes drilled through the diaphysis for use as toggles. 

Beyond this there is little mention of rural bone-working evidence in the literature. 

Annitage ( 1982, 104-105) states that boneworking evidence is frequent in London 

assemblages, and cites cattle metapodials sawn into fairly even lengths at Barnyard's 

Castle. At the Bedern Foundry site, in York, O'Connor (1999, 368) noted the presence of 

a high number of sheep metapodials without the accompanying phalanges as evidence of 

a boneworker's cache. MacGregor ( 1989, 115) refers to various urban sites such as 

J(jng's Lynn, Hull , and Coventry, all of which bore evidence of boneworking, 

specifically of button/bead making. He goes on to say, however, that only at Coventry 

did this evidence appear in any quantity and none of the sites can be considered reflective 

of a large scale industry. There tends to be little evidence of boneworking from high 

status sites. For instance, the Bewell House site, Hereford (Noddle 1985b, M8.F5), which 

shows many other traits indicative of a higher status site, showed no evidence of either 

bone or homworking. 

Evidence for industrial scale hom/antlerworking in the medieval period is much 

greater than that for bone. There is evidence for both horn and antler working in the rural 

environment, such as at 13th century Whithom (McCormick and Murphy 1997, 607) and 

West Cotton (Albarella and Davis 1994, 12). However, to be truly profitable, the 

homworking industry would have had to amass large amounts of raw material, and 

centralize production. Grant (1988, 182) suggests that local rural markets may have 

acted as collection points for raw materials. From there the material would have moved 

m bulk to the urban craft industry. Evidence of this can be seen at various urban sites. 

Well St., Coventry (Chaplin 1967, 137-138) and St. Mary's Guildhall, Lincoln 

(O'Connor 1991 b' 90) both produced horn caches. Armitage (1982, 98-104) reported 

large scale horn dumps from all phases in London. At Hornpot Lane, York (MacGregor 

19 9, 117) a pit containing 200 horncores was identified. It is probable that certain 

towns had specific areas dedicated to these crafts. Noddle (1975, 250) suggests just such 

a localization in Bristol, while O'Connor (1999, 380) suggests that the Tanner's 
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Row/Skeldergate area of York was an industrial area focussing on hornworking. 

Although both cattle/goat horn and deer antler were worked, horn seems to have been the 

more important material. This is probably due to the limited availability of deer antler. 

Although butchery evidence/evidence of skinning has already been discussed 

when dealing with the individual species, a specific mention of the nature of the evidence 

is in order. The question arises, how does one differentiate between marks left by 

skinning and those left by defleshing? The main criterion is location. Skinning marks 

tend to be located either on the metapodials or on cranial elements (Lyman 1987, 711; 

Bar-Oz et al. 2002, 51 ). These areas have little flesh covering the bone, thus the 

potential for blade to bone contact. Fur and skin working industries were both lucrative 

and widespread. In terms of the fur industry, a variety of species seem to have been 

exploited, from dogs and cats to stoats. Serjeantson ( 1989, 136) argues that in some of 

these species the feet, and thus the phalanges, would have been left attached to the pelt. 

Evidence of this can be seen on squirrel remains from the Bedern site, York (O'Connor, 

1999, 366). The leaving of lower limb extremities attached to the skin is not necessarily 

restricted to the fur industry. Serjeantson ( 1989, 137) also argues that these elements, as 

well as either whole heads or merely horns, would have been left attached to skins 

intended for the tanning and tawing trades. One of the suggested reasons for this practice 

was to maintain elements which would provide either weight for stretching or points from 

which weights could be attached for stretching. This leads to the assumption that high 

proportion of the e elements are evidence of the tanning and tawing industries. Chaplin 

{1967, 13 7) argue against this, suggesting that, apart from these elements being 

marketable item which would not have been discarded after the tanning/tawing process, 

leaving the e elements attached to the skin would add bulk weight to transport as well as 

allow the potential of blood staining on the skin. On a practical level, it is difficult to 

skin an animal, particularly a large animal in such a way as to leave these elements 

attached without damaging the skin. This is not to say it is impossible, merely difficult, 

and erjeant on ( 19 9, 139) cites anecdotal evidence of this process in Switzerland. As 

for adding exces weight to transport, leaving these elements attached would have 

provided a means by which the materials for all three industries could have been 

efficiently tran ported to urban craft centres. 
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5.12: Summary 

Several themes should be seen in the preceding review. First and foremost, cattle 

and sheep were used for multiple purposes at any one time, thus attempting to see 

specific evidence for either a meat based economy as opposed to a wool or dairying 

economy misses the point that these were multipurpose animals. The results of this can 

be seen in the disparity between the arguments of Albarella and Davis (1996, 12) and 

Maltby ( 1979, 31 ), both using the same trends in cattle slaughter ages to suggest 

completely opposite views. Albarella and Davis (1994, 13-14) do, however, recognize 

this in their discussion of sheep, suggesting that killing an animal before 4 years of age 

would allow for wool exploitation while still providing high quality meat. The difficulty 

of identifying trends in the data may simply reflect the fact that a wide range of practices 

are occurring at any one time. There tends to be less variation in the pig evidence. The 

main issue seems to be to what scale urban pig husbandry was occurring. Sizes of the 

three main domesticates shows very little intra-site variation over the course of the 

medieval period. While populations themselves seemed to be consistent, there is some 

interesting evidence for both local and regional breed variation. On the local level, both 

O'Connor ( 19 6, 7), at York, and Chaplin ( 1967, 134), at Coventry, identified cattle 

homcore size variation interpreted as different populations supplying the same urban 

environment . On the regional scale, Albarella and Davis (1994, 10-11) identified a 

grouping of both cattle and heep in orthamptonshire and Yorkshire which were 

consi tently larger than tho e seen in the west and far north of the country. Interestingly, 

the factor leading to these larger populations seem not to have affected pigs, which were 

similar in ize. Horse, dog, and cat are all minor species, but consistently present. 

Discu ion urrounding them, aside from size, tend to be focussed on harvesting of skins 

and/or con umption. While there is trong evidence for skinning of all of these animals, 

evidence of con umption is rare. Wild animals are seen as important in that they are 

generally good indicators of high status, although these tend to be the managed species 

rather than the truly wild pecies. In terms of industrial uses, evidence for boneworking, 

hom/antlerworking, and fur skin working was discussed. Of these, evidence for 

homworking i the trongest. Evidence of tanning/tawing tends to be limited to element 
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distributions, but strong evidence does exist. Evidence for boneworking is the slightest 
and is generally seen as more of a localised practice rather than a widespread industry. 
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Chapter 6 

The zooarchaeology of medieval Ireland 

6.1: Introduction 

The following chapter will look in depth at the results of an analysis of the fauna! 

assemblages from the sites summarised in Appendix 1. The first section will deal 

generally the distribution, period, and types of sites from which the material came, the 

rest of the chapter will be structured very much like Chapter 5. There are some technical 

problems with comparing the data. Older reports, such as those by Jope and Roche, 

suffer from a lack of rigorous methodology, or an appreciation of the utility of 

zooarchaeological data. They tend to be very short, informal descriptions of the fauna) 

remains uncovered. While the modern material benefits from more developed methods 

of quantification, not all analysts work to the same standards. Where such problems 

exist, they will be mentioned, and an attempt will be made to standardise the data. 

6.2: ite distribution 

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the locations of the sites reviewed. A first and most 

obvious bias in the data set is geographical, with most of the sites being clustered in the 

east and south-east of the island. Barring a lack of sites in Co. Wicklow, there is fairly 

even coverage along the east coast from Waterford to Carrickfergus. Within this, 

however, another bias can be seen. A vast majority of the sites are urban, located either 

on rivers or coastal settings. This is the case both with sites in the east as well as the rest 

of the island. These are the major port towns of Ireland, Dublin, Dundalk, Drogheda, 

Waterford, ork, and Galway. The only sites which may be described as inland urban 

sites are located in Armagh. Some sites which are not specifically urban may be labelled 

"urban adjacent" in that they are close enough to large urban centres that their economic 

practices would have been affected by those of the larger settlement. Ferrycarrig, Co. 

Wexford, although a ringwork, is just such a site. There are also a high number of castle 

sites, most of them stretched along the east coast, stretching from Fems Castle, Co. 

Wexford to Carrickfergus Castle, Co. Antrim. There are only a few sites which may be 
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1 a-c 

.. 

Figure 6.1. Distribution map of sites u ed in this thesis. (See Figure 6.2) 

labelled as rural. Three of the e are located in the far west/northwest; two in Co. 

Tipperar). Religious hou e make up the final category of site. Most of these are located 

in the outh-ea t, with two more at extreme ends of the island, Church Island, Co. Kerry, 

and Movilla Abbey, ewtownard , Co. Down. 

Table 6.2 al o 11lu trate the periods covered by the results from each site. Some 

of the e arc very pec1fic, uch a Ballybarrack, Co. Louth, Shop St., Drogheda, and High 

t., Dublin, while other can onl) be broadly dated to the medieval period. The 13th and 



Map 
ID Site 

Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim 

Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim 

Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim 

Cathedral Hill , Armagh , Co. 
2a Armagh 

Scotch St. , Armagh , Co. 
2b Armagh 

Barrack St.-French's Quay, 
3a Co~. Co.Co~ 

Chnst Church, Co~. Co. 
3b Co~ 

3c North Gate, Cork, Co. Cork 

4 Carnckfin, Co. Donegal 

5 Clough Castle, Co. Down 

6 Downpatnck, Co. Down 

7 Greencastle, Co. Down 

8 Mov11la Abbey, Co. Down 

Arran Quay, Dublin, Co. 
9a Dublin 

Back Lane, Dublin, Co. 
9b Dublin 

Bndge St Lower, Dublin, Co. 
9c Dublin 

Bndge St Upper, Dublin, Co. 
9d Dublin 

Chancery Lane, Dublin, Co 
9e Dublin 

Chnst Church Place, Dublin, 
9f Co. Dubhn 

Commar11et St., Dubhn, Co 
9g Dublin 

Digges Lane, Dubhn, Co. 
9h Dublin 

Essex St. West. Dublin, Co . 
9i Dubhn 

9j High St. Dublin, Co. Dubhn 

Parliament St., Dublin, Co. 
9k Dubhn 

11th c. 

Figure 6.2 1te name~ and period\ covered. 
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12th c. 14th c. 15th c. 16th c. 
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Map 
Site ID 11th c. 12th c. 

91 Patrick St., Dublin, Co. Dublin 

Wood Quay, Dublin, Co. 
9m Dublin 

Carrickmines Castle, Co. 
10 Dublin 

11 Dundrum Castle, Co. Dublin 

12 Clontuskert, Co. Galway 

Courthouse Lane, Galway, 
13a Co. Galway 

Merchant Lane, Galway, Co. 
13b Galway 

Quay St., Galway, Co. 
13c Galway 

Spanish Parade/F1shmar1<et, 
13d Galway, Co. Galway 

14 Church Island, Co. Kerry 

Black Castle, Naas, Co. 
15 Dublin 

16 Kells , Co Kilkenny 

17 Kilferagh, Co. Kilkenny 

Patnck StJPudd1ng Lane, 
18 Kilkenny, Co Kilkenny 

Charlotte's Quay, Limenck, 
19a Co L1menck 

Broad St .. L1menck, Co. 
19b Umenck 

20 Lough Gur, Co. Umenck 

James St , Drogheda, Co. 
21a Louth 

Shop St, Drogheda, Co. 
21b Louth 

Bndge St , Dundalk, Co. 
22a Louth 

22b John St , Dundalk, Co Louth 

23 Ballyt>arrack, Co. Louth 

24a High St. , Tnm, Co. Meath 

24b Trm Castle Co Meath 
Figure 6.2 (cont'd). 1te name and periods covered. 
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Map 
ID Site 11th c. 12th c. 13th c. 14th c. 15th c. 16th c. 

24b Trim Castle , Co. Meath 

25 Dunboyne Castle , Co. Meath 

26 Knowth , Co. Meath 

27 Maynooth Castle , Co. Meath 

28 Drumcliffe , Co. Sligo 

29 Ballyveelish , Co. Tipperary 

Killederdadrum , Co. 
30 Tipperary 

31 Island MacHugh, Co. Tyrone 

Bakehouse Lane, Waterford , 
32a Co. Waterford • High St, Waterford , Co. 
32b Waterford 

Peter St., Waterford , Co. 
32c Waterford 

33 Ferns Castle, Co Wexford 

34 Ferrycarra1g, Co. Wexford 

35 Tintern Abbe Co. Wexford 
Figure 6.2 (cont ' d). Ile names and periods covered . 

14lh centurie have the be t coverage. This is a beneficial for two reasons. In the first 

place, thi period represents the Anglo-Norman colony at its strongest, both in terms of 

its political/military and economic power. It is also the period for which we have the 

large t amount of hi torical data, as een in Chapter 4. In general, there is adequate 

chronological coverage. Dublin, in particular, offers a great opportunity due to both the 

high number of ite and their time pan . on equently, one has the opportunity for 

both inter- ite and inter-period compari on. 

6.3: p ci frequ nc : cattle, heep/goat, and pig 

6.3. J: Results 

A de cribed in hapter 5, the relative frequencies of the three main domesticates 

is of the greate t importance when attempting to look at economic strategies. In order to 

make variation in the level of the e three species clearer,% NISP and% MNI have 
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been recalculated for all phases of all sites based solely on these species. A series of 

triplots/ternary plots have been assembled to look at variations based on both site type 

and phase. Some data was lost in this process, however. In looking at % NISP, any 

site/phase which had a sample size of less than 100 was excluded as being too small to be 

of use. With % MNI, the cut off point was placed at twenty individuals. These in 

themselves may be too low, but beyond this one risks losing too much data and making 

the analysis irrelevant. In the following discussion, differences between types of sites 

will be investigated first, followed by an analysis of the individual site types. 

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 display the % NISP and% MNI results for all sites, 

irrespective of time period. The NISP results are fairly consistent, most results clustering 

near the top of the plot. These suggest relatively high frequencies of cattle remains, and 

generally lower frequencies of both sheep/goat and pig. There are a handful of outliers in 

this. Results from two religious houses, Tintern Abbey, Co. Wexford, and Kilferagh, Co. 

Wexford, both dating to either the 13th_14th or 14th century, show much higher 

frequencies of sheep/goat. McCormick (1987, 3), in discussing Kilferagh suggested that 

this high frequency of sheep/goat is due to the Cistercian involvement in wool 

production. This seems to be borne out by the results from Tintern Abbey, also a 

Cistercian house. For castle sites, the early Anglo-Norman and the 14th-15th century 

phases from Maynooth Castle, Co. Meath, the early 13th century material from Clough 

Castle, Co. Down, and 13th century material from Carrickfergus Castle, Co. Antrim, 

cluster towards the bottom right of the plot. These represent higher frequencies of pig 

remains at the expense of cattle. This is an interesting result for the earlier phases, as at 

that time large numbers of pigs were being sent to supply the army in Ireland, as has been 

shown in Chapter 4. The urban assemblage from High Street, Waterford, dating to the 

late 13th/early 14th century, shows a similar result to that of Carrickfergus Castle. 

The MNI results tend to cluster around the centre of the plot. On urban sites, the 

range of variation for cattle and sheep/goat, barring outliers, tends to be slightly larger 

than that for pig. O'Connor ( 1982, 11 ; 1986, 2) has noted similar results from urban sites 

in medieval Britain , and has posited this as evidence of pig markets functioning 

independently of cattle and sheep/goat markets . This independence can be attributed to 

urban pig rearing, a practice which was current in medieval Ireland, as has been discussed 
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Figure 6.3. Ternary plot of % I P for three main domesticates from medieval Irish sites 

( • =Ca..\tle sites, =Religious sites, =Rural sites, • =urban sites). 
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m hapter J and 4. A number of castle sites are outliers in this plot. Four of these, the 

early 13th century phase at Clough Castle, the Maynooth Castle phases discussed in the 

previou paragraph, and the medieval Carrickmine material (all circled in red in Figure 

6.4), how a pattern imilar to that de cribed above, higher numbers of pig at the expense 

of cattle. ne exceptional ca tie a emblage, the mid 13th_early 14th material from 

Clough astle, how a different pattern, dominated by cattle, with slightly lower levels 

of pig and an exceptionally low number of sheep/goat. The assemblage from High Street, 

Waterford (circled in blue in Figure 6.4 ), mentioned above, is again an outlier amongst 

the urban as emblage ; although the MNI re ult uggest that this is due to higher levels 

of both heep/goat and pig, rather than simply pig, as indicated by the NISP results. One 

final outlier i the material in an urban assemblage from Carrickfergus, dating to the later 
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Figure 6.4. Ternary plot of <',f M I for three main domesticates from medieval Irish sites 

( • =Ca~tle sites, =Religious sites, =Rural sites, • =urban sites). 
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medieval period. This contained a large number of cattle, moderate levels of sheep/goat, 

and very low number · of pig. 

Figure 6.5 and 6.6 look at the ame data, but labelled by period rather than site 

type. Formatted tn this manner, one can ee that there are few time based trends in the 

data. It can be ·aid that, according to M I, the 13th_ 14th century material shows much 

greater variation than does the early or later material. Too much emphasis should not be 

placed on th1 , as mo ·t of the data date to thi period, thus one should expect to see such 

variation. 

f-igures 6.7 and 6. di play% I P and% M I results for urban assemblages, 

labelled according to location. Little patterning can be seen based on location. Two of 

the three 1te from arnckfcrgus, the urban a emblages rather than the castle 

a emblage, show the lowe t frcquencic of pig, while multiple sites from Dublin contain 

very low frequencie of hcep/goat. The sites at Dublin also contain the full range of 
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Figure 6.5. Ternary plot of % ISP for three main domesticates according to period, 

from medieval Irish sites (• =Pre-/early Norman, + =13 111-14111 century, 

=15 111-16111 century) . 
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variation een in medieval urban assemblages. The Waterford NISP results are quite 

intere ting. The e how that the main variation in the assemblages has to do with 

fluctuation in the level of cattle and pig. This suggests relatively stable sheep levels 

and a trong wool indu try, both pre- and post-dating the Anglo-Norman conquest. 

Figure 6.9 and 6.10 how % I P and % MNI for these urban assemblages labelled 

according to period. A above, the 13th_ 14lh century material dominates the assemblage, 

and encompa ·e mo t of the range of variation seen in the data set. In the% NJSP 

re ult two intere ting trend can be een. First, the pre-/early Norman material, barring a 

few example , clump around the top of the plot, indicating large numbers of cattle, and 

relatively low number of heep/goat and pig. While this is partially due to the bias of 

I P calculation toward larger animal , the fact that it sits slightly apart from other 

a emblage , which pre umably suffer from the same bias, suggests that this is a real 
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Figure 6.6. Ternary plot of <k M I for three main domesticates according to period, 
from medieval lmh sites (• =Pre-/early Norman, +=13 111 -!4t11 century, 

= l St11-l 6t11 century). 
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phenomenon. Thu in pre- orman urban environments, cattle are much more common 

than heep/goat or pig. This, however, i not reflected particularly strongly in the MNI 

re ult . The econd trend, mentioned above, involves much of the variation being based 

on fluctuation in cattle and heep/goat remains, rather than pig, barring a few exceptions. 

Again, thi i le apparent in the MN! result . 

The high number of ite , a well as the precise dating of those sites, makes 

looking at Dublin ite by ite worthwhile. Figure 6.11and6.12 display the% NISP and 

~ M I re ult for the variou ite in Dublin. The e how an interesting clustering. 

ommarket t., Arran Quay, and Patrick t. are all grouped close together, according to 

both I P and M I. They have imilar level of cattle, the variation between them being 

ba ed on d1ffcnng level of sheep/goat and pig. This i different from the trend on urban 

Ile a a whole and Dublin in general, which ee variation based on levels of cattle and 

heep/goat. This clu tering al o belies con istency in the ratios of these three species 
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Figure 6.7. Ternary plot of 'l P for three main domesticates, according to location, 

from lnsh urban mecheval sites (• =Carickfergus, + =Armagh, =Cork, 

• -Dcmnpatrick, >-=Dubltn, =Galway, =Kilkenny, =Limerick, 

=Droghec.la, =Waterford). 
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over tune. Figure · 6.13 and 6.14 illu trate the~ I P and% MNI results for these 

three Ile , as well as Back Lane, each labelled both by site and time period. These 

confirm that the three prev1ou l] mentioned ites show consistent levels across all 

relevant penod . However, an intere ting contra tis een when looking at the results 

from Back Lane, plotted over time. From the late I I th century through the mid-13th 

century there 1. a stead} increase in hecp/goat, according to both NISP and MNI, at the 

expcn e of cattle. I Pre ult for the mid-late 13 th century, at this site, shows a 

back lide, wnh an mcrea em cattle relative to heep. Throughout, pig stays at consistent 

level . Thi reinforce the idea that multiple practice may be going on in the same 

locality at any one lime. On certain ites in Dublin, cattle remain constant with 

hccp/goat and pig fluctuating, at other , pig remain constant with cattle and sheep/goat 
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Figure 6 .. Ternary plot of 1k- M I for three main domesticates, according to location, 

from lmh urban medieval sites (• =Carickfergus, + =Annagh, O=Cork, 

• =Downpatnck, X=Dublin, =Galway, =Kilkenny, *=Limerick, 

=Drogheda, A =Waterford ). 
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fluctuating, although admittedly, this latter situation is more representative of the urban 

data overall. The difference i all the more intriguing in that these sites are all within 

clo e proximity to each other. 

a tie ite mu ta! obetreated eparately. Figures6.14and6.15displaythe% 

P and % M I re ult for ca tie ites labelled by site. The two methods return 

differing re ult . According to I P, the a emblages from Greencastle, Co. Down, and 

Trim a tie, o. Meath, remain fairly consistent over time. At Greencastle, from the 

mid-13th to 16th centuric , the pha e contain very high frequencies of cattle and lower 

frequencie of heep/goat and pig; while at Trim Castle, Co. Meath, between the 12th and 

15t1 centune , cattle are still dominant, although less so, with similar levels of sheep/goat 

and pig. A emblage from Dundrum Castle, Fems Castle, Carrickmines Castle, and 
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Figure 6.9 fernary plot of <:f ISP for three main domesticates, according to period, 

from lnsh urban medieval sttes ( • =Pre-/early Norman, 4- =l3lh-J4tli century, 

15 -16° century). 
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Clough a tie plot near the Trim Castle re ults. Most of these assemblages date to the 

13111- 141 century, except for the Carrickmincs Castle a semblage, which dates to the 

medieval penod in general. Maynooth a tie and the early 13th century assemblage from 

Clough Ca tic showed much higher level of pigs. M I results show more variation. At 

Greencastle, bet ween the mid-13th and 14th_ 15th centurie , levels of sheep/goat rise at the 

expen c of cattle, pig remain mg the amc. At Trim this pattern reverses itself somewhat; 

between the l 21h and 15th ccnturic , level · of sheep/goat fall while those of cattle and pig 

n c. ·mally, Jt Clough Castle, between the early 13th and mid-13th to early 14th 

centunc , level of pig drop dramatically. Obviou ly, the e results are too varied to point 

towards any patterns. The most hkcl) interpretation i that castles do not follow any 

inglc provi iornng trategy. It was di cu· ed in Chapter 4 how both the Calendar of 
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Figure 6.10. Ternary plot of % M I for three main domesticates, according to period, 

from lri~h urban medieval sites (• =Pre-/early Norman, +=13lh-14u' century, 

c =15th- 16u' century). 
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Document Relating to Ireland and the Pipe Roll of 14 John describe provisioning of the 

military in the early pha e of the colony. But references to this cease after the early 13th 

century and food tuff begin to now out of Ireland rather than in. In the late 12th 

century, large number · of pigs were brought in to support the army. Interestingly the 

onl] 12th century a emblage from any castle site, Trim Castle, showed some of the 

lowe t level of pig een. Jn pite ofthi, if one looks at Figures 6.7-6.13, which show 

the data from urban ite , one thing run con tant throughout: pig, whether measured via 

I P or M I, con i tently make up between I 0% and 30% of the assemblage. This is 

not the case on the castle ite , where level of pig are generally higher. Thus while 

contradictory information may appear regarding the changes in species over time on 

castle ite , pig definite!} eem to have played a more important role in castles than in 

other 1te . 
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figure 6.11. Ternary plot of~ ISP for three main domesticates, according to location, 

from medieval Dublin sites <• =Arran Quay, + =Back Lane, D=Chancery 

Lane, • =Christ Church Place, X=Bridge St. Upper, =Cornmarket St., 

=b~ex t. West, =High St., =Patrick St., =Wood Quay, - =Bridge St. 

Lower, = Parltament St., =Digges Lane). 
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The final two categoric , rural ites and religious houses, have been presented 

together in Figure 6.17 and 6.1 . A mentioned earlier in this section, assemblages from 

rehg1ou hou e \ary wildly. It wa mentioned how Tintem Abbey, Co. Wexford, and 

KJlferagh, o. Kilkenn} have exceptionally low numbers of cattle in favour of 

heep/goat, and ugge ted that this wa due to the Cistercian interest in the wool trade. 

An inventory of Templar good and chattel near Templetown, Co. Wexford, from 1307, 

near to Tintem Abbey m both date and location, records vaguely similar numbers. The 

Templar held a total 1115 heep, 12 cattle, and 115 pigs, or 82%, 9%, and 8% of the 

total re pect1 ely. nfortunatel}, this comparison is not without flaw, as it compares 

actual number of animal m the Templar document to ISP. MNI results for Tintem 

Abbey, as can be een in Figure 6.1 . are vastly different; 47% cattle, 22% sheep/goat, 
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Figure 6.12. Ternary plot of % MNI for three main domesticates, according to location, 

from medieval Dublin sites (• =Arran Quay, + =Back Lane, D=Chancery 

Lane, • =Christ Church Place, X=Bridge St. Upper, =Commarket St., 

=fa ex St. West, *=I ligh St. , ' =Patrick St., A =Wood Quay). 
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and 31 % pig. At Movilla Abbey, Co. Down, Drumcliffe, Co. Sligo, and Kells Priory, Co. 

J<jlkenn), the re ult are at the opposite end of the spectrum from Tintem Abbey and 

Kilferagh . The e three ite had consistently low levels of sheep/goat, with Movilla 

Abbey and Drumcliffe hewing high levels of cattle, Kells Priory showing high levels of 

pig. It mu t be aid, however, that the as emblage from Kells Priory dates to the late 

medie al period, by which time the wool trade had declined; thus in spite of being 

located quite clo e to Kilferagh, the two ite need not have shared similar economic 

trategie . 

our of the ix rural ite are more accurately labelled "rural adjacent". Lough 

Gur, Knowth, and Ballybarrack are all in the immediate vicinity of large, Anglo-Norman 

port town . The e clu ter around 53-58% cattle, 24-34% sheep/goat, and 12-21 % pig, 
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figure 6.13 . Ternary plot of~ ISP for three main domesticates various Dublin sites, 

according to penod from lnsh urban medieval sites (• =Arran Quay, 

Ll3-I:.14 C.; =Arran Quay, Ll4-El5 C.; =Back Lane, LI l-Ml2 C.; 

• =Back Lane, M-LI2; X=Back Lane, E13; =Back Lane, Ll3; 

= ornmarket t., L13; =Cornmarket St., 14 C.; =Cornmarket 

t., 15 C. ; =Cornmarket St., 16 C.; =Patrick St., 12-14 C.; 

=Patrick t. , 13 C.; =Patrick St., 14-16 C.). 
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according to I P. Both arrickfinn and High t., Trim show low levels of sheep/goat; 

ho\.\ever, in term of cattle and pig they differ wildly. At High St., Trim, pig are present 

in exceptionally low number , and cattle comprise 80% of the assemblage while at 

arnckfinn, the level of pig increa e to about 30%, at the expense of cattle. 

6.3.2: Specie.\ frequency summary 

M I re ult from medie al Iri h faunal sites show a high degree of variability, as 

illustrated by Figure 6.3. In general, ca tie ites have slightly higher levels of pig than 

urban Ile . although mo t ite show an increase in the frequency of cattle over time. 

There i not enough M I data from rural contexts to make any judgements. Within 
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urban itc , prc-/carly orman ite tend to how more consistent levels of pig, variation 

generally Ouctuating between IO<k and 30%. It is suggested that this is indicative of 

urban pig rearing. The 13lh-J4lh century material tends to show a much greater 

vanab11tty, although thi hould be expected given the sample size. Many of the Dublin 

Hes tend to clu ter together, indicating table species frequencies over time. Back Lane, 

Dubltn 1s an exception. Thi itc show a steady increase in the frequency of sheep/goat 

at the expcn. e of cattle, from the mid-I I th century to the late 13th century. This seems to 

reflect the n e of the wool indu try. 
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Figure 6.15 . Ternary plot of~ NISP for three main domesticates from medieval Irish 
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Castle, Co. Dublin; =Trim Castle, CO. Meath; =Carrickmines Castle, Co. 

Dublin; =Clough Castle, Co. Down; .& =Island MacHugh, Co. Tyrone). 

6.4: attle 

6. 4. 1: Ageing evidence 

Ageing evidence, for all three main domesticates, is recorded to different 
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tandard in the variou report ummarised in Appendix 1. At the primary level, some 

record both tooth eruption/wear and epiphyseal fusion evidence, others simply epiphyseal 

fu ion evidence. ome of thi may be due to the particular practices of the analyst, but 

b) and large thi i dictated by the nature of the assemblage. In some cases tooth 

eruption/wear data 1 not available. At a econdary level, dealing with tooth 

eruption/wear evidence, the tandard to which the results are recorded may vary. Some 

analy t u e Higham (1967), other Grant (1982). Some analysts include loose teeth, 

other do not. An attempt ha been made to standardize the data as much as possible. 
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One of the main i ue i the groupings into which the ageing results are divided for 

reporting. Doe one report individuals aged from 12-24 months as a single group of 

individual , or hould thi be divided further? The groupings used in McCormick and 

Murray (2007), for all three main domesticates, are followed here. Tooth eruption/wear 

evidence was available from twenty-nine contexts belonging to seventeen different sites. 

As with the M I and I Pre ult , any assemblage with a sample below a certain 

amount, in thi ca e ten pecimens, was discarded. This left nineteen contexts from 

fourteen ite . The majority of the e were from urban sites, although, one religious 

hou e, Drumcliffe, o. ligo, and one rural/urban adjacent site, Knowth, Co. Meath, bore 

enough evidence. While the dental evidence is of primary importance, it being the most 

accurate method of ageing, it will be upplemented by epiphyseal fusion evidence where 

nece ary. 
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Figure 6.17 . Ternary plot of% ISP for three main domesticates from medieval Irish 

rural and relig1ou sites <• =Kilferagh, Co. Kilkenny; + =Kells Priory, Co. 

Kilkenny; =Drumcliffe, Co. Sligo; • =Movilla Abbey, Co. Down; 

X=Tintem Abbey, Co. Wexford; =High St., Trim, Co. Meath; =Knowth, 

Co. Meath; =Carrickfinn, Co. Donegal; =Lough Gur, Co. Limerick; 

A =Ballybarrack, Co. Louth). 
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ufficient dental evidence wa available from Dublin, Carrickfergus, Waterford, 

Limerck, Galway, and ark. All the e results show the same trend. Very low numbers 

of younger individuals killed off, with a maximum kill-off age of over 36 months. 

igurc 6.19 and 6.20 each illustrate ites from Dublin and Waterford, respectively, and 

arrange the ite in a chronological an order as pas ible. Figure 6.21 contains results 

from multiple location and multiple period . The results from Dublin suggest that over 

the cour e of the medieval period, the percentage of older individuals increases. The 

increa e is not accompanied by dramatic drops in any other age group specifically, 

uggesting that there i a general movement away from younger individuals. This seems 
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Figure 6. 18. Ternary plot of~ MNI for three main domesticates from medieval Irish 

rural and religious sites ( =Drumcliffe, Co. Sligo; • =Movilla Abbey, 

Co. Down; X=Tintern Abbey, Co. Wexford; =High St., Trim, Co. 

Meath; =Knowth, Co. Meath; =Carrickfinn, Co. Donegal). 
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to be een in the re ult from Courthou e Lane, Galway, as well. Between the 13th-14th 

century a emblage and the 15th-161
h century assemblage, the percentage of individuals 

over 36 month of age increase from 52% to 61 %. It may be that this reflects a heavier 

reliance upon econdary product a the medieval period progresses. As the use of oxen 

for traction i declining at thi time, it mu t be a focus on dairying and breeding. If this is 

the case, then one would expect the younger individuals to be male, an issue which will 

be inve ti gated in the following ection. The date range of the Waterford material is not 

broad enough to ·ee if thi hows a similar increase in older individuals. The Waterford 

matenal doe eem to show a decrease in the frequency of older individuals in the mid-

i 2'1 century, the corre ponding increase in younger individuals being spread more or less 

evenly aero the remaining age groups. It is difficult to explain why this might have 
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Cattle age slaughter pattern according to tooth eruption/wear from various 

0-13 

medieval Dublin sites 
I!! Olrist Oiurch Race, 

--------- Dublin10-12C.(n=114) 

15-24 24-30 30-33 36+ 

Age at death (mos.) 

• Back Lane, Dublin L 11-
L 12 C. (n=15) 

o Patrick St. Dublin 12-14 C. 
(n=17) 

o Back Lane, Dublin 13 C. 
(n=16) 

• Dgges Lane, Dublin 13-1 
C. (n=11) 

Cl Cornrrarket St., Dublin 14 
C. (n=11) 

• Arran Quay, Dublin L14-
E15 C. (n=23) 

Figure 6.19. Callie age-slaughter pattern based on tooth eruption/wear, after Higham (1967), from 
medieval Dublin sites. 

occurred. The as emblages from Broad St., Limerick, and Carrickfergus seem to be 

outlier . Between the 13th_ 14'h century assemblage and the 141h-16'h century assemblage 

at Carrickfergus, the frequency of individuals under 13 months more than doubles, while 

tho e over 36 month drop by nearly one-quarter. The 13th century assemblage at Broad 

treet, Limerick, contains high levels of individuals both between 24 and 30 months and 

over 36 month . 

Epiphy eal fu ion evidence from urban sites generally supports this result. Table 

6.22 contain the ere ult from various urban medieval sites. In all of these, 

survivor hip i generally high until between two and three years of age, when it starts to 

decline; late medieval Galway i an exception in this situation. Another exception can be 

een at E ex t. We t, Dublin, where epiphyseal fusion suggests that most individuals 

were killed off by the age of 2 month (Bermingham 1995, 105). Evidence from 12th-

14lh century arrickfergu (Penn 1976, 47) indicates that survivorship remains high up 

until thirty month but that mo t individual did not live past 42 months. Although 

urvivor hip decrea e with age, large percentages of individuals were surviving past four 

year . Half of the individual at Charlotte's Quay, Limerick, were over four years at 

death (Mc ormick n.d.h, 324). At Cathedral Hill and Wood Quay, most individuals were 

mature/old at death (Higgin 19 4, 156; Butler 1984, 36). Finally, at North Gate, Cork, 

fifteen of the twenty-one mandibulae were over 30 months at death, many of which were 
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Cattle age slaughter pattern according to tooth eruption/wear from various 
medieval Waterford sites 

Age at death (mos .) 

I!! Peter St., Waterford M11-
E12 C. (n=30) 

• Peter St., Waterford E
M12 C. (n=60) 

D Bakehouse Lane, 
Waterford M12 C. (n=66) 

D Peter St., Waterford M12-
E13 C. (n=112) 

• Peter St., Waterford 13 C. 
(n=34) 

Figure 6.20. Cattle age-slaughter pattern based on tooth eruption/wear, after Higham (1967), from 
medieval Waterford sites. 
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Cattle age slaughter pattern according to tooth eruption/wear from various 
Irish urban medieval sites 

Garrick! ergus 13· Garncld ergus 14-

14 C. (n:27) 16 C (n:52) 

Broad St. , 

urrenck 13 C. 
(n:10) 

Site/period 

Courthouse Lane, Courthouse Lane, 

Galway 13-14 C. Galway 15-16 C. 
(n=68) (n=77) 

II 0-13 rm. 

• 15-24 rm. 

D 24-30 rm. 

D 30-33 rm. 

• 36+ rm. 

Figure 6.21 . Cattle age- ~laughter pattern based on tooth eruption/wear, after Higham (1967), from 

variou~ In h urban medieval sites . 

as igned to Grant wear tages which placed them over five years of age (McCarthy 

1997a, 157). Thu overall, throughout the lri h medieval period, very few young 

individual are making their way to the urban marketplace. 

Evidence from ca tie ites tends to be similar to that from urban locations. High 

percentage of individuals are mature at death. Figure 6.23 reports the only tooth 

eruption/wear evidence available for this class of site. The results are fairly consistent, 
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Site Nicholas St. , Dublin Nicholas St. , Dublin Scotch St., Armagh 

Period 12th-14th c, 14th-16th c. Medieval 

Age at fusion 

(mos.) NISP % fused NISP % fused NISP % fused 

0-10 33 90.9 66 98.5 30 100 

12-18 21 100 31 100 30 93.3 

24-36 25 88 27 85.2 19 78.9 

36-42 8 87.5 11 72.7 19 63.2 

42-48 18 50 26 69.2 29 62.1 

Courthouse Lane, Galway Courthouse Lane, Galway 

Site Broad St. , Limerick (Area 2) (Area 2) 

Period 13th c. High medieval Late medieval 

Age at fusion 

(mos.) NISP % fused NISP % fused NISP % fused 

0-10 21 100 0 0 0 0 

12-18 47 97.9 201 95.5 73 63 

24-36 86 84.9 96 85.4 24 75 

36-42 21 66.7 0 0 0 0 

42-48 77 68.8 141 56 50 25 

-Table 6.22 Callie age-'> laughter pauern b~ed on ep1physeal fusion, after Silver ( 1969), from various Irish 

urban medieval '>Ile'> . 
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Cattle age-slaughter pattern according to tooth eruption/wear from Irish 

medieval castle sites 

ieval (n:..41) Greencastle, Co. D>w n 14th-15th C. (n=56) 

Site/period 

II 0-13rro~ 
• 15-24 rros . 

a 24-30 rros. 

a 30-33 rros. I 
l.!_36+ rros. 

Figure 6.23 Cattle age-.,laughter pauern b~ed on tooth eruption/wear, after Higham (1967), from 

In h medieval ca tie '>ite . 

mo t individuals arc o er thirt)-six month of age at death. Carrickmines Castle has 

lightly higher frequcnc1e of individual in their econd year. However, the 

arrickmtnes a cmblage covers the whole of the medieval period, thus there might have 
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been short term fluctuations which have affected these results. Such a situation was 

suggested for mid-14lh century Waterford, above. The epiphyseal fusion for 

Carrickmines Castle suggests that survivorship remains high up until the age of 42 to 48 

months, when it drops to 40.6%. Epiphyseal fusion for the 13lh and 14lh-15th century 

assemblages from Greencastle suggest a pattern similar to that seen in Table 6.22, while 

in the l 5lh - l 6lh century assemblage there were few individuals of advanced age. 

Dundrum Castle contained two mandibles interpreted as being 40-50 months and 50+ 

months in age. Little information was available from Dunboyne Castle. The slight 

epiphyseal fusion evidence which did exist suggested a moderate level of survivorship 

past 42 to 48 months of age. While the provisioning of castles may have occurred via a 

different system than that which produced the urban assemblages discussed above, they 

both result in the same age-slaughter patterns. 

Limited amounts of ageing evidence are available from religious houses and rural 

sites. Figure 6.24 illustrates tooth eruption/wear evidence from two such sites, the 

monastery at Drumcliffe, Co. Sligo, and the rural/urban adjacent site of Knowth. Each of 

these shows two peak kill-off phases. At Drumcliffe, the first major kill-off occurs in the 

first year, while at Knowth this occurs in the second year. Both sites show a high level of 

kill-off over 36 months. Two mandibles from the later phase of Drumcliffe, 14th_15lh 

century, suggest a kill-off at under one year as well. The evidence from Drumcliffe is 

somewhat unique in that it is at odds with what evidence there is from other religious 

hou es. Epiphyseal fusion from both Movilla Abbey and Kells Priory suggest 

mature/older individuals. There is the possibility that at Drumcliffe one is seeing the 

results of vellum production. Evidence from rural sites tends to suggest a more varied 

kill-off strategy than is een at castles or urban sites. As has been noted, most individuals 

at Knowth were between twelve and twenty-four months of age at death. At both 

Carrickfin, Co. Donegal, and Ballybarrack, Co. Louth, the admittedly slight epiphyseal 

fusion evidence suggests that individuals of all ages were present. While a majority of 

the individuaJs at Lough Gur were killed off between 24 and 42, there is evidence for 

individuals around eighteen months as well as three young calves. A number of loose 

teeth from Killederdadrum, Co. Tipperary, were all from immature animals. 
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II 0-13 rro. 

• 15-24 rro. 

o 24-30 rro. 

o 30-33 rro. 

• 36+ rro. 

Figure 6.24 . Cattle age-s laughLer pauern based on tooth eruption/wear, after Higham (1967), from 
rural Insh medieval siLes and religious houses. 

6.4.2: Cattle age summary 

At nearly all medieval Irish urban sites, a majority of the individuals are 36+ 

month at death. Waterford shows a dip in the frequency of these older individuals in the 

mid Ith centur], with a recovery towards the later 12th-13th century. Unfortunately, the 

date range i not wide enough to see if this keeps increasing over the rest of the medieval 

period, as i ·een at Back Lane, Dublin and Courthouse Lane, Galway. The increase in 

older individual een on the e ites sugge ts an increase in the importance of dairy 

product over the medieval period. Castle sites show a simi lar prevalence of older 

individual , however, there i no available evidence to see if they show a simi lar increase 

in older individual as the urban ite . The few rural sites from which data was available 

how higher levels of 1ounger individual . lt may be that those living in the countryside 

were taking advantage of their role as producers, only allowing older animals, for which 

they had no more u c, to upply other locations. 

6.4.3: enng information 

Albarella ( 1997, 3 ) ha discu ed how in cattle the metacarpals are the most 

common element u ed to identify ex ratio. In general sexing methods require a large 

enough sample of whole elements in order to be effective. McCormick's standards for 
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sexing metacarpals based on distal breadth avoid this problem by merely requiring that 

the distal end of the element remains intact. This is the most widely used method for 

estimating sex ratio in cattle assemblages from medieval Irish sites. There is also a 

potential for metatarsals to be used for this same process. But to investigate whether or 

not this can be done, as mentioned, assemblages containing large numbers of whole 

metatarsals are required. Two assemblages from the present study have been used, the 

10th-12th century material from Christ Church Place, Dublin and the 14th-early 15th 

century assemblage from Maynooth Castle. Figure 6.25 plots the distal breadths of the 

metatarsals against their slenderness indices. Definite groupings can be seen in the plot. 

The Christ Church Place material, excluding the two outliers to the far left of the plot, 

appears to be broken up into three separate groups. The Maynooth Castle material is 

broken up into two groups, each overlapping one of the larger Christ Church Place 

groups. It may be suggested that the largest group, with distal breadths ranging between 

forty-four and fifty-one millimetres, are cows. The larger two groups should then 

represent males. Figure 6.26 plots these same measurements for modem Rumanian male 

cattle. It can be seen that in this distribution, bulls fall towards the lower end of the range 

of the results for steers. Following this, it may be suggested that in Figure 6.25 the group 

clustering around fifty five millimetres in distal breadth are bulls, the group clustering 

around sixty millimetres steers. Figure 6.27 plots these three groups with their 95% 

confidence ellipse , and excludes the outliers previously mentioned. There is a 95% 

chance that an individual falling within one of these ellipses actually belongs to that 

group. There is very little overlap between the ellipse for cows and that for bulls. Given 

all this, it may be suggested that individuals with distal metatarsal breadths less than 

fifty-one millimetre may be confidently identified as female, those with distal breadths 

larger than fifty-three millimetre as male. Individuals with distal breadths in between 

the e two measurements must be labelled as indeterminate. Table 6.28 compares the 

re ults from th1 method to results using metacarpals. They are remarkably similar, 

sugge ting that both methods are valid. 

ex ratio amongst urban assemblages are heavily weighted towards females. 

Where metatar al measurements were available, these were used to estimate sex and 

added to the re ults from the metacarpal data. In some situations this was not possible, as 



Slenderness index vs. Distal breadth for metatarsals from Maynooth Castle 
and Christ Church Place, Dublin 
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Figure 6.25. Slenderness index vs. distal breadth for cattle metatarsals from Maynooth Castle and Christ 
Church Place, Dublin . 
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Figure 6.26. Mctatar,al lenderness index vs. distal breadth for metatarsals from modern Rumanian 
cattle, after Barto~1ew1cz, et al. ( 1997 ). 
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Figure 6.27. lenderness index vs. distal breadth for cattle metatarsals from Maynooth 

Castle and Chri t Church Place, Dublin, with 95% confidence ellipses 

around suggested sex groupings. 

Maynooth Castle, 14th- Christ Church Place, 

15th c. Dublin, 10th-12th C. 

Metacarpal Metatarsal Metacarpal Metatarsal 

% female 71.4 76.5 68.8 77.4 

% male 28.6 23.5 19 13.5 

% 
Indeterminate 0 0 12.1 9 

n 14 17 231 155 

Table 6.28. Com amon of cattle sex ratios estimated by metacarpals and metatarsals p 
from Maynooth Castle and Christ Church Place, Dublin. 
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the original reports do not provide measurements. Table 6.29 relates the results from 

urban sites in Armagh, Carrickfergus, Drogheda, Dublin, Waterford. As stated, females 

dominate the assemblages without exception. This is what is expected, given the age

slaughter pattern. It emphasizes the interpretation that mainly older females are 

supplying the urban meat market, which in tum supports the idea of a heavy reliance 

upon dairy products. There are some variations in the results, admittedly. Wood Quay, 

Dublin, for example, has a lower percentage than other Dublin sites. Two sites from 

Dublin, not included in the table below as their reports do not provide proper 

quantification, have very strange sex ratios. At Essex St. West, the analyst reported an 

equal level of males and females in the assemblage, while at High St., the analyst 

reported only 38% female. However, the evidence is not produced in the report thus it 

may be ignored. Fluctuations are seen in other urban settings as well. The Waterford 

sites range between 62% and 100% over time and at various locations. They tend to be 

consistently lower than those from Dublin. It may be that different processes are 

supplying these two towns. This was somewhat seen in the ageing results, where there 

appeared to be a decline in the mid-12th century levels of older individuals at Waterford 

which could not be identified at Dublin. It may be that the drop in older individuals is 

due to higher percentages of males being sent to the marketplace. It is not immediately 

obvious why this should be occurring at Waterford and not at Dublin. 

As with ageing evidence, sexing evidence from castle sites do not vary greatly 

from urban site . A majority of the cattle present are female. Table 6.30 displays these 

re ults; Knowth, a rural site, is included, as there is so little evidence from rural and 

religious ites that there is no point discussing them separately. Maynooth Castle is an 

aberration, particularly in the Anglo-Norman phase, showing a higher percentage of 

males than females . This is the exception rather than the rule, and it seems that at most 

castles, as at urban sites, it is mostly older females being consumed. The only quantified 

evidence from rural ites comes from Knowth, where all the individuals are female. A 

similar re ult can be een at the monastic site of Drumcliffe, where all ten distal 

metacarpals identified in the 9lh_13lh century assemblage are from females (Murphy and 

Mc ormick n.d., 4). The e are interesting results in that both Knowth and Drumcliffe 

al o show a high percentage of younger individuals being killed off. Finally, at Lough 



Site Phase % female %male 

Scotch St., Armagh Medieval 100 0 

Carrickfergus 13th-14th c. 87.5 12.5 

Carrickfergus 14th-16th c. 86.1 13.9 

Shop St. , Drogheda Mid-late 13th C. 100 0 

James St. , Drogheda 1350-1500 80 20 

James St., Drogheda 1500-1550 84.6 15.4 

Arran Quay, Dublin Late 13th-early 14th C. 83.3 16.7 

Arran Quay, Dublin Late 14th-early 15th C. 91 9 

Back Lane, Dublin Late 11th-early 12th C. 100 0 

Back Lane, Dublin Mid-late 12th C. 100 0 

Back Lane, Dublin Early 13th C. 100 0 

Bridge St. Upper, Dublin 14th-15th c. 91.9 8.1 

Bridge St. Upper, Dublin 16th c. 97.3 2.7 

Christ Church Place, Dublin 10th-12th c. 81 .1 18.9 

Commarket St., Dublin Early/mid 13th C. 100 0 

Commarket St. , Dublin Late 13th 97.5 2.5 

Commarket St., Dublin 14th c. 98.6 1.4 

Commarket St. , Dublin 15th c. 100 0 

Commarket St., Dublin 16th c. 92.9 7.1 

Digges Lane, Dublin Late 12th-15th C. 100 0 

Patrick St. , Dublin Late 12th-14th C. 82 18 

Wood Quay, Dublin 13th c. 68.3 31.7 

Broad St. , Limerick 13th c. 73.2 26.8 

Bakehouse Lane, Waterford Mid-12th C. 62.8 37.2 

High St , Waterford Late 13th-early 14th C. 68.7 31.3 

Peter St. , Waterford Mid 11th-early 12th C. 65.9 34.1 

Peter St, Waterford Early-mid 12th C. 70.4 29.6 

Peter St. , Waterford Mid 12th-early 13th C. 81 .5 18.5 

Peter St. , Waterford 13th c. 100 0 

Table 6.29. Sex ratio results, based on metacarpals and metatarsals from lnsh urban medieval sites. 

Gur, while the analyst does not elaborate, it is suggested that based on the range of 

metacarpal lengths, it is likely that cows, bulls, and steers are present. 
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Site Phase %female % male n 

Carrickmines Castle, Co. 

Dublin Medieval 100 0 20 

Greencastle, Co. Down 1250-1260 100 0 12 

Greencastle, Co. Down 14th-15th c. 92.5 7.5 67 

Greencastle, Co. Down 15th-16th c. 100 0 4 

Maynooth Castle, Co. Meath Anglo-Norman 42.9 57.1 7 

Maynooth Castle, Co. Meath 14th-early 15th C. 74.2 25.8 31 

Trim Castle, Co. Meath Late 13th-early 14th C. 80 20 15 

Trim Castle, Co. Meath Mid 14th-mid 15th 83.3 16.7 6 

Knowth , Co. Meath 9th-11th c. 100 0 6 

Table 6.30. Sex rauo results, based on metacarpals and metatarsals from Irish medieval castle sites. 

6.4.4: Size 

The problem with estimating shoulder heights is that the conversion equations 

require intact long bones. These are fairly rare on archaeological sites. Prime meat bones 

such as the femur or humerus are usually heavily butchered, and often broken or sawn 

into fragments, making them useless for the practice. Metapodials, bearing little or no 

meat, can often survive intact; they are generally removed early in the butchery process 

and discarded. The intact long bones available for this study consisted almost entirely of 

metapodials . Fock's (in von den Driesch and Boessneck 1974) conversion factors for 

metapodials are generally used in Irish zooarchaeology and have been used here for the 

sake of consistency. However, one change has been made. Fack presented different 

conversion factors for males and females . In general, the practice has been to use an 

average of the e, as the sex of the individuals is unknown. In the following discussion, as 

it has been suggested that the sex of both metacarpals and metatarsals can be estimated 

using the distal breadth, conversion factors for males will be applied to those metapodials 

determined to be males, and likewise for females . Where the sex of the individuals is 

indeterminate, the average of the two factors will be used. For the remaining elements, 

Matolcsi's (in von den Driesch and Boessneck 1974) factors will be used. 

Figures 6.31, 6.32, and 6.33 illustrate the ranges and averages of the shoulder 

heights for urban assemblages. In general, the average shoulder heights fluctuate 

between 106 and 112 cm. There are a handful of sites from the 10th -14th centuries which 
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show exceptionally wide ranges. However, in general these extremes consist of only a 

small number of individuals. This can be seen in Figures 6.34 and 6.35, which describe 

the frequency of shoulder heights seen in the various phases. The first figure depicts the 

actual number of individuals per shoulder height, while the second depicts these as a 

percentage of the total for the relevant phase. This last was done to counteract the large 

sample size of the l0
1
h-l th century group, the scale of which dilutes any variation in the 

other groups. The one exception, as can be seen, is the 14th-15th century material, which 

has a high percentage of individuals with shoulder height less than 90 cm. This is due to 

the 14
1
h C. material from Commarket St, Dublin, which contained a large percentage of 

individuals with shoulder heights between 70 and 80 cm, and is an aberration. Overall, 

however, Figure 6.35 gives a slightly different impression than the range of averages 

suggest. It appears that in general most shoulder heights range between 104 and 112 cm; 

not a huge difference, admittedly. More importantly, it suggests that over the course of 

the medieval period, no substantive change in size occurred. Finally, Figure 6.36 

illustrates the ize difference between males and females, using sexed metapodials and 

Fock' conver ion factors for the relevant sexes. The only material from which a large 

enough ample ize was avai !able was the 10th- I th century assemblage from Christ 

Church Place. The ere ults show that, on average, males were slightly larger than 

females, but also that female show a much wider range in shoulder heights. 
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Figure 6 31. Average and ranges of estimated shoulder heights for cattle from medieval Dublin sites. 
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Estimated shoulder heights from medieval Dublin sites 
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Figure 6.32. Averages and ranges of estimated shoulder heights for cattle from medieval Dublin sites. 
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Figure 6.33. Average~ and range~ of e!.llmated shoulder heights for cattle from Irish urban medieval sites. 

igure 6.37 how the average and ranges for Irish medieval castle sites. These 

re ults are similar to tho e from lri h urban site , although the averages tend to be sli ghtly 

higher. Thi i not unexpected, as all other indicators discussed thus far have suggested 

that urban ite and ca tie ite are receiving the same types of animals. Figure 6.38 

de cribe the frequency of various houlder heights at Carrickmines Castle, Greencastle, 

and Maynooth astle. Although the result are generally similar, there appears to be a 

difference between the material from Greencastle and Maynooth Castle. It seems that the 

cattle from the latter may be lightly mailer than those from the former. At Maynooth 
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Estimated shoulder heights for cattle from Irish urban medieval sites 
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Figure 6.34. Frequency of estimated shoulder heights for cattle from Irish urban medieval sites. 
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figure 6.35. Relative frequency of e~timated ~houlder heights for cattle from Irish urban medieval sites. 

aslle, the frequency of houlder height peaks at 102-104 cm, while at Greencastle it 

peak at the 114 cm. Intere tingly, thi last i higher than the average for urban sites as 

well. Mann-Whitney Ute t ( piegel et al. 2000, 368) on these two data sets returned a 

z core of -0.311 (at a 95% confidence interval), indicating that there is no significant 

difference between the houlder heights from 14th-15th century Greencastle and 14th-15th 

century Maynooth astle. There i little enough information from rural sites or religious 

hou e that they hall be briefly mentioned here. Figure 6.39 describes the averages and 
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Figure 6.37. A \Crage\ and range\ of e\t1mate<l \houlder he1ghll> for cattle from Irish medieval castle sites. 

ranges for material from Knowth, Drumcliffc, and Ferrycarraig. These all fall within the 

ranges seen 111 the urb<.tn and ca tic material. The onl} interesting result is that Knowth's 

average shoulder height 1 one of the large tin the medieval material. Still, this does not 

fall outside of the range seen, and is imilar to the high frequency of results of 114 cm 

cen at Greenca tie . 

one of the medieval o teomctric data has ugge ted any substantive change in 

tze or hape over the course of the period. One final example will suffice in illustrating 
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Figure 6.38. E 11mate<l shoulder heights from Irish medieval castle sites. 
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Figure 6.39. Average., and ranges of esumated shoulder heights for cattle from lrish rural medieval sites. 

thi point. Following the proce u ed by McCormick and Murray (2007, 86) to show 

lack of ize/robu ticity variation among t early medieval cattle elements from various 

Ile , the log ratio method will here be u ed to show that this remains the case in 

medieval Ireland. Thi method compare the sample measurements to a standard, and 

allow multiple type of mea urements to be pooled, increasing the sample size and 

therefore the robu tne of the re ult . In the present example, distal breadths of 

astragalu , metatarsal, and tibia will be compared to the averages of these measurements 

from the 1th- mid 13th century material from West Cotton (Albarella and Davis 1994, 

Table 13 ). Figure 6.40-6.42 report these results. Two things can immediately be seen. 
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Figure 6.41 . Log ratio re!>ults from Chnsl Church Place, Dublin. 
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1!1 1250-1260 

• 14th-15th C. 

Fir t, the Iri h material, although from different time periods and locations, is remarkably 

con i tent. here is no ub tantive hape variation to be seen amongst these examples. 

econd, u ing the material from West Cotton has shown that there is very little size 

variation between Iri h medieval cattle and British medieval cattle. Most of the log 

value clu ter around -0.0 I and 0, ugge ting that the Irish examples are only slightly 

mailer. on the order of 2.5% mailer. This is obviously not a significant difference. 

That the two type of cattle were imilar in size is also seen in the estimated shoulder 

heights, di cu ed above. Grant ( 1988, 176) states that the shoulder height from British 
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Log ratio analysisresultsfrom Broad St. Limerick, 13th c. 
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Figure 6.42. Log ratio re!iults from the 13th century contexts at Broad St., Limerick. 

1th; 13th century as emblage averaged around 110 cm, while those from the 14th/15th 

centurie averaged around 113 cm. Shoulder height averages for the various sites and 

pha ·e from the Iri h medieval period generall y range between 104 and I 12 cm, slightly 

smaller than the British examples, but not excessively so. 

6 . ./.5: l:.. lemenr distriburio11/butchery 

In inve ti gating element frequency, rather than simply look at figures of relative 

element d1 tribution, variou elements have been grouped together. Table 6.43 lists the 

group and the element which they include. These have been organised to maximise the 

v1 ibility of both butcher) wa te vs. meat bearing elements as well as the representation 

of pecific areas of the body. The intent is to make the figures clearer. The calculations 

repre ent the group· · percentage of the total NISP of cattle elements from the various 

ite · and context -. A in element frequency discu sions in Chapter 6, loose teeth have 

been omitted. 

Figure 6.44 illu ·trate the re ults from mid-1 Ith to 13th century sites from 

\ aterford. The trends at the Peter t. ite remain consistent throughout most of the 

period, large percentage - of meat-bearing elements with moderate levels of butchery 

waste. The exception to this i the early-mid 13th century assemblage, with substantially 

higher level · of llmb cxtremitie . The material from the Peter St. site all derives from a 

ene of hou ing plot . The con tant increa e in the size and complexity of these houses 
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Group Element Description 

Horncore Horncore Butchery waste/raw material 

Cranial elements Skull fragments, mandibles Butchery waste 

Fore-limb 

elements 
Scapula, humerus, radius, ulna Meat bearing element 

Hind-limb 

elements 
Pelvis, femur, tibia Meat bearing element 

Carpal/tarsal 
Carpal , tarsal, astragalus, 

calcaneus 
Butchery waste 

Limb extremities Metapodials, phalanges 
Butchery waste, possible raw 

material 

Table 6.43. Element d1stnbut1on categories. 

(Scully and McCutcheon l997, 53-137) suggests that they were occupied by individuals 

of growing wealth. This seems not to be reflected in the fauna! assemblage. There is no 

substantive increase in the frequency of prime meat bearing elements over time, as one 

might expect. On the contrary, in the early-mid 13th century material, the significant 

increase in butchery waste suggests an economic downturn. The results from Bakehouse 

Lane mirror the general pattern seen at Peter St. The Bakehouse Lane material derived 

from communal rubbish dumped outside the city walls. The general element distribution 

from the Peter St. house plots, irrespective of any increased wealth of the inhabitants, is 

typical of urban Waterford rather than an exception. 

Variation on the same site over time can also be seen. Figure 6.45 shows the 

element frequency results for the material from Back Lane, Dublin. The results are fairly 

consistent over the first four phases, although the third phase does have a slightly higher 

frequency of horncores. The final phase shows a marked increase in the frequency of 

cranial elements at the expense of meat bearing elements. These are all associated with a 

single house property, suggesting a shift in the fortunes of the inhabitants in the late 13th 

century, a poorer economic situation perhaps. The material from Cornmarket St., Dublin 

provides a wider time span. Figure 6.46 illustrates the results from this site. While there 

are a high number of cranial fragments in the early-mid 13th century phase, there are also 

relatively high numbers of both meat bearing elements and limb extremities. In the late 

l3th century, as at Back Lane, there is a drop in the number of meat bearing elements and 
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an increase in butchery waste. Thi suggests that towards the end of the 13th century, 

either the inhabitant at both sites were uffering economically, or the availability of 

prime meat bone wa le s. Although there is no way to prove the connection, it is at this 

time that Edward I i continually ordering large quantities of foodstuffs to be sent to 

provi ion hi army. A was mentioned in Chapter 4, the only form of beef the crown 

purchased for thi purpo e were prepared carcasses, from which the head and limb 

extremities would have been removed . It i possible that this is what is causing the 

phenomenon . After the 13th century, although the proportion of limb extremities remains 
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Figure 6.46. Relative element frequency from Cornmarket St., Dublin. 

consistent, the relative frequency of cranial fragments and homcores drops steadily as 

tho e of meat bearing elements climbs. Looking at the two possibilities discussed, this 

either represents an economic recovery by the inhabitants, or a more plentiful supply. 

The e re ults have so far only looked at variation on specific sites over time. 

Figure 6.47 i llu trates the results from multiple Dublin sites of various phases, while 

Figure 6.4 how results from multiple urban medieval sites around Ireland. The 

general trend een at the Dublin sites does not vary greatly from those results described 

above. The earlier Arran Quay material is somewhat anomalous, with exceptionally high 

frequencie of homcore and few cranial elements. This is seen at the earlier phase of 

Bridge treet pper as well, although not to as great an extent. Interestingly, both of 

the e assemblage were depo ited in wet environments. The Arran Quay material was 

depo ited both behind the wharf wall revetment and on the river side of the quay wall, 

while the Bridge treet pper material was deposited in a ditch which served as a water 

cour e to divert the River Liffey. McCormick (2004, 226) has suggested that the Arran 

Quay material is evidence of both large scale homworking and the use of calf skins, 

which would have been brought in with the horns/head still attached, for parchment 

making. Hornworking also seems to the explanation at Bridge Street Upper as well, in 

pite of the time difference between the two sites. McCormick has also suggested that 

the young age of the individuals from which the homcores came suggests vellum 
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- John St., DJndalk 
13C. 

Essex St. West, 
DJblin 13 C. 

~ Broad St., Lirreric 
13C. 

-llE- Peter St., 
Water! ord 13 C. 

-+- Scotch St. Armag 
~ieval 

production. The re ults from J 31
h century towns show the same amount of variation seen 

in the Dublin site . The Peter t., Waterford and Scotch t., Armagh assemblages are 

for all practical purpo c identical. The remaining ites vary a bit more between their 

frequenc1e of cranial and meat bearing elements; they all have high levels of limb 

extremnie . The intere ting feature that can be seen is the infrequent occurrence of 

homcore . The Bakehou e Lane, Waterford site, described above, is the only site outside 

of Dublin to tum up large number of homcores. While this suggests developed horn 



working industries in these towns, it does not seem to be echoed anywhere else in 

Ireland. 
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Figures 6.49 and 6.50 describe the results from medieval castles sites. Barring 

three exceptions, these results are similar to those from urban sites. Both the 13th-14th 

century assemblage from Dundrum Castle and the 14th-15th century assemblage from 

Greencastle show much higher frequencies of cranial elements, while the 14th_15th 

century assemblage from Maynooth Castle shows an extraordinarily high frequency of 

limb extremities. The results from Greencastle are interesting in that both the earlier and 

later phases from the site show much higher frequencies of meat bearing elements, 

suggesting a decrease in the supply of prime meat elements during the 14th and 15th 

centuries. There are no obvious explanations for the results from Dundrum or Maynooth. 

None of the castle sites produced any exceptional levels of homcores, indicating that 

these elements were either not making it to the castle or were sold on from the castle. In 

support of the idea that homcores were not actually arriving to the castle sites, it was 

suggested in the summary of the Carrickmines Castle assemblage (Appendix 1) that only 

prepared carcasses were making their way to the castle. 

As has been a common theme throughout, there is little evidence from rural 

contexts. Figure 6.51 displays the results from five sites. These tend to show a wide 

variation. Few rural sites, apart from Ballybarrack, produced any levels of homcores. As 

with castles, this suggests that there is some mechanism by which they are disappearing. 

The most obvious suggestion is that there is a centralised market for this raw material. 

However, it was previously described that the only evidence, at least in terms of cattle 

horn, for any large cale homworking industry appears in Waterford and Dublin. It is 

difficult to imagine industries at these locations sourcing their raw materials from as far 

afield as Donegal and Tyrone. Levels of all other elements vary widely and 

inconsistently, thus there are no trends observable in the data. The impression is that the 

rural environment was Jess regulated than the urban, that the options available to rural 

dwellers in terms of consumption were greater than those for urban dwellers. Although 

there is little evidence from religious sites, the large number of cattle pelvises and femora 

at Kells Priory are taken as evidence of higher quality meat cuts being consumed. 
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Relative element frequency from Irish medieval castle sites 
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Figure 6.49. Relative element frequency from various medieval Dublin Sites. 
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Figure 6.50. Relative element frequency from various medieval Dublin Sites. 

Butchery evidence on cattle remains does not appear consistently in the medieval 

lri h zooarchaeological record. At Bridge t. Upper, Dublin, for example, no evidence of 

butchery was mentioned (although this may be due to the author's choice, rather than the 

lack of evidence), while at Wood Quay, Dublin it appeared quite clearly (Mac Manus 

1995; Butler 1984, 84). At Patrick t./Pudding Lane, Kilkenny, little evidence for 

butcher} was pre ent but the bone seem to have been cracked for marrow extraction. No 

castle site produced any evidence of butchery, while some rural sites do. At Drumcliffe, 
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Figure 6.51 . Relative element frequency from Irish medieval rural sites. 

Limb 

extrerrities 

Co. Sligo, this is recorded as having been exceptionally heavy; it has already been 

suggested that vellum production was occurring at this site. 

In describing evidence for butchery in the British medieval record, the main 

debate centred on when halving the carcass became a regular process. O'Connor (1982, 

16) has suggest a mid-l l 1h century date for this shift in Britain. The significance of this 

proces i both the standardized division of the carcass and the overall organization of the 

butchery process which it implies. There is certainly evidence of this practice in Ireland 

prior to the mid-11 lh century, as de cribed by McCormick and Murray (2007, 48). 

Mc arthy has de cribed imilar evidence from high medieval Cork (l 99r, 157); in this 

instance the animal were left on their backs while the vertebrae were hacked through. 

nfortunately, this proces i not well documented enough in the Irish zooarchaeological 

record to ugge ta point at which it became more popular. It can only be said to have 

been going on throughout the medieval period to a greater or lesser extent. 

6.4.6: Cattle summary 

rban and ca tie ite , in the medieval period, seem to be receiving the same type 

of tock. n both type of sites most of the individuals are older females. There are 

some variation in the ageing on medieval ites. It has been suggested that there is a 

decrea e in the number of older individuals during the mid-12th century at Waterford; it 

has also been sugge ted that over the course of the medieval period, at Dublin, the levels 
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of older individuals steadily increased. It is possible that this is the result of an increased 

reliance on dairy products. The importance of cheese has been mentioned in Chapter 1 

and 4, where it was noted that along with honey, cheese was the most consistently taxed 

item on murage grants. Unfortunately, and this is a general problem with the data set, 

there is little evidence from the rural sites. The rural monastic site of Drumcliffe 

produced large numbers of individuals under one year of age, while at Knowth, most 

individuals were in their second year at death. It has been suggested that the reason 

behind this at Drumcliffe was vellum production. At Knowth, the explanation is not 

apparent. It seems that the rural inhabitants had more options available to them. 

In terms of sex-ratio, there is little variation. It was suggested that the distal 

metatarsal may be used to sex individuals from the medieval period; that distal metatarsal 

breadths of less than 51 mm indicate female, greater than 53 mm indicate male. Most 

individuals, from all sites at all times, were female. This leads to the question of what is 

happening to all the males . The implication from the available data is that younger males 

were culled and consumed in the rural environment. If this is accurate, then the Jack of 

males in the zooarchaeological record is not surprising. There are very few rural 

assemblages, and fewer still which have produced any quantifiable material. Within the 

general medieval Irish trend to favour females, there are some exceptions. The Anglo

Norrnan phase at Maynooth castle produced a higher proportion of males. In Dublin, the 

Essex Street West and High Street sites both reported either equivalent numbers of males 

and females, or a higher frequency of males. Although the analyst does not elaborate, it 

was suggested that the size range of metacarpals seen at Lough Gur indicates that cows, 

bulls, and steers were present. 

Size amongst medieval Irish cattle does not vary greatly. The averages for the 

variou sites and phases generally range between 104 and 112 cm. Log ratio analysis was 

u ed to reinforce the idea that medieval Irish cattle, from all periods and locations, were 

similar in size. More importantly, it shows that Irish cattle were similar in size to, if only 

slightly smaller than, contemporary British cattle. This flies in the face of medieval 

writers such as Boate (1652, 77) who stressed the fact that Irish cattle were smaller. 

However, Boate was writing in the mid- 17th century, when agricultural improvements 
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were occurring in Britain which may not have reached Ireland yet, thus he may have been 

comparing improved British cattle with unimproved Irish cattle. 

Finally, in terms of element distribution, urban sites and castles are fairly 

consistent. The typical distribution consists of a higher proportion of meat bearing 

elements, moderate levels of butchery waste, and low numbers of homcores. Within this, 

variation does exist. It has been suggested that the increased frequency of cranial 

elements at Dublin, in the late 13th century, are indicative of either an economic downturn 

or a strain on supplies which led to consumption of a wider range of the carcass. It may 

well be that there were fewer cattle available in Dublin. It was noted that this is the 

period when Edward I is acquiring large numbers of prepared carcasses to supply his 

army. The rural environment seems to vary more, but, as was mentioned above with 

relation to ageing evidence, it seems that those living in the rural environment had more 

options available to them when making their choices regarding consumption. There is 

little to say about butchery. It appears variably. The halving of the carcass was occurring 

in Ireland well before the mid-11th century, when O'Connor suggests it became much 

more popular in Britain. The evidence the halving of a carcass left lying on the ground, 

seen at Cork, is at odds with O'Connor's suggestion that it was an improvement in 

building styles, producing sturdier buildings capable of supporting a hanging carcass, 

which drove this change. 

6.5: heep/goat 

6.5.1: Ageing evidence 

The two main purposes behind sheep rearing are meat production and wool 

production. As with any domestic animal, if meat production is the goal, then the animal 

will be killed off as it reaches its full size; in sheep this occurs at around two years of age. 

If wool production is the goal, then the animals will obviously be kept for much longer 

(Payne 1973, 281 ). Changes between these strategies should be reflected in changes in 

the ages of the individuals identified in assemblages. However, the situation, as will be 

shown, is more complex. The material from Commarket St., Dublin, the results of which 

are hown in Figure 6.52, are a prime example. These results show a steady decline in 

the frequency of older individuals from the late 13th century through the 16th century, 
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Sheep age-slaughter pattern according tooth eruption/wear from medieval 
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Figure 6.52 . Sheep age-slaughter pattern, according to tooth eruption/wear, after Higham (1967) and 

Payne (1973 ), from medieval Cornmarket St., Dublin. 

suggesting less of an emphasis on wool production and an increase in the importance of 

mutton. This trend somewhat mirrors the actual medieval wool trade in Ireland, although 

the timing is a bit off. The wool industry peaks in the 13th and 14th centuries in Ireland, 

o one would expect the frequency of older individuals in the 14th century assemblages to 

be omewhat higher. However, its depiction of a downturn in wool production by the 

15th- 16th centurie i accurate. The lack of any younger individuals is interesting. As the 

focus on mutton increa es one would expect some demand for lamb, but this seems not to 

be the ca e. 

nfortunately, the picture i not always this clear. Figure 6.53 displays results 

from various ublin ite , arranged chronologically, while Figure 6.54 depicts results 

from variou urban ite from around Ireland all dating to the 13th_14th centuries. The 

re ul from Dublin how little change over time. In general there are similar numbers of 

older animal as well a animal in their econd year. This suggests that both practices 

were of importance. The pre ence of younger individuals in the assemblage underscores 

the importance of meat, a well as a market for luxury such as lamb, in the economy. 

That both practice are focu ed on should not be surprising. It is worthwhile reiterating 

two point made in Chapter 5. Albarella and Davis (1994, 13-14) suggest that killing off 

in the fourth year would have provided both a decent supply of wool over the life of the 

animal, and high quality meat at the ame time. Grant (1988, 161) emphasises that 
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Sheep age-slaughter according to tooth eruption/wear pattern from 
medieval Dublin sites 
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Figure 6.53. Sheep age-slaughter pattern according to tooth eruption/wear, after Higham (1967) and Payne 
(1973), from various medieval Dublin sites. 
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Figure 6.54 . heep age- laughter pattern according to tooth eruption/wear, after Higham (1967) and Payne 
(1973), from various Irish urban medieval sites. 

animal rai ed for econdary products would have been fattened up and marketed at the 

end of their u able live . Thus these two practices are neither mutually exclusive, nor is 

meat production nece arily age pecific. However, where one sees great disparities 

between the level of older individuals and those in their second year, one or the other 

practice ma} be ugge ted. uch a difference can be seen in Figure 6.54, between the 

as emblage from Broad t., Limerick, and that from High St., Waterford. The age-

laughter pattern from Broad t., Limerick is indicative of primarily meat production. 
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The age-slaughter pattern from High St., Waterford definitely reflects wool production, 

but does not preclude a secondary focus on meat production. 

Ageing results for castle sites, illustrated in Table 6.55, are somewhat misleading. 

They seem to imply a high level of variation among different castle sites. Trim Castle in 

particular has exceptionally high frequencies of younger individuals in both phases, 

suggesting that there is a near exclusive focus on meat production. However, the 

epiphyseal fusion data for this site, illustrated in Table 6.56, tells a different story. In the 

late 13th-early 14th assemblage, when the dental evidence is suggesting a peak kill-off in 

the second year, epiphyseal fusion indicates a high level of survivorship past 42 months 

of age, although epiphyseal fusion does tend to be biased towards older individuals 

(McCormick and Murray 2007, 12-13). In the mid- 14th-15th century phase, when dental 

evidence is indicating a high level of neo-nates, the epiphyseal fusion data is suggesting 

around 57% survival rate past eighteen to twenty months, although the survivorship past 

forty-two months has dropped substantially. In the earlier phase, a definite focus on both 

wool and meat production can be seen in these two proxies. The latter phase is more 

difficult to categorize. It seems that meat production was the important factor, although 

there is the distinct possibility that this functioned in concert with low levels of wool 

production. The two other castle sites are more consistent, showing a definite emphasis 

on wool production. At Carrickmines, while most individuals survived past the age of 

twenty-six months, epiphyseal fusion shows very low survivorship past thirty-six to 

forty-two months . This suggests a kill-off somewhere in the fourth year, and perhaps 

supports Albarella and Davis' assertion that both goals can be achieved at the same time. 

Results from a single religious house, Drumcliffe, Co. Sligo, and a single rural 

site, Knowth , Co. Meath, are displayed in Figure 6.57. The monastery at Drumcliffe 

seems to have been engaged in wool production. There is very little evidence available 

from other religious houses. Three mandibles from Kells Priory were estimated to be 

from individuals of varying ages, ranging from neo-nate to sub-adult. Evidence from 

Knowth shows similar numbers of sub-adults and adults. As described above, this should 

be seen as rearing of stock both for meat and wool. A similar pattern can be seen at 

Lough Gur, where two peak kill -offs, 12- 18 and 24-30 months, were seen, although the 
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Sheep age-slaughter pattern according to tooth eruption/wear from Irish 
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Figure 6.55. Sheep age-slaughter pattern, according to tooth eruption/wear, after Higham (1967) and 
Payne ( 1973), from Irish medieval castle sites. 

Trim Castle, Co. Meath 

Late 13th-early 14th Mid 14th-mid 15th 

12th century century century 

Age at fusion % 

(mos.) NISP Fused fused NISP Fused % fused NISP Fused % fused 

6-10 2 2 100 41 40 97.6 43 38 88.4 

18-28 6 5 83.3 42 33 78.6 23 13 56.5 

30-36 2 2 100 11 7 63.6 10 2 20 

36-42 months 5 5 100 34 26 76.5 16 2 12.5 

Table 6.56. Age-slaughter pattern according to epiphyseal fusion, after Silver (1969), from Trim Castle, 
Co. Meath. 

report doe not elaborate on the nature of the evidence. The rural site of Carrickfinn, Co. 

Donegal, produced primarily mature individuals. In general, the rural evidence, all of 

which come from 13th century contexts, is in accord with the urban evidence. During 

thi particular phase of the medieval period, sheep rearing was almost entirely given over 

to wool production 

6. 5. 2: exing evidence 

exing of heep remain lightly less important in terms of identifying whether 

or not a specific ite i focu ing on meat or wool production. It has been mentioned in 

-
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Figure 6.57 . Sheep age-slaughter pattern according to tooth eruption/wear, after Higham (1967) and Payne 

(1973), from Irish medieval rural sites. 

Chapter 5 that a female-to-male ratio of 40: I is adequate for maintenance of herd size. 

However, wethers generally produce higher quality meat and fleeces, thus there is a 

rea on for keeping both females and castrated males. In the Irish zooarchaeological 

record, investigations of sex-ratio almost universally deal with goat horncores, which will 

be di cus ed below. There is one example, from Courthouse Lane, Galway, where the 

analy t ugge t the presence of female sheep based on horncore evidence. Various 

method have been u ed by Briti h investigators to estimate this ratio. These generaJly 

involve either horncore or metapodials. Results are open to a wide range of 

interpretation , and difference have been attributed to both sexual dimorphism and breed 

variation. pecie variation may al o be the cau e of osteometric variation; clustering in 

a group of ovicaprid metacarpal may be due to the fact that both goat and sheep are 

pre ent. 

At Patrick t./Pudding Lane, Kilkenny, Murphy used horn cores to estimate the 

ex of the individual involved; unfortunately, few a semblages produced the large 

number of heep horn nece ary to do this effectively (l 999b,c, 15). Figure 6.58 shows 

an attempt u ing eight sheep horncores from Christ Church Place, Dublin, plotting the 

maximum ba al diameter against the minimum basal diameter. Two groups appear in the 

plot. If one as ume that the physically larger group, towards the upper right of the plot, 

represent male , then a male to female ratio of 3: I can be seen. This is, obviously an 
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Figure 6.58. Sheep horncore measurements from 10°1- 12°1 century contexts from Christ Church 

Place, Dublin. 
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incredibly small sample size, unfortunately. Following on from this, a series of 

metacarpals from the same assemblage were investigated in the same manner as were 

cattle metatar als above, by plotting the distal breadth against the slenderness index . It 

must be emphasized that in this assemblage, the analyst distinguished between sheep and 

goat remain , therefore it is known that only sheep elements were used. The results can 

be een in Figure 6.59. A number of interpretations present themselves. The most 

obviou ugge ti on is that groups A and B represent females, groups C and D males. 

Thi equate to a ex ratio of 7: 1 (female:male). More interestingly, it may be that two 

different populations of sheep are represented. In this model, group A and point C may 

compri e population, the former being females, the latter male. The second population 

may be compri ed of group B and point D, the former also being females, the latter male. 

That thi may be the ca e is supported by shoulder heights calculated for these 

individual . Thoe for the fir t population range from 51.7 to 59.3 cm, averaging at 56. 1 

cm. Tho e for the econd population range from 54.7 to 62.9 cm, and average at 58.4 

cm. Thus, as with the robusticity, indicated by Figure 6.59, the second population is 

lightly larger than the fir t. If this is the case, then the sex ratio for these to population is 

5: 1 and 9: 1. A third po ibility is that points C and Dare outliers, with groups A and B 

repre enting sex-ba ed size variation. In this model, the sex-ratio changes dramatically, 

to 1: 1.8. If thi i the case, the larger number of males represents wethers kept for their 
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Figure 6.59. Sheep metacarpal measurements from 10tl'- 12tl' century contexts from Christ Church 

Place, Dublin. 

high quality fleece. Given the results seen in Figure 6.58, the first two interpretations 

seem the more likely . Unfortunately, this system is not applicable to all assemblages, 

particularly tho e in which the distinction has not been made between sheep and goat, as 

it will be unclear what variable is causing the clustering. 

6.5.3: Size 

The conver ion factor reported by Teichert (in von den Driesch and Boessneck 

1974) were u ed to calculate shoulder heights from the available material. In calculating 

houlder heights, it mu t be remembered that not all analysts differentiate between sheep 

and goat remain , thus re ults much larger than the normal distribution may in fact be 

goat. Figure 6.60 di plays the results for a series of sites from Dublin, organised as 

chronologically as po ible. The main distribution of shoulder heights range between 52 

and 62 cm. This i the exact range reported by McCormick and Murray for early 

medieval ite in Ireland (McCormick and Murray 2007, 92). There appears to be a 

slight increase in houlder heights between the pre-conquest and post-conquest phases . 

Most of the houlder heights from the Christ Church Place material cluster around 52-56 

cm, mo t of the later material around 54-58cm. A two-tailed t-test (Spiegel et al. 2000, 

22 ) returned at-value of 3.17 (p<0.00 18), indicating that there is a statistically 
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• Bridge St. L,pper, 
D.Jblin, 16th (n=5) 

ignificant difference between the mean of these two distributions, suggesting a definite 

ize increase between the two pha ·e . Thi may be due to the increased demands of the 

wool market. Rearing of a higher percentage of wether for their fine quality fleece 

would al o explain the ize increa e. Figure 6.61 di plays the few results available from 

the later medieval period. The e clu ter around 56 cm, and suggest that there is no 

change in houlder height over time. These re ult also fall within the range of 50 to 60 

cm reported by Grant ( 19 , 176) as being average for British medieval sheep. 
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Estimated shoulder heights for sheep from medieval Irish castle sites 
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Figure 6.62. Estimated shoulder heights for sheep from medieval Irish castle sites . 

Site Date Min. Max. Mean N 

Drumcliffe, Co. Sligo 9m-13tn C. 53.1 65.1 59 4 

Kells Priory, Co. 

Kilkenny 15th c. - - 57.6 1 

Knowth , Co. Meath 9m-11mC. 48.6 61 .1 54 23 

Lough Gur, 

Co.Umenck 13th c. 53.9 54.6 54.3 n/a 

Table 6.63 &umated shoulder height!> for sheep from lmh medieval rural sites . 

Figure 6.62 de cribe the result for castle ite . The 14th-early 15th century 

material from Maynooth Castle i the only a semblage large enough to relate any 

ignificant re ult . The e clu ·ter between 52 and 56 cm, similar to the Christ Church 

Place material. The later date of thi a emblage ugge ts that the seeming increase in 

ize in the Dublin material i really ju ta part of the normal di tribution. There is little 

information from rural ite or religiou house . What i available i presented in Table 

6.63 . The e fall within the ame range a een in the re t of the data. The only notable 

re ult 1 the average from Drumcliffe, o. ligo, which is the largest seen in the data set. 

Again, however, thi i not aberrantly large. 

A with cattle, log ratio analy i wa performed on the sheep measurements to 

trengthen the result of the ize analysi . The mea urements u ed were the distal 
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Figure 6.64. Log ratio analysis results for Irish medieval sites. 
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!!I Olrist Olurch 
Race, Dublin, 10-

12 C. 

o fll1aynooth Castle, 
Co. tv'eath, 14-
E15 C. 

• Cornrrarket St. , 
Dublin, 14 C. 

o Patrick St. Dublin, 
12-14 c. 

breadth of the tibia, metapodial , astragalus, and the trochlear breadth of the humerus. 

The tandard u ed for compari on were, as with cattle, the average of medieval material 

from We t otton (Albarella and Davis 1994, Table 21). These were all from the 1100-

1250 pha e of the We t otton site, except for the information for astragalus, which came 

from the 1250-1400 phase. Figures 6.64 and 6.65 illustrate the results. Interestingly, 

the e are remarkably imilar to those obtained from the estimated shoulder heights. The 

earlier Dublin material from Christ Church Place and the Maynooth Castle material seem 

to be con i tently mailer than the material from 12th-14th century Dublin. This latter is 
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generally the same size as the British material. This is an exceptionally odd result. If one 

imagines that the native sheep breed is smaller than its British counterpart, as is the case 

with the Christ Church Place material, why should size increase at Dublin, as is seen in 

Figure 6.65, but remain smaller at the nearby Maynooth Castle? 

6.5.4: Element distribution/butchery 

Sheep/goat element distributions have been divided into the same categories as 

cattle, in order to emphasize differences between meat bearing elements, butchery waste, 

and raw material caches. Figure 6.66 shows the results from various phases at 

Commarket St., Dublin. The late 13th century assemblage shows relatively higher 

frequencies of cranial fragments, although these drop after this phase and remain at this 

lower level. There are exceptionally high levels of limb extremities throughout the 

medieval period. Relative levels of meat bearing elements remain constant until the 16th 

century, when these increase at the expense of limb extremities. There are low levels of 

homcores throughout. This contrasts with the results from Back Lane, Dublin, displayed 

in Figure 6.67, which show high frequencies of homcores in the earlier phases. These are 

both sheep and goat horn, and suggest a hornworking industry at the site throughout the 

mid 12th-early 13th centuries. Evidence for hornworking is slightly stronger in the 

medieval phases of Waterford, as can be seen in Figure 6.68. These show the same trend 

as can be seen in Back Lane, Dublin. While homworking seems to be common in the 

12th century period, by the mid 13th century it becomes less frequent. Levels of meat 

bearing elements fluctuate. At Cornmarket St., these are consistent until the 16th century 

when they increase, while at Back Lane they remain high over the period. At Waterford 

they increase over the course of time as the levels of horncores decrease. The inverse 

nature of the relationship between these two element categories is illustrated by Figure 

6.69 . The material from Broad St., Limerick shows exceptionally high frequencies of 

horncores with very low levels of meat bearing elements, while the other sites illustrated 

on the plot show the exact opposite. 

Figure 6.70 describes the element distribution from the various phases at 

Maynooth Castle and Trim Castle. These are consistent throughout all phases, showing 

low levels of butchery waste and very high levels of meat bearing elements. While this 
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Element distribution for sheep/goat from Cornmarket St. , Dublin 
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Figure 6.66. Relative element frequency for sheep/goat from Cornmarket St., Dublin. 
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Figure 6.67 . Relattve element frequency for heep/goat from Back Lane., Dublin. 
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~Backlane, 
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uggest that prepared carca e are being supplied to the castles, it leaves open the 

que tion of where they are coming from. Figure 6.71 displays results from four other 

castle ite . The I land MacHugh material is similar to that from Maynooth and Trim. 

The re t of the e how higher frequencies of cranial elements. The interesting feature of 

the Dundrum a tie and Greencastle assemblages is the vast disparity between fore- li mb 

and hind-limb element een at each site. This also suggests that prepared carcasses, or 

portion of carca es, are being upplied to castles. 
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Element distribution for sheep/goat from Peter Street and Bakehouse Lane , 
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Figure 6.68. Relative element frequency for sheep/goat from Peter St. and Bakehouse Lane, Waterford. 
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Element distribution for sheep/goat from various Irish urban medieval sites 
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Figure 6.69 Relative element frequency for heep/goat from various Irish urban medieval sites. 

The previou discu sion has focussed on element distributions with sample sizes 

over 100. nfortunately, only one of the e is available from a religious house or rural 

as emblage , the material from Knowth, Co. Meath. So the following results must be 

read with the under tanding that these are small sample sizes. Figure 6.72 displays the 

re ults for religiou hou es. Movilla and Tintem Abbey sites have high levels of meat 

bearing element and exceptionally low frequencies of butchery waste. Kells Priory 

how equal number of cranial and hind-limb elements, with low frequencies of 

butchery wa te and fore-limb elements. The high frequency of hind-limb elements 
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Element distribution for sheep/goat from Irish medieval castle sites 
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Figure 6.70. Relative element frequency for sheep/goat from Irish medieval castle sites. 
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Figure 6.7 1 Rel all ve element frequency for heep/goat from lmh medieval castle sites. 

uggc t that prepared joint were being upplied to the priory. Figure 6.73 shows the 

element distribution from variou rural ite from around Ireland. These show similar 

d1 tribution to tho e from urban ite and sugge t the con umption of whole carcasses. 

The exception eem to be the lack of homcore . This may suggest that these are being 

a embled and ent on to an urban ite a a raw material. 

Butcher) evidence i infrequent on sheep elements. The variation in 

reprc entat1on can be een among t the variou as emblages at Carrickfergus. The 13
1
h 

century material from the ca tie bridge pit showed no evidence of butchery, but the long 
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Element distribution for sheep/goat from medieval Irish religious houses 
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Figure 6.72 . Relative element frequency for sheep/goat from medieval Irish religious houses. 
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Element distribution for sheep/goat from Irish rural medieval sites 
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Fi gure 6.73. Relati ve element frequency for heep/goat from Irish rural medieval sites. 

bone showed a high degree of fragmentation, indicative of marrow extraction. This 

ugge ts a fairly inten ive use of the heep carcass, as the amount of marrow available in 

the long bones of sheep i minor. Penn' 1976 report on urban material records only 

slight evidence of butchery, but frequent evidence of boneworking. Finally, the urban 

material excavated in the early 1990' produced frequent evidence of butchery, although 

not on the long bones. Material from Patrick St./Pudding Lane, Kilkenny bore no 

evidence of butchery, but did have sign of craftworking. Rural sites show the same 

variation. While the domestic refuse from Ballybarrack, Co. Louth showed signs of 
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butchery, the material from Knowth and Drumcliffe bore little butchery evidence. Such 

variation is normal in the archaeological record. 

6.5.5: Goat 

The presence of goat in medieval Irish fauna! assemblages seems to rely upon two 

factors, their actual presence in the assemblage, and the methodology of the analyst. In 

the case of the latter, certain analysts are more thorough in the investigation of ovicaprid 

remains. Reports by McCormick and Murphy tend to be the most meticulous in this 

respect; although it must be said that they have, perhaps, benefited from assemblages 

with large enough sample size to make it worthwhile. The sheep-to-goat ratio, when it is 

calculated, is done so separately for horncores and post-cranial elements. This is due to 

the varying factors that these both can represent. Horncores are generally seen as 

evidence of a hornworking industry. Post-cranial elements are taken as representing 

urban goat rearing. Neither of these is dependent upon the other. Grant states that goats 

are infrequent in the British medieval fauna! record, and that when they do appear it is 

more frequently in urban environments (1988, 155). This is the case with the Irish fauna! 

record as well. Very few rural sites have produced goat remains in any great amount. 

Ballybarrack, Co. Louth, Drumcliffe, Co. Sligo, and Carrickfinn, Co. Donegal all 

produced minor amounts of goat remains. Castle assemblages, which generally follow 

those from urban sites, instead show the same trend as is seen on rural sites. The sole 

exception to this is the 14th-15th century assemblage from Greencastle, Co. Down. 

In most urban assemblages, goats are represented by horncores. The material 

excavated at Carrickfergus in the early 1990's is somewhat unique in that goat make up a 

majority of the ovicaprid post-cranial remains in both phases of activity. The sheep-to

goat ratio according to horncores, however, is slightly different. In the 13th-14th century 

stage, goat horncores are more frequent than those of sheep, while in the 14th_16th stage, 

the two are present in equal numbers. This overall predominance of post-cranial 

elements is a strong indicator of urban goat rearing. On the other end of the spectrum is 

the material from Waterford. The 12th century assemblage from Bakehouse Lane showed 

exceptionally strong evidence for commercial hornworking, in the form of 581 horncore 

fragments, 95 % of which were from goat. A second interesting feature of this 
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assemblage is the high percentage of goat metacarpals; of twenty-three ovicaprid 

metacarpal fragments, 71 % come from goat. The metatarsal evidence from the 

assemblage, with a similar sample size, shows the exact opposite trend. This suggests 

that only certain parts of the carcass are being transported to the town. The easiest 

explanation is that horns and metapodials are being left attached to the skin as these are 

being brought in for the tanning trade. The high frequency of horncores at Peter St., 

Waterford was described above. It can also be suggested that at some point in the 13th 

century the hornworking industry takes a downturn. This is suggested not only by the 

lower frequency of horncores in general, but the lower frequency of goat horncores 

amongst these. At this site, from the mid- 11th century to the early 13th century, goat 

horncores comprise 90% of the total number of horncores during any given phase. In the 

13th century phase, this drops to 65%. During the entire period at this site, goat makes up 

a very small percentage of the ovicaprid post-cranial assemblage, suggesting that it was 

not a drop in the actual number of goats present which explains the decrease. The late 

13th-early 14th century assemblage from High St., Waterford supports this trend, where 

goat makes up only a very small percentage of the ovicaprid assemblage. 

Goat horncores are also useful for determining sex ratio. This becomes a factor in 

attempting to view the urban rearing of goats for dairying purposes. Of the sites where 

sex ratio is recorded, only one mentions males in any quantity. At Scotch Street, 

Armagh, equal numbers of males and females were reported. Most other sites, primarily 

urban assemblages, but including Greencastle, Co. Down, report that all sexable 

horncores were from females. This supports the idea of the urban rearing of goats for 

dairying. One exception to this is Patrick St., Dublin, where horncores were used to 

estimate a female-to-male ratio of 2.4: 1. Following this example, Figure 6.74 plots the 

maximum basal diameter vs . the minimum basal diameter for goat horncores from 10th-

12th century Christ Church Place, Dublin. This returned a similar ratio of 2: 1. This 

suggests that there are two supply mechanisms for the urban goat market, goats reared in 

the urban market for dairying, which would have been females, and a population living 

outside the urban environment, with a much more mixed sex ratio, intended to supply a 

wider variety of markets (e.g meat market and horn industry). In looking at goat 
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Goat horncore measurements from 10th-12th C. contexts at Christ Church 
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Figure 6.74. Goat horncore measurements from 10th-12u1 century contexts at Christ Chuch Place, Dublin. 
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Figure 6.75 . Goat horncore measurements from medieval Dublin sites. 

homcore from medieval York, Ryder ( 196 l, I 08) suggests that the two sexes are 

repre ented by two different homcore length ranges, females ranging from 130 to 190 

mm, male from l 0 to 250mm. Homcore size in the Irish material seems to decrease 

lightly between the 10th-12th century material and the later medieval material, as can be 

een in Figure 6.75. Homcore lengths for females in the earlier phase ranged from 202 to 

237 mm, the one available male homcore length measuring 249 mm. In the later phases, 

female lengths ranged from 140 to 210 mm, the males from 160 to 234 mm. Thus whi le 

Irish females eem to have been larger than their British counterparts throughout the 
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Estimated shoulder heights for goat from various Irish medieval sites 
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Figure 6.76. Estimated shoulder heights for goat from various Irish medieval sites . 
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. medieval period, Irish males were either equal to or smaller than British. Figure 6.76 

depicts the estimated shoulder heights for goat (after Scramm, in von den Driesch and 

Boessneck 1974) remains from various Irish medieval sites. Although the sample size is 

small, it does seem to bear out the idea of a decrease in size. It is possible that an 

increase in urban goat rearing favoured the breeding of smaller animals. 

6.5.6: Sheep/goat summary 

Rai ing heep for meat and raising sheep for wool need not be mutually exclusive 

practice . Individual kept for wool may provide high quality meat if killed off before 

exce ive old age. Even tho e that are killed off at advanced age will still supply the 

meat market. The only age- laughter pattern which may be confidently identified as 

repre enting a meat ba ed economy involves a majority of individuals being killed off at 

the ub-adult/early adult stage. This is rarely seen in the medieval Irish fauna! record. It 

ha been ugge ted that the assemblage from Commarket St., Dublin indicates an 

increased focu of meat production towards the end of the medieval period, as one sees a 

decrease in the number of older individuals and increase of individuals in their second 

year. ther urban ites, however, tend to fluctuate more, and indicate a mixed economy 

wherein both wool and meat are important commodities. The 13th century assemblage 

from Broad t., Limerick, seems to be a meat based economy, while the late 13th-early 

14th century material from High t., Waterford suggests a wool economy. Most castle 
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sites show a higher frequency of older individuals, suggesting that wool production was 

of great importance. This also seems to be the case in assemblages associated with both 

religious houses and rural sites, although Knowth, Co. Meath, is an exception in this 

respect. 

Little sexing evidence is available, although one need not necessarily expect any 

preferences towards males or females, as females need to be kept both for breeding and 

wool, while wethers produce higher quality meat and fleece. While Albarella and Davis 

( 1994, 15) have suggested that a female-to-male ratio of 40: l is adequate for maintenance 

of stock levels, homcore and metacarpal evidence from the 10th-12th century material 

from Christ Church Place, Dublin suggests ratios of 3: l (homcore) and 7: l (metacarpal). 

This much lower ratio implies that large proportions of wethers are being kept for their 

wool and later their meat. 

Both shoulder height estimations and log ratio analysis of various elements 

suggest a size increase at Dublin between the 10th-12th century material from Christ 

Church Place, and later material; this was verified by at-test on the shoulder height 

results. This smaller size of animal is seen at the much later assemblage from Maynooth 

Castle, which suggests that this may be the natural variation seen in any normal 

distribution. Therefore, the range of the main distribution of shoulder heights for 

medieval Irish sheep can be said to be from 52 to 58 cm. This falls within the range 

suggested by Grant for medieval Britain, 50-60 cm. Log ratio analysis suggests that Irish 

medieval sheep were generally similar in size to, although perhaps slightly smaller than, 

British sheep of the same period. 

Element distributions on urban assemblages tend to be variable, some suggesting 

intensive homworking, other simply meat consumption. Evidence from both Waterford 

and Dublin suggests that at some point in the 13th century, the homworking industry went 

into decline. Castle sites tend to show a preference for meat bearing elements, with 

relatively little butchery waste. This suggests that prepared carcasses are being used to 

supply the castle. The religious houses of Movilla and Tintem Abbey show a similar 

pattern, although Kells Priory is an exception. Finally, apart from homcores, rural sites 

show high numbers of both butchery waste and meat bearing elements. It may be that the 

homcore from animals slaughtered on rural sites were being sold en masse to urban 
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craftsmen. Butchery evidence is somewhat rare on sheep remains, but there is variable 

evidence for both this butchery for purposes of defleshing and boneworking. 

As on British medieval sites, goats tend to only be found in large numbers on 

urban sites, where they are represented alternately by horncores or post-cranial elements. 

Post-cranial elements suggest urban rearing of goats, presumably for dairying, while 

horncores, of course, represent hornworking. Their representation varies quite a bit. At 

Carrickfergus, while the proportion of goat to sheep horncores varies across the medieval 

period, goat post-cranial elements are always more frequent. Variations in these two 

types of elements also support the idea of a downturn in the hornworking industry in the 

13th century. At Peter St., Waterford, while the proportion of goat horncores decreases, 

the proportion of goat post-cranial elements remains constant, suggesting that while goats 

were still being raised for the urban dairy market, large amounts of horncores were no 

longer being brought in the city for working. By the late 13th-early 14th century at High 

St., Waterford, goat comprises a very smali proportion of the assemblage. Horncore 

measurements were used to estimate a female-to-male ratio of around 2: 1. Unlike sheep, 

there seems to have been a decrease in size between the 10th-12th century material at 

Christ Church Place, Dublin, and later assemblages. It seems that while males were 

similar in size, or smaller than, their British counterparts, females were consistently 

larger. 

6.6 Pig 

6.6. J: Ageing evidence 

As in British medieval fauna! assemblages, pig age-slaughter patterns from Irish 

medieval contexts do not vary greatly. Apart from breeding, there is no reason to keep a 

pig past the point when it reaches its full size. Figures 6.77 and 6.78 show age-slaughter 

patterns from sites in Dublin and Waterford. These show similar results, a wide range of 

kill -off ages indicative of urban pig rearing. Rural sites, as will be shown below, tend to 

show a prime kill -off at 17-23 months, as the animal is reaching full size. The cramped 

urban environment would have necessitated that some of the pig raised there be killed off 

at a much younger age (McCormick and Murray 2007, 62). Both indicate, at various 
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Pig age-slaughter pattern according to tooth eruption/wear from medieval 
Dublin sites 
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Figure 6.77 . Pig age-slaughter pattern according to tooth eruption/wear, after Higham (1967) and Grant 
( 1982), from medieval Dublin sites. 
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Pig age-slaughter pattern according to tooth eruption/wear from medieval 
Waterford sites 
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Figure 6.7 . Pig age-~laughter pattern accord111g to tooth eruption/wear, after Higham (1967) and Grant 
( 1982), from medieval Waterford sites. 

tagc , large numbers of individuals under one year of age being killed off. Figure 6.79 

di play the age- laughter pattern from various ites in Dublin and Drogheda. While the 

earlier a emblage , from the 1 o•h -1th and 13th centuries, show evidence of urban pig 

rearing, the a semblages from the mid-141h century on show a trend towards older 

individual , ugge ting a lower level of urban pig rearing. 

Figure 6. 0 illu trates the re ults for castle sites. These are remarkably consistent, 

all howing a peak kill-off between the ages of seventeen and twenty-three months. The 

age-slaughter pattern from the 141h-15Lh century material from Greencastle, Co. Down, is 
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Pig age-slaughter pattern according to tooth eruption/wear from Irish urban 

medieva l si tes 
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Figure 6.79. Pig age-slaughter pattern according to tooth eruption/wear, after Higham (1967) and Grant 

( 1982), from Irish urban medieval sites. 

slightly different. This assemblage shows a high percentage of individuals being killed 

off in their first year. If pigs are being reared on site, then this may indicate a food 

hortage of ome description; if pigs are being purchased from outside producers, it is 

probably attributable to the high status nature of suckling pig. Little evidence is 

available from rural sites. Figure 6.81 displays the results from Knowth. These show a 

typical age- laughter pattern, with most individuals being killed off between seventeen 

and twenty-three months. This also seems to be the case at Lough Gur, Co. Limerick, 

where there i little evidence for older or younger individuals, although there is little 

quantification for thi a emblage. On the other hand, Carrickfinn, Co. Donegal, shows 

evidence for older and younger individuals. Ballybarrack, Co. Louth, also bears evidence 

of ome quite young individuals, either pre- or neo-nates. It may be that sites like Lough 

Gur and Knowth are upplying the nearby urban market, and that the producers are only 

keeping a few of the prime age animals for themselves, sending everything else to the 

town. Thi can be een at Ferrycarrig, Co Wexford, only a few miles from Wexford 

town, the a emblage from which contained no evidence for younger or older individuals, 

although it i admittedly a mall ample size (n=9). The religious houses at Drumcliffe, 

o. ligo, and Movilla Abbey, Co. Down, both contained evidence of young and old 

individual , ugge ting onsite rearing. 
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Pig age-slaughter pattern according to tooth eruption/wear from medieval 

Irish castle sites 
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Figure 6.80. Pig age-slaughter pattern according to tooth eruption/wear, after Higham (1967) and Grant 
( 1982), from medieval Irish castle sites. 
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Figure 6. 1. Pig age-slaughter pattern according to tooth eruptton/wear, after Higham ( 1967) 
and Grant ( 1982), from 9t11_ 10111 century contexts at Knowth, Co. Meath. 

6.6.2: Senng evidence 

ex ratio among t pig are of limited utility. While in order to ensure 

maintenance of tock level , one mu t keep a large number of ewes and cows, the 

fecundity of pigs mean that fewer sows need to be kept. Albarella and Davis' (1994, 17) 

citation of evidence for a ratio of 1 boar to every 3 ow a being adequate for stock level 

maintenance wa mentioned in Chapter 5. Thi l :3 male to female ratio in the breeding 
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population suggests a 3: 1 male-to-female ratio in the death population. Thus in a death 

assemblage which represents superfluous animals being killed off at their prime meat 

age, 75% should be male, 25% female. This seems to be the case in only a few 

assemblages, however. A number of assemblages show lower percentages of males. The 

assemblages from the mid-11th to the early 13th centuries at Peter St., Waterford, the 

percentage of males ranges from 56% to 61 %. In the 13th century phase of the site, 

however, this rises to 71 %. Only at two other sites are the percentages in any way 

similar. The 10th-12th century material from Christ Church Place as well as the late 13th_ 

early 14th century material from High St., Waterford, both show a slightly higher 

percentage of females than males, 66.7% and 63.2% respectively. On all other sites from 

which information is available the sex ratio is much more polarized. Fifteenth century 

Carrickfergus and mid-13th century Christ Church, Cork, both returned results of 75% 

male, 25 % female, while 14th century Patrick St/Pudding Lane, Kilkenny returned a 

result of 80% male. At the other end of the spectrum is late 12th-early 13th century High 

St., Dublin, where 83% of the individuals were female. These variations are somewhat 

tied to the age-slaughter patterns seen on these sites. Those sites with exceptionally high 

percentages of males are also sites where there is little or no evidence of older 

individuals. Sites with higher percentages of females tend to have more mixed age 

structures. The one exception to this is High St., Waterford, where 63% of the 

individuals were female, but the vast majority of individuals were killed off before the 

age of twelve months, and McCormick has suggested that these two points suggest a 

short term food shortage which necessitated the consumption of younger females. Rural 

sites have not produced any large amounts of usable data. Two castle sites have given 

informative results. At Maynooth Castle, nearly all individuals were male, while at 

Carrickmines Castle 65% were male. At both these sites individuals of all ages were 

present. It seems that no one strategy was adhered to when selecting which animals to 

kill. It may be that in general, more males than were strictly necessary were kept to older 

age. It may simply be that a male-to-female ratio of 1 :3 is not accurate. 
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Estimated shoulder he ights fo r pigs from medieva l Irish sites 
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Figure 6.82 . Estimated shoulder height-'> for pigs from medieval Irish sites. 

6.6.3: Si~e 

~------~ 

1

1!! Olrist Olurch Race, 
DJblin, 10-12 C. 

• Maynooth Castle, Co. 
tv'eath, Anglo-Noman 

o Maynooth Castle, Co. 
tv'eath, 14-E15 C. 

o Cornrrarket St., DJblin, 
14C. 

• Bridge St. Upper, DJblin, 
14-15 C. 

~ Bridge St. Upper, DJblin, 

16C. 

As mentioned in Chapter 5, estimating and comparing pig size is made difficult 

by the fact that most are killed off at the sub-adult stage, before their skeletons have 

complete!} fu ed. Figure 6.82 display the distribution of the few shoulder heights which 

could be calculated from the data (after Teichert, in von den Driesch and Boessneck 

1974 ). nfortunately, only Christ Church Place, Dublin, provided a decent number of 

sample . Mo t of these returned heights between 70 and 74 cm. The few numbers of 

ample from other ite makes it difficult to ee any trend in the data, but it seems that 

pig ize remain consistent throughout the medieval period. Tibial distal breadths were 

plotted in a similar manner in Figure 6. 3 Again, most of the samples come from Christ 

Church Place, although, there are lightly more samples from other sites than were seen 

in Figure 6.82. The e measurements cluster around 26-28 mm. This result also suggests 

that pig 1ze remained imilar over time. Comparative material from British sites is 

carce. Five houlder height calculated from material from Newtown, Southampton 

( I 01h-earl} 11 th century), Trowbridge Ca tie (I 0th-12th century), and Launceston Castle 

(mid-late l 51
h century) ranged from 64.5 cm to 69.5 cm, with one exceptionally large 

re ult · of 5.5 cm. This la ·t wa more than likely a wild boar. The 64.5-69.5 m range 

suggests that Briti h pig were lightly smaller than Irish pigs, however, the amount of 

data 1 too mall to say this with any certainty. Tibial distal breadths from various British 

mcd1cval 1tes were plotted in a similar manner to Figure 6.84. Obviously, these are very 
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13 C. 

D Newtown, 
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• Launceston Castle, 
L13 C. 
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mall ample ize , but they do fall within the range and follow the general trend of the 

Iri h material, uggesting that these are similar size animals. 

6. 6. 4: Element distributio11/butchery 

A with cattle and heep/goat, pig elements were categorized according to area of 

the body and meat context (i.e. meat bearing element or butchery waste). It must be 

remembered, however, that a larger percentage of the pig carcass is traditionally 

con idered edible, thu what is butchery waste in cattle and sheep is not necessarily so in 

pig. In the following figures, only pig assemblages with a sample size of greater than 100 
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Figure 6.86. Relative element frequency for pigs from medieval Dublin sites. 
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were included . Figure 6. 5 and 6.86 display the results for sites in medieval Dublin. 

The earlier context are fairly consistent, with high numbers of meat bearing elements at 

well as moderate level of cranial fragments and low frequencies of carpal/tarsals and 

limb extremitie . The later contexts are slightly more variable. The 13th century 

a emblage from Patrick t. is an aberration, due to an exceptionally large number of 

mandibular fragments as compared to the overall assemblage size. At all later sites, 

except late 14th-early 15 th century Arran Quay, the proportion of fore-limb elements to 

hmd-ltmb elements is roughly equal, suggesting that whole carcasses were being used on 

thee ite , rather than portions. One interesting feature is the similarity between the 14th_ 
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Element distribution for pigs from medieval Waterford sites 
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Figure 6.87 . Relative element frequency for pigs from medieval Waterford sites. 
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Fi gure 6.88. Relative element frequency for pigs from medieval Irish castle sites. 

I 6 th century a emblage at Nicholas t. and Patrick St. Such similarity suggests that the 

trend i a real phenomenon. Over time, the main fluctuation seems to be between levels 

of cranial element and level of meat bearing elements; apart from 14th-15th century 

Bridge t. pper, level of limb extremitie remains low. This can be seen at sites in 

Waterford a well, illu trated in Figure 6.87 . 

Re ult from ca tie as emblage how a completely different pattern, as can be 

een in Figure 6. and 6. 9. The e tend to have a much higher percentage of cranial 

element and limb extremitie . It has been uggested that in castle settings one of the 

main goals was to provide a much food a possible from the least amount of resources. 
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Thu one would expect to ee a wider range of elements in the domestic waste. This 

eem to be the case both at ca tie and rural ite , illustrated in Figure 6.90. It must be 

said in looking at rural as emblages, an exception had to be made. Apart from Knowth, 

none of the sample ize are over 100. Still, one can see a trend similar to that from 

castle ite , although with lightly lower levels of limb extremities. The slight evidence 

from religiou hou e varie greatly. The 15th century assemblage from Kells Priory, Co. 

Kilkenny wa compri ed almost exclusively of cranial elements, which McCormick has 

interpreted as a local preference for pig's head; while in the 13lh-14lh century assemblage 

from Movilla Abbey, limb extremities comprised over 50% of the assemblage, perhaps a 



dietary preference for pig's feet. As with sheep/goat, there is very little evidence for 

butchery on the pig remains. 

6.6.5: Summary 
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Age-slaughter patterns from urban assemblages generally show strong evidence 

of on-site pig rearing, in the from of a wide range of kill-off ages. Although the levels of 

these fluctuate, most individuals tend to be at their prime meat age when killed. Towards 

the later medieval period, at Drogheda, one sees less evidence for urban pig rearing and it 

may be that the urban authority's constant struggle to regulate the practice finally had 

some effect. Castles do have a range of ages present, but apart from prime meat age, 

these tend to be in small numbers. There is little evidence from rural sites but what is 

there tends to show both evidence of pig rearing and simply high numbers of animals at 

their prime meat age . The sites where the latter is the case tend to be urban adjacent sites, 

and it has been suggested that the producers were keeping small numbers of pigs for 

themselves, consuming them when they reached full size, and sending everything else, 

from young individuals to old breeding sows past their prime, to the urban market. 

It was suggested that in a death assemblage which represents animals killed off at 

their prime meat age, 75% of the individuals should be male, 25% female. While this is 

seen at Carrickfergus, at other sites it fluctuates wildly. In some instances one sees a 

much higher frequency of males, in others much lower, more evenly represented with 

women. In a few instance there are even a higher frequency of women. Castle sites tend 

to have higher proportions of males, as one would expect, given the age-slaughter pattern. 

Overall, it seems that no single strategy was adhered to when selecting which individuals 

to cull. 

Pig size is difficult to judge, due to the age at which most individuals are killed 

off. It was shown that shoulder heights of medieval Irish pigs tend to range between 70 

and 74 cm, and uggested that size does not change over time, although the sample sizes 

for both results are small. In comparison with British material, one runs into the same 

problem, there are few measurements available for pig remains from British medieval 

sites. However, a comparison of a small number of distal tibia breadths suggests that 

Irish pigs were similar in size to British pigs. 
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The main division in element distributions occurs between urban assemblages and 

rural/castle assemblages. For the most part, urban dwellers seem to have been slightly 

more selective about the cuts of meat they consumed. It was suggested that the rural 

population had no such luxury. Castle sites are slightly more enigmatic. They have more 

resources than the rural inhabitants and may therefore also be selective about what they 

consume; however, this is not reflected in the data. 

6.7: Horse 

Horse is generally the fourth most frequent animal in Irish medieval faunal 

assemblages, behind the three main domesticates. In some situations the presence of 

horses is taken as an indicator of their increased use for traction. Penn (1976, 20) 

suggests that this explains the increase in the frequency of horses between the earlier and 

later phases at Carrickfergus. McCormick states that the frequency of horses at High St., 

Trim indicates the same. The age of the animals is infrequently estimated, although when 

it is, the results almost invariably show older animals. One exception to this can be seen 

in the 14lh- 15lh century assemblage at Greencastle, Co. Down, where two individuals 

were identified, one 2-3 months of age at death, the other over 12 years. Similarly, at 

Downpatrick, Co. Down, a juvenile was identified in the assemblage. On the whole, 

however, horses are working creatures which will be kept until they have outlived their 

usefulness . Given this, one need not specifically quantify the age in order to infer old 

age. At Lough Gur, Co. Limerick, old age is suggested by a series of degenerative 

pathologies on the bones. At Ballybarrack, Co. Louth, while epiphyseal fusion suggests 

individuals over 42 months of age, severe pathologies, in the form of heavy exostoses and 

fusions of vertebrae, suggest a much older age. 

The main question with horses in the Irish archaeological record is their size. 

Unfortunately, this is somewhat difficult to judge. While many analysts report estimated 

shoulder heights for horses, the measurements they use are occasionally incorrect. For 

instance, a number of shoulder heights are reported for the 10lh-12th century assemblage 

from Christ Church Place, Dublin, based on metapodial greatest lengths; however, 

Kiesewalter's conversion factor requires the lateral length, as opposed to the greatest 

length, thus the results reported are too large. A similar situation occurs in the report for 
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Commarket St., Dublin. Unfortunately, it seems to be the case that the necessary 

measurements (e.g. lateral length) were not taken. The following figures attempt to 

present as balanced a picture as possible by eliminating questionable data. The sample 

size is somewhat diminished. Figure 6.91 presents pooled data from various sites in the 

Ii\ 13th-14th, and 14th-16th centuries. No real trends can be seen, primarily due to the 

sample size; it does, however, show the range of shoulder heights seen in the medieval 

period. Figure 6.92 shows at three specific populations, from two phases at Bridge St. 

Upper, Dublin, and Carrickmines Castle. This shows a bit more of a normal distribution, 

with most shoulder heights clustering around 140 cm. It was mentioned in Chapter 5, 

how Grant stated that medieval British horses ranged in size from that of donkeys to 

about 160 cm. These Irish examples from Figures 6.91 and 6.92 show a similar range, 

and average out at the slightly less 137 cm. Thus there seems to be little size difference 

between medieval British and medieval Irish horses. McCormick (2007, 88) returned a 

slightly different result, showing a size increase towards the 14th_16th century; however, 

he used May's conversion factors as opposed to Kiesewalter, which may have allowed 

for u e of a wider range of material. 

Horses were not only tools to be used while alive, they were raw materials to be 

exploited in death. There is frequent evidence for butchery on the horse remains from 
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Figure 6.91 . Estimated shoulder he1ght5 for horses from medieval Ireland . 
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Estimated shoulder he ights for horses from medieval Ireland 
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Figure 6.92. Estimated shoulder heights for horses from medieval Ireland. 
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variou sites. The question is, does it indicate consumption of horse flesh or skinning? It 

ha been mentioned in previous chapters that there was a papal ban on the consumption 

of hor e flesh; thi did not stop people from doing so in times of need, and evidence for 

thi ha been described in Chapter 4. Evidence for marrow extraction was reported from 

anickfergu , Co. Antrim, Arran Quay, Dublin, and Bakehouse Lane, Waterford. 

Butchery for con umption wa uggested at Drumcliffe, Co. Sligo, Peter St., Waterford, 

and Greencastle, o. Down. At thi last ite, it was suggested that a food shortage caused 

b] a prolonged iege made the con umption of horses necessary. Not all butchery was 

for con umption, however. It wa noted in Chapter 4 that horse hides were a valuable 

commodity; and it i not uncommon to ee evidence for butchery of horses, dogs, and 

cat , together in the ame a emblage . This ugge t a large scale hide and pelt working 

industry. 

6. : Dog 

Dogs are common in mo t lri h fauna! a semblages, although they are generally a 

minor pec1e . Frequently, whole or partially articulated canine skeletons will be 

uncovered, a dog remain tend to be depo itcd intact. Based on the material from 

medieval Waterford, Mc ormick (19973
, 834) ha uggested two main size groups from 

medieval Ireland, one maller, with houlder heights ranging from 25 to 40 cm, the other 

larger, with houlder height ranging from 50 to 70 cm. Figure 6.93 reproduces mid-1th 
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Estimated shoulder heights for dogs from mid-12th century Waterford 
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Figure 6.93. Estimated shoulder heights for dogs from mid-lt11 century Waterford. 
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Figure 6.94. E ti mated shoulder heights for dogs from medieval Dublin sites. 

century Waterford data, upporting McCormick's assertion but perhaps suggesting that ' 

the range for mailer animals should be slightly extend to 45 cm. Figure 6.95 illustrates 

dog shoulder height from various Dublin sites throughout the medieval period. 

Although a wide range of houlder heights can be seen, the smallest 18 cm, the largest 81 

cm, mo t dog tend to be between 41 and 65 cm. The 13th century material does show 

two ize group , although the sample size is smaller. The 16th century assemblage shows 

a relatively high number of much smaller dogs. This suggests a trend away from dogs as 
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trictly working animal and towards dogs as pets . This can also be seen at Greencastle, 

o. Down. Figure 6.94 displays re ults for castle sites. Although these are small sample 

ize , two interesting points can be seen. At Carrickmines Castle, dogs of all heights are 

more or le evenly repre ented, uggesting that throughout the medieval period, it was 

nonnal to have different types of dogs on any one site. Secondly, there seems to be a 

major size decrease between the mid-13th century and the later medieval period at 
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Greencastle. This suggests a move towards dogs as pets, rather than working animals. 

During the mid-13th century, Greencastle's military function was much more prominent, 

and guard dogs would have been an important tool. If this military function lessens in 

importance over time, replaced by the domestic, the move towards smaller dogs, kept as 

pets, is understandable. Figure 6.96 shows the relative frequency of shoulder heights 

during various phases from around Ireland. Overall there seems to be two sizes of dogs, 

the differences between them occurring around 46-50 cm, the exception to this being the 

14th-15th century material. This is somewhat similar to the results reported by 

McCormick for material from Dublin and Waterford. However, he identified the two 

size groups from Dublin sites with an exception in Waterford, thus a geographical 

difference rather than a chronological one (McCormick 1997a, 834). There also seems to 

be higher frequencies of smaller dogs in the 16th century, and this may relate to the rise of 

dog as a domestic pet (e.g. lap dogs) as opposed to work animals. 

As dogs were primarily working animals, one would only expect to see them 

killed off at a younger age for a specific purpose (e.g. harvesting of skins). In general 

this is the case. When one does see younger animals there is almost invariably butchery 

evidence present, suggesting they were killed for their skins. Butchery evidence on dog 

remains is very frequent, and there is no geographic or time based variation in its 

appearance. This is universally interpreted as evidence of skinning. Consumption of 

dogs, even during times of great need, does not appear in the interpretations of the fauna! 

record. During the mid-13th century phase at Greencastle, during the supposed food crisis 

which necessitated the consumption of horses, the dog remains bear no evidence of 

butchery, suggesting that they were respected pets not to be consumed. Similar evidence 

can be seen at Bridge St. Upper, Dublin, where dog remains show no evidence of 

butchery, cat remains do. Thus at this time it was acceptable to skin cats and not dogs 

(although it must be said that the exact opposite can be seen at Drumcliffe, Co. Sligo, 

where butchery appeared on cats and not dog). With such extensive evidence for 

butchery, one must presume the trade in dog pelts to have been strong. This seems not to 

be the case, however. Although O'Sullivan Beare does mention the use of dog skins in 

glove making, there is little evidence of a trade in dog skins. There is some evidence of 

export of this resource from Youghal; however, none of the Anglo-Norman sources 
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reviewed for this work mention it in any way. Perhaps the most telling evidence is the 

lack of murage tax on dog pelts. It was mentioned, in Chapter 4, how the murage grants 

rapidly expanded to cover as wide a range of items as possible, and specifically 

enumerated these items in the grants. Dog pelts are never mentioned. Thus, perhaps, use 

of dogs skins was a more local endeavour, undertaken household by household. 

Alternatively, it was perhaps an Irish practice abhorrent to the Anglo-Normans, although 

there is no direct evidence to suggest this. 

6.9: Cat 

As with dogs, cats appear quite frequently in the record, but are generally of 

minor importance. The status of cats seems to vary widely. At early 13th century Clough 

Castle, and 13th-14th century Dundrum Castle, the presence of short, gracile long bones 

from adult cats suggests that these were small, well-fed house pets. Evidence from 

Drumcliffe, Co. Sligo, mentioned above, suggests that while dogs were seen as being 

acceptable for skinning, cats were not. A slightly lower status is suggested by the 

material from Carrickfinn, Co. Donegal, which bore signs of gnawing by dogs, but no 

butchery, suggesting that cats were deposited on rubbish heaps and allowed to be 

scavenged. By far the majority of the evidence points to skinning of cats. This appears 

almost exclusively on urban sites (see Appendix 1). As with dogs, there is evidence for 

skinning of both young cats, suggesting that they had been killed specifically for the 

purpose, and older animals, suggesting use of the animal after its death from old age. 

Unlike dogs, a murage tax on cat skins appears in a number of grants from the late 13th 

century, amounting to 0.5 pence per hundred. This suggests that the trade in cat skins 

was much more widespread than that of dog skins. 

6.10: Wild animals 

While a wide range of wild animals appear across the various Irish medieval 

assemblages , the two groups that appear the most frequently are deer and rabbit/hare. 

This is in line with the available Anglo-Norman documentary evidence. Red deer is by 

far the most frequent species represented in the archaeological record. Roe deer is not 

native to Ireland and has only been identified in two assemblages. A roe deer tibia was 
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found in the mid-15th_ 17th century assemblage from Maynooth Castle while a shed antler 

was identified in the mid-12th century material from Bakehouse Lane, Waterford. It was 

suggested that this last element was actually imported from Wales. Fallow deer are a 

Norman introduction to Ireland, and appear in minor numbers in very specific areas. Of 

the nine instances where fallow deer were identified, four were associated with castle 

sites, four with urban/urban adjacent sites. These are all located either in/around Dublin 

or in the southeast. The one exception to both of these trends is the fragment of fallow 

deer antler identified at Carrickfinn, Co. Donegal. As mentioned, red deer is more 

widespread. Venison was an upper class food item, quite often used as gifts or tributes in 

Anglo-Norman society. Occasionally post-cranial elements are identified on lower status 

sites, but in general the only representation of red deer from such sites is in the form of 

antler. Antler working and horn working are linked and at sites where one sees large 

numbers of cattle or goat homcores it is not unexpected to see large numbers of red deer 

antler. The best examples of this are the Bakehouse Lane, Peter St., and High St. sites 

from medieval Waterford. Interestingly, at High St., Waterford, large numbers of post

cranial elements appear as well, indicating that the animals were hunted. This is 

interesting also for the reason that it implies direct access to deer. The sourcing of antler 

for the antler-working industry is an interesting problem. Presumably, the owner of a 

deer park either collected shed antler or removed antler from animals killed on his estate 

and sold it on. It is also possible that individuals granted deer as gifts sold the antlers to 

urban craftsmen. 

Rabbit, the other managed species, appears just as frequently, if not more so, as 

deer. This species was introduced by the Anglo-Normans to Ireland. While the first 

historical reference to rabbits in Ireland appears in 1191 (McCormick and Murray 2007, 

40), archaeologically rabbit remains were identified from levels at Ferrycarraig, 

Waterford associated with the earliest Anglo-Norman fortifications on the site. While 

this is not specific, it does suggest a late 12th/early 13th century date. Rabbit warrens 

were popular, and rabbit skins a valuable commodity. Rabbit remains tend not to show 

much evidence of butchery. There are no trends in the appearance of rabbit in the 

archaeological record; they can be seen during all post-conquest phases and in all types of 

environments. Hare appears only slightly less frequently than rabbit, somewhat 
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surprising in that they were purely a hunted species. The rapid reproduction of rabbits 

and hares suggests that they would have been available in larger numbers than deer. The 

problem with viewing rabbit in the fauna! record is the fact that they may be intrusive 

elements, as rabbits are inclined to burrow. Thus suggestions such as Jope's (1954, 150) 

for Clough Castle, where it was put forward that while venison was eaten, hare/rabbit 

were much more popular, must be read with caution. 

Various minor wild species have been identified from the period, none appearing 

in any great numbers. The only appearance of wild pig in the medieval period occurs in 

the 13th_early 14lh century assemblage at Trim Castle, Co. Meath. Hedgehog has been 

identified at two sites in the southeast. Wolf is rarely seen, but has been located both in 

Ferrycanig, Co. Wexford and at Greencastle, Co. Down. Various marine mammals have 

been identified. Pilot whale, dolphin, and general cetacean have all been indicated by 

vertebrae, quite frequently with butchery evidence. Seal tends to be represented by long 

bones. Two final wild species appearing in very minor amounts in the fauna! record are 

otter, represented by a mandible at Knowth, and pine marten, represented by an ulna at 

Clough Castle (although the identification of this is tentative). The Anglo-Norman 

sources discussed in Chapter 4 list various values and uses for these animals. The 

relevance of these remains to those records will be discussed in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 7 
Animal exploitation in medieval Ireland: Summary and conclusions 

7.1: Introduction 

The following chapter will attempt to summarise some of the main conclusions 

and themes outlined in this thesis and bring together documentary and archaeological 

evidence where they are discussed separately in the main body of the work. As with the 

preceding chapters, the discussion will proceed primarily species by species. 

7.2: Species frequency: Cattle, sheep/goat, and pig 

MNI results from medieval Irish fauna) assemblages show a high degree of 

variability, as illustrated by Figure 6.3. In general, castle sites have slightly higher levels 

of pig than urban sites. Most sites show an increase in the frequency of cattle over time. 

There is not enough MNI data from rural contexts to make any judgements. Within 

urban sites, pre-/ early Norman sites tend to show more consistent levels of pig. In 

medieval British assemblages, this has been interpreted as the result of urban pig rearing, 

and seems to be the case in medieval Ireland as well, as has been mentioned in previous 

chapters. The 13th-14th century Irish urban assemblages show much higher variability. 

One would expect to see, in this period, a steady increase in the frequency of sheep/goat 

due to the rise of the wool industry. However, as Figure 7 .12 shows, the various contexts 

from most multiphase sites tend to cluster together. Cornmarket St., Dublin is an ideal 

example. Figure 7 .14 describes all four phases at Commarket St., from the late 13th 

century to the 16th century, clustering around 37% cattle, 50% sheep/goat, and 13% pig. 

Back Lane, Dublin is a notable exception. This site shows a steady increase in the 

frequency of heep goat at the expense of cattle, although this covers an earlier period, 

from the mid-I I th century to the late 13th century. It may be that Back Lane, Dublin, 

illustrate the rise of the wool industry, while Cornmarket St. represents it at its peak. 

The con istently high levels of sheep at Commarket St. towards the later medieval period 

will be di cussed below. 

[n the British fauna) record (see Chapter 5), there are few sites where cattle do not 

dominate by I P, MNI, or both. Beef levels tend to be higher and more consistent at 

urban and high status sites, low at rural sites. While there are some instances of 
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sheep/goat dominating fauna) assemblages, these are infrequent and in general sheep are 

underrepresented when compared to the extent of the wool industry in the medieval 

period. O'Connor's suggestion ( 1982, 11; 1986, 2), based on sites at York and Lincoln, 

that consistent levels of pig in the medieval period is indicative of urban pig rearing does 

not apply to all urban sites, and in general pig are less frequent in urban assemblages than 

in rural sites, particularly castles. These results are generally similar to those seen in the 

Irish fauna) record . 

The historical documents from medieval Ireland give little insight into the relative 

proportion of each species kept at any given site. In 1212, the Pipe Roll 14 John records 

the stocking of the king's manors at Galtrim, Co. Meath, and Granard, Co. Longford, as 

well as the manors of Richard de Tuit, also in Meath, with cows, oxen, sheep, and pigs. 

The percentage representations of these individuals are displayed in Table 7 .1. These 

show a marked prevalence of sheep/goat, with more or less equal numbers of cattle and 

pig. The 12th century assemblage at Trim castle is the only Irish rural/high status site to 

produce similar results . The Inventory of Templar goods and chattels from 1307 records 

a number of cattle, sheep, and pig from various holdings in Wexford. At Kilcloggan, the 

Templars owned forty-five head of cattle (7.4%), 500 two-year old sheep (82.6%), and 

ixty pig (I 0°/o); while at the Grange of Kilcloggan, they are recorded as holding 56 head 

of cattle ( 1 .3°/o), 195 wether sheep (63.7%), and 55 pigs ( 18%). Finally, in 1567, the 

Earl of De mond seized a izable amount of the stock belonging to the Earl of Ormonde 

(CODv 1567, 150). This included 9875 head of cattle (41%), 9841 sheep (41%), and 

445 pig ( 1 °o). The earlier data is fairly consistent in that more or less equal numbers 

of cattle and pig arc pre ent. The high number of sheep is to be expected, as these 

pcnods rcprc cnt the height of the medieval wool trade and O'Neill (1987, 61) has shown 

that wool production wa concentrated in the south-east of the country. The later 16th 

century evidence hows a major hift. This may reflect a move towards a mixed meat 

and wool economy. 

7.3: attle 

Gaelic Ireland's fixation with cattle, as far as the documentary evidence is 

concerned, can 10 many way be regarded as symbolic. This is rooted in the pre-Norman 
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socio-economic structure in which cattle were the primary form of wealth and a method 

of measuring status. The later material, while never as explicit as the early Irish laws, 

implies that cattle continued to be accorded a special role even though McCormick and 

Found in the manors of To the manors of 
Galtrim Granard Richard de Tuit Richard de Tuit 

% % % % 
Cow/Oxen 20 .3 17.7 10.2 23.8 

Sheep 57 .9 63.6 79.4 59.9 
PiQ 21 .9 18.7 10.5 16.3 
n= 311 497 945 404 

'lh Table 7.1. Stock levels at vanous early 13 century Anglo-Norman manors . 

Murray (2007, 103-116) have argued that the importance of cattle began to decline in 

Ireland from the ninth century onwards. This special role for cattle is reflected in pre

Norman annalistic records of cattle raiding. Sheep and pig are never specified in these 

records, although they are recorded, along with cattle, in descriptions of animals killed by 

plague or bad weather. Records of sheep taken in raiding appear after the arrivals of the 

Anglo-Normans. This may reflect a decline in the role of cattle, but could alternatively, 

simply reflect the growing value of sheep with the development of the international wool 

trade ( ee below). Our main problem with trying to reconstruct the rural economy is that, 

firstly, we are dependant primarily on annalistic references as a documentary source. As 

di cu ed in Chapter 4 they are primarily a chronology of political events and references 

to live tock are bia ed towards cattle for the reason outlined above. Secondly, very few 

Gaelic ite have produced fauna! assemblages and when they have the samples have 

been so mall that they provide very little information. 

A a con equence, the documentary evidence and zooarchaeological record are 

heavily bia ed towards evidence about the Anglo-Normans. It should not be assumed, 

however, that the diets and perhaps livestock economies of the two societies are radically 

difTerent. Dairy produce, for instance, played an important role in the diet of the Gaelic 

Iri h (Lucas 1960, 19); this emphasis can be traced back to pre-Norman times (Kelly 

1997, 323). The importance of dairy products to the Anglo-Normans as well, particularly 

cheese, is demonstrated from the earliest records of the colony. In the early l l 70's, large 

amounts of cheese are recorded as having been sent to Ireland to feed the army (CD Ii 
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1170-1, 2-4). Thefts of cheese and butter are recorded at various stages, as well as the 

use of butter for rent (CJRi 1295, 5; CJRi 1297, 181; CODiv 1510, 2; CODv 1551, 11). 

Perhaps the most significant evidence can be seen in the murage grants, where butter and 

cheese are two of the most consistently taxed items. Additionally, the zooarchaeological 

evidence from Dublin which indicates increase in the age of cattle over the course of the 

medieval period, as seen in Figure 7 .19, can be interpreted as indicating an increase in the 

importance of dairy production. Perhaps this is another example of the Anglo-Norman's 

adopting the aspects of the lifestyles of the native Irish. 

O'Connor's ( 1999, 415) suggestion that younger cattle, progressively culled out 

of herds, would have been consumed on rural sites and that only older cattle would have 

been sent to the urban market, seems to be more applicable to the Irish medieval faunal 

record than the British. Barring a few exceptional sites, 14th -16th century Carrickfergus 

and 13th century Broad St., Limerick, all Irish urban medieval sites show a predominance 

of older individuals being slaughtered. This is the same situation for castle sites. The 

limited evidence suggests that the same mechanisms are supplying both the urban and 

castle environment. The few rural sites show much higher frequencies of younger 

individuals, as O'Connor's model suggests. This high importance of dairy products, 

suggested in the previous paragraph, is a major factor in this system. It appears that in 

medieval Ireland, the requirements of the dairy market supersede those of the beef 

market, and that urban and high status beef consumers are having their consumption 

pattern dictated by the rural producers' husbandry choices. 

Cattle sex ratios from nearly all medieval Irish sites show much higher levels of 

females, which reflects the fact that beef was essentially a by-product of the rural 

dairying economy. The fauna! record from medieval Britain shows the same trend 

towards older individuals. The lack of males represented in the fauna! record is 

omewhat of an enigma. Historical evidence from both medieval Britain and medieval 

Ireland suggests similar numbers of males and females but it may be the documentary 

record hide different sex distributions for different age groups. Sex can only be 

determined on the basis of fused metapodials, i.e. in cattle greater than circa 18-24 

months of age. As males and females are born in equal numbers the predominance of 
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slaughtered were male. 
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The sex-distribution of cattle is complicated by the gradual replacement of oxen 

by horse for ploughing and traction during the period under consideration. McCormick 

(2007, 96), on the basis of Lucas' work, notes that the earliest Irish evidence for the use 

of horses for ploughing is in the late 13th century. Mixed teams of horse and oxen were 

popular in the 14th century, with horse emerging as the dominant form of traction in the 

15th century. Langdon (ibid.) demonstrates that the progression from oxen to horse is by 

no means a linear progression and the model suggested for Ireland is probably too 

simpli tic and is for the most part based on colonial documentary sources. The situation 

in Gaelic Ireland may have been significantly different. O'Sullivan Beare (Appendix 8, 5) 

states that "Some of the bullocks are used for food, others for agriculture" which could 

imply that the use of oxen was still popular at a later date than suggested by McCormick. 

This is also implied by a record, from the year 1565, of a l 2d. yearly rent for a "good fed 

ox" (CODv 1565, 151 ). 

Animals that are castrated at an early age can grow faster and produce more meat 

than tho e that were not castrated. This is demonstrated by the modem Hungarian 

metacarpal evidence where the castrates are more robust than the bulls. Should the oxen 

being sent to tock various king manors, as recorded in the Pipe Roll of 14 John, be 

regarded as primarily for meat or for traction? Given the early date of this source it is 

more likely that the latter i the ca e, but during the later period the role of castrates is 

le · clear. A mentioned above, the zooarchaeological record indicates that the cattle 

repre ented in fauna) a emblages are predominately female. Albarella and Davis (1994, 

I I) cite evidence off emale-to-male (bull) ratios of I 0/ 12: I. This suggests that bulls 

hould make up 7.6-9% of any adult cattle assemblage, assuming no oxen are present. It 

wa hown, in Chapter 4, how the Anglo-Norman documentary evidence indicates a 

1milar ratio at 1te m Cork and Wexford. However, in the Templar inventory from 

Wexford, large numbers of oxen are recorded al o. Moreover, in the fauna! record the 

incidence of male 1s higher. This implies that oxen, passed their usefulness for traction, 

are still an important component in the diet, as was also the case in Scandinavian Dublin 

(McConrnck and Murray 2007, 224-234). The sex ratios in various assemblages vary 
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greatly (Tables 7.29 and 7.30). It may well be that those with a higher incidence of males 

are in areas where the rural hinterlands had a high incidence of tillage. The fact that the 

sex ratio varies through time in different locations might reflect changing rural economies 

but one must remember that many of the samples on which sex distributions are based are 

small and should be treated with caution 

The distribution of Ii vestock recorded in the Pipe Roll 14 John, mentioned above, 

not only deals with the stocking of the king's manors but also for the provisioning of 

castles and garrisons. Soldiers in these garrisons were not only being supplied with cattle 

as a form of rations, but as wages. This use of cattle shows that when necessary, the 

Anglo-Normans adopted the Irish custom of using cattle as currency. For instance, 

knights as well as both armed and unarmed servants, at Dromore, Co. Down, received 

352 cows as wages (PR 141 61 ). The willingness of the Irish to use cattle in order to buy 

the services of Anglo-Norman mercenaries can be seen as early as 1185 when an Anglo

Norman force was paid 3000 cows in wages for aid in sacking Thomond (AFM 1185.9). 

The adoption of the custom, however, does not extend to all areas. A series of 12th 

century entries in the Irish annals refer to pledges of yearly tributes of cattle, sheep, and 

pig to various ecclesiastics. While similar tributes are given to religious houses by 

Anglo-Norman/ Anglo-Irish lords, they do not involve these animals. In general these 

pledges are not animals or animal products directly but a percentage of the yearly value 

of a certain resource, quite often fisheries or deer forests and it is unclear if the tribute 

took the form of the actual produce, fish or deer, or of actual cash derived from their 

rent . 

7.4: beep/goat 

The role of heep in pre-Norman Ireland is difficult to judge. The Irish annals 

provide somewhat contradictory information. On the one hand, sheep are recorded as 

being pledged as yearly tributes to various ecclesiastics, suggesting that they are valuable. 

On the other hand, there are no pre-Norman references to sheep being seized in raids. 

The e do not appear until the early-mid 14th century, when the wool trade is booming. 

The high level of integration with the Anglo-Norman/Anglo-Irish market economy, 

de cribed in Chapter 1, may have led to a greater appreciation of the values of these 
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animals. The Anglo-Norman sources, as one would expect, have abundant evidence for 

sheep. It is interesting to note that instances of sheep theft are far more numerous in the 

Anglo-Norman sources than in the Irish annals, while instances of cattle theft show the 

exact opposite trend. While the Anglo-Norman sources record around 150 instances of 

cattle theft, the Irish annals record well over 200. On the other hand, the Anglo-Norman 

sources record eighty-three instances of sheep theft to the Irish annals' six. 

The interpretations of age-slaughter patterns for sheep were discussed in Chapters 

5 and 7. It was noted that rearing sheep for wool does not preclude them from supplying 

the meat market. It was suggested that the only age-slaughter pattern which may be 

confidently interpreted as a meat based economy shows a majority of individuals being 

killed off at the sub-adult/early adult stage. Most of the Irish fauna! evidence suggests a 

mixed economy. The assemblage from Cornmarket St., Dublin, shows a steady decrease 

in the age at which individuals are killed between the late 13th and 16th centuries. This is 

expected, as the wool trade declines towards the later medieval period. However, the 

levels of sheep present remain the same at this site throughout the medieval period, 

suggesting that as the wool trade declined, the Anglo-Irish consumed increasing levels of 

mutton. This is somewhat different from the response in Britain, where they seem to 

have simply bred fewer sheep (Grant 1988, 154). Age-slaughter patterns from Irish rural 

and castle site , barring a few exceptions, show much older individuals, indicating that 

wool production was the main focus of the sheep economy. As with the cattle results, 

ca tie eem to have had little choice about what they were able to consume. The age

slaughter pattern at British sites hows the same trend towards older individuals. The 

documentary ources shed little light on age-slaughter patterns, although two year old 

sheep are occa ionally referred to separately from other sheep. 

exing evidence is generally absent from both the British and Irish fauna! records. 

Material from 10th-12th century Christ Church indicated female-to-male ratios of 3: 1 

(homcore ) and 7: I (metacarpals). This is a much lower ratio than the 40: 1 suggested by 

Albarella and Davis ( 1994, 15) as being sufficient for maintenance of stock levels. It was 

ugge ted that the higher numbers of males are wethers being kept for the high quality 

fleece and meat they produce. At their sites in Kilcloggan, Co. Wexford, the Temp1ars 

held 500 sheep and 195 wethers. Assuming that most of these 500 sheep are ewes, 
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approximately 487, if one follows the ratios set forth by Albarella and Davis, then a 

female-to-male ratio of slightly over 3: 1 can be seen. There is some evidence from the 

early 14th century that wethers were slightly more valuable than ewes, the former 

averaging around 1 Od. per animal, the latter 8.7d. This is reflected in the Calendar of 

Justiciary Rolls , where, between years 1306 and 1314, a much larger number ofwethers 

( 1486) than sheep (720) were recorded as having been stolen. 

As with British medieval fauna! assemblages, goat tends to appear only on urban 

sites. The difficulty in differentiating between post-cranial elements of sheep and goat 

makes it difficult to estimate the role of goat in these urban environments. Post-cranial 

elements are generally seen as evidence of urban goat rearing, presumably for dairying. 

As with pig, goats are ideal animals to keep in the urban environment as they do not 

require a special diet. Most of the evidence for goat, on both British and Irish sites, 

appears in the form of homcores. The homworking industry will be discussed below. 

7.5: Pig 

As pigs provide no secondary products, there tends to be less variation in age

slaughter patterns. If pigs are being reared in urban settings, one tends to see a wide 

range of ages represented , perhaps reflecting the fact that it was not possible to rear litters 

to optimal size due to constraints of space within towns. On rural sites, one expects to see 

a higher level of individuals at their prime meat age. Both of these trends are seen in the 

British and lri h fauna! records. Irish castle sites are somewhat unique in that they show 

a high number of individuals killed off at prime meat age as well as older individuals. 

This would nonnally be taken as indicating on site pig rearing, however, very few 

younger individuals tend to be present. Perhaps the space constraints of urban areas 

which nece sitated the killing of some younger individuals were not a factor on castle 

site . This may be the result of access to deer-parks or other forests for pig rearing. The 

element di tribution from castle , with higher frequencies of cranial elements and limb 

extremitie , support this idea of optimal consumption. Sex ratio, in discussions of pig, 

tends to be le s relevant. The fecundity of pigs allows that fewer females need to be kept 

back for breeding. It was suggested, in Chapter 7, that a sex ratio of 75% males to 25% 

females may be expected, based on a breeding requirement of one boar for every three 
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sows. At both British and Irish sites the sex ratios vary wildly, and it does not seem that 

any specific strategy was adhered to. 

Urban pig rearing was a fact of life in medieval Ireland. As beneficial as it was to 

the urban dwellers, it came at a price. As was explained in Chapters 1 and 4 free roaming 

pigs within towns were a major problem in the medieval period, and many attempts were 

made to regulate this practice in order to limit that damage caused by these animals. The 

Priory of the Holy Trinity was required to submit 2 pecks of wheat as a bond against their 

pigs causing destruction. In general such measures seem to have been failures, as 

illustrated by both the constant need to reiterate these regulations, and specific incidents 

of pigs consuming human children, mentioned in previous chapters. 

Pigs seem to be nowhere near as important to the medieval Irish as writers such as 

Lucas ( 1960, 15) would have us believe; although this probably has much to do with over 

reliance on early medieval sources. Apart from references to oak mast, the animals are 

rarely mentioned in the annals. To read the Anglo-Norman evidence, it would seem that 

pigs were of greater importance to them than to the Gaelic Irish. Thefts of these animals 

are quite regularly recorded, as are their use as rent, and their supplying of the king's 

campaigns in cotland and France. What is also telling in the Anglo-Norman sources is 

the large number terms used to describe pigs, categorizing the animals based on the age, 

sex, ize, as well a what portion of the carcase is being sold. 

7.6: Breed ize-cattle, sheep/goat, and pig 

A their re ults are similar, breed size for the three main domesticates is discussed 

here a a ingle ection. While the continuity or shift in economic strategies affect the 

age- laughter pattern , sex-ratios, and element distributions seen in British and Irish 

fauna I as emblage , for most of the medieval period size is a variable which would have 

remained independent of such choice . The available evidence suggests that for this 

period, Boate' ( 1652, 77) claim that the native Irish domesticate species were smaller 

than British examples i fa) e. None of the osteometric evidence reviewed in this thesis 

uggest that there is any ignificant size variation. Admittedly, Boate was writing in the 

17th century, by which time the post-medieval agricultural improvements which led to 

ub tantially larger breeds were well underway (Albarella and Davis 1996, 47; Maltby 
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1979, 51; Dabney et al. 1996, 40), and thus may not have been comparing like with like. 

More importantly, in making his argument in defense of Irish pasturage, Boate implies 

the importation of such improved breeds. This is the first evidence we have of 

importation of cattle and sheep into Ireland from Britain. The implication is that prior to 

the onset of breed improvement in Britain it was not seen as necessary to import animals 

(i.e. there was no size difference). As stated, the osteometric evidence supports this 

conclusion. 

7.7: Horse 

On the topic of horses, the historical record and the archaeological record are 

completely at odds. As McCormick notes (2007, 95, 103-4), horse elements generally 

make up less than one percent of any assemblage. Although referring specifically to Irish 

sites, this may be equally applied to British sites. In spite of this they are, with cattle, the 

most frequently mentioned animal in both the Irish and Anglo-Norman documentary 

sources. It was shown in Chapter 4 how the increase in military references in the Irish 

annals, over the course of the medieval period, coincides with an increase in the 

frequency of references to horses. In the Anglo-Norman sources, horses are mentioned in 

the very earliest records, being sent by the king to support the army in Ireland, and appear 

in con istently high numbers throughout the medieval period. 

As described in Chapter 4, O'Sullivan Beare (Appendix 8, 4) divides the types of 

hor e present in later medieval Ireland into three groups: large war-horses, smaller 

riding horses for noble , and work animals. In the Anglo-Norman sources, war horses 

are implied in entries discu ing recompense for horses lost in the king's service, and 

they are very occasionally mentioned in the Calendar of Documents Relating to Ireland 

and the Pipe Roll I 4 John; the recording of horses involved in military engagements in 

the lri h annals also implie war horses. However, overall they are underrepresented in 

the hi tori cal record. Grant ( 1988, 170) notes that there is no fauna! evidence from 

medieval Britain for uch war horses, stating that shoulder heights of medieval horses 

range from the size of donkeys to around 160 cm, averaging at 140 cm. This does not 

vary, irrespective of the tatus or location of the site. The Irish material shows the same 

trend, although with a slightly lower average. This lack of representation of large war 
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horses in both the faunal record and the historical record is extremely odd, in light of the 

facts that the Anglo-Normans were "obsessive horse breeders especially of war horses" 

(McCormick 2007, 98). 

While the "Great Medieval Warhorse" may be missing from the archaeological 

record, horses used in war may not. The range of shoulder heights listed by Grant, and 

into which the Irish faunal material falls, also incorporates the range of shoulder heights, 

120 cm-142 cm, which Lydon (1954, 13) suggests for the hobelar. Hobelars were a 

uniquely Irish development, small, swift, easily manoeuvrable horses. They served an 

intermediary function between the large war horses charging the field of battle and the 

horses used for mounted archers which remained far from the front. The usefulness of 

such a small horse stemmed from the light load it had to carry, as Irish riders generally 

rode with out saddles, stinups, or bridles (ibid.). These were suited towards a wider 

range of environments than the larger war horses. Their effectiveness was quickly 

recognized by the Anglo-Normans who quickly adopted the use of the animals. 

It was described in Chapter 4 how the listed values of horses vary greatly 

throughout the Anglo-Norman documents, much more so than those for cattle, 

sheep/goat, or pig. Part of this also has to do with the medieval perceptions of what 

features were desirable qualities, and what brought about desirable qualities. Comparison 

of tables 4. 12 and 4.14 suggest that the Anglo-Normans had more developed ideas about 

breeding than the native Irish. Table 4.12 shows that the physical appearance of the 

horse has little to do with its value. The animal's physical abilities determined their 

value. The native Irish had a strange mixture of ideas regarding horse breeding. While 

some qualities listed in Table 4.12 are relevant to the animal's physical abilities (e.g. 

breadth of chest, length of back) , most of the animals are rated based upon their colouring 

(i .e. their colouring determined their physical abilities) . In addition to this, the 

documents from which this information was taken go on to say that a horse can be 

improved through breeding. Thus they seem to have understood something about 

selective breeding, but did not understand what was driving any changes in the animals. 

In spite of a papal ban on consumption of horse meat, this practice did occur, 

although generally only in times of acute hardship. The slaughter and consumption of 

horses by the refugee fleeing on O'Sullivan's March in 1602 was only undertaken when 
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it was absolutely necessary for survival and escape (AFM 1602.14). Similarly, the 

supposed siege at Greencastle, Co. Down, dragged on long enough to necessitate the 

consumption of horses, as suggested by the butchery evidence. When looking at 

butchery evidence in horses, one runs into the problem of determining whether or not it 

indicates both skinning and defleshing or merely skinning. In some situations, such as 

the cracking of bones for marrow extraction, seen at sites such as Carrickfergus and 

Arran Quay, Dublin, consumption is obvious; however, when one is dealing with cut 

marks, the distinction is not always clear. In both the British and Irish zooarchaeological 

record, it is more often interpreted that such marks are evidence of skinning. This is 

generally justifiable, particularly in terms of urban sites, as we know that there was a 

trade in horse hides . Murage customs on horse hides are listed from the 1230's 

throughout the 13 lh century, suggesting that it was a somewhat sizeable trade. 

7.8: Dog 

Dog shoulder heights in medieval Ireland, as indicated in Figure 7.95, tend to fall 

between 30 and 65 cm, with lower numbers of exceptionally large or small animals. 

Within the main group there seems to be two sizes represented, one ranging from 30 cm 

to 45 cm, the other from 50 cm to 65 cm. These are generally similar to McCormick's 

observations about medieval Dublin (McCormick 19973
, 834). The distributions of 

shoulder heights from British medieval sites are not dissimilar. At Flaxengate, Lincoln, 

shoulder heights ranged from ca. 22 to ca. 70 cm (O'Connor 1982, 37). In the Saxo-

orman pha e, at Aldergate, London, estimated shoulder heights for dogs ranged from 

30.7 to 64.3 cm (Armitage 2001, 81-82); while in the 15lh-mid 16th century phase, 

shoulder height ranged from 29.6 to 53 .5 cm (ibid., 85-86). 

The historical record tends to be biased towards larger dogs. The Irish annals 

merely refer to greyhounds, which seem to have been the most popular dog breed in 

medieval Ireland (AFM 1054. 1 O; AC 1409.5). This can be seen in the Anglo-Norman 

record , where these are mentioned more than any other type of dog (CD Ii 120 I, 25; SPP 

156 , 9 ). Other dogs mentioned in the Anglo-Norman records are mastiffs, harriers and 

the more general scenting hounds and stag hounds (CDiii 1275, 202; CJRiii 1311. 180; 

CODiv 1514, 18-9). O ' Sullivan Beare (Appendix 8, 2) does describe three types of dog: 
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small laps dogs, guard dogs, and great hunting hounds. However, he only rates the large 

hunting hounds as being worthwhile animals. 

The high frequency of butchery evidence on dog remains from medieval sites 

indicates either consumption of dog, use of their skin, or both. It seems that consumption 

of dogs would have been a last resort. At mid-l 31
h century Greencastle, Co. Down, while 

horses were consumed during a time of acute shortage, dogs were not. On the other 

hand, the Chronicon Scotorum records a famine in 1116 which was so great that it 

necessitated the consumption of dog (CS 1116). In the British faunal record, analysts 

have chosen to see evidence of skinning in cut marks on dog remains, rather than 

evidence of defleshing. There is very little reason to assume one over the other, and only 

Albarella and Davis ( 1994, 21, 32) justify this choice by suggesting that the frequency of 

cut marks is too low to indicate defleshing. The situation is similar in the Irish faunal 

record, analysts generally see skinning rather than defleshing. A notable exception is 

McCormick's interpretation of marrow extraction from dog remains seen at Arran Quay, 

Dublin. That dog skins were used in medieval Ireland is clear. O'Sullivan Beare 

describes them as being used to make gloves. The question is the scale of the practice. If 

there were a thriving industry in dog skins, one might expect a high frequency of 

butchery on urban sites. Yet there are many urban sites where this is not seen. Thus 

perhaps it was a more localised practise. This is also suggested by the lack of murage 

custom placed on dog skins. The relative frequency of butchery evidence on cat remains 

from urban sites is higher than that of dog remains, and the murage custom taken on them 

ugge ts a somewhat substantial trade in cat skins. This is not seen with dog skins 

although there is reference for the export of dog skins from Y oughal, Co. Cork, in the 

ixteenth century (Longfield 1929, 200). 

7.9: Cat 

The archaeological record suggests a number of uses for cats. Smaller, more 

gracile creatures found at Dundrum Castle (Murray 1999, 4) and Clough Castle (Jope 

1954, 150-1) uggest that by the 13th century cats were well tended, favoured house pets. 

Most cat , as O'Sullivan Beare suggests (Appendix 8, 3), would have been kept as 

mousers . In this they would seem to have been left to their own devices, and at death 
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were simply cast into rubbish heaps with little ceremony. This is similar to the general 

trend in the British faunal record, although there are some instances in Britain of cats 

being deposited in certain contexts out of superstition (O'Connor 1999, 368; Howard 

1951, 149). 

Where the Irish material does break from the British material quite markedly is in 

the visibility of butchery. This is generally taken as evidence for skinning, and while 

Albarella and Davis ( 1994, 22) indicate that there is little direct evidence for cat skinning 

in the British medieval faunal record, this is emphatically not the case in the Irish record. 

Cat remains in most medieval urban assemblages bear butchery evidence. This, 

combined with the fact that elements with butchery evidence often come from younger 

individuals, suggests that these animals were being raised specifically for their skins. 

The other piece of solid evidence supporting the idea of a market in cat skins is the 

murage custom placed on them, as mentioned in the previous chapter. First appearing in 

1286, this amounted to 0.5 pence per hundred, a volume which in itself suggests a fairly 

intense industry. The interesting feature of this particular tax, as mentioned previously, is 

that there is no corresponding tax on dog skins. Dogs were being skinned, and there is 

later hi torical evidence of the use of dog skins, but neither of these is reflected in the 

murage grant . Thi suggests that either the trade in cat skins was more widespread than 

that of dog, or that the Anglo-Normans found it more socially acceptable. 

7.10: Wild animal 

The Anglo- orman/ Anglo-Irish attitude towards animal exploitation is perhaps 

best ummed up by it treatment of managed species. Though wild, deer and rabbit were 

pecies to be managed . Hunting was not an activity which took place in the wild, but in 

tocked and maintained deer preserves, and was the privilege of the upper classes. Birrell 

(2006, 176) de cribe three types of hunting preserve: the royal forest, belonging to the 

king, the private forest , belonging to high ranked nobles, and the deer park, belonging to 

the le er noble . The owners of these preserves had the exclusive right to hunting 

therein , and punishment for poaching was severe, ranging from imprisonment to maiming 

( yke 2006, 162). The rights to these were valuable both in monetary terms and in 
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prestige, enough so that the Archbishop of Dublin felt compelled to enter into a dispute 

with the king over the hunting rights (CD Ii 1219-1220, 13 8). 

Of the two types of deer, the red deer is the most abundant, and is represented by 

similar proportions of red deer present in both pre- and post-conquest assemblages. This 

is at odds with the British record, which shows higher frequencies of red deer in the early 

medieval period, but by the later medieval period fallow deer have become more 

abundant. Fallow deer were introduced to Ireland by the Anglo-Normans. This 

introduction occurs fairly early, and can be seen by a 1213 reference to 30 fallow deer 

gifted to the Archbishop of Dublin by the king. Archaeologically, the earliest appearance 

of fallow deer is in the early Anglo-Norman assemblage from Ferrycarrig, Co. Waterford 

(McCormick n.d.n, 5). They seem to have spread across the country fairly quickly, 

however, as fallow deer antler appears in the 12th-14th century assemblage from 

Carrickfinn, Co . Donegal (McCormick n.d.b, 4) . Roe deer only appear twice in the 

medieval fauna! record, once in 15th century Maynooth Castle and once in mid-12th 

century Waterford. Both of these were antler fragments, and, for the example from the 

latter ite, McCormick has suggested importation from Wales. Taken as a whole, red 

deer seem to have been the most common deer exploited in medieval Ireland. There is 

evidence of both antler working as well as a market in deer hides. 

Rabbit is a slightly more straightforward species in terms of management. Like 

fallow deer, these were introduced into Ireland by the Anglo-Norman period in the late 

12th century, and first appear in the archaeological record at Ferrycarraig, Co. Wexford, 

( ee above) . Although they were hunted , as is suggested by a series of licences granted in 

the early 13th century, rabbit warrens were a much more efficient method of exploitation. 

The right to construct a rabbit warren, or the right to a custom free rabbit warren, was 

granted in much the same way as it was for a deer park. Archaeologically, rabbits appear 

infrequently. The fragility of the bones hinders their survival in the ground and there is 

the further problem that rabbit bones may be intrusive. 

A variety of animal seen in the fauna! record are referred to in the historical 

record . Cetacean vertebrae and seal post-cranial elements tum up occasionally; seal skins 

worth 4d. per kin and whale skin gloves worth 20d. are mentioned in the Calendar of 

Justiciary Rolls (CJRiii 1308, 53). Wolf appears in the assemblage from Peter St., 
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Waterford, and is variously mentioned in the Irish annals (AFM 1571.4, 1573.10) and 

O'Sullivan Beare (Appendix 8, 19). The otter mandible identified at Knowth is 

paralleled in the Anglo-Norman sources where otter skins are used as yearly rent (CDlii 

1284, 549; CDliii 1287, 151) and O'Sullivan Beare who describes them as being 

tameable. The main point is that these animals appear in the fauna! record in exceedingly 

small numbers. Birrell (2006, 178) in discussing deer hunting suggests that it was a very 

time consuming endeavour to catch enough deer to supply the lord. If this is the case for 

managed species, then it is surely the case for purely wild species. Hunting is impractical 

when it comes to supplying a large urban market. This is perhaps reflected in the murage 

customs, which in some instances taxed skins of species such as marten, squirrel, wolf, 

and fox by a lower volume, the timber, equal to forty of the item, than the traditional 

domesticates and managed species. 

7. 11 : Elite landscapes 

While managed species, as has been discussed, have left their mark in both the 

historical and zooarchaeological records, the method of their management has the 

potential of impacting the landscape. The most obvious example of this is the deer park. 

In England, these were generally large features, averaging around 200 acres, rectangular 

in plan with rounded corners, enclosed by a "high earthen bank with a ditch on either 

side" (O'Conor 2004, 239). Occasionally, the enclosing bank was topped by a wooden 

pali ade or tone wall (O'Conor and Murphy 2006, 58-9). By the year 1300, around 

3,200 deer parks had been constructed in that country (O'Conor 2004, 238). Thus not 

only were the e large, they were numerous as well. More importantly, they were 

exclu ively the domain of the upper classes. While the introduction of fallow deer, and 

thu the management of deer, occurs soon after the arrival of the Anglo-Normans, and 

references to deer and deer parks are not infrequent in the Anglo-Norman historical 

record, none of the e structures has yet been identified in the Irish landscape, although 

some candidate have been suggested. O'Conor and Murphy (2006, 61-2) cite works by 

Orpen, who suggested that the Oak Park demesne, near modern day Carlow town, was 

the deer park attached to the medieval manor of Dunganstown, and Westropp, who noted 

a large earthwork, consisting of a bank and ditch topped in sections by a stone wall, on 
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the slopes of the Glencree Valley (where a royal forest and deer park are known to have 

existed). It is suggested that these sites are most frequently to be located beside or near 

castles (ibid., 63). Deer parks, quite obviously, are integral to our understanding of deer 

exploitation in medieval Ireland. That there is so little information regarding them is a 

serious hindrance. Of the types of structures that the elite surrounded themselves with in 

order to manage various non-domestic species, these perhaps have the greatest potential 

for identification in the modem landscape. A detailed study involving the Anglo-Norman 

historical sources and maps both modem and historical, as well as field work, would go a 

long way towards increasing our knowledge of this area. 

The size and potential permanence of deer parks stands in opposition to the 

structures used to manage other species, such as rabbit and dove. Although there are 

numerous references to rabbit warrens in the historical sources, none have been identified 

in the Irish landscape. O'Conor (2004, 237) states how, in England and Wales, pillow 

mounds, "narrow cigar-shaped or rectangular mounds, usually about one metre in height 

and sometimes surrounded by a slight ditch", are generally associated with rabbit 

warrens . These are wholly absent from Ireland. It is possible, perhaps even probably, 

that rather than go through the trouble of building a pillow mound, Anglo-Norman lords 

used the banks of abandoned ringforts for this purpose. That being the case it will be 

difficult to differentiate between rabbit burrows involved in medieval rabbit rearing and 

tho e either more modem or simply the result of the activity of wild animals. This is not 

aided by the lack of thoroughly excavated ringforts. Dovecotes are in a similar situation. 

Frequently referred to, only one has been identified in Ireland, at Ballynaglogh, Co. Sligo 

(O'Conor and Murphy 2006, 56). The difficulty in identifying these is that they would 

have been constructed of wood or clay (ibid .), and would thus not leave any mark on the 

land surface. O 'Conor (2004, 235) does mention a potential masonry dovecote, beside 

the Cistercian abbey at Kilcooly, Co. Tipperary. The placement of this is interesting as it 

echoe the 1303 extent of Inch manor, also in Co. Tipperary, also mentioned by O'Conor, 

which describes the dovecote as being located beside the motte (i .e. beside the lord's 

dwelling). The e perhaps provide a model based on which we might look for dovecotes 

on former manors. 
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One final aspect of the elite landscape, which has been only touched upon briefly 

in this thesis, is the fishpond. In England, these range in form from a dam across a 

stream to narrow, rectangular/subrectangular, shallow depressions (O'Conor 2004, 236). 

As with the structures discussed above, no evidence for medieval fishponds has been 

found in Ireland. O'Conor and Murphy (2006, 56) suggest that rather than either a lack 

of survival or a lack of identification in the landscape, "the scarcity .. .in Ireland may be 

explained by greater exploitation of river, lake, and sea fish .. .in comparison with 

England." This certainly seems to be borne out by the documentary evidence. In 1243-

44, as was mentioned in Chapter 4, the abbots and monks of St. Mary's, Dublin, 

complained to the king that they were unable to fish the Liffey due to molestation by the 

citizens of Dublin (CD Ii 1243-4, 391 ). In 1353, the rights to fish the River Nore and the 

King's River in Co. Kilkenny, were granted, with the landowner stipulating his right to 

buy back the rights at any time, no questions asked (CODii 1353, 9). This is not to imply 

that fishponds did not exist in the medieval Ireland, as they are referred to frequently. A 

question raised by O'Conor and Murphy (2006, 56) is whether or not the fish ponds 

referred to are natural or artificially constructed. At least some were constructed, as is 

illustrated by the dispute, also mentioned in Chapter 4, between the Friars of 

Kilmainham, who constructed a fish pool off the Liffey which prevented fish from 

ascending to the fisheries and hindered water traffic, and the citizens of Dublin (CD Ii 

1220, 149). As with rabbit warrens and dovecotes, identification of medieval fishponds 

in the modem Irish landscape seems to be a particularly difficult endeavour. Apart from 

their small size, and rather unobtrusive nature, and the potential use of natural, rather than 

artificial , ponds, there is al o the possibility that they are post-medieval in date. 

Example of such are mentioned by O'Conor and Murphy (2006, 56). 

All of the e features were integral parts of the species management by the upper 

cl as es in medieval Ireland, and are therefore necessary for our understanding of the topic 

overall. Unfortunately, as has been reiterated throughout this section, none of these areas 

has received close attention. It would seem that deer parks provide the best opportunity 

for future research, as their potential for being identifiable in the modem landscape would 

appear to be greater than for other relics of species management. However, it is up to 
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further studies to tackle this issue, as the present thesis is primarily concerned with the 

zooarchaeology of medieval Ireland, rather its landscape. 

7.12: Wool, hides, horn, and skins 

Hides were a very important item of trade in medieval Ireland and it is likely that it 

is one of the main mechanisms to allowed coinage to be transferred into the Gaelic 

economy (O'Neill 1987, 80), O'Neill (ibid., 77) states that apart from fish, hides 

comprised Ireland's largest export in the medieval period. Hides were shipped from all 

parts of the island, both Gaelic and Anglo-Norman, generally destined for the continent. 

Export occurred on both large and small scales, with groups of merchants chartering large 

ships and moving goods in bulk from major port towns, and single merchants moving 

from harbour to harbour in order to collect enough material to ship. As with the wool 

industry, the native Irish recognized the value of this trade. O'Neill (ibid., 80) cites the 

example of the O'Malley's claim to the hides of all cattle slaughtered in his territory. 

The hide trade was an exceptionally profitable business, and a source of much 

revenue both for merchants and the crown. The documentary evidence is strong as well. 

Mu rage grants enumerate a number of different types of hides, not solely cattle, and the 

amount to be taken for them. The Anglo-Norman sources also frequently record 

transactions involving hides throughout the medieval period. Prices of these tended to 

ary wildly. For instance, in 1551 a bull hide was valued at l 60d., a cow hide at 58d. 

(CODv 1551, 13). However, the only mention of cattle hides in the Irish sources refers to 

hide of cow and oxen being used to cover siege engines (AFM 1595.17), but as outlined 

above the trade of hides much have been of great importance to their cash economy. 

In general, large frequencies of lower limb elements (metapodials and phalanges) 

are seen a indicator of the hide trade. Serjeatson ( 1989, 136) provides convincing 

evidence that the e elements were left attached to the skins after removal. The reason for 

this is unknown, although it has been suggested that these elements may have provided 

weight to the skin during the tanning process, alternatively it has been suggested that they 

erved a "handles", facilitating transport. Evidence for this is discussed in Chapters 5 

and 7. At medieval Dublin, it was argued that higher levels of cattle, sheep, and goat 
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metapodials indicate the importation of skins for tanning. Woolfells made their way to 

the urban market in a similar manner. 

Hom/antler working was an important craft industry, although on a much more 

localized scale. It is not uncommon, in urban sites, to find evidence of hornworking in 

the form of cut or sawn horns, as well as, less frequently, large caches of horncores/antler 

for the larger scale industries. Some of these larger caches have been identified at 

Bakehouse Lane, Waterford, Peter Street, Waterford, and Arran Quay, Waterford. The 

typical procedure involved horns being soaked for a time in order to separate the 

horncore from the horn sheath (MacGregor 1989, 117). An example of this from 

Hornpot Lane, York, was cited in Chapter 5. 

Raw horns are not among the goods noted as being worthy of taxation in murage 

grant records . In only one of the twenty-seven murage grants appearing between 1221 

and 1306 are cattle (ox) carcasses taxed; live cattle appear in twenty-five of them. This 

implies that the norm was to bring live cattle into Irish medieval towns for slaughter. It is 

likely that much of the horn used in hornworking was derived from fleshers within towns. 

Another source may have been from tanners, if horns were attached to the pelts when 

they arrived in towns. High frequencies of both lower limb elements and horncores may 

therefore indicate that raw materials for both industries were being brought in together. 

In one example, the horncores themselves are an indicator of the tanning industry. The 

1401 century assemblage from Arran Quay, Dublin, contained exceptionally large 

quantities of horncores from very young cattle (McCormick 2004, 226). This was 

interpreted as indicating the production of vellum. Despite the absence of taxation 

record it may be that horns were collected outside the town and sold to the workshops. 

The large quantitie of hed antler used in workshops like Waterford (McCormick l 997a, 

27) must have been sourced in his way and yet there is no reference to the taxing of such 

material. Hornworking was probably a lowly craft and the raw material may not have 

been of great value. 
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Final thoughts 

While to both the pre-Norman Irish and the Anglo-Normans, animals were 

commodities to be exploited, their perceptions of the animals seem to have been 
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different. The pre-Norman Irish seem to have seen the animal in terms of its social as 

much as its economic value, while the Anglo-Normans were concerned with the 

marketable aspects of the animal. The Irish pledged whole animals to the church, while 

the Anglo-Normans chose to pledge the profits from the trade of their animals. The Irish 

were fixated on raiding cattle and only cattle, in spite of the value to be gained from 

sheep and pig. Amongst the Anglo-Normans, cattle, sheep, and pig were stolen with 

equal frequency . There does seem to be a shift in the Gaelic mindset after the Anglo

Norman conquest. They begin to seize sheep, goat, and horses where they had previously 

not done so. This suggests a growing appreciation of the value of the productive 

capabilities (in terms of both primary and secondary products) of these animals, a shift 

away from raiding cattle simply as a method of gaining status. Of course, cattle were still 

raided in large numbers throughout this process, and it is not intended to suggest that the 

specie wa of any less importance to the Irish. However, it may be suggested that their 

motivation behind the raiding changed slightly. Part of it remained, seemingly to a large 

extent, political, coercing one's enemies by seizing all their stock and threatening their 

livelihoods. Part of it appears to have been a genuine appreciation of the market value of 

cattle. Cattle provided hides, and hides were a valuable business. The native Irish, in 

pite of rules attempting to restrict them, had access to the Anglo-Norman market 

economy, and ome native families gained quite strong positions within this system. It is 

perhap this integration that led to the native Irish developing a greater appreciation of 

these a pects of animal husbandry. 

Future work 

In the introduction to this work, three problems hindering our knowledge of 

animal exploitation in medieval Ireland were discussed. Each of these needs to be 

addressed further. The first two problems are interrelated. The accessibility of the 
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literature needs to improve. Data of the scale and type assembled from the Calendar of 

Documents Relating to Ireland is only achieved through hours of tedious, methodical 

work. While on the other hand, the data assembled from the Irish annals is in digital 

format, quickly and readily searchable via the computer. The Irish material is hosted by 

the UCC website and is a funded project intended to preserve Ireland's history and 

cultural heritage. It may be that Anglo-Norman bureaucratic documents do not fall under 

this remit. However, it would be a valuable endeavour. The accessibility to the 

zooarchaeological data also needs to be improved. As described in the introduction, 

many fauna! reports are either buried in excavations report, or simply languishing in a file 

cabinet, unpublished. A centralised database recording the existence and location of 

fauna! reports , if not the fauna! reports themselves, needs to be assembled. It is hoped the 

recent formation of the IZWG (Irish Zooarchaeoloogical Working Group) will facilitate 

this . However, such a database should really be increased to cover a wider range of 

excavation and specialist reports, similar to Archaeological Data Services, based in the 

U.K. The raw fauna! data needs to me made available given the inadequacy of many of 

the published reports which produce, effectively, summarised conclusions which do not 

allow inter-site comparisons. 

The third is of greater concern and worth reiterating. In The archaeology of 

medieval rnral settlement in Ireland, O'Conor makes a series of suggestions for future 

work which will further our understanding of settlement in this particular period. Two of 

these suggestions, the excavation of a Gaelic habitation site of medieval date, and the 

excavation of a deserted village or rural burrough in eastern Ireland, equally apply to the 

furtherance of the present topic. These two areas form the widest gap in the medieval 

Iri h fauna! record . The native Irish historical sources, as has been shown in Chapters 3 

and 4, are incapable of addressing questions about the economy of Gaelic Ireland in the 

medieval period. There are, in fact , few forms of evidence which are suited to this task, 

and it may be argued that the fauna! material provides one of the best options. Gaelic 

settlement at this time was, however, primarily rural (O'Conor 1998, 73), thus the 

problem is the identification of sites to excavate. O 'Conor, in his work, suggested 

different high status sites. Given the ephemeral nature of lower class settlement types, 

such high status sites are probably the best chance we have to gain fauna! material from 
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this period in the history of Gaelic Ireland. Similarly, as can be seen in Chapter 7, the 

number of Anglo-Norman rural sites from which we have substantial faunal material is 

exceedingly small. To truly understand the relationship between rural producers and 

urban consumer, more rural fauna! assemblages need to be excavated. 
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